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THE STEWARDESS CHRONICLE: A CAUTIONARY TALE

Disclaimer: A Message From  
The Airline Stewardess

Since deciding to write this book, I have gotten six tarot card 
readings at Witchy Wearables, made endless trips back to the city of 
New Orleans, attended two Drake concerts (Aubrey and The Three 
Migos Tour), and have been abstaining from sexual orgasms for over 
three-hundred days. 

This book was not an easy process.
While getting through the death of a loved one and dealing 

with family drama, I pushed to get this project completed. I was 
home and not flying work trips from May 23, 2018, until December 
31, 2018. I got the idea to write The Stewardess Chronicle on June 1, 
2018. I dedicated fifteen-hour days at my laptop and came up with 
two different versions of The Stewardess Chronicle. 

There were so many different paths that I could have chosen 
with writing the purpose of this book. I could have gone the “I made 
stupid choices so don’t be like me” direction, or I could have taken the 
“All men are dogs and are the reasons for my heartache” direction, 
but I didn’t. I chose to own my truth as I accepted my part in every 
situation with the men of The Stewardess Chronicle. 
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The community of women who seek to be sexually involved 
with professional athletes for various reasons are referred to as jersey 
chasers. This is a lifestyle choice that I became familiar with that is 
not new to the world. In fact, the race to be a part of the chase is 
getting bigger and tougher because a lot of women want in on know-
ing what it is like to sleep with or be around professional athletes, 
who are in some cases, celebrity men. The plastic surgeries and pres-
sure to look beautiful to get the attention of men like those in The 
Stewardess Chronicle has become normal. One thing I am not doing 
in my tell-all book is dictating to women how to live their lives; The 
Stewardess Chronicle talks about the journey of fighting my insecu-
rities and accepting myself. 

The objective of The Stewardess Chronicle is to share a story. 
My story. 

I have chosen to write out my experiences with the hopes that 
young ladies and women focus on themselves and their emotional 
well-being. After watching television shows like, For My Man that 
talk about the crimes and irrational decisions women make around 
the influence from men and sex, I felt many of us lack the discipline 
or ability to think about the situations we can get ourselves into. So 
many women lose themselves in the shadow of a man. A fair number 
of women are also willing to endure anything just to say that they 
have a man in their lives. In ways, we sacrifice ourselves for male 
companionship. We lose our identity. We can even make silly choices 
when giving our sex away. I am sure a few women would like to 
forget a man that they have shared themselves with in the past, but 
the fact is we can’t erase their memory. There were times when I was 
scared to put The Stewardess Chronicle out in the universe because 
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I was exposing myself to the world. I feared judgment and also the 
risk of never having any type of relation with men, again because of 
worries that they will end up in a book. 

I went to a few different publishers with The Stewardess 
Chronicle, all of whom were hesitant to say yes because of the various 
taboo subjects like gangs, police brutality, racial issues and of course 
my being so open to talking about my sex life. One publisher tried to 
make me feel less of a woman like some of the men in my book when 
I wouldn’t give him the original 159,000 words of The Stewardess 
Chronicle and also because I wouldn’t call myself a witch—a word 
he yelled from across the table at me during our business meet-
ing—like he wanted me to. So, I believed in myself and decided to 
self-publish. I told my family about The Stewardess Chronicle, and 
they were supportive, even my father. I told the famous athletes that 
I introduce in The Stewardess Chronicle about my project, and one 
was still very disrespectful with his smug attitude telling me that no 
one would care (I’ll let you play the guessing game on which one of 
the athletes said that to me). After feuding with the athlete, I decided 
to not use the names of the men that I’ve slept with. Instead of saying 
their government names, I have used jersey numbers and personal 
nicknames that I’ve called them over the recent years. 

…  So I ask every person who reads The Stewardess Chronicle 
to keep me in your positive thoughts and prayers. I hope that my 
love and God’s love of pure joy and happiness blesses you wherever 
you go on your journey in life.
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DISCLAIMER

I have tried to recreate events, locales and conversations from 
my memories of them. In order to maintain their anonymity in some 
instances I have changed the names of individuals and places, I may 
have changed some identifying characteristics and details such as 
physical properties, occupations and places of residence.

Although the author and publisher have made every effort to 
ensure that the information in this book was correct at press time, 
the author and publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim any 
liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by 
errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from 
negligence, accident, or any other cause.

Some names and identifying details have been changed to 
protect the privacy of individuals.
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Chapter One

Professional Level

OVER EIGHT WEEKS OF SCREAMING EVACUATION 
drills, studying medical equipment, and learning the dos 
and don’ts of federal air regulation—Barbie boot camp was 

nothing like I expected it to be, but honestly, I really didn’t know 
what I was getting myself into from the beginning. 

At the age of twenty-five, I landed a job that offered me some 
stability in life, and now four years later into my airline stewardess 
career, I wouldn’t dare change a thing about the places I’ve been, the 
people that I have met or the things I have learned.

Before taking on my airline stewardess job, I was at a point 
in my life where it was time for me to turn over a new leaf and do 
something positive for myself. I started college at the age of nine-
teen, and three universities later, I still didn’t have my degree. My 
only dream before my career as an airline stewardess was to become 
an educated business professional, which is why I attended Florida 
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A&M University. I switched my major a couple of times before 
deciding to study political science pre-law. But while outside of the 
classrooms, I kept true to my jersey chaser ambitions, and through-
out the years, the jersey chase became one thing about my life that 
never changed. 

Since high school days, I had a thing for jocks, and their jocks. 
I experienced sex for the first time at sixteen years old, because I 
thought it was time as everyone else was doing it. When I first went 
to Momma about me wanting to have sex, she lost her mind. 

“You’re not getting pregnant!” That’s all Momma said to me. 
So, if her fear of me getting pregnant was the only reason she 

didn’t want me to have sex, I figured to wear protection, and I did. 
By the time I told Momma the truth about me losing my virginity, 
I was nineteen years old and still afraid to tell her. Sex was every-
where in high school, and besides making honor roll, sex was all 
that my friends and I would discuss. All along the hallways the only 
subject students were talking about was sex. No one outside of the 
classrooms explained what sex meant and how you were supposed 
to know you were ready. I experimented with the idea of sex by trial 
and error.

My first impression of sex was through reading books, and it 
made me curious to know what a climax felt like. I began having wet 
dreams, and one night when I was asleep, an electrifying sensation 
raced through my insides making my thighs shake and my under-
wear moist enough for me to wake up. I knew then it would only 
be a matter of time before I would put those urges to rest. So in my 
freshman high school year, I began to get familiar with myself at 
bedtime, touching between my thighs. Because of my past, touching 
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my sex at first felt funny, but after a while I learned to get comfort-
able with the feeling.

My introduction to my womanhood came earlier than most 
when I started being molested by a relative on my father’s side of the 
family. I was barely six years old, and I remember the uncomfortable 
feeling that he left in my underwear. I didn’t know the difference 
between a good touch and a bad touch. I don’t think my parents ever 
thought I would go through something like that because they never 
had the no-no spot talk with me. Finally when I realized something 
wasn’t right, I decided to tell Momma a few weeks later, and she beat 
the shit out of me for the delayed information. I felt like the person to 
blame for what happened to me, and every time that it kept happen-
ing, I suffered in silence keeping it to myself. I can still remember 
how the doctor had to examine me in my private area when Momma 
took me to the emergency room. All of the child services appoint-
ments at the house, speaking to strangers about what happened to 
me, made me shut down. As a young kid, I was experiencing spells of 
depression, and no matter how many new things my parents bought 
me, I still had no one to talk with about how I was feeling.

Those years I spent as a kid felt like they would never end, but 
the years rolled on, and my body began to develop. I started turning 
from a small girl into a young woman. My mind began to under-
stand my body, and my sexual urges kept me up at night. My fever 
would run high, and I would toss in the sheets from the desire to 
have my first sexual encounter. I wanted to experience body heat 
and sweat with a guy who made my body explode from the inside 
out like the characters in the urban erotica books that I would read. 
I was ready to join in on the table conversations with my girls in the 
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morning before classes. We’d make sure we got to school at least 
forty-five minutes before the first bell to have our daily girl talk 
sessions. I would sit and listen as they giggled about the things they 
did over the weekend or all the sex they had the night before coming 
to school. Much to my dismay, my first time wasn’t like I thought 
because I didn’t have the climax experience, and it didn’t happen on 
my second or third try either. 

My first orgasm experience was given to me at seventeen years 
old by the finest, darkest six-foot-four beast any teenage girl had ever 
seen—five-star All-American #1 ranked football player in Illinois. I 
remember all too well the first athlete that I was smitten with. “The 
Six-Four Beast” is what everyone around Chicago called him. It was 
a powerful experience having sex with a well-known jock whom 
everyone looked up to and cheered for all over the city of Chicago. 
We stayed close, and when we both went to different colleges, we 
kept in touch until I found my second jock. I packed my bags and ran 
away from my family the first chance I got and skipped all the way to 
college in Tallahassee, Florida. Social media was on the rise, and my 
Facebook friend request got accepted by the five-star high-ranking 
football player from Pennsylvania at the big name university across 
the tracks. He was the stress reliever I needed when I would return 
from my days of ARMY ROTC field training where I shot rounds 
of ammunition from an M16 rifle with dirt up to my nose as I lay 
in trenches. 

Unlike most of my friends at the university, I didn’t have a 
traditional student lifestyle at FAMU. I wasn’t out partying every 
day of the week until crazy hours of the night, and I couldn’t scarf 
down pizza as a cadet in the Rattler Battalion. I had to sacrifice some 
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parts of my HBCU experience, because if it weren’t for the program, 
I wouldn’t have been able to attend the school of my dreams. Three 
days out of the week I would wake my roommate at ungodly hours 
in the morning making noise as I got ready for ROTC physical train-
ing in front of Howard Hall. First, we’d warm up with thirty jump-
ing jacks, push-ups, and sit-ups. I’d endure five-mile ruck marches 
while calling off cadence songs alongside the campus dorms in full 
uniform before sun-up, no matter the weather. 

Being a part of the program wasn’t what I wanted, but I was 
going to make the best of it. Joining the military was the only option 
my father gave me, so I tried making him proud even though I was 
uncertain about the contract I signed. I was desperate to get away 
from both sides of my family, so I did what was necessary. I made my 
thirty-year military-career father proud with photos I sent of his only 
daughter dressed in ACUs and pictures of my first college military 
ball that I attended in my second year with my college boyfriend. 

At the start of my sophomore year of undergraduate, I fell in 
love with a guy who was above average on campus. He was tall, fine, 
and everyone around knew him. He came from a prominent black 
family, and I felt honored when I traveled to New York with him to 
meet his parents. The special treat was meeting his grandmother 
who was a famous jazz singer from the Duke Ellington era and the 
host of her very own television show, breaking barriers for women 
of color in TV history. 

After the first year of our relationship, I started to plan our 
wedding ceremony in my head—especially after the first time he told 
me “I love you.” There I was, a girl from a broken home, never feel-
ing loved, and I never heard the words from a man who showed me 
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real love. He introduced me to a different world, and it changed my 
life. Over time, I isolated myself from my ROTC friends and college 
buddies as he told me to, just to keep down on the drama. However, 
the arguments and neglect I felt from him after cutting off my circle 
of peers led me to break up with him and confessing to cheating one 
time, even though it happened more than once. It didn’t take long 
for us to work things out and we continued on with our relationship.

The summer before my third year of undergrad, I made my 
last visit to my star football jock from across the tracks and became 
a faithful girlfriend. I wanted to do better, and because of all my 
cheating, I felt guilty and so I stayed with my college boyfriend 
when I knew I should have left. When my college boyfriend became 
abusive with his words, I took it. When he bruised my arm the first 
time, I overlooked it. I wanted to love him, and blamed myself for 
not listening to him when he would say I couldn’t do something or 
go to places with my friends. I thought it was love. My mother and 
stepfather would fight like cats and dogs yet they both loved one 
another, but I quickly learned that type of love was the wrong love 
to have. I grew up in a home where my stepfather tried to kill my 
mother, and I had to help clean her blood off the floors and walls of 
her apartment on 93rd Street. My mother had thirty-two staples in 
her stomach and neck from her husband stabbing her the night of 
my great-great-aunt Minola’s funeral. So, when my boyfriend choked 
me on the bed and threatened me, I was done. I left the guy that said 
he loved me. Experiencing that type of abuse made me not want to 
end up like Momma. 

I took rebound sex with a five-star ranking basketball jock 
that went to the big named university across the train tracks that I 
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knew before my college relationship days, but yet the love for my 
ex-boyfriend never went away and I found myself back with him. 
We weren’t sleeping together, but emotionally I was tied to him. I let 
my college boyfriend into my world telling him about my life and 
the past horrific things I went through, but in the end, he took me 
through more. Not sleeping together was the best choice I could’ve 
made because to me sex meant to love, and I couldn’t intimately 
love him anymore.

It was the sex that made us addicted to one another. Twenty-
seven times we made love in one week, and keeping count of our 
releases was a private joke. He was a year ahead of me in college, and 
until me, he never experienced sex. I was the one to take his virginity, 
and he was willing to give it to me for which I was glad. I meant well 
for my college boyfriend, but nothing changed. When we became 
friends without sex, he still acted like he was in control of me. I knew 
that if I didn’t get away, I would have become Momma. So, my third 
year of college I chose to leave the school of my dreams and trans-
ferred to a larger college in Memphis, Tennessee. 

The university that I transferred to was known for their 
high-ranking basketball players, including the #1 scouted five-star 
basketball recruit that was from Memphis. I made nice with him and 
several other basketball jocks on the team, and then chose one to 
share myself with. I spotted the six-foot-eight college hoopstar and 
his hazel eyes from across the room in our earth science class—then 
again in the science lab class. When I followed him on Twitter, we 
became friendly, having casual talks around campus and meeting up 
to exchange notes after class. Within a few weeks, I was his science 
tutor, and I dressed the part when I went into his bedroom. As I lifted 
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my pencil skirt leaving my white collard blouse fully buttoned, I gave 
him what he wanted and got what I needed. 

Social media had taken the game up a notch with making 
verified accounts for big name people on Twitter. While at my new 
university, I received a few follow-backs from professional inter-
national basketball players and NBA ballers who thought I was 
cute. At times the messages sending me their Skype information 
even flattered me. It made me feel special that those men who had 
been around thousands of beautiful women complimented me on 
my look. 

It took years for me to understand that my beauty was rare. I 
grew up in a community and home where light skin was praised and 
considered to be more beautiful than my dark tone. Older people 
complimented my long, thick, and curly hair, but all the kids my 
age teased me about having curly ponytails with barrettes in them. 
Growing up, Momma would pay for my hair to get twisted every 
two weeks, and when I got jumped by a bunch of girls in elementary 
school, I was left with a bald spot in the back of my head. There were 
five in all, and the biggest one cut out my long twist. One time they 
even poured salt and sugar in my hair on the walk home. I never 
understood why the kids of my neighborhood teased me about my 
skin tone when we were all black. I felt that my skin was no different 
from theirs, just a little darker. It wasn’t until my twenty-first birth-
day that I got to understand my darker skin is what made me beauti-
ful. I spent hours admiring myself in the mirror, which is something 
that my father and ex-boyfriend would tell me not to do, but they 
didn’t understand. I needed to look at myself every morning to value 
and appreciate my beauty no matter how much it annoyed them. 
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The one serious relationship from college left me with having 
to get past the traumatic experience for years. I feared falling in love 
after that and I second guessed myself so much about if love was in 
the cards for me. I could watch princess movies on television all day 
and still cry tears of joy when the princess got the “happily ever after,” 
but I gave up on that for myself. For generations, the women on my 
mother’s side of the family were prone to being in toxic relationships. 
I understood that every person does not belong in a relationship 
and every woman doesn’t die married or a virgin. Since I never dealt 
with drama or confusion with any jock of my past, I returned to my 
jersey chaser ways. I felt like athletes were a safe choice, then athletes 
became an addiction, especially the stamina of basketball players. 

When I returned home from Memphis, I met a few interna-
tional ball players that kept me entertained. Besides one nightclub, 
there weren’t many places to meet athletes in Chicago, and with me 
still being an undergraduate student at the time, I didn’t have the 
money to go party every weekend. I wanted to be somebody in the 
professional world, and without a degree, my options were limited. 

I was watching the 2013 NBA Championship with my little 
cousin when I got the idea of becoming an airline stewardess. When 
the MVP held that trophy up to the camera and the team players 
raged with cheers, I wanted to be there at the after-parties on South 
Beach to meet one of those NBA ballplayers. Sitting in front of the 
television wasn’t enough; I needed to be in Miami when the stadium 
doors closed and the players were out of uniform. I sat there trying 
to figure out how could I be in Chicago, Illinois, and get my hands 
on the big-league professional basketball players, the idea to become 
an airline stewardess just hit me like a ton of bricks. The job was 
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something different, and I don’t think anyone was expecting me to 
become an airline stewardess. No one thought I had the personality 
for it, and honestly, I didn’t believe I could push myself outside of 
my comfort zone. But I did. I love the job, and the lifestyle change 
was needed.

Since the years of my college boyfriend, I stopped claim-
ing serious relationships, and the small part of my life when I was 
molested as a child made me not want to have children for a long 
time. I spent years going through depression, anxiety, and having 
thoughts of suicide from both those traumatic events in my life. 
There were plenty of nights in my pre-teen years through my early 
twenties that I soaked my pillow crying tears of anger, neglect, and 
loneliness. As a kid, I didn’t really know how to express that I felt 
trapped in self-isolation, so I began to get involved in sports at 
school. I grew attached to teammates on my cheer, track, volleyball, 
and softball teams. In high school and college, I performed music 
and poetry in talent shows, and the trophies helped get me through 
those dark years. I kept myself socially involved with my college 
peers by joining the campus chapter of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People and served on several commit-
tee boards for organizations that focused on the empowerment of 
young girls and women.

As I matured from my personal situations in life, I volunteered 
my time at my old high school and in the community with non-profit 
organizations to mentor young ladies, telling them all the things that 
I wish someone had told me. I didn’t have all the answers, but I did 
make it through a few things in life before the age of twenty-four. I 
knew there was some young school-age girl that needed to hear my 
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words or feel my presence. I encouraged the young girls I mentored 
to stay on the right path no matter what they would experience in 
life. From watching reality television and the girls in music videos, 
my mentees wanted to be like those women who fought on shows 
like The Bad Girls Club and those who twerked on strip poles to grab 
the attention of men. As my girl mentees giggled about boys they had 
crushes on, I would remind the young ladies to also talk about their 
homework assignments and future college applications. Sex in high 
school seemed cool to them, and I understood that, but I wanted 
them to focus on the fact that they would have so many years after 
high school where they would meet so many more exciting guys that 
would be worth holding out for. Keeping that special gift that you 
can never get back was the reason I wanted my mentees to wait. I 
wanted those young ladies to understand that when sex steps into 
your life, a new shift is created. The way of life that you once knew 
is not the same. Your mind changes, the type of person that catches 
your attention varies and your emotions begin to evolve. It’s so amaz-
ing how I’ve talked about boys since being in elementary school, and 
the subject only gets more interesting with time. 

The first crush. The first kiss. The first time. 
Like many women, I’ve found happiness and freedom in my 

singleness. I don’t feel the need to have a daily male presence in my 
life. Swiping right on Tinder looking at all the cute men or flirting 
on social media commenting on the post of random athletes and my 
favorite male celebrities is as far as it goes when I need a good laugh. 
My family hits me with baby talk or husband talk during visits, and 
I make it a point to let them know that my life is complete without 
those things. This isn’t the 1950s, and women are living life on their 
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own terms without the fear of judgment. It’s out with the old and in 
with the new. At twenty-nine years old, being a single woman does 
feel liberating after you’ve been through as much as I have.

Being an airline stewardess fits my profile. I’m able to go and 
come as I please to any place in the world that I like. I have wings 
and benefits that I work my ass off for. When I became obsessed with 
the idea of becoming an airline stewardess, I skimmed through the 
relevant hashtags on social media. I followed accounts that posted 
pictures of foreign countries and cool restaurants in states like Salt 
Lake City, Utah, that I probably never would have considered visit-
ing if I wasn’t an airline stewardess. Always being on the go, living 
out of a suitcase in four-star hotels appealed to me, and I fell in love 
one long layover at a time. Before I got the job, I imagined life at 
work would feel like little vacations away from home, and honestly, 
sometimes it does. I knew I had what it took to become an airline 
stewardess, and I showed that to everyone the day my wings were 
pinned on my uniform. I couldn’t have picked a more perfect career 
for myself. As a stewardess, I get paid well and my medical benefits 
are amazing. My contacts have always been a little strong, but if I 
didn’t have insurance, then I would be paying six hundred dollars 
just for one custom-made lens.

Most people only want to know about the flight benefits, and I 
can’t fake it—flight benefits are fantastic. I travel to any place in the 
country for free when the fare to travel the globe is literally disre-
spectful to full-fare passengers. The special perk of being able to 
share my flight privileges with my family is the best part. My parents 
get unlimited travel. If I had a husband or someone special to travel 
with, he would have the same travel priority as me, which is also 
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unlimited, with free first-class upgrades on domestic and interna-
tional flights.  Believe it or not, the flight benefits make it hard for 
me to date. Rich or poor it doesn’t matter, as soon as guys find out 
I’m an airline stewardess the first thing they want to do is take a trip. 
When the conversation about my benefits with a guy lasts longer 
than sixty seconds, it’s a red flag for me. 

But becoming an airline stewardess made for something so 
much more than earning a pair of wings with paycheck bank depos-
its. My youth, along with having the world at my leisure, upgraded 
my jersey chaser ambitions a little differently than others. I am your 
everyday woman who decided to go out and explore the world while 
working, and after a few months of starting my new airline steward-
ess career, with the use of social media, I came in contact with my 
first NBA baller, Twenty.

June 4, 2014 – Chicago to Orlando – Flight 1221 – Seat 11F

The call I made to Twenty telling him that I landed right on 
time in Orlando, Florida had me anxious. Twenty didn’t think I was 
coming, but I made my way to him on my off day. Twenty was always 
so chilled, he never pressed an issue about anything, but he did tell 
me every now and then that I had a smart mouth when I would make 
fun of his New York accent.

“Hey, I’m here. Please don’t laugh at my uniform. I didn’t have 
time to change,” I said on the phone with Twenty as I walked off 
the airplane.

“I’ll be there in like thirty minutes. Okay?” 
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“Take your time,” I said. “See you when you get here.”
Hanging up the phone, I jumped on the escalators going down 

towards baggage claim where my six-foot-four shooting guard 
told me to meet him. Orlando International Airport was always 
so confusing and irritating with its run-down carpet that makes it 
impossible to pull a suitcase on. I’ve never been a fan of carpeted 
airports because they require more energy to haul my luggage.

Turning into the ladies’ room, I had more than enough time 
to pipe myself up for Twenty. I let down the twenty-inch black with 
honey-blonde ombre extensions I wore and ran my fingers through 
my curls to give me a sexier look after nearly three hours of turbu-
lence on the flight from Chicago. Reaching for my casual black 
tightly fitted dress, I took off my work uniform and slipped in the 
four-inch suede leopard-print mid-calf sandals I packed. Lacing 
the straps over my foot, it was the perfect pair of heels to show my 
cherry-colored pedicure. After I changed clothes, I zipped up my 
suitcase and walked out of the stall. 

“Excuse me, but I bet you don’t have any friends with a body 
like that.” The lady standing over the sink was hilarious but kind 
with her compliment. 

“Thank you,” I said to her politely while laughing. I rested my 
suitcase against the wall, and then took a look over my reflection in 
the full-length mirror. Satisfied with what I saw, I turned to join the 
woman at the sink to wash my hands.

“No, like seriously, you are gorgeous,” she said looking over 
my slim waist and then glared at my high heels.

I learned how to be humble when it came to accepting compli-
ments. I gave the woman the same response that I gave to passengers 
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that praised my hair texture or the red shade of my lipstick. Wishing 
the woman a great day as she left the ladies’ room, I went back to 
fixing myself so that I could be perfect for Twenty. 

It was hard to believe a simple retweet on Twitter caught 
his attention. One follow led to text messages and his phone calls 
kept coming. 

I took one last glance in the mirror overlooking myself to make 
sure I was prettier than all the photos I sent my second season baller, 
I grabbed my suitcase by the handle and took a deep breath before 
exiting the restroom when my phone rang.

“Hey. I’m coming out now.” I slowed my strut down as I talked 
on the phone with Twenty. 

“Where are you?” he asked. “I just pulled up. I’m by the door,” 
he said.

I could see Twenty’s car through the glass doors as he pulled 
over to the curb.

“I see you. I’m wearing a black dress,” I said.
One foot out the door and the Orlando humidity smacked me 

in the face. Taking my time walking towards where people stood to 
wait for their rides, I was thrilled to see my NBA ballplayer friend. 
I couldn’t stop cheesing as Twenty got out the car and walked to the 
back of the trunk. I took in the smell of his cologne as he pressed his 
chest into mine gripping me tight in a bear hug. 

“That doesn’t look like no work uniform to me,” Twenty said. 
“Damn, you look good though.”

I was glad that he noticed my change in wardrobe without me 
saying anything. I didn’t look twenty-five, not that my age mattered to 
Twenty when I told him. Twenty had the biggest Kool-Aid smile that 
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was adorable, and he could be so corny, but that’s what I liked most 
about him. From the blogs I read online posted by other women who 
had been with him, I gathered that Twenty was rumored mostly to 
be sly in nature. He showed all the characteristics of a male Scorpio: 
smug, charming, and suspicious by nature. At night I’d sext Twenty 
while I used my woman toys to play with my wetbox. The built-up 
anticipation wasn’t going to waste now that I had Twenty to myself.  

Well, that’s what I thought until Twenty’s best friend got 
out the passenger seat. I was ready to go back into the airport, 
but I took a deep breath and ignored the best friend with his rude 
comments about how long I was staying and his possessive behav-
ior over Twenty.

“Yo chill,” I heard Twenty say to his friend as I got in the car 
while they both stood at the trunk. 

Twenty drove like he was big stuff, with his seat leaned back, 
the windows all the way down and the sunroof pulled open while 
blasting Drake’s song “Days in the East” on repeat. 

When I first read Twenty’s direct messages on Twitter asking 
for my number, I hesitated and told him no. I hadn’t done any 
research on him. I only knew what Twenty’s bio said about him 
playing professional basketball for Orlando on his verified Twitter 
account. A few days later after he sent me his number telling me 
to stop playing games, I caved and sent Twenty a text from my 
batphone. Having two phones became my way of life before my 
airline stewardess career. It was how I kept things separated in my 
life. My batphone was just for guys and friends, while my hotline was 
for family and work. But Twenty knew about both phones.
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“You want to go out and get some food?” Twenty asked, and I 
shook my head no. If it had just been us, I probably would’ve changed 
my mind, but I wasn’t feeling the vibes from his friend and was irri-
tated, so I passed. “You sure?” Twenty asked me again.

“I’m good,” I said smiling back at him so he wouldn’t think 
there was something wrong because I wasn’t talking much. My focus 
shifted to what I had come to Orlando for, one night. 

I came to Twenty to escape my world and get the sex that I 
deserved after almost a year of no action. My time with Twenty was 
about me making my own fantasies come true. Traveling and getting 
paid to look cute while serving coffee at cruising altitude was the 
perfect way for me to make money, but being able to spend time 
with an NBA ballplayer on my off day in a different city was the life 
I planned for myself.  

And it was happening. 
We pulled into the parking garage of this beautiful high-

rise building surrounded by palm trees, in the heart of downtown 
Orlando. Opening my door, Twenty waited for me to step out the 
car and then grabbed my things out of the trunk. I loved how he 
watched me walking in front of him. The three hours a day I spent 
in the gym during my stewardess training and on layovers had 
Twenty’s attention. 

Going into the bedroom, Twenty placed my suitcase in the 
closet while I lingered behind in the living room taking in the view 
of the sunset from the top floor. Making my way into the master 
bedroom, I closed the door behind me and walked through the 
cream-carpeted hallway. I spotted Twenty in the bathroom shirtless 
looking at his reflection. My high heels click-clacked on the floor 
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until I was standing in front of him rubbing my hands across his 
chest. The thoughts of how beautiful his smile was raced through 
my mind, making my body temperature hot from the warmth of 
his hands. 

Twenty placed his hands on my shoulders easing me to sit 
down on the edge of the jacuzzi bathtub. Looking up at him tower-
ing over my body got me even hotter as I tugged at his basketball 
shorts. The sexy dirty talk Twenty gave me made my mouth soak 
every inch of him up and then I took pleasure in drinking every 
drop of milk that Twenty spilled in my mouth. I had no idea where 
I got the nerve to swallow his release from, but the pressure I put 
on myself to live up to the hype—this being my first time—and the 
extreme goal of wanting to orally please my professional NBA baller 
felt good. I hungered to do it again; and I did. I knew to keep swal-
lowing his release after giving him oral was extreme, but it was the 
erotic thing that I chose to do. 

“Damn, you mad wild,” Twenty said afterward.
His New York Queens accent was thick, and it annoyed me 

because I wasn’t in the mood to talk. I wanted him inside me again, 
but instead, he went to play video games in the living room with his 
friend and several other people who stopped over. Trying not to 
make much noise, I got my suitcase out of the closet and went into 
the bathroom to freshen up. Applying MAC nude-colored lip gloss, I 
let my hair out of the single French braid and fluffed out the waves in 
my hair. I was dressed in a red tank top bodysuit and a pair of high-
waisted denim jean shorts. I was ready to bounce. I wasn’t going to 
entertain myself. Twenty could do whatever it was that he wanted, 
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but my irritation levels with Twenty’s friend and lack of attention 
from him had me ready to do my own thing.

“You leaving? What you doing?” Twenty asked as he walked 
in the bathroom towards me. I turned to dodge his attempt to pull 
me in his arms. 

“I’m about to leave. I’ll grab a cab,” I said. “No worries. See you 
later.” I brushed past Twenty, going into the bedroom. I didn’t get 
too far before Twenty grabbed the sides of my arms and playfully 
tossed me onto the bed. 

“Yo, I’m about to finish out here on the game and then come 
spend time with you. You are not leaving so just go ahead and relax,” 
he said taking a seat on the bed. 

If I wanted to spend my visit sharing Twenty with other people, 
I never would have agreed to come and stay with him. I would have 
just been at home eating my ice cream watching Love Jones and 
playing with my vibrator. It was nice that I didn’t have to explain to 
Twenty why I was annoyed, and his playfulness made me loosen 
up a bit. 

Twenty went to put my suitcase back in the closet. I was slightly 
turned on by his ability to overrule me so calmly, so before he could 
go back to win his game, I dropped to my knees and soaked him up 
in my mouth again. 

While I waited for Twenty to finish hanging with his guest, I 
was comfortable in bed with my jazz music. I got lost in my thoughts 
as I looked out at the view of the city from his bedroom windows. I 
was in my own world, and I didn’t care enough to go see what was 
going on in the living room. I turned up the music when I heard the 
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group of people move from the balcony and out the front door. I was 
glad Twenty didn’t keep me waiting long. 

Resting my head on his chest, we just talked about our fami-
lies, friends, and some of our favorite cities. Twenty reminded me 
a lot of my first jock from high school. Same height, same choco-
late complexion with all the same questions wanting to know more 
about me. Before I came to Orlando, Twenty even asked me the same 
classic question of,

“Why do you like me?” 
Twenty wanted to know more about me, asking if I was happy 

in life and with my job. Twenty was young, but had a lot of responsi-
bility. He told me about his family that he provided for and his best 
friend that he had known since the first grade and attended college 
with—even getting his best friend’s college paid for because of the 
attachment to his name. Winning the national college basketball 
championship in 2012 led Twenty to get drafted into the NBA. He 
talked my ear off with his high school and college glory days, even 
though I didn’t ask. Some points in our conversation got too personal 
for me, and his arms around me made me feel vulnerable, like the 
girls from the blogs said he would. I rolled over because I was not 
falling for the hype. 

“Come back over here,” Twenty said to me. 
He was gentle with his commands and he moved quick reach-

ing for me, but was not quick enough. I got out of the bed and went 
to stand in front of the floor-to-ceiling windows in his bedroom that 
I had come to fall in love with. 

“You like that view, huh?” Twenty asked while he stretched 
across the bed. I smiled in his direction admiring his beauty. “You 
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keep staring out the window. You gotta love it. I know you do,” 
he said.

It was the sky that had me in a trance, and since my days of 
being an airline stewardess, I found the sky so beautiful to look at 
no matter the time of day.

“I do like the view.”  
“I bet you like to travel all over the world and just party every 

night,” Twenty said and I rolled my eyes at him. 
I was used to hearing that assumption from men and women 

when they asked about my airline stewardess lifestyle. It annoyed 
me that people never understood how dangerous being an airline 
stewardess can be and only wanted to talk about the layovers that 
were off the clock. As an airline stewardess, I have to deal with real-
life emergencies at work, and a passenger’s beverage preference isn’t 
always the primary concern. 

“No. Not really,” I said to Twenty. “It’s not like when you travel 
away for a game and you have these girls wanting to get close to you. 
It’s literally just work. If I get an amazing crew, then we have dinner 
and drinks at a restaurant or at the pool in the hotel. I go back to 
my room alone and rest.” I made my answer as straightforward as I 
could to make sure there were no misunderstandings. As an attrac-
tive airline stewardess, most people thought I kept men in each city 
on standby, and it was the furthest thing from the truth. It was only 
a few cities and not every city. 

“You can go anywhere you want that the airplane flies to?” 
Twenty asked, and I laughed to myself, curious to know where the 
conversation was going. 
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I didn’t like discussing my pay or the benefits of my job with 
men because I didn’t want a guy who was worried about my bene-
fits. When I mention my perks, it’s okay, but it has never been okay 
for the guy to initiate that conversation. 

“Yeah, pretty much.” My answer was nonchalant, but that 
wasn’t enough for Twenty to change the subject. 

“So, when I have a game in another city you can come and see 
me if I’m there for a few days? Would you come if I asked you to?” 
he asked.

I knew there was nothing special between us no matter how 
many “Good morning beautiful” texts Twenty sent me.

“I could.” I kept my reply to him simple. 
“That’s dope, being able just to go wherever you want, when-

ever you want,” he said. “Tell me how much do you make?” 
I wasn’t comfortable telling Twenty about my personal busi-

ness. I wanted to ask Twenty how did he feel about girls who would 
ask him about what was in his bank account. I felt like the same 
questions Twenty asked me were the same questions that guys like 
him ran away from when hearing it from a chick’s mouth. 

Being a new-hire airline stewardess at the time, I was told by 
senior stews that paychecks would get better with time. My new-hire 
stewardess salary was enough for me to be able to take care of myself, 
without any assistance. I met coworkers who grossed $100,000 plus 
a year, but they had no at-home presence. The stews that were the 
wives or partners of successful men and women came to work once 
a month for a three-day trip and went home. Then there was the 
average stew that made sure not to bust their guaranteed salary for 
the month.
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After I answered all of Twenty’s questions he reached out for 
me to come closer to him. 

“Why don’t you come over here and lay down with me,” 
Twenty asked. 

I was reluctant at first, and then Twenty asked again. I walked 
over to the bed getting on top of him, kissing from his neck down to 
his chest, and circling his belly button with my tongue. I was drawn 
to Twenty, and for the night he was mine.

“Good afternoon,” I said lifting the covers back from my face. 
Waking up to pleasure is the way to make any man smile no matter 
what happened the night before, and Twenty’s Kool-Aid smile 
proved my theory to be true. 

Hot water from the shower hit my skin as I washed away the 
lingering smell of sex and sin off my body. Twenty watched as I stood 
in front of the bathroom mirror pulling up my thong and snapping 
my bra. Once I was ready to go, I carried my things in the living room 
and set my suitcase by the door. I sat on the couch while Twenty got 
dressed, telling him to hurry up before I missed my afternoon flight. 
The best friend was out of sight, but Twenty’s condo was left a hot 
mess making him pissed and sending all my hard work of giving 
him a smile to waste. 

The previous night, as Twenty breathed on the back of my 
neck, sending goosebumps over my body, the idea of cooking break-
fast for him came to my mind as the morning sunlight shined on 
us. I wondered what brought on that need for me to show Twenty 
affection. The thought shook me, and it was time to go. The way 
Twenty slept holding me the entire night even when I broke loose 
was extremely intimate. Twenty would still find his way back to me, 
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holding me tighter than any guy in my life had done before. The 
way Twenty made me feel while switching my body into multiple 
sex positions gave me sweet dreams. I woke up in Twenty’s bed, and 
the sunrise was beautiful. My heart pounded in a different rhythm, 
harmonizing with the air that pushed in and out of my lungs. My 
night wasn’t perfect, but it was definitely worth the trip on my off day. 
What Twenty and I shared was a night filled with beautiful secrets. 
He let me in, and I loved how it made me feel to know that some-
thing in my spirit let him confide in me. 

“I want to tell you I appreciate you coming to see me. You know 
I enjoyed it,” he said. I curled my lips up and blew a kiss towards his 
direction not knowing if he was telling the truth or just being polite. 

On the ride to the airport when Twenty finished yelling back 
to the radio station callers, he wanted to ask more questions about 
why I was single and what I was looking for in my love life. I didn’t 
like where the conversation was going, because I had no real answers 
to provide him. I agreed to us being friends when Twenty expressed 
his interest in me and maybe moaned to many words of submission 
while he was inside of me, but when you are hit with the penis power, 
you’re liable to agree to anything. Instead of making more promises 
to Twenty, I took advantage of the presidential tinted windows on 
his Audi. Undoing the drawstring on his basketball shorts, I left red 
lipstick all over the place, and he was not complaining.

“Wait right here. Ima get your bags,” Twenty said. 
I watched people stare at Twenty and wondered if anybody 

knew who he was as the two men at the luggage check-in tapped one 
another on the shoulders pointing in his direction. Reaching for my 
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hand to help me out the car, Twenty gave me a hug and a kiss on the 
forehead with the perfect butt pat. 

It was the ideal way for us to say goodbye, because I love 
butt pats.
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The Airline Stewardess (Romonia) June 2014
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July 4, 2014 – Independence Day – ORD to LHR – Kitchen 
Galley Stewardess

In the beginning stages of my career as an airline stewardess, it was 
rough with being on-call duty every other month. On-call duty 
came with the stewardess lifestyle I chose to accept, but the stress 
of not knowing where I was going, who I would be working with, 
how many days I’d be gone for or what time I’d be returning home 
sometimes became a bust for me. 

For six days straight, I could be sitting waiting for a phone call 
to happen at any time of the day telling me to head to the airport for 
a trip two hours before departure time. There were moments when 
that sent me in a frenzy, and yet every time I got to the airport for 
my assignment, I felt relieved. Being on-call duty had times of being 
fun simply because of the fact that I wouldn’t know where I would be 
going or whom I would be working alongside. Sometimes the trips 
could be to amazing places, like my first international assignment. 
I was expecting a last-minute phone call from the trip scheduler, 
but instead, I was pre-assigned to work the 8:00 PM departure from 
Chicago to London Heathrow. 

When I got the news about my work trip, I threw my white 
jeans and a 1970s style chiffon purple crop top into my suitcase. 
I didn’t know what fashion was like in London; I just knew that I 
wanted to look cute for whatever activities I would find.

“Glad to be in Chicago but I can’t wait to hit the  
ground in London tomorrow.”
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I posted my enthusiasm on Facebook and hit play on my radio. 
I had my work cut out for me on my first international work trip 
because it wasn’t the same as working within the States. The in-flight 
service on a long-haul flight to London made for a very intense 
sequence of service with so many meals to prepare. However, seeing 
on Facebook that I would be working side by side with my instruc-
tor from stew training made the trip even more exciting, but the 
pressure was on.

The morning of my London work trip, I put on a full face of 
makeup and braided my hair to the side. Tote bag in hand, I headed 
out the door, rolling my suitcase to the car, nervous about working 
my first international trip. Would the crew like me? Would I be smil-
ing enough to make the passengers feel comfortable? I didn’t know 
what to expect, and I had never set up a business-class kitchen galley 
on a Boeing 777-200 airplane. 

Fortunately, my training instructor was more than willing to 
help me learn the ropes on the flight. While the passengers boarded, I 
was busy in my business-class kitchen galley filling the nut ramekins 
and checking the count of all thirty-plus meals for dinner and the 
other set of meals that were stored for breakfast. Ice cream, chocolate 
desserts, red wines, white wines, champagne and anything you could 
want to snack on during a nine-hour flight was in my kitchen galley. 

Getting the in-flight service food and beverage carts out to 
the aisle stews made the hours fly by, and it was my turn to go on 
break. I went upstairs to lay down in the bunk bed on the airplane 
for my rest time. The turbulence rocked me straight to sleep, and I 
was out like a light. Sleeping in the clouds for the first time on a bed 
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gave me the sweetest dreams. I woke up two hours later ready to set 
up the breakfast carts. 

When the captain prepared us for landing, I sat in my jump-
seat, and feeling the airplane land smoothly had me excited about 
my first time in London.

“Did you pick this trip up from the flight board?” one of the 
main cabin stewardesses, a senior mama, asked me. 

Usually, the international flight crews are familiar with every-
one that they work with because they all have requested to fly the 
same route for the month. I was the new face, filling in for a coworker 
that called in sick, and everyone in the crew wanted to know more 
about the new face. There were over a dozen stews onboard, and 
with barely four months of working, I was the new hire. The next 
junior person on the trip in company seniority had over twenty 
years of flying.

“No. She probably got called out on duty for this trip,” one of 
the first-class stewardesses, another senior mama, said as we made 
our way to the crew pick-up van. “Did you get called out for this trip 
hun?” she asked me.

Most of the older stews have children or grandchildren that 
are my age. So, when they call me “hun” and “sweetie” I try not to 
take offense because I know they mean no harm, but using my name 
makes me feel equal. At work, I learned to have my flight crew call 
me “Mona” instead of “Romonia.” I felt like if it were to be an emer-
gency, no one would remember how to pronounce all four syllables 
in my name.

“Yes. I was called out on this trip,” I said to them.
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Senior stews on international crews have been known for 
taking great care of new hires while out on work trips by making 
sure that new hires are being safe on layovers. Senior stews under-
stand how it is being new to the job, and they want new hires to have 
fun while being off in different countries but also want new hires 
safe, especially if the new hire is young, like I was on my first inter-
national work trip. It’s almost like having their sons and daughters 
away out of the country, so senior stews tend to be a little overbear-
ing. There were also situations when the overbearing proved to be a 
good thing. As a new hire, I liked coming to work knowing that my 
senior mamas and papas genuinely cared about my well-being and 
safety. Every stew onboard gave me a list of shops and restaurants 
close to the hotel for me to enjoy if I went out on my own. 

“Get a nap, and we can catch the tube later and go to Harrods, 
which is a pretty big deal here,” my senior papa steward instructor 
said to me. “There’s lots of great shopping, and little cafés in the area 
that we can go to.” 

My steward instructor from training had an itinerary planned 
for us. He sat across from me on the shuttle to the layover hotel 
pointing out street names and double-decker buses driving in the 
circle. I felt like the little girl from the hood comparing the streets of 
London to the way I had seen on my television when I would watch 
the classic Disney movie Mary Poppins while growing up. 

I put my hotel key into the door and kicked off my shoes before 
I moved another step. Throwing my suitcase in the closet, I stuffed 
my face downward in the pillows and relaxed my aching muscles on 
the mattress. I woke up four hours later checking my phone seeing 
text messages from my training instructor and Twenty. I didn’t want 
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to waste away any more time of the twenty-four-hour layover I had in 
London. I wanted to see fireworks, but then realized there wouldn’t 
be much need of celebrating an American holiday like Independence 
Day in England. 

Stopping in front of a red telephone booth, my steward instruc-
tor snapped photos of me while pointing out the whispers of people 
walking past who said I looked like a model. From buying choco-
lates that were sugar-free from Harrods for my mother to drinking 
Bailey’s on the rocks at the tavern, I enjoyed every moment on the 
streets of London and looked forward to my next layover back.
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Defensive Endings

M Y SUMMER MONTHS IN CHICAGO CONSISTED 
of work and more work because I wanted to spend money 
on myself. If I saw something that I wanted, I went to 

work for it. I enjoyed taking pride in buying things for myself. 
My days off from flying at the beginning of the 2014 summer 

months I spent hanging with my girl cousins until the late hours 
of the night. We all grew up together and lived completely differ-
ent lives as women. My favorite little cousin was two years younger 
than me and had a baby on the way. Another cousin was a college 
graduate working for the State of Illinois, and the third cousin was 
the youngest, at eighteen years old. The four of us took trips to The 
Taste of Chicago, and we’d eat at pizzerias having girl talk. On nights 
we wanted to save our bucks, I bought wine, and we had our loud 
girl talks at the house. I grew up with a bunch of girl cousins from 
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both sides of my family, and I was the darkest and definitely not 
the curviest. 

Learning to balance my new career and being viewed as an 
adult working woman by my family was hard to do at first. Aunties 
and uncles wanted to treat me like I was still a kid and my cousins 
wanted to make sure I didn’t get too full of myself. I wasn’t sure if it 
was jealousy or envy behind their smart remarks and arguments, so 
I decided to distance myself.

When August hit, all my time really started being spent at work 
on the airplane making money. I didn’t have any financial goals I 
was trying to reach. I just wanted to be busy and away from home. 
Work was my life, and my coworkers became family. I was meeting 
these fantastic senior mama stewardesses, and by the end of our 
three-day work trips, I was filled with so much great advice on life, 
love, marriage, and faith. “Jumpseat Therapy” is what stews call the 
conversations that we share with each other at 10,000 plus feet in 
the air. Going to work and enjoying the stewardess lifestyle became 
the way I dealt with disappointment from the people whom I cared 
about in my personal life. 

Twenty and I were still in good standing but I couldn’t deal 
with his immaturity, so my text messages slowed down. With his 
daily quota of sending out tweets to random women who he called 
beautiful, I knew he wasn’t missing me too much in between his 
“hey boo” text messages that I would receive. After the season with 
Orlando, Twenty’s contract wasn’t renewed, and when he found out 
that he got cut from the team, he went back home to New York by 
courtesy of me. It took nothing from me to show Twenty support 
while he was going through some stuff with his career. I sent Twenty 
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and his best friend tickets home to the big apple. The praise I got from 
the best friend for my generosity was surprising and he mentioned 
getting Twenty’s attitude in line for me, but there was no need.

I didn’t have a summer romance with any of the guys I knew. 
Some nights after a shot of tequila, my breasts would want to be 
caressed by the hands of a strong man. After Twenty, my bag of 
woman toys got the job done. It was filling, but I couldn’t twist, turn 
and throw my body around between the sheets the way a man could. 
So, I went on the search for something new, something different. I 
didn’t want to deal with another hoopstar, because I felt like they 
could be a little too “princessy” from my experience with Twenty. 
Although he was sweet, one favor for him led to Twenty thinking 
that I would do whatever he said or asked just because he was a ball-
player. I thought doing a favor for Twenty would have made him 
sweeter towards me, not more entitled to me.

I wanted dominance and maturity from a man, not control. 
I wanted someone older. I wanted a guy with no attachments to 
friends or family to the point where he couldn’t make decisions 
without consulting someone. 

When the football preseason kicked off, many field camp 
photos on social media of big, tall, thick sweaty men in cleats started 
to flood my timeline. I came across one guy on his Instagram page, 
and he was hot. Perfect brown-paper-bag skin covered in tattoos, 
he was a countryman. My father’s side of the family came from the 
backwoods of Louisville, Georgia, and I spent summers with my 
family in the country fields so men who played around in dirt had 
always been attractive to me. The football player posted photos of 
his country roots on dirt bikes in Mississippi to social media, and 
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before I knew it, the country hottie defensive-end NFL player and I 
were making plans via FaceTime. 

September 23, 2014 – Chicago to St. Louis – Flight 1634 – 
Seat 28D

Fresh off work I didn’t care that I initially told DE I would come to 
visit St. Louis the next week. Six hours of sitting airport standby 
duty and not getting one trip assignment made for a long day. My 
attitude wasn’t in the best shape, and playing with my collection of 
woman toys at bedtime wasn’t going to get the job done. I needed 
that body-to-body friction and I knew DE would do me justice, so I 
called him up after booking myself for the next flight out to St. Louis. 

“I got stuff I had planned to do,” DE hesitated a few seconds 
trying to make a decision. “You can come if you want. I was hoping 
you would come next week,” he said. “That way I could have time 
to stretch that thang out the entire night. You know what I mean?” 

I heard what he was saying, but it didn’t matter to me because 
my mind was made up. I convinced DE to change whatever plans he 
had for the day and collected my boarding pass from the gate agent. 
It was a kind gesture when DE offered to pay for my flight, but I let 
him know that I flew my own carrier with the benefits I earned. 

This time I didn’t place extensions in my shoulder-length hair. 
My gel-set nails were freshly done with clear coats of nail polish to 
give myself more of a natural look. The makeup I wore was light, and 
I didn’t feel like changing out of uniform. Boarding the airplane, I 
went to my assigned seat in the main cabin placing my roller board 
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inside the overhead bin. I popped my headphones in my ear putting 
my music on shuffle. Closing my eyes, I exhaled from deep within 
leaving my problems in Chicago as the airplane lifted off the ground. 

The fright Momma recently gave me was heavy on my mind 
during the flight to St. Louis. I got off from working a Seattle turn-
around, and I switched on my phone to find several voicemails from 
Roseland Hospital staff. Not watching her sugar intake, Momma 
went into a diabetic shock. When she was released from the hospi-
tal days later, she promised to take care of her health for the sake of 
my sanity. 

The whole summer it was drama with her and my stepfa-
ther. After I had to call the police on my stepfather for jumping on 
me, I was done with him, and I thought Momma was too until I 
picked her up from the courthouse. She caught my stepfather with 
another woman when she went over to his place, and her rage got 
her locked up for the weekend. At twenty-five years old, there was 
no more room for foolishness and other people’s love quarrels when 
it involved my safety. 

“Would you like a bottle of water?” Pulling me from my 
thoughts the stewardess sitting in her jumpseat repeated the ques-
tion when she saw me take my headphones out my ears. 

“I’m okay. Thank you so much for offering.” I smiled politely 
and put my headphones back in my ears. 

I rested during most of the flight, and I kept my eyes closed 
after the beverage service so I wouldn’t be bothered. My seat was 
directly across from the main cabin kitchen galley on the Super 
80 airplane, and once the in-flight service was over, the working 
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stewardess wanted to talk. Again, she tapped me on my shoulder to 
get my attention.

“What are you going to St. Louis for?” she asked.
Although I wasn’t in the mood to talk, making conversation 

with her seemed harmless, and it didn’t hurt me to be polite. When 
the pilots announced it was time to land, she ended her talk with 
me, and I went back to my music. I placed August Alsina and Nicki 
Minaj’s song “No Love” on repeat, getting lost in the cool melody and 
the realness of the words in her verse as the airplane wheels touched 
down in St. Louis. 

“Hey, I just landed,” I said to DE over the phone. I was smiling 
from the change of scenery. 

“Okay. Here I come. I don’t stay far from the airport,” DE said.
I put my phone in my pocket and walked in the first restroom 

I spotted. The only other person in the bathroom was the cleaning 
lady. She wasn’t paying me any attention, so I pulled my curling irons 
out and bumped the ends of my hair.

“How you curl your hair like that so fast?” she asked. “Girl, I 
would be all day. My kids are like ‘Momma you need to do something 
different with your hair.’ But I like just how it is. I just wake up, run 
a comb through it and go,” she said. 

Her laughter and smile made for a relaxing conversation while 
I texted DE. Shortly after I finished primping in the mirror my 
hotline started ringing, and the phone call from DE made me eager 
as I thought about what he was about to do to my body. 

“That must be your boyfriend calling with that smile that just 
came over your face,” the cleaning lady said to me and I shook my 
head no.
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“Come on out. I’m pulling up now,” DE said.
I went out of the airport doors but didn’t see him. DE was 

downstairs at Arrivals waiting to pick me up, and I was used to exit-
ing the airport at the drop-off location. Miscommunication led him 
to get frustrated within the first two minutes of me being in town. 
DE got an attitude on the phone and told me that I was “messing 
up already.”

Several minutes later, an all-black matted Audi pulled up to 
the curb, and the engine caught the attention of the group of women 
close to my age that was standing nearby. When the passenger door 
opened and a short guy got out, flashbacks of the flight to Orlando 
ran through my mind.

I took a deep breath and got into the car.
“Hey,” I spoke to DE as I sat down in the passenger seat.
“Took forever to find you,” he said. Looking from his phone 

screen and then towards the women standing near the curb, I wasn’t 
sure if DE was even talking to me. 

I strapped on my seat belt while his friend placed my suitcase 
in the trunk. At this point, I was guessing the extra wingman was a 
normal thing for athletes whose names carried a little weight. 

Nice fade, lining crisp, DE was in the driver seat, and I couldn’t 
lie to myself about him looking good. The entire ride to his house, I 
watched DE take quick glances over me, examining everything about 
me from my hair to my nails and judging my wits from our conver-
sation. The music DE played in the car began to sound familiar, and 
when the music producer’s name from Atlanta blasted on the track, 
I let out a small laugh. 

DE wanted to know what was so funny.
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“Nothing,” I said. 
I didn’t know where the laugh came from, but DE didn’t 

take the smile that sat on my face for nothing as I composed a text 
message to the music producer of the song we were listening to. I 
never hung out with the music producer, and when he would invite 
me to Atlanta to see him, I always stalled out.

“What are you laughing at?” DE asked me again. 
I told him I sort of knew the music producer and left it at that. 
We pulled into the garage of his home. As we walked through 

the door, I instantly fell in love with the kitchen that sat in the center 
of the house. During our conversations after his game losses, there 
were many promises from me to cook DE dinner once I came to 
visit. A true Pisces to the core, DE believed none of what I said and 
everything of what I did. His home was lovely as I looked around 
the big living room with a white mantel and television—furnished 
like an actual home and not a bachelor pad.

A few years older than me, DE was single, but I never asked 
him if he was looking for anything serious. I just knew that I liked 
what I saw, and I was ready to become familiar with him. I wasn’t 
dating and there was no real substance to the situation I was getting 
myself into with DE, yet deep inside I yearned for some type of 
consistency. Taking breaks from men and focusing on myself was 
something that I learned to periodically do in life for growth into 
my womanhood. Twenty was in the past and the break after him 
was over, so I became open to where the situation with DE could go.

I trailed behind DE while he carried my bags up to his bedroom. 
“You need anything?” DE asked as he stood looking around 

the room trying to make sure I was comfortable. 
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I stripped down to my bare skin in a matter of seconds, and 
before I got in the shower, I wanted to have DE waiting for me. I 
climbed on top of his bed and motioned with my finger for him to 
come closer, but he didn’t move. I figured he wasn’t expecting me to 
spring into action the way I did, but I wanted to keep the focus on 
what I came for. 

I never was a sweet talker and my need to be straightforward 
with men could come off a little strong, but that left no room for 
confusion. If I am meeting up for sex, it was nice to have a pleasant 
conversation, but the primary purpose of my visit is the sex. 

With two pulls at his buttons, his jeans were on the floor, 
and his jock was just as lovely in person as it was on the photos he 
sent me. 

“Right now?” DE finally broke his silence, but I didn’t say 
one word. 

I wasn’t purposely trying to make him yell out the Lord’s name 
in vain when I took him into my mouth, but it felt good. Fifteen 
minutes in and he started shifting all 269 pounds of his weight from 
side to side. I wanted to make him stand the entire time so I could 
enjoy watching him lose that ego of his. 

“Okay, that’s enough,” DE said stepping back, I wasn’t going to 
debate with him and I went to take a shower.

Applying my SheaMoisture butter body lotion, I moisturized 
myself so I would smell like honey and brown sugar. I tried to keep 
my natural hair from getting wet, but the tips were damped. Standing 
next to the bed wrapped in a towel I leaned in to massage DE’s back 
while he was kneeling to plug up his phone charger in the wall.
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“Hey, can I use your charger when you’re finished?” I asked. 
“I left mine in the car at the airport,” I said. I didn’t realize that my 
charger was still in Chicago until my battery ran low. 

“What kind of phone is it?” 
DE asked me before why I needed two different phones. When 

we first started conversing, I sent texts to DE from my batphone, but 
then when he mentioned not being able to FaceTime me, I switched 
over to my hotline. 

“It’s my iPhone,” I said as I tossed the phone on the bed 
near him.

“What’s the password?” he asked.
DE didn’t need my password to charge my phone, and it was 

not his business to know the password to my phone. I didn’t know 
why he wanted to invade my privacy, but I didn’t like his request.

“You don’t need a passcode in order to charge a phone,” I said. 
Wearing a red thong with no bra, I climbed to the left side of the 
bed and took my phone from DE’s hand. “Never mind,” I said to 
him, then went back to the side of the bed that I was sleeping on and 
placed my phone underneath the pillow.

“Swear. You’re childish,” DE said smacking his lips.
An attempt to call me immature because I wouldn’t submit to 

his demand to access my phone was rude. Nevertheless, I was still 
there in his bed, and my body was being turned on from his bare 
chest inked with tattoos. I showed DE how immature I could be by 
not going back and forth with him. While his six-foot-six frame 
stood there looking at me, I pulled back the covers. 

“Can I put you in my mouth again?” I asked and DE shook his 
head yes, so I knew that I couldn’t have been all that childish. 
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After minutes of pleasuring DE, I was ready for him, until I 
saw that DE was about to enter me without protection. 

Yes, the defensive end baller was rich with playing his fifth 
season in the professional league, having more than a few million 
dollars, but I wasn’t taking any risk. Protected sex was important to 
me. I always did my best to practice safe sex. I even did the socially 
taboo thing and carried my own gold magnum wrappers. I didn’t 
care that men judged women who carried their own condoms. I 
kept a couple in my suitcase, and I stored the box in my under-
wear drawer.

The nerve of some men to get offended if you want to use 
protection and they don’t always baffles me. It is not insinuating that 
they have something, but honestly, a woman shouldn’t have to feel 
bad for wanting to make sure that she doesn’t get pregnant or worse. 
Rather safe than sorry. 

“Where are your condoms?” I asked DE and pointed at his 
ungloved jock. “A rubber,” I said, and DE looked at me like he was 
shocked that I asked.

“Oh,” he said. 
I wasn’t his girlfriend, so I wasn’t about to sleep with him 

unprotected. I never was a fan of taking birth control because of 
the ill effects it had on my health and I wanted to get pregnant one 
day, but letting it happen on a one-night venture with a professional 
football player was never my ideal conception story. There was no 
detailed discussion on what DE and I were doing or if this one time 
would go beyond this one night. I also had no idea how many times 
DE had done this with other women. The online blogs talked about 
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him, and the many comments about DE being a “southern gentle-
man” were so far half-true. 

DE was solid in all departments. I covered my mouth the best 
I could as he entered in and out of me. Everything I like, he did to 
my body, and it was perfect.

“I’ve gotta turn on the lights. I need to see this,” he said.
The dim lighting from the bathroom wasn’t enough, so DE hit 

the light switch on his bedroom wall and got back to working me 
out. My legs were stretched back to my ears. The strength he used 
to keep them there sent my body into climax overdrive. DE helped 
me to release all the pent-up tension that my body was storing. I had 
been spending way too much time with my woman toys.

“You said I could record this right?” DE stopped stroking to 
reach for his phone.

“You know I didn’t,” I said to DE. “But you can take a picture 
if you like.” I was into it, and I let it happen; knowing the risks that 
came with cameras. The flash went off, and I took him down on the 
bed, laying him on his back. “Okay. Now put the phone away,” I said.

Clenching my thighs together, I made it hard for DE to move. 
I didn’t need his assistance in making my boobs bounce while I 
pounced up and down. Me being on top was not about his pleasure 
but my being in control. I wanted to let DE see that I could make him 
surrender to my will. Digging my nails into his chest and circling 
my tongue along his tattoos, I made him whisper curse words as I 
wanted.  I saw his phone in his hand. I didn’t like that DE had the 
energy to focus on anything else but me. Purposely pouncing faster 
and throwing my weight down on DE made the phone slide onto 
the bed. 
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“Damn,” he whispered. DE fell back, relaxing his body, and he 
gave me his attention while I gave him my all.

I grabbed his hands locking fingers with him and shifted my 
weight lowering my body to bring my breasts to his chest. I allowed 
myself two minutes of intimacy. I felt DE lose himself as my energy 
became more sensitive. I kept quiet listening to the beat of my heart 
and his deep breaths. With my eyes closed, I allowed my body to 
rock to the rhythm he moved to. We laid there in silence with our 
bodies sweaty, and it was amazing. 

Fifteen minutes into a movie and a few words of his conver-
sation made me roll over. I went to bed. The mood swings DE was 
giving me had me looking forward to the flight back home. I wasn’t 
sure if he was giving me an attitude because of the music producer 
situation in the car or if it was because I wouldn’t let him go through 
my phone. 

I could have been submissive like most girls probably would 
be because of who he is and all the money he has, but for what? I was 
sure that I wasn’t the only woman DE was talking to, because I just 
felt like no athlete of his nature could be single and bored. 

I can’t say that I didn’t see the signs of his attitude before I 
decided to have sex with him. I just made sure that if I was getting 
myself into something, I had a clear understanding of what I wanted. 
I knew the experience was for me because if I never talked to DE 
again, I wouldn’t be hurt by his absence.

My alarm went off at six o’clock in the morning the next day. 
I rolled over to see DE and took five minutes to take in the night 
before. I made my way to his bathroom. Everything about his home 
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I fell in love with. It was perfect for a family and reminded me of 
the houses I loved to pick out for myself in home décor magazines. 

Television, music, books, magazines, and social media created 
a balance to my world for love. I connected my feminine emotions 
to the housewives that I watched on television sitcoms and women 
who planned their weddings on bridal shows. I fell in love with the 
idea of love. As I combed my hair in his bathroom mirror, I let myself 
live in the moment of “what if,” but was careful not to let myself get 
lost in the moment. 

I went down the stairs of his home, passing the living room 
that I loved. I went down the next set of stairs that DE led me to so I 
could iron my work uniform. The basement was turned into a man 
cave with his autographed college and NFL pro jerseys on the wall 
in huge frames with a few other pro baller friends of his. The extra-
large brown leather sectional with a pool table and projection screen 
television made the entertainment area very macho.

I stepped onto the patio to inhale the morning dew. My nipples 
began to get aroused from watching DE walk around the house 
without his shirt. As the wind blew, our sex from the night before 
ran through my mind, and when I closed my eyes, I could still feel 
DE inside of me. It had been the best sex that I ever had. I opened 
my eyes, and I shook off the feeling then went back into the house.

“I plugged up the iron for you over there,” DE said standing in 
the doorway of the laundry room. “I want to apologize for my atti-
tude last night. I get kind of cranky when I’m tired,” he said and to 
hear his apology shocked the shit out of me. 

“It’s cool,” I said to him. I let DE keep his assumptions about me 
because I wasn’t in the mood to prove myself. Not one time with DE 
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did I inquire about any of the chicks he was rumored to be with. As 
he stood there watching me, without making eye contact with him, 
I lied letting DE think his behavior was okay, because I wasn’t going 
to debate with him. I focused on ironing my clothes. 

“Yeah. I already know what you were thinking,” DE said. 
“I highly doubt you could know what I’m thinking,” I said.
“Bet I do. ‘I ain’t messing with his ass no more after this shit,’” 

DE said to me. I dropped my head and let out a burst of laughter 
that I held in the entire time he talked while I ironed my clothes. 
“Yeahhhh. I know. I already know,” he said.

DE was wrong but so very right at the same time. I would 
have definitely been open to sex with him again because I enjoyed 
what we shared, but his personality made it clear that we were not 
a good match for each other no matter what my horoscope said. I 
got dressed, and when DE wanted to send me back to the airport 
in a taxi, I told him no. If he picked me up, then he could drop me 
off, and he did. 

On the ride to the airport, DE played “No Pain, No Gain” by 
Betty White and teased me about not knowing the words to the 
1988 old school song. He shared with me that it was a favorite clas-
sic of his that held sentimental value to him because it was a song 
that his mother enjoyed before she passed away. Just then his phone 
started ringing.

“I gotta take this call,” DE said as he turned down the music. 
I leaned back in the seat watching the sun come to a full rise 

in the sky. I took a look at my phone and read over the text response 
that my music producer guy friend sent me while I was with DE. I 
held on to my music ambitions for so long that sometimes I wanted 
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to give it another try. There wasn’t anything sexual or romantic about 
the text I shared with the music producer. I only exchanged words 
with him because he thought I had a beautiful voice.

Before I applied to become an airline stewardess, I tried audi-
tioning for the music contest television show X Factor, and after 
singing Aretha Franklin’s “Giving Him Something He Can Feel” my 
R&B soul didn’t give the pop flair that the scouts were looking for, 
so I didn’t make it on to the next round. I put my musical dreams 
behind me. It was flattery that the music producer gave me, and 
since none of the guys I entertained knew I loved to sing I kept my 
secret ambitions to myself. DE didn’t ask the right questions when 
he wanted to know about the situation with the music producer. 
Some stuff is just too personal to share with people because of fear 
they will laugh. 

I let go of my dreams of being a professional singer since start-
ing my airline stewardess career, but the music still lived inside of 
me when I was in front of the mirror every morning getting dressed. 
And the morning at DE’s house was no different. My singing woke 
him up, and when I apologized, DE told me that he didn’t mind. 

When we pulled up to the airport, DE was still on the phone. I 
wondered if he would even say goodbye. We got out the car, and DE 
gave me a half hug while his friend got my things out the trunk. DE 
murmured a few words that I couldn’t make out before he got back 
in the car continuing his phone call, and that was it.

“You leaving your stuff!” the friend shouted out trying to catch 
my attention before I walked through the airport doors. 
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I didn’t want whatever it was that sat in the shopping bags DE 
bought for me. I left with what I came with because I wasn’t inter-
ested in his “southern gentleman” gifts.

October 23, 2014 – Chicago to Ottawa – Standby Ticket

I purchased twenty-four-inches of Brazilian Body Wave bundles 
from a hair boutique near Chicago’s West Loop. My new hairstylist, 
Taije, was from Baltimore, and after falling in love with the way she 
styled her clients’ hair on Instagram, I knew she could give me the 
new look I was searching for. Taije was located in the heart of down-
town Chicago, and I could see Lake Shore Drive from the salon suite 
in the high-rise building. The view and loud hip-hop music that she 
blasted through the speakers gave me the laughs I needed to prepare 
myself for Miami. The three hours it took her to do my hair allowed 
me to fill my head with thoughts about the life that awaited me on 
South Beach. 

I was based in Chicago right out of stewardess training, and 
after experiencing Twenty and DE, I wanted a change of weather in 
my life. I took advantage of the job locations and signed myself up 
to be based in South Beach. I was thrilled about my transfer that 
was effective in the month of November 2014. Chicago on the south 
side and in the suburbs had ridiculous crime rates, and I was ready 
to bounce. Even though I was changing work bases, I made plans 
to make weekly trips back to Chicago to have my usual weekend 
outings in the city with Momma. 
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I was in love with my new bundles of hair and the jet-black 
color that complemented my dark brown eyes. My hairstylist had 
done justice to my hair giving me the perfect makeover to prepare 
me for my new life adventure. I wanted to look good for flying in 
Miami. I was going to have the opportunity to fly to so many incred-
ible places. The international flying options for stews based in Miami 
was unlimited, and I hoped to get some great trips. My first month in 
Miami would be my on-call duty month, so anything was possible. 
My hair appointment left me feeling brand new, and I was ready for 
a new lifestyle to match.

A professional cornerback footballer that messaged me on 
Twitter invited me to hang out with him in Ottawa. Feeling brand 
new I said yes and made plans to go to Canada. I wasn’t searching for 
anything; CB just happened. He was a free agent after six seasons as a 
cornerback in the NFL, and playing the game of football in Canada 
was an option that he took. I thought it was pretty cool because I 
didn’t even know Canada had professional football teams. I was off 
from flying for a few days and wanted a reason to have some fun. 
When I told CB about me being transferred from Chicago to Miami, 
he wanted to celebrate. 

With a whole afternoon before my 5:00 PM departure to 
Ottawa, Canada, I needed to find a dress that I could wear to the 
club when CB and I went out. Some parts of me couldn’t believe I 
was actually on my way to fly out of the country to hang with a baller 
just because I was off work. CB was smooth with words, and when I 
saw that he followed DE on Twitter, I needed to find out the details. 
I didn’t want to act innocent or pretend not to care that they might 
know one another. 
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They both were from Mississippi and had known each other 
since high school, and CB let me know that they still kept in touch. 
I felt some way about them being distant friends, and the thought 
never left my mind every time CB and I texted one another. The fact 
that I was hesitating to go see CB disturbed me. I had no attachment 
to DE, and our feuding text messages when I got back to Chicago 
clearly showed that neither one of us could trust the other. 

Momma would always tell me, 
“Where there is no trust, there can’t be any love.” 
With that in mind, I tried easing my conscience about going to 

see CB, convincing myself that I didn’t care that the two men knew 
each other. 

I wanted to have the night out, and I wanted to look like 
a Barbie. 

Once I found the perfect dress, I went to the bottom level of 
Macy’s on State Street in Chicago’s South Loop to get my makeup 
done. The eyebrows are the first thing I look at on a makeup artist, 
and the young lady with the best arches was whom I asked to glam-
orize me. I wanted the full works, including false eyelashes, which 
I had never worn before. The makeup artist extended her hand for 
me to shake before going to pick out my shades of foundation. She 
ran down the list of products she was using, and I was purchasing 
them all. 

“Are you a stewardess?” the makeup artist asked after looking 
at my wings on my uniform. I normally wore my uniform on the 
way to the airport because it made for easier travel with the dress 
code and guidelines that were constantly changing. 
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“Yes, I am,” I said as I felt the light strokes from the makeup 
brushes on my face. 

I mentally prepared myself for the usual conversation I had 
with women who would ask me about my occupation or those who 
saw me in uniform when I would run errands after work. Most 
people I encountered always felt that there was a look that went 
with being an airline stewardess, and I didn’t believe that to be true.

“Well, I guess that’s a silly question to ask seeing how you are 
dressed in uniform,” she said and then laughed. “I wanted to do that, 
be a stewardess. You must get to see some exciting places working 
for a major international airline.” The makeup artist had me feel-
ing camera-ready when I looked at myself in the mirror while she 
told me her airline stewardess dreams. My contour was deep and 
eyebrows were flawless. “I had an interview once to become a stew-
ardess,” she said. “It was with a much smaller carrier, but unfortu-
nately, I didn’t get the job because I couldn’t get my passport in time.”

“Well, did you try again?” I asked her. I was curious to know, 
because if that was all it took for her to give up, then she really didn’t 
want this airline stewardess lifestyle.

The first carrier that I applied to was low budget and only 
flew to a few destinations. The hiring team turned me around for 
that same reason at their open house interview in Chicago. I then 
returned to the next open house that following month with my 
passport in hand, and still got the boot. No shame in my game—I 
cried the whole train ride back home like a kid. I had real tears 
running down my face until I dried my eyes and got determined 
about my goal. 
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I wasn’t going to fail myself because one opportunity didn’t 
work out the way I thought it should have. I knew that I wanted to 
become an airline stewardess. I went home and applied to every 
airline I could find. It didn’t matter what country or state; I was 
willing to live in Dubai if I had to just so I could get some experi-
ence working on the airplane. Like most airline stews, I was ready 
to work my way up from the bottom. I was fortunate because there 
were stews that worked at several small carriers before making it to 
a mainline carrier, especially if they started flying at age eighteen. I 
knew from the beginning that it was nobody but God who selected 
me to be one of the 2,500 airline stews to get hired out of the 200,000 
people who applied for the position. 

“Well, I still haven’t gotten my passport,” she said. 
I changed the subject, and naturally, we started talking 

about men.
The makeup artist was a year older than me and struggling to 

find a guy to date that kept her interest. She was in awe of my life as 
an airline stewardess, and I let her know it is not always as glamor-
ous as everyone thinks. I told her we work hard. But like most, the 
makeup artist got lost when I talked about the long Los Angeles 
layovers and the upcoming transfer to Miami. 

“What’s the occasion? Do you have someplace special to be 
that you’re getting your makeup done?” she asked.

Casually talking about taking a flight out to Canada for a 
hook up with a professional football player I met via Twitter had 
the makeup artist wanting to know more about what else I did on my 
off days. I spoke nonchalantly about the lifestyle I was settling into. 
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Being an airline stewardess was becoming more than just a job 
title. On my off days, I could go to the airport, walk up to the depar-
ture board, and hop on a flight if it were nothing else for me to do 
with my time. Going out of state to treat myself for lunch made for 
nice off days as an airline stewardess. My life sounded like a dream 
to her, and she was ready to get herself a pair of wings. 

With my new makeover walking through the airport, I felt like 
a model. Heads turned as my long curls bounced with every stride 
that I took in my work heels. Finding an empty row of seats, I parked 
my suitcase and sat with my headphones in my ear. 

Two hours later the gate agent arrived, and CB was patiently 
waiting for me to land in Ottawa. 

This was the first time I was using my bonus travel flight bene-
fits with booking a standby ticket on another carrier. Traveling inter-
nationally added more restrictions to boarding priority. When the 
agent told me I couldn’t board the airplane because my boarding 
pass wasn’t verified, I had to rebook and wait for the next flight that 
departed in another three hours. FaceTiming CB, I let him know 
what was going on so he wouldn’t be sitting there waiting on me all 
day. Since I was delayed, CB told me to come dressed ready to go out, 
but I didn’t want to risk wrinkling my dress on the airplane. 

It turned into the late evening hours, and the sun was going 
down. I sat in the airport terminal thinking that if I would have flown 
my carrier, I would have made it to Canada without a problem. But 
I didn’t feel like taking a connecting flight. The thought to visit CB 
the next day came across my mind, but I was already put together. 
Looking out the windows of the airport I watched all the airplanes 
take off, wondering where their destination was leading them to. I 
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sat there still fighting with myself about going to see someone that 
DE knew. 

When it was time to board the airplane for the second time, I 
couldn’t do it. The celebration would have been nice with CB, but I 
didn’t want to start being known as that woman.

The next morning, as I lay in bed reading the messages CB 
sent me, his blocking me on Twitter let me know he wasn’t happy 
about me stalling him out. I couldn’t have agreed with him more. 
For the simple fact that I didn’t have the courtesy to at least let him 
know I didn’t get on the airplane, I deserved to be blocked if that 
was how he felt. 

But not going to Canada was the choice I made for myself. I 
didn’t have to explain to CB that I didn’t want to risk a night with 
him for my own subconscious levels and reputation. CB and I 
never once discussed sex, but late night, same bed, and a few drinks 
later with half-naked bodies would have caused for a situation full 
of temptation.
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South Beach Stewardess

B REAKFAST ON SOUTH BEACH BECAME ROUTINE 
for me when I was off from flying. Being based in Miami 
proved to be the best career decision for myself.

On the second day of November, my first trip as a Miami-
based stewardess was to Toronto, Canada. It literally was the easi-
est work trip of my career. Working the one flight to Toronto with 
a super long layover and one flight back to base made for a great 
welcome to Miami.

Being a South Beach stewardess surrounded by palm trees and 
10th Street beach made life carefree, and the focus was only on me. 
Going to hang on Ocean Drive and shopping on Collins Street lifted 
my spirits. Sitting under a canopy on the beach looking out onto the 
ocean filled me with calmness. Meditation became my best friend. 
My phone became my library housing my books and the music 
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from my headphones gave me the motivation I needed as I did my 
makeup before my work trips. 

Airline stewardesses based out of Miami were nothing like 
those in Chicago. The skirts were worn above the knee. The high 
heels were tall, and the red lipstick shades were bold on the older 
women I worked with. I learned to curl my extensions every day 
before each flight. If I found a fifteen-minute break, I found time 
to reapply my lipstick and clean up my eyeliner. Flawlessness is the 
pressure I put on myself, and I liked it. I was forced to get out of bed 
two hours before hotel pickup just so I could make myself over. I 
took pride in my appearance. Looking good made me feel good. 

My first month in Miami had been the best out of my entire 
time working as an airline stewardess. November I was assigned to 
get trained for the new Airbus, and being in the class with my stew-
ardess friends from Atlanta made for a great surprise. After day one 
of Airbus training, we went to have drinks and to hear some hip-hop 
on the town. I had never gone out to a nightclub in Dallas, Texas, 
and the surprise of urban culture that I found in the city amazed me. 

The men at the venue were nice-looking with style and confi-
dence. No one was over thirty-five years old, and the dance floor was 
crowded. A group of guys invited us into their VIP section, and they 
were gentlemen who kept us laughing the entire night. 

The final day of Airbus training arrived, and as we went our 
separate ways, the three of us promised to catch up in other cities 
soon. Instead of going back to Miami or Chicago after the Airbus 
training, I decided to surprise my father in Washington, D.C. 

Last time I saw Daddie before the trip to D.C. was for Father’s 
Day when I did my customary gift and dinner. With Daddie being an 
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active duty military soldier, he had to leave the suburbs of Chicago 
and move up north for work. My stepmom and two little brothers 
packed a few suitcases and hit the road with him. Since being based 
in Miami, I picked up the phone more, calling Daddie and updating 
him on my whereabouts. Our conversations carried on for hours, 
and I felt we grew a bit closer with every call. 

When Daddie picked me up from the airport, he still was 
dressed in his military uniform. Standing tall and proud, I franti-
cally waved when I spotted him. It was like the days Daddie came to 
pick me up from Midway Airport in Chicago on winter breaks home 
from college when I attended FAMU. Now I was visiting Daddie as 
an adult, career-oriented woman. 

The entire ride to the house from the airport I talked Daddie’s 
ear off about my career move to Miami. Also, I spilled the beans to 
him about the flings with the couple of jocks I had flown off to see, 
and he just shook his head. Daddie witnessed the depression I went 
through during the summer after my third year of undergraduate 
when I split from my ex-boyfriend and then the situation with my 
stepfather hitting me. Daddie didn’t support me in those times and 
he knew that I never quite viewed him or men the same afterward, 
so he never questioned my actions. 

Daddie and my stepmother had been married for eighteen 
years. I got blessed with two beautiful little brothers from their 
union. The three of us all shared some sort of my father’s features. 

Taking selfies with my little brothers and Daddie was the first 
thing I did when we got to the condo in Leesburg, Virginia, after 
the drive from Dulles International Airport. Coming to visit on 
a weekday and getting there so late in the evening made for early 
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bedtimes. Everybody had work and school the next day—except 
for my stepmother. 

Although Daddie’s wife and I were never close, she held a 
special place in my heart because when I got baptized, it was her 
who I asked to walk down the aisle with me at Progressive Baptist 
Church. I gave my life to Christ without any force at a young age. 

One day in the church, God told me,
“It’s time.”
I’ll never forget the way my stepmother used the hot comb 

for my baptism. It was the first time my hair had ever been straight-
ened and I remember thinking how beautiful I looked with the long 
pressed-out ponytails that swung down my back.  Around the time 
I took that trip down the aisle for my baptism, I walked down it as 
the flower girl in her and my father’s wedding in 1996. 

My stepmother and I tried countless times to build a relation-
ship, but for whatever reason, we never found the balance. I often 
thought that since I had become an airline stewardess like her, maybe 
our bond would have strengthened, but I was wrong. 

The next morning my father and little brothers left the house. 
I spoke to my stepmother as I folded the blankets that I used from 
the night before. Her first words to me were,

“How long do you plan on staying?” 
Her tone made me feel like I wasn’t welcome at their home. 

Versus giving her my energy, I carried myself in the bathroom. 
Praying for her was all I could do that morning about the situation 
as I curled my hair and took my time doing my makeup. I played 
my gospel music, and began to pray, and at one point I even fell to 
my knees shedding a few tears of sorrow. I looked at my reflection 
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wondering what I could have done that made her not want to be 
friendly to me over the years. At that moment, I decided it was time 
to put the situation in God’s hands.   

The highlight of my first month being based in Miami 
happened when I was walking down the airport terminal and spot-
ted two very successful black male activists. One of them I knew 
from having his own political television show on PBS, and the other 
I remembered from his visit to FAMU. I was so surprised at how 
the philosopher recalled the campus so well. Discussing a famil-
iar place with the Afro-American philosopher was refreshing. His 
tall salt and pepper afro along with the classic look of a retro-styled 
black three-piece suit and eyeglasses he wore always put me in a 
freedom-fighter mode. 

The television talk show host looked more handsome in 
person and was huge with broad shoulders. When the talk show 
host picked up my headphones that were dangling on the floor from 
my pocket, I smiled politely and thanked him. My eyes couldn’t help 
but get big when the talk show host stood up towering over me to 
give me a hug when I said my goodbyes. I didn’t want to take up too 
much of their time, but I would have loved to hear the opinions of 
the influential men about black youth and the future of our culture. 
Besides running behind for work, I didn’t want to disturb them for 
long. Their viewpoints and words of insight were always inspira-
tional to me when advocating the civil or political rights of those 
in black urban communities. I posted on Facebook the excitement 
about meeting the two activists in the airport terminal and about 
the good-smelling cologne that the talk show host wore.
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Being involved in the community is something that I didn’t 
do as often since becoming an airline stewardess. Back in my volun-
teer days I became dedicated to the young girls in the community 
program. Being a role model for school-age girls giving them extra 
homework to do after our five-hour Saturday sessions would be the 
highlight of my week. At that time my hands were full with continu-
ing my studies at the university I was attending in Chicago, but I still 
devoted time to my mentees. Seeing those distinguished gentlemen 
at the airport reminded me of other joys I had outside of being an 
airline stewardess that I started to forget about. 

The worst thing about the November work month was miss-
ing Thanksgiving in Chicago. I didn’t bake my sweet potato pies 
for my auntie’s church that became a special request every holiday 
season. For years I was the one making dinner not allowing anyone 
in the kitchen until the food was finished, but not this holiday as a 
career woman. A few coworkers posted on Facebook that food was 
being catered for the flight crews that were working on the holiday. 
I was thrilled when some of the Dallas and New York-based stews 
that I hadn’t seen since our training graduation came to the catered 
work event. We sat in the crew lounge having our Thanksgiving 
Dinner together, our towering plates filled with ham, side dishes, 
and desserts.

A couple of days after the holiday I was freed from on-call 
duty, and I went to Chicago. Spending time with Momma at Olive 
Garden and the movie theater made for a great holiday week. I hated 
to see the November month come to an end because it had been the 
best month of my career, but December was going to have more in 
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store for me. My being approved to fly only international trips out 
of Miami meant for new adventures. 

The male presence in my life was pretty non-existent besides 
the couple of NFL football players that I texted periodically. I wasn’t 
having sex, and using my bag of woman toys made everything all 
right. I didn’t yearn for male companionship in my daily life. 

The only relationships I became committed to were with God 
and Momma. Somehow at the end of November, I was contacted by 
a Facebook friend who thought I would be perfect for this speed-dat-
ing reality television show that was coming to Chicago and he was 
helping to cast for it. 

I was skeptical at first, but then figured what else did I have 
to lose. 
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The South Beach Stewardess (Romonia) November 2014 Airbus Training
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December 3, 2014 – MIA to SXM – Main Cabin & First-
Class Aisle Stewardess

Excited about the Sint Maarten layover, sashaying up the aisle per 
usual I spoke to every passenger welcoming them aboard with a 
bright smile on my face. 

Before coming to work I sat at my laptop having a Skype inter-
view with the reality dating show casting director from Icon Casting. 
For thirty-five minutes I talked with the director while he recorded 
my responses to questions on why I wanted to find love. The main 
topic was if I believed I could fall in love with a man after three 
consecutive dates. I grew up watching fairytales and princesses on 
television, so of course I believed true love could happen within a 
few days. 

I always believed in the happily ever after; it just wasn’t happen-
ing for me. 

Answering the questions on why I was single and what I was 
looking for in a mate took control of my mind until I got to work. I 
had never been to Sint Maarten, but the super long layover in para-
dise was what I needed to get over the anxiety of a casting director 
calling me back. Momma and my coworkers, whom I told about the 
show, couldn’t believe that I actually signed up for something like 
reality TV dating. So many still assumed that I had a line of guys that 
I dated because of the looks of interest flashed my way from male 
passengers on the airplane and in the terminal. 

I was friendly when asked how to pronounce my name from 
men onboard but never took the conversations beyond the airport. 
The business cards and pieces of paper with social media accounts 
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that slipped in my hand had a special folder at home. It was flattering 
to hear from my male passengers how perfect I looked, but I wasn’t 
trying to fulfill any fantasies. Being an airline stewardess came with 
a stigma, and the sexy professional stewardess is a look I was learn-
ing to proudly carry. 

I knew one stewardess from the flight crew that I was work-
ing with on the Sint Maarten trip. We made plans to go out on the 
island for the layover, which was perfect because I needed to snap 
a photo of my travel adventures to send the casting director. After 
we deplaned, the crew and I gathered our bags and went to clear 
customs at Princess Juliana International Airport. 

All customs lines for crew members at airports became 
heaven sent. 

I would sometimes place my head down when passing passen-
gers in the customs line because of our crew priority. Making sure all 
customs and immigration forms are filled out correctly, then with 
security checking passports of travelers, time would cut into the 
crew layover and getting to our flight crew pickup van as quickly as 
possible was the agenda once off the airplane. 

Changing clothes within an hour, we met in the hotel lobby. 
The stewardess I knew from Chicago had a guy friend on the island 
that was a local and wanted to show us around.

“You’re beautiful,” he said to me with a perfect smile, and it 
was as if I saw the words come out of his mouth.

“Well, thank you,” I said while taking his hand as he helped 
me get into the car. 
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“So, we’re going to the Casino Royale area where the nightlife 
is, and then whatever you ladies want to do from there just let me 
know,” he said.

As we drove down the mountains, the magnificent moon 
reflecting on the black ocean was something I had never seen before. 
Only in my dreams would I have visited destinations called paradise. 

The faces of locals in Sint Maarten resembled mine. The men 
on the island with their dark charcoal melanin skin looked identical 
to my father’s hue. I spent my summer vacation after graduating high 
school with Daddie’s side of the family in Louisville, Georgia, and 
one Sunday church service, my reverend uncle included our family 
ancestral history in his sermon. Well over eighty years old my rever-
end uncle told the younger generation that we needed to know the 
making of us. I was in awe of the family roots my uncle traced back 
to Africa and Jamaica. 

My mother over the years made sure I knew about her father 
and his Haitian parents. Understanding the history of my creation 
didn’t happen until I started traveling to the Caribbean. I wanted 
to know the story behind the waves in my hair and the melanin in 
my skin. 

After leaving the casino area, we wanted to have a more local 
experience. Our Sint Maarten friend who I referred to as our driver 
for the night took us to a shack club further down on the island. The 
men there became infatuated with us.

“You guys are Haitian, and so is she.” My coworker pointed in 
my direction after one guy introduced him and his group of friends 
to her and the other stewardess that joined us on our night out in 
Sint Maarten. 
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“I already know. She’s a Haitian princess. Just look at her nose. 
Her forehead. The eyes,” the guy said.

I was flattered at his attempt to read the features that I inher-
ited from my mother’s father. 

“But you,” he nodded his head at my stewardess friend, “you’re 
not Haitian,” he said with a tone and accent that were calming just 
like our driver’s. 

“Who? Me?” she asked poking her chest with her finger and 
flipping the box braids she wore that flowed down her brown five-
foot-seven slender frame. “No. I’m African,” she said. “My father is 
from Africa.” 

The group of us engaged in conversation for a few minutes 
discussing culture and religion. Our new guy friends invited us 
to hang with them for the rest of the night, but I was ready to go 
to the beach as our driver promised. I couldn’t pass up the chance 
to put my feet in the water no matter what time of day it was. Sand 
in between my toes and the night breeze was what I wanted to feel 
against my skin. 

“Would you like to go to the beach now?” the driver asked, 
and his timing was perfect. 

At 2:00 AM we parked the car, and just the two of us sat alone 
under the moonlight at the beach. 

“You are very tempting. Do you know that?” our driver said 
to me. “Your beauty is rare. You’re sexy. You are sex. Tempting and 
seductive. The way you move. The curves I see from your tight dress 
with the colors of midnight blue matching the ocean,” he said as he 
moved in closer, and I opened the car door holding out my hand 
for him to grab. 
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“I’m going to go join my friends and put my feet in the water. 
C’mon. Come with me,” I said. 

We got out the car, and we all gazed at the stars in the sky as I 
thought to myself, 

This is freedom. This is God’s earth. This is why I love my job. 
Another dream made real.

December 9, 2015 – SCL to MIA – Return to Base  
on Flight 912

“Mona, you not gon’ change? Girl, it’s an eight-hour flight.”
Working the one flight to Santiago, Chile, with my stewardess 

classmate from Barbie boot camp made for a grand thirty-plus-hour 
layover. I was comfortable with flying in my uniform on the flight 
back to base. Having the option to wear regular clothes when travel-
ing on company time is something I never really took advantage of. 

My cramps were giving me the flux the entire morning of the 
flight back to base. If I had to work the long-haul flight from Santiago 
back to Miami, then I never would have made it. But working the 
understaffed flight to Santiago was easier than I thought. The passen-
ger load was light, but I had no idea what I was doing working as 
first-class kitchen galley stewardess on a Boeing 767 airplane. I never 
plated food for first class on such a long flight. Business class and first 
class on long haul flights are two different in-flight experiences. One 
service is more intense than the other with placing linen napkins on 
tray tables and distributing entertainment tablets to every first-class 
passenger, thankfully it was easier than I expected. The entire crew 
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was called out to work the flight leaving Miami that was rescheduled 
because of flight cancellations. 

Every last one of my crew members got upgraded to busi-
ness-class seats on the return-to-base flight from Santiago, Chile. 
It was the second trip that I had worked with the same classmate 
from Barbie boot camp since being a South Beach stewardess. My 
stewardess classmate was from Memphis, Tennessee and knew my 
old college guy friends from the university basketball team.  Most of 
our conversations talked about the city that I briefly called my home. 

My stewardess classmate and I flew a DCA turnaround trip 
in November when I worked the main cabin kitchen galley with a 
senior mama, who became my airline stewardess lifetime goals. I fell 
in love with the thirty-nine-year-old senior mama who looked just 
as young as me. The senior mama and I had so much in common. 
Both of our fathers held long military backgrounds. We both were 
dealing with strained family relationships and the two of us experi-
enced our fair share of failed attempts with men. Like me, the senior 
mama had been with professional athletes, and I fell in love with her 
“been there done that” attitude. 

Living unrestricted in her singleness and just open to the 
possibilities of it all, she shared with me her dos and don’ts for love. 
At her age, the senior mama stewardess knew precisely what she 
wanted in her dating life, and conversing with her was an eye-opener 
for both me and my stewardess classmate. Going into our galley 
gossip, the three of us swapped our baller men stories. 

That trip with the senior mama airline stewardess gave me 
some reassurance that not being married or in a serious relation-
ship didn’t mean life was over or that I was lacking something as 
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a woman above age thirty. With fifteen years of flying experience, 
being an airline stewardess gave the senior mama something new to 
do every day that added to keeping her life interesting. Flying turn-
around trips and working in the aisle was her choice for that month. 
After work, she looked forward to returning to her new condo she 
owned off South Beach and eating dinner at the many restaurants 
in the area. 

The senior mama loved the life she was living, and I had to 
admit it was looking good on her. Every man on the airplane looked 
her way, leaning over into the aisle, straining their necks when she 
walked past with the cart. Dating top guys, having on flawless 
makeup and filled with personality, the senior mama turned into 
my airline stewardess shero. One tip she gave me was to follow my 
dreams no matter what, and as we said our goodbyes sharing the 
same last name, we wished each other well on our future endeavors.

My time spent in Santiago, Chile, with my flight crew was 
nothing short of amazing. The group of us went out on the town 
exploring the city attractions from the windows of the van. We 
snapped pictures of the beautiful architecture with murals and spray-
painted graffiti on the walls while walking the stone streets trying to 
find food that looked familiar to us. The menu at one restaurant was 
filled with pages of items to order, but every time someone ordered, 
the wait staff would say, 

“Sorry, we don’t have that.” 
I kept it safe by eating at the hotel restaurant when we returned 

for the night. My classmate and another stewardess from the crew 
joined me in having burgers and watching hockey on the television. 
Having the indoor pool to ourselves while sipping wine made for the 
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best nightcap. As we listened to trap music, we twerked in the pool, 
and giggled into the late hours of the night taking advantage of not 
having to work the flight back to base. 

December 20, 2014 – PLS to MIA – Main Cabin Aisle 
Stewardess

I woke up at sunrise, and I could see the beach from my hotel room. 
The sky was a perfect hue of blue, and I felt a conversation with God 
was needed. 

I got dressed, walked to the edge of the boardwalk and inhaled 
the smell of the ocean. 

The Lord had blessed me to see the world in just one month, 
and my life felt like a dream. Everything wasn’t perfect with my 
family but outside of that, I received no other sources of stress. Men 
were still pretty non-existent in my life towards the end of the year, 
and counting the days to my twenty-sixth birthday had begun. God 
was blessing me so much, and I felt so humbled to be his servant as 
an airline stewardess. At work, I experienced days where I placed 
smiles on the faces of people who had tears, stress, and anxiety. 
Because of my career, I was able to do God’s work, and a lot of times 
I needed to remind myself of that when I would get caught up in the 
South Beach stewardess glamorous lifestyle. 

Since my birthday is on New Year’s Eve, I didn’t have enough 
seniority to get the new year holidays off, but that was okay. Partying 
in South Beach with the club promoter who I knew from Chicago 
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that lived in Miami made for an exciting social life and pre-birthday 
celebrations all month long.

Abstaining from sex since DE had my mind clear. I didn’t 
want to claim that I was practicing celibacy even though I was fast-
ing regularly and reading my daily scriptures from the Bible apps 
on my phones. 

Attending Sunday services with Momma when I was off from 
work was still our ritual. I put so much pressure on myself to be 
perfect on the outside, but it was now time to build up the inside. 
With the family relationship issues weighing heavy on me, I asked 
God to take care of the burden for me. I wanted him to remove those 
from my life that meant me harm and had no true purpose in getting 
me to my destiny. 

I asked God to push me to my highest level of potential. 
Life had its way of distracting me, especially during a sexual 

drought, changing me, forcing me to act differently with people at 
work and in my personal life. Going into the new year, I wanted to 
preserve myself for possibly entertaining a serious relationship with 
a guy who carried potential, so on the beach in Providenciales, I 
made the vow of celibacy to God to wait for a relationship. Without 
looking back, I was ready to go big or go home.

Being grateful for my blessings was how they began to multiply, 
and I wanted to keep that going for the new year. I would complain 
after a long day of work, but I knew I was one blessed individual with 
having the world at my feet. Waking up in Turks and Caicos for work 
and doing it all over again the next week meant for more adventures. 
Every day the possibilities at work were new with meeting so many 
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people from different cultures, races, and ethnic backgrounds from 
across the world. 

I ended my prayers with God there in Providenciales on the 
boardwalk and left them on the ocean. I was blessed with good 
health and strength. God woke me up to live another day, and every 
day that he continued to wake me up I promised to work more 
on myself. 

Capturing the moment in Turks I posted a video to Facebook 
of me on Pelican Beach sharing my prayers to God and showing the 
gratitude of blessings with my social media family. 

The long layover at the all-inclusive resort in Turks was fabu-
lous. Me and the two stewards I worked with spent our night on the 
beach gazing up at the stars talking about our love lives. One stew-
ard was a single father with many women taking his kindness for 
weakness, and the other steward he was barely twenty-one years old 
with a party animal spirit to match. At the start of the Providenciales 
layover, I joined the guys at the buffet for dinner. Then we moved to 
the outdoor bar that served unlimited wine and beer. Free food and 
alcohol for everyone made it my favorite hotel stay by far. The dance 
floor was on the sand of the beach, and I could hear the ocean waves 
over the loud bass from the speakers. It was only one flight for us to 
work going back to Miami the next morning, so with plenty of time 
to rest before reporting to duty, we enjoyed our night under the stars. 

It took me about two hours to get ready for work when I 
returned to my room from the morning conversation with God 
on the boardwalk. I didn’t want to leave the island, and I inhaled 
the sweet air one more time before getting on the van shuttle to 
the airport. 
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Crew van rides are pretty quiet on the drive to the airport 
because everybody is mentally preparing themselves for the work-
load, and leaving Providenciales was no different. 

“Hey, so I have bad news; looks like we’re going to be delayed 
for a few hours.” The captain was giving flight information that no 
one wanted to hear because it was supposed to be an easy trip home.

When we got to the airport, I saw the white jet where ground 
workers were cleaning up airplane pieces. Only on the islands do 
we board the airplane from outside with stairs, so I was able to see 
the debris left all over the runway where a small jet caught fire from 
engine trouble. The kitchen galley steward went to take a nap while 
we sat on the airplane without passengers for hours. I stood on the 
stairs at the back of the plane since the doors were open. The railing 
on the iron staircase was shaky, but the view was beautiful. I zoned 
out and enjoyed my last moments of paradise, thinking about the 
next time I would visit the islands. 

With every new Caribbean destination, I fell more in love with 
its enchanting way to take away my worries. The trees, people, and 
spicy food from local restaurants made every ending to a tropical 
layover hard to bear. I wanted to bottle up every island and take it 
back with me. I forgot all my problems every time I stood in front 
of the ocean. Places like Sao Paulo, Brazil, were nice to visit on my 
layovers, but it was nothing compared to paradise.
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Secretary Stewardess

T HE YEAR 2014 ENDED IN A WAY I DIDN’T SEE 
coming. 

On my last work trip days before my birthday, I got 
blocked ears from the cabin air pressure during landing. I went to 
the emergency room and got some medicine from the doctor, but I 
was on bed rest until the new year. 

When January hit, I returned to work from being out sick and 
got back on my grind. 

My nose stayed in many spiritual books for self-improvement 
every spare moment I got at work or home. My only work request 
was to fly Caribbean trips with long layovers, and that’s what I got. 

Starting off 2015 flying a month of Trinidad and Tobago with 
twenty-four-hour layovers introduced me to a new self-admira-
tion. The way the island men fell at my feet every time I walked 
off the airplane and set foot in the Caribbean let me know I was a 
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hidden treasure. Sexy legs in a stewardess uniform skirt along with 
an American accent had business cards handed to me on almost 
every flight for late lunches or dinner, most offering to place my next 
visit on their accounts. 

By February, my spiritual readings and daily meditation exer-
cises had my heart feeling renewed. I was believing in the universe 
and God’s power to take away any negative things that were happen-
ing in my life. I got so caught up in trying to understand everything 
in life, trying to control everything, when really, I was only stress-
ing myself out. Relationships with my loved ones hurt me, and not 
hearing from my father while I was sick or for my birthday really 
bothered me. Things hadn’t been great with Daddie since my visit 
to D.C after a discussion we had about my stepmother. 

I did my best with going on about my daily routine and asked 
God to order my steps. My faith had grown to new levels, but I knew 
it wasn’t always going to be easy trusting God’s plan with learning to 
walk by faith and not by sight. 

I started to understand that I was responsible for my own 
happiness, so I went to create some happiness at work. On my 
layovers in Saint Croix, I spent late evenings with just myself sipping 
a glass of Chardonnay on the island. During the long layover in 
Cancun, every club invited me to party in their VIP sections. The 
good times kept rolling, from Presidente beers in the Dominican 
Republic to shopping at the market place in Montevideo, Uruguay. 
My dark skin made the jaws of men in Recife, Brazil, hit the floor, 
and when I ate breakfast with a sports team that stayed at my layover 
hotel in Buenos Aires, Argentina, I had eye candy from all over 
the world. 
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I was past any personal stress every time I went to work. I fell 
in love with my simple and carefree lifestyle at cruising altitude with 
no one to disappoint me with matters of the heart. 

It was around Valentine’s Day that I found myself having some 
lonely nights. I wanted to reach back into my past. I knew I wasn’t 
mentally, physically, or spiritually ready for a relationship or court-
ship, but the feelings for companionship would come. There were 
nights I cried thinking of all I been through in my personal rela-
tionships with men. I started thinking that no one would want to 
seriously be with me, I felt like damaged goods. 

At first, I blamed the lack of love from my father for my poor 
choices with men, until I owned responsibility. I even blamed karma 
for returning to me from my younger years when I disposed of men 
without caring for their feelings, but even when I wiped the tears 
away, I still didn’t feel sorry for anything I did in my past. I prayed 
hard for God to hear me, to forgive me and to heal me of my past 
hurts so I could become a greater lady in the end for myself and 
for my future. Hearing some of the older stews talk about their bad 
dating lives made me not want to become one of them. 

The month of March rolled in and I put pressure on myself 
to find one guy that I liked so I could keep some consistency in my 
life. I kept in touch with one Arizona wide receiver who thought my 
life as an airline stewardess was interesting. He was ready to take the 
discussions beyond FaceTime on a trip for two during his off-season. 
When the wide receiver experienced some bad publicity, he went 
into keeping a low profile, so we never made it far. I was determined 
not to become one of those women who wasn’t enjoying the lifestyle 
of flying off to a new country every week for work because of my 
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bedroom problems. Being sad and depressed about not having a kid 
or husband wasn’t a healthy way to live, and I saw it often coming 
from women over thirty. 

I kept my promise of celibacy until the spring season, when 
I entered an exclusive relationship with a successful business exec-
utive. We met on the airplane while I was traveling off the clock. 
He and I spent nights hitting downtown lounges together while he 
showed me off to his friends and fraternity brothers. We dined at 
cozy restaurants in the South Loop six days out the week as a couple. 
We shared intelligent stimulating conversations about culture, soci-
ety, piano jazz music with our common interest in the sounds of Mile 
Davis and everything else under the sun while always holding hands. 
There were days we’d lay in bed watching movies all day just so we 
could spend quality time together on our mutual days off. 

He treated me like a Queen until he accused me of cheating. 
The relationship I tried with him was good for a few months, but 
there was no trust. With my career, he wondered what else I would 
be doing on long layovers in other parts of the world when I wasn’t 
answering my phone. He had me so stressed it was taking a toll on 
my physical health. I wasn’t in my happy place anymore, so I knew 
it was time to move on. He wasn’t the man that I thought I would 
marry or have children with as he wanted. 

I chose myself and took another celibacy vow one last time 
before the summer months hit. 
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September 2015 – Jackson Park Hospital – Medical Leave  
of Absence

I passed the sheet of paper to the receptionist through the small 
glass window.

“Hi. I’m here to see the psychiatrist,” I said.
“Are you a new patient?” she asked.
“Yes. It’s my first time here,” I said. “My primary physician gave 

me a referral. Do you need to see it?” I asked.
“I’ll just make a copy of it,” she said. “Take these forms and 

fill them out. When you are done bring them back to the counter.” 
“Okay,” I said, and I reached for the ink pen and clipboard. I 

sat next to my mother in the waiting room and parts of me couldn’t 
believe I was visiting a psychiatrist. 

The nightmares wouldn’t stop. Getting robbed at gunpoint 
by three guys was the last thing I thought would happen to me at 
the start of Labor Day weekend. Talking to the police, my primary 
care doctor, and the airline union representative about what happen 
made the experience seem surreal.

“Miss Johnson, you can come back now. The doctor is ready 
to see you.” The receptionist stood at the door motioning for me to 
come in the back room. 

“All right, Momma I’ll be back. Pray for me.”
“Girl, stop being dramatic. You’re gonna be all right. I don’t 

think you need to be here talking to no psychiatrist anyway,” 
Momma said, but Momma didn’t understand I wasn’t strong like 
her. I couldn’t get over my accident the way she did, when she got 
held at gunpoint while eight months pregnant with me. 
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Momma tried comforting me because I was so angry with 
myself after it happened. I let my guard down and wasn’t aware of my 
surroundings. My military and airline stewardess training prepared 
me for attacks in battle or on the airplane, but this was a time where 
I didn’t think I needed to be on guard. I thought about the advice 
Momma gave me during one of our talks after watching a story on 
the Chicago News just weeks before the three guns were pointed at 
my forehead. Momma told me,

“If someone has a gun to your head just let them have what-
ever material things they want. Your life isn’t worth something 
that’s replaceable.”

 I hadn’t been inside Jackson Park Hospital since a little girl. 
Back in the days, my great-great-aunt Minola would bring me 

with her to Jackson Park Hospital, when she would visit her old work 
buddies on the nursing staff after her retirement. The brick hallways 
covered in white paint still looked the same—cold.

“Hello, Miss Johnson.” 
The doctor spoke to me as he sat his laptop on the desk. He 

was wearing full green scrubs with a breathing mask over his face 
and one of those paper hats on his head like he had just gotten out 
of surgery. 

“Can you tell me what brings you here today?” he asked, and 
I didn’t know where to begin. 

“I had a bad accident, or incident. I don’t know what to call it.” 
I let out a sigh of frustration.

“Well, let us start with some questions, and we will go from 
there,” the doctor said. 
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I took a slow deep breath. I sat in the chair with my palms 
sweating, which wasn’t normal for me.

The psychiatrist began with his questions.
“Do you have a religion or believe in some higher power?” he 

asked without making eye contact with me.
“Yes. I’m a Christian. I go to church,” I said.
The psychiatrist typed his notes, and before he asked the next 

question, I thought about the last church service I went to on the 23rd 
of August at Valley Kingdom Ministries International which served 
as my church home for the past several years. I marked it to be my 
favorite service by Apostle Wilson when he referenced airplanes and 
being briefed by the airline stewardess on the emergency exits. That 
service I pulled out my phone and posted to Facebook the spiritual 
download I received. Apostle said it was okay to record the church 
service and post any time we felt like sharing a word from God 
on our social media accounts. I replayed that video of the Sunday 
church service on many occasions after being held at gunpoint, 
searching for signs from God to help get me back on track.

“Tell me about your childhood,” the psychiatrist said. 
I gave the doctor my story, and he typed my responses into 

his laptop. 
“The next questions I’m going to ask you will be yes or no 

answers,” he said. 
“Okay,” I said and waited for him to start.
“Were you abused as a child?” he asked.
My response was hard to push out. 
“Yes,” I replied as the muscles in my stomach tightened. I 

didn’t really want to bring up the past that Momma and I moved on 
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from—like the many nights that she would come home drunk from 
her bartending job or that one time I had to get stitches in my head.

“Physical abuse?” he asked. 
I pushed out an answer that I didn’t want to admit to and the 

psychiatrist kept going with his questions.
“Verbal abuse?” He asked.
I shook my head yes and the psychiatrist gave me a tissue to 

wipe away the tears rolling down my cheek. 
“Have you ever been raped or molested?” he asked and I closed 

my eyes, trying not to remember. 
I shook my head yes, and we sat in silence for a few minutes. 
“These are just notes that I’m typing. Don’t be alarmed,” he said.
When the psychiatrist asked me to tell him about what 

happened the night of my incident, I froze. Was I telling this stranger 
too much of my information? Would he tell me that I had issues and 
needed to take medication? Was I ever going to be the same person 
again? Numerous questions ran through my mind. 

I hadn’t smiled in the last couple of weeks. All I was expe-
riencing since being held at gunpoint in downtown Chicago was 
migraines from not being able to sleep. I lost at least 10 pounds from 
not being able to eat for almost two weeks. I was stressed to the point 
that I had no appetite, and I couldn’t think straight. I wasn’t paranoid, 
but I did feel fear. It just didn’t seem like something so dangerous 
could happen to me. It was like a bad dream that I couldn’t wake 
up from. 

I cried to Daddie over the phone the day it happened, but 
he didn’t do anything. I at least thought he would be on a flight to 
Chicago once I told him about me getting held at gunpoint by three 
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guys with three guns, but he didn’t even return my call when he said 
that he would. I figured Daddie to be busy because the same day I got 
robbed was the day of his nineteenth wedding anniversary. 

I stopped writing in my prayer journal that I created in the 
new year. I flew an entire month to the drug, murder, and sex traf-
ficking country where military men stood on the side of the road 
with rifles, then on my last layover in San Pedro Sula, Honduras, I 
accidentally left my special love letters to God wrapped in the sheets 
of the bed at the hotel. I was angry with God that he chose me to go 
through the experience of fearing for my life as I felt helpless. All 
the building I did within myself was washed away. I tried my best to 
be a good person. I gave my last dollar to those who I never met. I 
helped out when my help was needed. I wanted to ask God what was 
so wrong in my life that he felt like I needed a wake-up call. That’s 
what I wanted to know from him, but God was not speaking back. 
I took a medical leave from work in order to have time to get over 
the traumatic experience; picking up my journals again to write out 
my feelings, prayers, dreams and my love letters to God was the only 
thing that saved me. 

October 08, 2015 – Nightclub Interview

“Doors closing. All aboard; the doors are closing.” 
I made it just in time before the conductor hit the release break 

on the CTA Red Line. My headphones blasted gospel music in my 
ears, helping me to reassure myself that I was doing the right thing. 
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After a month off from work, and then with Momma being laid 
off at the start of the summer from her job, my money was tight. I 
needed to find a side gig while I was off from flying. I didn’t know if 
God wanted me working in a nightclub after my accident happened 
at a nightclub. One minute I thought it was an opportunity and then 
the next I wondered if it was a test. 

A part of me was lying to myself when I said that I wasn’t 
attracted to the retired NBA baller who owned the nightclub I 
wanted to work at, even though I went through a few different outfit 
selections and curled my hair perfectly. My second celibacy promise 
was keeping me strong. 

I went into deep prayer mode and meditation after the robbery. 
I fasted. I drank chamomile tea. I read spiritual books. I read my 
Bible from beginning to end. Then again, I opened my heart fully to 
love after reading the biblical books of Corinthians, Proverbs, and 
Ruth from The Old and New Testament; thinking that if I found one 
man to love I wouldn’t be out in the streets alone unprotected in the 
world. Getting through the stress of the robbery by reading helped, 
but my body wanted strong arms to hold me while I cried my pain 
away. I had been traumatized enough in life, and the hope of finding 
real true love is what kept me holding on to the positive things in life. 

I sat there on the train ride to my interview, looking up to the 
sky, missing my escape at 38,000 feet. Being away from my prob-
lems and closer to where God could hear my prayers made me miss 
the things I was beginning to take for granted. Until I arrived at 
the nightclub interview, I reminisced on my South Beach steward-
ess lifestyle.
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“Hi, Romonia. It is great to meet you,” the business consultant 
greeted me at the front door to the nightclub. Although the place 
was owned by the retired NBA baller, I needed to interview with his 
business consultant first. 

We shook hands, and the consultant’s gentle touch let me 
know he wasn’t a shark. He and I went inside the venue. Passing the 
restrooms, we went to the couches in the VIP section where I spoke 
to three other young ladies. The business consultant sat me on the 
couch opposite of them by the DJ booth, and I didn’t question why. 

“Just wait here. I’m finishing up some business on the phone 
in the office. I’ll be right back,” the business consultant said.

“Sure. Take your time,” I said and gave him a smile. 
I sat down on the red couch watching the bartender clean 

the liquor shelves and other VIP section areas. The bartender 
came closer and spoke. I politely responded with a smile introduc-
ing myself.

“Would you like a water or anything?” the bartender asked.
“Yes. I’d love one,” I said.
I looked around scoping the place out while sipping my chilled 

bottle of water with the nightclub’s custom-made logo on the front. I 
thought it was a classy touch. The circular red seal logo was similar 
to the artwork on a book cover that I purchased earlier in the year, 
titled The Secret. I took it as a sign from God and the universe that I 
was in the right place at the right time. 

“I’m sorry about that Romonia. Let’s get started,” the business 
consultant said. 
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He introduced himself by running down his list of accom-
plishments telling me how he and the professional baller started 
working together. 

“So Romonia, how do you know him?” he asked, and I didn’t 
know how to explain my searching on the former NBA baller’s social 
media without looking like a groupie. 

“Well, I was searching on social media and saw a tweet from 
the owner that he was hiring,” I said. “We share a mutual guy friend 
who invited me here to the club before. I’m on medical leave from 
work, and I need employment. I’ve been interested in bottle servic-
ing, then when I read the owner’s tweet I decided to try my luck.” I 
sat with my legs crossed at the ankles, hands folded and resting on 
my lap. I smiled the entire conversation. 

“Great. Now tell me how this job is going to work with your 
flying schedule again?” the business consultant asked me.

“Since I’m on leave from work, I don’t have to fly right now, 
and that leave can be extended up to more than several years.” I 
said. “When I do return, my schedule is very flexible, so I’ll be able 
to manage both. I fly over ninety hours a month, and right now I 
am based in Miami. But I have a pending transfer that should be 
approved soon to come back to Chicago.” 

“Okay. Well, that’s nice,” he said. “How do you like your current 
job?” he asked. 

“I love it,” I said. “I am an international airline stewardess, so 
I fly lots of Brazil, Argentina, and South America. At one point in 
life, I was going to these places twice a week for months. Oh, and 
the Caribbean I love.” I smiled at the mention of my airline lifestyle.  
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“Oh yeah, it’s just no big deal jumping in and out the country 
on a daily,” the business consultant joked, and we both laughed. 

“No. I don’t mean it that way. You know, it’s work,” I said. My 
smile became humble, warm, and welcoming. I also didn’t look like 
the mess I was going through. 

“I’m kidding. I’m only joking with you. But I would like to ask 
you a serious question.” He paused looking over my resume, and 
then made eye contact back with me. “Well, your resume is impres-
sive,” he said. “Lots of customer service work experience, which is 
something we really would like to add here. We are hiring for other 
positions if you’re interested.” 

I couldn’t believe my ears. 
When I spoke to Momma about me getting the job and even-

tually working my way to manager, it was only a way of speaking 
life into myself. I couldn’t believe that the business consultant was 
already giving me the promotion I spoke into existence. 

“Sure, definitely. I’m interested,” I said excitedly.
“Great,” he said. “We’re looking for office administration to 

organize the invoices, take phone calls, send emails, and things of 
that nature. Does that sound like something you’re interested in?” 
he asked.

“Of course. That sounds like something I would love to do,” 
I said.

“Well, I’ll tell you what. We do have someone else that we’re 
interviewing. You’ve met with me, so the next step would be to meet 
with the owner and me,” the business consultant said. I played cool 
just shaking my head in agreement to everything he was saying. 
“I’ll call you when I talk with him, and we’ll go from there,” he said. 
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We both stood up, and I gathered my things. I was so glad 
that I made it to round two of the interviews. Not seeing the retired 
ballplayer was a relief because my thigh-highs ripped open on the 
train ride over to the nightclub. My entire left thigh was practically 
hanging out.

“Thanks. This was awesome,” I said. “Before I leave, can you 
show me to the restroom?” I asked.

“Sure. Right this way,” the business consultant said. 
We made small chatter, and I waved goodbye to the young 

ladies who sounded as if they just turned twenty-one years old, 
talking about how fun their summers were. 

“I’m going back out here so I can finish my interviews with the 
other girls. It was nice to meet you Romonia,” the business consul-
tant said. “When you’re finished just go through the white door and 
turn left out the front.”

We shook hands goodbye, and I turned into the restroom. 
The mirror covering the entire wall opposite of the stalls added 

glamour to the nightclub restroom. Girls wouldn’t have to crowd 
around the mirror over the double sinks to fix themselves like at 
other clubs. I stood looking over my reflection. I couldn’t believe 
the way my hose ripped on the side of my leg. If I twisted my thigh 
high around to the inside of my leg, I was at risk of making a bigger 
hole, so I left it as is. 

“Hey. What’s going on?” I heard the consultant greet the owner 
when the front VIP entry door opened and closed. 

“Hello, ladies.” 
I froze from hearing the owners deep voice speak to the 

other girls.
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“Let me catch Romonia. She’s in the restroom,” the business 
consultant said. 

I wasn’t ready. I couldn’t believe I was about to meet the retired 
NBA baller, and I even found the nerve to start blushing in the 
mirror until I caught myself. 

“Stop it. Stay cool. Inhale. Exhale,” I started talking to my 
reflection before I got too ahead of myself. I even started praying. I 
looked a hot mess with my ripped thigh-highs and didn’t want the 
owner to see me until I was perfect. 

I could hear the difference between the business consultant’s 
swift small steps and the thunder of strength in the owner’s shoe 
steps lingering slowly behind. I had about four seconds to touch up 
my lipstick and pull my skirt down enough where it covered some 
of the ripping in my thigh-high.

“Romonia.” The business consultant called out my name as he 
walked to the open entry door of the ladies’ restroom and stood in 
the hallway. “I was hoping you didn’t leave,” he said. “The owner is 
here. I want you to meet him.”

Before I could dry my hands off, the thirty-five-year-old retired 
NBA baller was standing in front of me. I slowly looked up to the 
owner feeling embarrassed about my imperfections. The tan and 
brown jacket he wore made his brown eyes shine brightly. I almost 
left his hand hanging in the air after he introduced himself to me, 
using his first and last name like I didn’t know who he was.

“Romonia,” I spoke to the owner, introducing myself, placing 
my hand in his, looking up slowly at him as our eyes locked. “I’m 
sorry my hands are still wet,” I said. Making sure not to let my smile 
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hypnotize him, I gave a shy flash of my teeth that glistened different 
with the shade of pink lip stain color I wore.

“It’s all right. At least you washed them,” he said. The retired 
NBA baller had humor, and he gave me the first real smile I had in 
months that I covered up once he let go of my hand. His attempt to 
break the ice worked perfectly, melting away all of my nervousness. 
“C’mon we can go back to my office,” he said. 

“Okay,” I said and followed behind him towards the night-
club office.

Every step the owner took sent goosebumps down the center 
of my chest. His pictures online looked nothing like him. In person, 
he was a sight for sore eyes. 

The owner took me into the storage area where he said it would 
soon be a small food eatery. I listened to the owner talk about his 
plans to open a restaurant while we walked through the doors to his 
office. The owner gestured for me to have a seat in the chair closest 
by the door and then he placed his book bag on the floor. The busi-
ness consultant sat at the desk across from him. They both were in 
plain view and I casually made eye contact with them both, but the 
owner had my focus. 

The retired NBA baller sat talking to me about how he wanted 
to create a team to bring forth ideas to build his brand. The entire 
time the owner was talking, I was listening but daydreaming. At thir-
ty-five years old, he was accomplished as a former NBA baller with 
contracts adding up to at least twenty million during his ten-plus 
years of playing for Los Angeles, Brooklyn, San Antonio, D.C., and 
Milwaukee. He sat in the light just right so his diamond earrings 
could sparkle and blind my eyes from across the room. I shook my 
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head in agreement with everything the former baller said while I 
checked him out.

“But you’re mixed in the corporate world, so you understand 
business,” the owner said as he turned his chair in my direction to 
give me all his attention. I didn’t really hear too much of what he was 
talking about, but I didn’t want to ask him to repeat himself. 

“I definitely understand professionalism in the workplace,” 
I said to the owner so he could regain focus. I wasn’t the only one 
distracted in the interview. He shot me a look that said, 

“Yeah, I’ll be bending you over soon. You see me, and I definitely 
see you.” 

“So,” I said, as I quickly turned my head to break away from 
the owner’s deep eye contact with me, giving my attention to his 
business consultant. 

“Yeah. We’re a family here. I look out for my team,” the owner 
interrupted his business consultant mid-sentence, so I had no choice 
but to make eye contact with the retired baller again. “Last NBA 
All-Star I took my entire work team, and we enjoyed ourselves. You 
know the people that I help start up their businesses, we look out 
for each other,” he said. 

The owner knew he was telling me exactly what I wanted to 
hear, and I was going to be everything he needed to have. When I 
found out that his nightclub was hiring, I sent the retired NBA baller 
a long message on Instagram. I was in awe of him and his accom-
plishments. He inspired me, being from the same housing project 
as Momma. I read all the great things the retired baller did in the 
community, like sending people off to college on paid scholarships 
from his personal bank account. He sponsored holiday turkey drives 
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and his unselfish ways to build up the community where he came 
from made him a local hero to me.

When the business consultant first called me to set up the 
interview, he told me the owner wanted him to get in contact with 
me as soon as possible. I knew it was hard for an athlete to trust, so 
I wanted to make the retired baller understand that I was someone 
he could trust with his money, business, and vision.

The special look in the owner’s eyes the entire time I sat in his 
office had my body hot and moist between the legs. My accident 
turned me off from sex, but this was the first time that I was feel-
ing like a woman again. I swore a million times before meeting the 
owner that I would keep it strictly professional. But every time he 
looked deep into my eyes, I couldn’t help but feel a fire inside my 
soul. The idea I was having about the retired baller and me being 
undressed in his office became too hot, but I tried my best to ignore 
the owner with his lust-filled glances. Listening to his words aroused 
me even more, and I couldn’t take it. The owner knew his smile was 
captivating, and he kept flashing his teeth in my direction. 

Halfway through the interview, everything about the retired 
NBA baller was more attractive to me, since the first time I touched 
his soft hand and felt his gentle spirit. My legs were crossed at the 
knee the entire time, one leg over the other. I often shifted in my seat 
to help with the waterworks between my legs after looking at him or 
hearing him speak. At one point I started to wonder how the retired 
baller’s hands would feel on my body.

“There is a young lady that caters our events. I helped her 
start up her catering business. We look out for each other here,” the 
owner said. 
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I told the owner about my love to cook in that long Instagram 
message. He knew I had ideas about my own food eatery that I 
wanted, and he promised to help me with my own aspirations. 
Motioning his hands together as if he finally received the answer to 
his prayers, I knew the job was mine. 

“We’ll be in touch. I’ll talk with my business consultant because 
we do have more interviews and he’ll let you know the final deci-
sion.” The owner smiled one more time at me, and I professionally 
rolled my eyes at him.

I stood watching my boss out the corner of my eye as I grabbed 
my blue leather jacket. The tight grey high-waisted pencil skirt I wore 
was club-interview-appropriate, hugging my curves and accentuat-
ing my pinky thin waistline. My petite hourglass figure was working 
in my favor and impressing my new boss. The nightclub owner. The 
retired NBA baller. The Bossman. 

He hadn’t told me that I had the job, but who was better for 
the job than me.
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Romonia’s Version of Boaz

T HE TIME I SPENT WORKING FOR BOSSMAN WAS 
life-changing. 

I tried to keep our work relationship professional 
addressing Bossman by his last name. His employees became filled 
with notions that I was hiding something because I wasn’t so casual 
with him like everyone else. So, I started calling him by his first name 
to fit in more, and that made me grow comfortable with him. Then 
I went to just simply calling him Bossman in front of whoever; it 
didn’t matter. The rest of his employees didn’t see it to be okay for 
me to give him that nickname. Naturally, within the first couple of 
weeks, everyone thought we were sleeping together. 

I fell in love with coming to work every day answering calls and 
replying to his business emails. Bossman began to introduce me to 
his friends that stopped by the office as his personal assistant, which 
would upset the young lady who I was assigned to share office hours 
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with at the nightclub. I never really agreed to be Bossman’s personal 
assistant, but I did go out of my way to make sure his business became 
more than what he imagined. I learned the art of speaking life into 
myself; I shared that wisdom with Bossman. He would come to the 
office at late hours looking sad, stressed, and tired. I listened to him 
vent about those who he felt were not loyal to him. I told Bossman 
to not worry about the negative but focus on the positive.

When I got the call back from the business consultant that 
I was hired for the job but would be sharing the office work with 
another young lady, I was more than ready to prove myself worthy. 
I was invited to work at the nightclub the following week after my 
interview. The other office assistant was a few years younger than me, 
with some years of hospitality experience and worked for the United 
Center full-time during the Chicago NBA basketball season. The 
first day she and I met, we waited inside the club to meet Bossman 
as his new office secretaries playing nice together.  

The tight fitted dress I wore to our first team meeting was tan 
with matching three-inch professional yet fashionable high heels. 
The other assistant complimented my wardrobe, and I found ways 
to give her a compliment in return. Over time I learned to never fall 
into issues with women I work with or while in a professional envi-
ronment. I got side-eyes for no reason from women on the airplane, 
and I was receiving those same looks first day at my new secretary 
job from the other female employees. I understood that when you’re 
a different kind of pretty with excellent credentials, it can be a little 
intimidating to some, so I didn’t let their glares intimidate me.

Our first official team meeting at the nightclub, Bossman was 
late. His business consultant took me into the office to talk. When 
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we sat at the office desk, his phone rang, and it was our boss calling 
to say he was running behind because of traffic. I promised Bossman 
I would wait patiently for him as we spoke over the speakerphone. 
Bossman arrived at the nightclub shortly after, and he didn’t come 
alone. She was pretty, with light brown skin, and with every giggle, 
she brushed her hands on my boss’s chest attempting to fake-catch 
her breath from his amusement. 

I figured she was the mother of his children that I read about 
from the online blogs, but the bartender told me that wasn’t his 
significant other. Bossman wasn’t a faithful man, going by the pages 
of comments from women that had been with him during his basket-
ball days. Throughout his long-playing career, every city he went to, 
Bossman left a string of broken hearts behind. It was just my first day 
as his secretary and it wasn’t my business who the beautiful woman 
was, so I turned my head and pretended not to care.  

I then became curious to know what the woman who could 
make Bossman settle down looked like. There were no photos of 
her online, none on his social media accounts. How was her hair? 
Was she tall or short? Did he like thick women or slender women? I 
needed to feed my imagination, so I hit the Internet and researched 
his personal life reading every bit of gossip I could find. Despite years 
of not playing in the pros, ladies were still posting about how good 
the sex was. That alone gave me enough reason to be intrigued every 
day that I went to work. It took me a while to read and click through 
the pages of comments on the website, but I did find the information 
that I was looking for: a longtime girlfriend that most of the women 
who had been with him knew about. The random women who had 
been intimate with Bossman posted about how the girlfriend of at 
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least fifteen years didn’t care that he cheated, and that the girlfriend 
wasn’t going anywhere anytime soon. 

I wondered how his ass could pull off something so player. 
But then I was reminded that you are the company you keep. 

Bossman’s best friend was our mutual friend, and he lived the same 
type of promiscuous lifestyle. They enjoyed having options. 

At first, Bossman nicknamed me “Ro” for short, and it was 
very annoying. One afternoon while at the nightclub office, Bossman 
called me that in front of my childhood best friend that I introduced 
him to, she thought it was the cutest nickname that nobody ever 
thought to use. Bossman and I became familiar with one another 
rather quickly, and I preferred for him to call me “Mona” like every-
one else. 

In one week of being Bossman’s new office secretary, I remod-
eled his office and put a woman’s touch on everything in his night-
club. I was so tired of looking at the dusty office, so when Bossman 
left town to go to New York on business, I took it upon myself to 
remodel everything in our office. The other secretary didn’t think 
it was a smart thing to do without his permission. She felt maybe 
her boss didn’t want his things moved around, but I felt different. I 
moved all his things around the office and cleaned the dust from the 
shelves that sat there since the club first opened. I stacked the boxes 
by myself. I lifted each corner of the glass office desk one at a time by 
myself. There needed to be more room to move around in the office 
because all the supplies from one of the clothing stores Bossman 
owned cluttered up the floors. I didn’t understand why Bossman 
needed to have three office desks in one room. Administration and 
security each needed a desk, then naturally, Bossman would need to 
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have the biggest desk of them all. I wasn’t sure how he was going to 
react to me adding a woman’s touch to his workspace, so instead of 
surprising Bossman when he would walk into the office, I sent him a 
message about my updates. Bossman promised he wouldn’t get mad. 
The first thing Bossman did when he came to the office was tell me 
how much he loved what I had done, in front of the other secretary. 
I was happy to have pleased my boss. 

Our first day alone in his nightclub, Bossman showed me 
around the place explaining to me the seating chart of the VIP 
sections. The day of my interview for the job, Bossman told me 
about a Chicago stepper’s dance event where there would be food 
and R&B music later that night at the club and thought I should 
check out the scene. I went back to the nightclub, but not when he 
asked me to come. I waited until the next night, it was a Saturday, 
which was the regular premiere night. Despite the cold weather 
outside, my four-inch open-toe silver stilettos that gave the glass slip-
per effect from the clear sides made my walk seductive. That night 
the businessmen in their suits complimented my lowcut V-neck 
halter top dress that I wore without a bra that screamed “off-the-
clock freak” to impress my new boss. My hair curled to perfection, 
I wanted Bossman to know I was hot. I convinced my older cousin 
and a girl I went to high school with to tag along with me, which 
wasn’t hard to do because the mention of a rich, unmarried retired 
NBA player carried weight to women who wanted to get chosen. I 
watched Bossman walk through the same VIP sections that night 
while his buddies crowded around him like he was God. I never ran 
up to him like the other women partying in the club, but when my 
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boss walked past, we spoke briefly, understanding that he and I were 
on the same page with his vision. 

I didn’t see the jealousy in my so-called opportunist friends’ 
eyes that night. Before I got officially hired as the secretary, one of 
my friends asked me to introduce her to Bossman while we partied 
at his club. My friend wanted to see if maybe she could get hired 
working in the office, but the anxiousness in her voice said some-
thing else to me as she mentioned all of the other businesses she 
knew about that Bossman owned. My older cousin, on the other 
hand, just wanted to get to know him better that night and see if his 
wallet could stretch out. 

My older cousin also placed a bug in my ear that she met 
another woman that night who was working as nightclub assistant. 
Apparently, Bossman hired someone else to take the position is 
what my older cousin told me. I mentioned that to Bossman, and 
he waited until my first day of work to scold me about it. He told 
me there was no other woman being interviewed out at the club 
that night. If the words didn’t come from his mouth, then Bossman 
didn’t want me to believe them. I learned quickly to listen to him 
and only him.

I laughed sometimes to myself at how the business consultant 
would nag about how our boss was never considerate of anyone 
else’s time because Bossman was always late to our team meetings. 
First few weeks on the job I didn’t want to get into any drama. As a 
team, we discussed assignments for any upcoming events and office 
responsibilities. Bossman and his consultant decided to hire two 
assistants because of trust issues. The last manager of the club was 
stealing, so this time around Bossman wanted checks and balances. 
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The workload wasn’t hard, and it was enough for one assistant in 
the office to handle. But with me not being on airplane payroll and 
Momma still laid off from work, I had to keep my mouth shut taking 
whatever work I could get. The secretary office hours were split 
between the two of us. I chose to work the second shift. On my first 
day of hire, any concerns about working as a team were mentioned, 
and I had none.

Bossman fell in love with my staying late when no one was in 
the office just to make sure his emails were sent and his Microsoft 
Excel documents were updated. Night by night he began to join me 
knowing I would be at the club alone. He was nervous the first couple 
of weeks I started, trying to figure out why I was working so hard 
to make sure his business became a success, but I wasn’t staying late 
for him. My accident left me in a vulnerable state and home wasn’t 
a place that felt comfortable for me, so I worked. Besides watching 
television and reading about love, I was empty on the inside. My 
working hard was for me, and when Bossman would join me in 
the office on nights that I was there until midnight, he became that 
friend I needed. 

Bossman gave me permission to play my music in the office. 
The slow love songs would play past 9:00 PM, and we felt the energy 
connect. In the beginning, we both had self-control. Three signs I 
asked God for, to let me know if I should give in to the feeling. When 
Bossman sat in his chair singing the gospel song Take Me to The King 
along with me after hours, I counted that as sign number one. 

Temptation caught up to us fast. I caught the ways he looked 
at me as I would walk past him in my thigh-length dresses and bend 
over the table reading off invoices to him. Bossman’s mouth hung 
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open from seeing the peak of my breasts as I explained spread-
sheets that I created organizing his business contacts and the liquor 
inventory. Bossman was hypnotized by my walk, ambition, and 
computer savviness. I switched my major so many times in under-
graduate, studying computer science and human resources, that 
I was Bossman’s one go-to person when he was ready to build a 
website for his nightclub restaurant or reading resumes of poten-
tial bottle servers. While I was cleaning the office, I found all of 
Bossman’s classroom journals filled with notes on marketing, and I 
fell in love with his brain. Going back to college at a top university 
and graduating after he accumulated millions inspired me. Bossman 
even had me thinking about going back to college myself. 

I was impressing my boss every day. His best friend called me 
around my third week into my part-time job telling me that Bossman 
gave praises about the work I had done when they would hang out 
at the gym on Saturdays. I assumed that Bossman never told his 
friends about our late after-hours sessions since his best friend had 
been someone who was interested in sleeping with me, like a lot of 
men. Way before I met Bossman, his best friend would invite me to 
the nightclub to show me off, but I never went, and I thanked God 
for that choice. 

As the days went on, Bossman stared at me while I sat behind 
his desk working late hours on every new corporate event that was 
being held at his nightclub. I worked those hours out of my love 
for the job and told Bossman those hours were of no extra charge. 
I could tell he wanted to know why I was working so hard to help 
him when we just recently met. I couldn’t tell my boss about the 
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mental anxiety I was having or the nightmares that made me scared 
to fall asleep. 

Experiencing an attack that takes a toll on the mind, body, soul, 
and spirit is something I wouldn’t wish on my worst enemy. The small 
moment that I blacked out and woke up on the ground by myself on 
the night of my robbery accident left me with so many questions that 
I couldn’t get answered, and every time that old-school love music 
played through the stereo speakers while Bossman and I worked 
together in the office, I just wanted to cry in his arms. Bossman gave 
me so many smiles and great memories that I fell in love with him 
in a matter of weeks. Every day I prayed to God that he would take 
the temptation away, but I wanted to give in. 

Eventually, I began to attend the nightclub events that I would 
promote on my social media pages showing my face, giving those 
who knew my name a handshake. Work kept my mind in a good 
space. Momma was even joining in on the fun, visiting the night-
club when we had celebrity hosts. The first time I introduced her 
to Bossman, she fell in love, too. His height and brown eyes are 
what stood out to her the most. Momma bragged to everyone she 
knew at work about her daughter working for a retired NBA player 
from Chicago. 

In late October, Momma got her job back working at a new 
school. Everything was falling back in place. Coming to the social 
mixer events at the nightclub was the perfect escape for her to get 
a break from my stepfather. When Momma got laid off from her 
job at the start of summer, and I went on a leave of absence from 
work, she got desperate and went back to the only man she knew 
would do anything she asked. I begged her not to do it and told her 
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to have faith in God that he would provide, but she doubted her 
faith. Wasn’t long after my stepfather moved back in with her that 
Momma got the call letting her know she would be able to return to 
work before November. 

The first conversation Momma had with Bossman, they 
clicked like old buddies, and she was spilling the beans on how I 
talked about him all the time to her. I had to gently tap Momma on 
the knee as we sat at the bar to let her know she was telling my boss 
too much information. They discussed how they knew a mutual 
person who conned some money out of Bossman: an airline stew-
ardess I knew from high school played Bossman for her flight passes. 
Being from the same housing project as Bossman, Momma encour-
aged his ignorant thoughts of revenge, but I told Bossman otherwise. 
I begged for him to let the situation go. Bossman paid the steward-
ess several thousand dollars in cash for her passes the same day she 
asked. It made Bossman furious that the stewardess did not inform 
him that she was fired. I could admit it was hard to let someone get 
over on you, so I understood his frustration. I didn’t know their past 
history or if he was sleeping with the stewardess. I just believed what 
Bossman told me in private. It was strictly business. 

At home, I would pray for him day and night to be the better 
man that I knew he could be. I reminded him of his faith in God, 
telling him to let go of a situation that was making him very angry. 
Bossman promised me to let it go, and as a reward, I registered him 
as my domestic companion so he could have my flight passes. One 
year was the deal so Bossman could feel like he didn’t lose anything. 
It was my love for Bossman that made me want to do something 
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special for him even though I blamed it on me wanting to right 
someone else’s wrongs.

What I gave Bossman was something I had never given any 
other man. I was saving my companion pass for someone special. He 
couldn’t believe that I was being so nice to him. Bossman was able to 
fly on my passes anytime he liked, and he didn’t need my permission. 

The first time I knew Bossman might like me more than a 
friend was when I volunteered to host a private fraternity party that 
was being held at the nightclub. I knew the organization was known 
for making quality men and I would be open to settling down with 
one. Shortly before the event at the nightclub, I went on a date with 
a big-time lawyer in Chicago that carried heavyweight in the same 
fraternity. That was the one night I couldn’t stay late in the office. 
I left work early, and Bossman showed slight signs of jealousy, but 
played it cool laughing and telling me to enjoy myself. Bossman 
knew I was coming to work the fraternity event just to find a guy 
with husband potential. I came dressed looking fine, wearing the 
fraternity colors of black and gold from head to toe, and every man 
who walked through the door called me “Queen.” 

Celebrity athletes were in the building, but I wasn’t interested. 
Bossman made sure I saw his white Bentley that was parked out front 
blasting the song “Where Ya At” by Future and Drake on repeat. 
That was the song we would always rap as a joke when I needed his 
help with office work and couldn’t reach him. But that night at the 
fraternity event I wasn’t impressed with Bossman. I smiled and spoke 
with those gentlemen who worked up the nerve to spark a conver-
sation with me. Bossman was giving them the look of “back off, 
she’s mine” while he towered over me the entire night. I felt drawn 
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to Bossman because of his possessiveness, but that didn’t keep me 
from socializing at the event. 

For Bossman to see other men respect me differently than his 
friends, changed his attitude towards me in a positive way. He often 
called me a lady while opening doors for me when I entered and 
exited a room or his cars. Bossman also would tell me how kind of a 
woman he thought I was while we sat in the office at night together. 

A week after the fraternity event, Bossman left for Memphis 
on a work trip. I missed him like crazy the entire two days he was 
away. I couldn’t function correctly in the workplace without him. 
That was also the first time Bossman left me in charge of his night-
club business. Bossman gave me the passcode to his safe. I was the 
manager for the night, and everyone who worked for him hated me 
after that. It was barely over a month that I was working for Bossman 
and he trusted me with information that he hadn’t given them the 
entire years they were working for him. One of his female bartend-
ers wanted to pick an argument with me about being left in charge. 
I exhibited more professionalism than her, and it was an import-
ant night for Bossman, so I kept it cute and quiet like a lady. In his 
absence, I made sure to make Bossman look good. 

I was glad that I gave Bossman my flight passes before I 
decided to give him my sex. If people found out at work what I had 
done for him, I never would have gotten credit for the hard work I 
did to prove myself. 

Daddie tried insinuating that Bossman only hired me because 
of my flight passes since I had no nightclub experience. After not 
having my father at my side during another stressful period in my 
life, I lost all respect for him, but his opinion and approval still 
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affected me. I loved Daddie as my father, but I gave up on his support 
in life. 

The oldest of my two brothers was turning thirteen years 
old in the second week of November, and I always made big deals 
about birthdays or holidays. Bossman agreed to sign a basketball 
for my little brother. I purchased the basketball from Walmart, and 
Bossman autographed the ball “NBA Most Improved Player” along 
with other special remarks. I wasn’t into men’s fashion, so Bossman 
picked out a few Nike sweatsuits from one of his clothing stores, with 
matching sneakers, for my brother. When I gifted the items to my 
little brother on their visit to Chicago for his birthday, he went wild 
declaring me to be the coolest big sister in the world. 

After I got the basketball signed from Bossman, the whispers 
turned into shouts about us sleeping together. Time went on, and 
Bossman began to show me favoritism, which created power strug-
gles with the other secretary. For the most part, we got along until 
the day she yelled at me. I chuckled to myself and then walked out of 
the office when it happened. My mental state after my accident had 
me on edge and I was liable to lash out at her that day. But I kept my 
cool with her and let Bossman know how I felt. Unfortunately, he was 
the one to feel the heat of my raft as I told him about the situation. 

My boss and his business consultant created the joining sched-
ule. One hour she and I had to spend working together when it was 
time to change shifts. That wasn’t a smart idea. After the disagree-
ment, I told Bossman that the schedule would need to change, and 
it did. It took about another week for his first-shift secretary to try 
my patience again. For whatever reason, she felt that I didn’t give her 
the attention she deserved, and her insecurities weren’t my problems. 
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That time I didn’t run to our boss; I kept my thoughts to myself and 
fed her with a long handle spoon from that point on.

Bossman couldn’t understand why I was so snappy with him. 
I finally came clean to him about my accident because even he had 
gotten on my nerves a few times with not sticking up for me at work. 
I went back into deep prayer and reading my Bible to gain patience. 
I was on the book of Ruth again, and like her, I was experiencing 
hardship with my family. Within a few summer months, my life 
down spiraled. I went on unpaid medical leave while trying to get 
over a horrific experience. At the time no income was happening, 
I felt I had no one to reach out to and with all of my pride I didn’t 
want anyone to rescue me. I didn’t like the feeling of having to owe 
someone or ask for assistance. My bills were adding up. The bills I 
helped Momma with since her being laid off were adding up. It took 
Bossman nearly a month to write my first paycheck after getting 
hired as his secretary. There were no daily hair appointments or spa 
days like I was used to. All I carried was will power and faith to know 
that everything was eventually going to be all right. I knew that I 
was going through my spiritual valley experience. So, I came to work 
with a smile and my pride. Never telling Bossman my struggles, I 
worked to get myself out of the mess that was happening in my life. 
Mentally I wasn’t ready to be back on an airplane because I would 
still have minor anxiety attacks from my accident. The paycheck that 
I got at the nightclub wasn’t even half of one paycheck that I made 
as an airline stewardess. As secretary, I was paid a few dollars above 
minimum wage, but I wasn’t making any real money. At the end of 
the day, I was grateful to have some sort of income to help Momma 
get back on her feet while I figured out what was left of my life.  
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Bossman was a form of my Boaz giving me a chance to prove 
myself to him, and I fell in love with that part of him every day that 
I came to work. Bossman even had a few of Boaz’s clever conning 
ways when it came to getting what he wanted from people. Bossman 
was my strength and my weakness. I fell in love with his potential. I 
hated when people talked down on him and those Bossman trusted 
had greed in their eyes. I would have done anything to protect his 
name, and I often did. The one time I needed for Bossman to check 
his employees, he didn’t, well at least not in front of me. Unlike Boaz 
in the Bible, Bossman didn’t make it known I was to be respected 
with the work authority he gave me as Boaz did with Ruth. 

Ruth found herself asking for work at the mercy of Boaz’s 
hand, as I did with Bossman. Boaz made sure Ruth was protected at 
all times, and every time I was upset with Bossman I read that story. 
When the reading didn’t clear my frustration, the sex we shared did. 
Bossman became my work husband before I shared myself with him, 
and then, he became the peace that I needed in my world, vowing 
always to be friends. 

We never made any official rules for what we were getting 
ourselves into, but Bossman promised me that my cousins were not 
his interest; I knew the women in my family very well and when he 
gave me his word that was all I needed. 

On the ride to have sex for the first time, I needed to know if 
he did this before with women that worked for him. The very deep 
breath that came from his lungs when he said,

“Never.”
Let me know that he was lying. Bossman put too much empha-

sis on the only word that came out of his mouth. Plus, the nightclub 
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visits from a female manager of his clothing boutique who would 
give me evil looks the whole time she was there let me know Bossman 
had other female employee admirers. I heard the stories about her 
and others, but I kept my mouth shut and let Bossman think I was 
clueless. I always prayed that he would be honest with me. Bossman 
promised me on the night we decided to share ourselves with each 
other that he could separate business from personal life. 

Bossman was always a very laid-back individual. I gathered 
that the night we went to the Halloween store on the north side with 
another woman around my age and a guy friend of his. It was well 
past midnight the day before Halloween and the shoppers in the 
store were so amazed recognizing him from his basketball days in 
Los Angeles. Bossman didn’t say anything, but it blew his friends 
mind that people still went in a madness over him. I loved that 
Bossman wasn’t fazed by that part of his life as much anymore, 
because he was so invested in his current business ventures. The 
man owned so much shit it was ridiculous. Bossman even appeared 
in my favorite jersey chaser movie “Just Wright.” I went to see that 
movie in theaters while I was at FAMU, and after I met Bossman I 
would often watch it on my DVR. 

I asked God so many times why he chose to make me the one 
to spend so much time with Bossman in the workplace. Bossman 
never mentioned the mother of his children, and if it weren’t for 
the blogs, I wouldn’t have known about her being his longtime girl-
friend. She called once during one of our late-night office sessions. 
Bossman sat across from me while on the phone giving one-word 
answers, and tossed the phone across the desk after hanging up. 
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I hated seeing Bossman stressed. I hated that I couldn’t take his 
stress away. 

I tossed and turned one night after we left the office late 
together. I woke up at exactly midnight from my sex wet with my 
essence. That night I knew the dreams about Bossman were bound 
to come to an end, when my phone rang at midnight; Bossman was 
calling. It was like I felt Bossman inside of me in the dream, and to 
be awakened by his phone call let me know the second sign had 
been given. 

With him often saying the words “I trust you,” I knew we were 
getting somewhere. Bossman told me that he wasn’t having sex 
during one of our late-night talks in the office, and I knew it would 
be my duty to change that. From the moment Bossman entered me 
I was hoping it wasn’t a mistake that he and I would both regret later. 
I kept my urges to myself in the hope to gain some self-control when 
Bosman would gesture or hint at the idea of sex in the office.

At work, I was so happy with the trust he gave me. I had a 
manager code for the computers and registers, but having the pass-
code to the safe was a big deal because I was the only one besides 
Bossman to know it. I would go and open that safe just because 
it made me feel special. I never stole a dime. Every time I was in 
charge of counting registers, every penny was accounted for, along 
with the printed paperwork at closing. My first night in charge, 
the registers’ money count was off. Being naïve, I never thought 
the people Bossman gave blessings to would steal from him. Had I 
not done what he told me to do correctly he never would’ve known 
the people he trusted with his business weren’t trustworthy at all. 
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Lord only knows how long the money count was short before I 
started checking. 

Being honest with Bossman made me public enemy number 
one with everyone else at work. Our car rides would be the energy 
recharger I needed after dealing with his stressful employees. 
Bossman and I listened to music. We talked and gave each other 
life advice. This would also give my boss time to bounce ideas off my 
head as I assured him that he had great ideas. Bossman sometimes 
would talk to me about his parenting issues with his high-school-age 
son. I wouldn’t have been myself if I hadn’t told Bossman it wasn’t 
cool to try and rule over his son’s choices. At the end of the day, his 
son was a teenager attending the same high school as his father, 
which meant he had a lot of popularity. I reminded Bossman that 
he once was the popular teenager. Naturally, Bossman didn’t want to 
hear me say that his son was turning into a young man, but it was the 
truth. I knew how parental control could make teenagers run away 
from their parents. When my parents tried to control me, I didn’t 
listen, and if they would have talked with me, guiding me through 
life, then I would have been more open to talking with them about 
things such as sex. 

Bossman showed me a video of his son being disciplined with 
a wooden paddle by a teacher who I thought was his son’s coach. 
When I asked Bossman if he let his son play basketball, he told me 
no. I wasn’t sure if he didn’t think his son deserved to be on the team 
because of his behavior or if Bossman was afraid that a new sheriff 
would be in town. His son’s birthday was coming in December. As 
a favor to Bossman, I promised to let someone close to them use my 
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flight buddy passes to come to Chicago from Los Angeles for his 
son’s fifteenth birthday bash. 

The second week of December hit, and I was ready to quit 
working for Bossman. Being an airline stewardess, I’m pretty much 
my own boss, and operating under a man who wasn’t being a great 
leader gave me migraines. My migraines were so severe that I went 
to get an MRI and took prescribed medicines from my doctor to 
calm my nerves. The older I was getting the more stress took a toll 
on my health. I needed for Bossman to support me in my leadership 
role and he tried, but it wasn’t up to my standard. So, I quit without 
really telling him. I figured to give Bossman a few weeks to miss my 
presence at the nightclub and then maybe he would value me more. 
My birthday month I spent at home hoping he would come knock 
on my door and say, “Come back to work” before I sent the official 
“I quit” text message. 

I was ready to look for a car and found a BMW that I asked my 
father to help me get. Naturally, Daddie backed out at the last minute 
when I was ready to sign the papers because he didn’t want to see 
me driving something better than him while living in the “hood” as 
he called it. Bossman, on the other hand, gave me the money that 
I needed for the car when he heard me crying about the situation. 

After a week of not working for Bossman, it was time to test if 
he knew how to split his business from his personal life.

December 10, 2015 – Time Away From Work 

“Tomorrow?” I asked him.
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The fire between us was hot, and we both debated the idea of 
having unprotected sex. I was hoping he would have come over with 
a condom since I didn’t think to buy any after breaking my second 
celibacy promise. Me having to give the suggestion of a rain check 
before Bossman undressed probably was the toughest thing I had 
done all year. 

I looked at him and he just stood there looking at me.
“I’ll come back in the morning,” Bossman said as he tied up 

his sweat pants.  
“I’ll call you when I get up,” I said to him getting up off the bed. 
As Bossman walked towards the door, I couldn’t believe that 

he hadn’t come with the expectation of getting any sex, and I was 
disappointed. We only sat watching the Christmas episode of Martin 
and listening to music while talking. I fussed with Bossman the first 
few minutes he arrived to see me about him taking so long. Bossman 
apologized, and when he grabbed me by the waist, burying his face 
into my stomach, hugging me while he sat on the bed, I let the small 
situation go. I decided telling Bossman that I wasn’t coming back to 
work for him would have spoiled our time together. I kept the news 
for another day, and I smiled sweetly before hugging him goodbye. 

The next morning Bossman came right on time to please me 
with different lovemaking positions and deep eye contact. I went 
up top and made his eyes roll to the back of his head. Stretching his 
arms out towards the wall that he couldn’t reach, I watched Bossman 
give in and ball up his fists. When we finished “damn” was the soft 
curse word Bossman whispered in my ear as he rested on my back 
with his bare sweaty chest.
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Bossman came dressed to impress and when he left, he snagged 
on his jacket walking with a different type of swagger. Bossman 
called me at least three times before the sun went down just to hear 
my breathing on the phone. I stayed in bed the entire day thinking 
about Bossman, smelling his scent on my pillow. I didn’t change my 
sheets. I wanted to bask in our sweat. 

While in bed, I replayed the day Bossman dropped down on 
one knee in the office as a joke with me. I was sitting next to the 
money safe on his laptop doing work while the other secretary sat 
at his desk. Bossman stopped in that day just to check up on us. 
He started singing “Just in Case” by Jaheim, walking over to me. 
Bossman fell to one knee with a smile on his face while I sat in the 
chair. My heart was racing because I was so infatuated with him, 
but I pretended to ignore him. Bossman leaned in closer to me, still 
singing, and his melody sounded sweeter. After he got down on one 
knee, Bossman said, 

“I’m not proposing to you. I just need to get in the safe.” 
His joke wasn’t funny as I told him,
“I wouldn’t marry you anyway.” 
Bossman just smirked at my response. However, the other 

secretary was furious and stormed out of the room. 
My last week on the job a friend of Bossman’s called the 

office. His friend was planning to propose to his girlfriend on New 
Year’s Eve and wanted my help with making sure everything went 
smoothly for the group of twenty-five people that would be shar-
ing the moment with them. As soon as I got off the phone with his 
friend, Bossman walked in the office hopping on one leg and circled 
New Year’s Eve on the calendar. I mentioned the phone call from his 
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friend. Bossman acted as if he didn’t care. But when I talked with 
the other workers about the plans for the engagement, they would 
mention how excited the boss was acting and that he wanted to make 
sure everything was going to be perfect for the couple. 

I was happy about seeing someone get engaged on my birth-
day. I always thought getting engaged or married on New Year’s Eve 
or Valentine’s Day was extremely romantic. 

December 31, 2015 – New Year’s Eve 

I ignored the emails that were sent to me on my birthday invit-
ing me to Bossman’s nightclub.

Instead, I decided to stay at home with the door locked, in 
darkness, so I could wallow in my sorrow. Before midnight I picked 
up the journal that I had been writing in since my accident and wrote 
my emotions down so I wouldn’t feel them again in the New Year. 

Dear Diary, 
It’s my birthday today.
The new year will hit in the next couple of hours, 

and like clockwork, I lay here thinking about my year. 
I’ve traveled to the most amazing parts of the country 
this year. Exploring Seven-Mile Beach in the Cayman 
Islands. Eating authentic chickpea doubles in Trinidad 
and jerk chicken in Kingston, Jamaica. Drinking 
spiced rum in Barbados. Rubbing my feet across the 
sands of Saint Kitts and the Dominican Republic. 
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I never made it to the St. Thomas, Montego Bay, 
and Aruba layovers. Those are special trips that I am 
saving for something or someone special that I don’t 
want to taint with memories of work. 

The only land that I never made it to in Brazil 
was Rio.

One of the most exciting trips this year that I got 
while on-call duty was working the night flight to 
Campinas, Brazil, with a new hire who was engaged 
and wanted to go wedding dress shopping. The gowns 
we saw in the window stores on the van ride to the 
hotel were mesmerizing, much like the wedding gowns 
I saw in the downtown Chicago storefront window 
while riding in the car with Bossman. The way I 
slowly gasped for air when I saw the wedding gowns 
made Bossman nervous. If it wasn’t for the red light, 
Bossman probably would have hit the gas pedal. 

I do wonder why he has never gotten married 
or even engaged, but I keep those thoughts to myself. 
Trying to figure out the logic of a man is impossible, 
so I just stay conscious about my decisions with men. 

This year I accomplished my 2015 New Year’s reso-
lution. I set out to better myself. When I look in the 
mirror, I love the soul that stares back at me. I grew to 
accept myself and to love the self that God has made 
me. My accident was nothing short of a miracle. I 
understand that I called on the name of Jesus when 
those guns were pointed at my forehead. I know that 
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it was nobody but he who came down and saved my 
life. So many others have lost their lives this year in 
the reckless gun violence on the streets of Chicago, yet 
God chose to spare mine. Sunday services at church 
help me to understand that God makes no mistakes.

All the soul food dishes I cooked this year defi-
nitely got me through the process of healing. I did 
a little baking for Bossman, fixing him a couple of 
sweet potato pies and my homemade chocolate-topped 
cheesecake bites. He teased when he saw the choco-
late-covered strawberries I made for him saying I was 
trying to give him “sugar-diabetes.” He told me how 
much he loved the baked macaroni and cheese that I 
knew was one of his favorites and said that all he was 
missing was the fried chicken.

When we first met, Bossman just made my world 
go around after strangers made it stop, and he still 
does, but just not in an innocent way like then. He 
has no idea what his support has done for me. I’ve 
always been the type to run away when my heart is in 
jeopardy of falling for a guy, but Bossman has made 
it clear that he isn’t going to keep tolerating the antics 
that I’ve been putting him through lately. I let him 
down by quitting my job at his nightclub when he 
needed me most, but I’d probably be in trouble if I 
stayed. Bossman doesn’t see the greed in those around 
him, and I can’t live my life faking to like people whose 
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spirits I know aren’t right. For the sake of my sanity, I 
have to let him down. 

Momma says I should have been stronger for 
Bossman but she isn’t in my shoes, and she showed 
her weakness when she let my stepfather back in. They 
are a mess, so I keep my distance.

I thank the Lord for another year because only he 
knows the trials I’ve been through and has seen fit to 
bless me with more days. It has hit me that I’m twen-
ty-seven years old today. I will be a whole thirty in a 
few years. I’m beautiful, employed, and I’m still loving 
me, so I’m blessed beyond measure. 

Bossman was the first to wish me a happy birth-
day, and when my next set of birthday wishes came 
from a celebrity couple via Instagram, I became 
ecstatic. I tagged the couple on an Instagram post 
where I took a screenshot of my pre-ordered copy of 
their book ‘The Wait’ that encourages those who want 
to find love and marriage to seek celibacy. I want to 
give it another try. But since I’ve broken my vow of 
celibacy the second time around with Bossman, I don’t 
feel honorable. I know God forgives me for not waiting 
on the relationship before the sex, but it’s going to take 
me some time to forgive myself. 

Everybody we meet is not for us, and a few books 
that I’ve read this year mention that a person has more 
than one soul mate. One thing that Bossman’s business 
consultant said a lot to me this year is that God doesn’t 
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promise a spouse, which is true. There is no verse in 
the Bible that says a person is entitled to a spouse. Yes, 
the word does say ‘he who finds a wife finds a good 
thing and obtains favor from the Lord’, but to me, that 
means the man has chosen the woman asking her to 
be the wife. 

God does promise to be with us every day, and 
God promises to give us the desires of our heart. I 
believe if you desire and live God’s way, I’m sure he 
will see fit to bless whoever is praying for that prize 
piece. I feel as if I’ve talked with God about the desires 
of my heart and he will see fit to bless me with what-
ever I work for, because faith without work is dead. 

Earlier today, Bossman said the way I can get 
those blessings of love, children and marriage are by 
doing good deeds. I’ve done a few things this year help-
ing others achieve their goals. I sent a guy friend off on 
a flight to LA and then Barcelona to play professional 
basketball. He didn’t have the money to fly full fare, 
so he came to me. I then met an actor that appeared 
in the FOX television show that we showcased at 
Bossman’s nightclub. The actor told me about him 
and his fiancé wanting to go to LA for acting classes. I 
told them no problem. When it was time for him and 
his fiancé to return to Chicago, he called to say thank 
you for the first-class flight hookup that I gave them. 
I also looked out for Bossman giving him the ticket 
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for his relative-friend to come to Chicago for his son’s 
birthday party.

I read the New Year’s Eve invite that someone sent 
to my email this morning from the nightclub. I don’t 
want to be at the club for my birthday. I’m choosing to 
be home instead. I could be missing out on a fun night, 
and I would have loved seeing the engagement that 
the other secretary and I helped Bossman plan. I’m 
going to miss my work at the nightclub. I’m a sucker 
for emails and business calls. The bragging rights have 
been dope, but it’s time to get back to what I know: 
coffee and layovers. 

 – Romonia, 27th Birthday. December 31st, 2015
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God’s Time

WHEN THE NEW YEAR ROLLED IN, I STILL HAD 
a thing for my former boss. I wasn’t his employee 
anymore, but I liked referring to him as Bossman. 

We stayed connected and talked almost every day. 
One morning into the new year he called while I was asleep. 

His 7:00 AM lustful thoughts about me, while he was on my side of 
town, didn’t turn me on. I asked him to go to New Orleans with me 
for a day, but because he had responsibilities, we couldn’t go. I shared 
myself with him, and I wasn’t settling for fitting into his schedule. 
At my new age, after surpassing so much trauma, I started viewing 
myself as a complete, adult woman. I said no more with being placed 
on the back burner from men, including Bossman and Daddie. I 
became demanding with Bossman, since he wanted to carry on our 
personal friendship without business.
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The month of January, I felt alone even though Bossman would 
invite me to celebrity events at his nightclub; I never worked up 
the energy to go. I was too deep into my feelings for Bossman and 
I couldn’t turn a blind eye to the way he treated me. I never experi-
enced New Orleans on a personal trip, and I thought it would have 
been the perfect romantic overnight for us. I purchased edible choc-
olate body paint and lingerie to place in my suitcase because I just 
knew he would say yes. When I mentioned the idea to Bossman, he 
sounded excited but reminded me that he couldn’t drop everything 
he was doing to hide away with me. It was then that I accepted that 
Bossman could never be the type of man I wanted to have. 

I took a couple of personal months off from flying in the new 
year before filling out my return-to-work forms. When I got back 
on the airplane, the sky welcomed me with open arms allowing me 
to bare my soul and rest my troubles. Returning to my old college 
ways of when I would pray and have conversations with God for one 
hour is the only thing that help me keep my sanity. 

March 27, 2016 – Easter Sunday – BWI to LAX – Main 
Cabin Aisle Stewardess 

The day I completed my second year of being an airline steward-
ess fell on Easter Sunday. I received a big jump in pay raise, gained 
company seniority, and racked up more paid vacation days. 

I sat on the flight crew airport shuttle with my headphones in 
my ears. The afternoon skies were clear and for the thirty-minute 
drive to Baltimore Thurgood Marshall Airport, I gazed out the van 
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window as I asked God to take away my lingering feelings of frus-
tration about the situation with Bossman. I wanted God to order 
my steps with getting me back on track to living my best life. I got 
detailed in my conversation with God on the morning ride to start 
work on the holiday.

“Lord, I did my usual ritual to get over a guy. I watched 
my favorite poetic love story. The struggle of power and 
submission, I felt their passion from the movie “Love 
Jones.” 

I watched “Thin Line between Love and Hate.” I 
felt her rage. The sophisticated professional woman 
that warned her lover before she shared herself with 
him that she was not to be toyed with. 

I told that to Bossman. 
I replayed the movie of the four women each 

having difficulties with their intimate relationships 
with men. “Waiting to Exhale” helped me regain my 
power as I grew attachments to the characters. Placing 
myself in their bond of friendship gave me the support 
I needed. The way those women celebrated their liber-
ation counting down the clock on New Year’s Eve with 
no regrets from their past is how I envisioned my new 
year to be. 

With my mother I shared some of these moments. 
I sipped wine while she sat listening to me talk about 
Bossman’s selfishness. As I cried some nights I lashed 
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out at him and prayed for self-control, not to send 
the messages. 

I started off my new year playing my gospel play-
list and every morning since I still sing. I suffocate 
myself every day in prayer to ask you, Lord, give me 
the strength and power of self-control. When I think 
about Bossman and how he thought it was cute to 
play around with my feelings, play around with my 
little cousin while I was away at work, still fills me 
with rage. 

Two of my cousins and their friends went to 
Bossman’s nightclub partying in VIP. My favorite little 
cousin burned me in the past talking to guys I once 
dated behind my back. But because she is family, I 
forgave and trusted her again. Lord, your word says 
forgiveness, and I obey but when it comes to these 
blood ties with family, when do you say enough? 
Sometimes I blame my aunts for the rivalry they 
created between us as young girls, dressing us alike 
from head to toe for most family holidays, comparing 
us by our hair texture, skin tone, and facial features. 
God, I’ve always looked out for my cousins, especially 
her. When she needs, I give, even if it’s my last. After 
she had the baby, she and I didn’t really see each other 
much. I thought taking my favorite little cousin with 
me to his nightclub a few times introducing her to 
other ballers was a good thing. I would have expected 
for my older cousin who thought Bossman was sexy 
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to push up on him, but never did I expect my closest 
and dearest little cousin to be that bold. 

Naturally, she had to want the same one I 
cared about.

I’ve never been the type of woman to feel intimi-
dated. God, I’ve always thanked you for not making 
me a jealous or envious woman. But I know the 
women in my family. That’s why I made Bossman 
promise that he wouldn’t, and multiple times he swore 
to me that he wouldn’t. I saw it in his eyes when I intro-
duced them. How his mouth hung open in shock at her 
use of vulgar language. He laughed, and at times I felt 
he flirted, throwing a glance her way. I wasn’t shocked 
by his behavior. His friends had done the same to me 
when he wasn’t around. 

My little cousin snapped a couple of pictures catch-
ing me and Bossman off guard while the three of us 
took shots of tequila with lime. We toasted to the work 
week ahead of us with me going back to Miami and 
Bossman working in Toronto for All-Star Weekend. 
I knew that night when he raised his voice at the 
mention of my quitting as his office secretary that the 
issue was still deeper than he led on. 

God, I know you have plans in all things. It would 
be nice to have the one person who I shared all the 
brilliant ideas with to help me create them, but we’re 
in a bad space. Not everyone is replaceable, and now 
I know I have to be careful with hurting other people’s 
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feelings. Bossman would always tell me that I’m not 
the only person that has feelings, and since I feel men 
have no emotions, I wasn’t trying to hear his words or 
apology. Momma warned me not to burn my bridges, 
but I did.

I’m looking forward to being based back in 
Chicago. My transfer was approved on Leap Year Day. 
I thank you, Lord, for approving my transfer back to 
Chicago. Since the company has mixed international 
and domestic flying, there won’t be much of a differ-
ence. I came to Miami strictly for international work, 
and now with the company changes, I won’t be able to 
hold a lot of the same work trips anymore. 

It is a little comforting to know that the place 
where I got held gunpoint at is permanently closed. 
But unfortunately, it closed after two people were shot 
outside, merely steps away from where I had my acci-
dent. One woman was shot in the head and a man 
was shot in the leg. The tragedy of those two victims 
saddens me. The story was a news headliner. The 
violence is so out of hand, God. I pray for my city 
daily. When I lost my favorite cousin, who was just 
one day older than me, to the ruthless gun violence in 
Chicago, I felt like the city would never get better and 
it hasn’t. It’s been worse. 

I pray that you touch the minds of those, Lord, 
who turn to the streets and pick up guns for whatever 
reason. Unfortunately, a lot of young men feel they 
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don’t have a choice, living in some of the neighbor-
hoods on the south and east side of the city. I grew up 
in those communities where your future was already 
determined for you. It’s almost like when they become 
a certain age the street gangs take over. 

One by one I’ve watched guys who I grew up with 
drop out of high school and stand on the corners. 
Hustling all day. Hustling all night. Around the clock. 
No matter the weather conditions. 

I got a chance to see the Spike Lee movie “Chi-Raq” 
that is based on Chicago gangs. I watched Beyoncé get 
in formation during the half-time performance at the 
Super Bowl game this year. The power that we have 
as women, God, is truly immaculate. In my uniform 
the way my legs separate when I walk with one foot in 
front of the other has men fantasizing and I like it. I 
can’t help the way the hair on my head brings out my 
beauty. I truly believe that women could stop a war 
with the power that we carry between our legs and in 
our minds. 

I shouldn’t have to chase Bossman, and he feels 
that he shouldn’t have to chase me either. We’ve argued 
about this matter one too many times. I know my 
worth, and it is unfortunate that I may have lost 
a good friend. Did he fake the entire thing, God? 
Sometimes I don’t know. Believing in me, faking inter-
est in my business ventures. Was he making a fool of 
me in front of his friends and my coworkers? Was I not 
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desperate enough, God? Did I act too independent at 
work or clingy off the clock? I know you wouldn’t leave 
me guessing, God, so finding to accept this path you’ve 
wanted me to take being at his nightclub is difficult.

I know you want my full attention again Lord. I 
know you want me back in prayer for the one hour 
your word asks me to give. I’ve focused so much on the 
hurt from Bossman that I’m not embracing the experi-
ences of my life right now. Getting back to my flying life 
has been amazing and this month tops as most socia-
ble. The super long layovers this month in Baltimore 
have been heaven-sent. I did so much venturing out 
into the city.

The Filipino main cabin kitchen galley steward-
ess was the cutest, flipping her hair that she would 
randomly place in a messy bun on top of her head. 
Talking about her stress of planning a wedding with 
about eight bridesmaids gave me a smile for her. I 
know God that everything I go through in life is not 
meant to be easy, but the signs are hard to accept. I 
want to be submissive to a man, but first I am going 
to have to test him to see if he can stick around when 
I’m not doing everything at his beckoning. 

I spoil my men with too much affection, and I 
speak too much life into them without making them 
work for it. I always choose to forgive when I’m not 
in the wrong because I stress to keep peace with those 
who I want in my life. 
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I have no kids. I have no ties, God, to anyone. My 
family is a little messy, but whose isn’t? I’m a blessing. 
What I have learned from this Bossman situation, 
God, is that I can’t just say anything when a person 
makes me feel some type of way. I must learn to keep 
my composure. If I find a mate who makes me act out 
of character, then I need to let those emotions go and 
get with the right one who will bring out the best in 
me by erasing those negative feelings of love inside. 

I won’t live in regret. I will move forward and 
count it as an experience you took me through to 
learn from. Sometimes I guess I do have to learn the 
hard way. 

I am no female superstar, but I do have a few 
benefits to upgrading a man’s life. If Beyoncé can brag 
about taking her man to Red Lobster, I can take mine 
somewhere out of town just for dinner and drinks on 
my benefits. 

Lord, I am tired of carrying two last names, show-
ing the separation that belongs to my parents. Part 
of me wants to get married, and if I got married, I 
would want to take on my husband’s last name. I don’t 
understand, Lord, how a woman can come before 
you and take the vow to love a man and not take on 
his last name. It’s like a curse waiting to happen. My 
mother keeps her last name. My Grandmother Ella 
Jean switched back and forth with her last name 
during the strict low-income housing decade. Having 
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a new identity in a wedded union, Lord, is how I feel 
my slate with you could be clean. But until then I ask 
you to forgive me and the taunting of myself when I 
look at men with sin and lust in my eyes. 

The two young stewardesses that I worked with 
during our Baltimore layovers shared the same train-
ing class, but lived completely different lives and 
judged one another the entire month. The engaged 
galley kitchen stewardess pointed out the promiscuous 
lifestyle of the lead stewardess, while the lead stew-
ardess pointed out that the kitchen galley steward-
ess wasn’t engaged to the same boyfriend she had in 
training of barely a year ago. I was stuck in the middle 
since they both chose me to vent to about one another. 
I loved them both as great women, but each had a 
different story and view on love. A lot of the trips with 
them this month made my long hours seem short.

The lead stewardess is hilarious with her eyes shift-
ing towards every handsome man whose cuff links 
shine or shoe brands are expensive, and she totally 
agreed when I mentioned it to her over lunch. The 
men in the terminal were hypnotized by her hazel 
eyes and curvy hips. She and I sat talking about babies 
and her biracial lifestyle growing up fair-skinned in a 
white community. She was proud of both sides of her 
heritage. Just a couple of years old than me, we talked 
about love, and the lead stewardess said to me that she 
could never settle down until she found a man who 
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didn’t make her eyes wander. The lead stewardess said 
her man would have to grab her full attention and 
keep it for a lifetime. 

I understood that. 
The kitchen galley stewardess told me while we 

worked together that she moved on from her boyfriend 
that she had in training because he stressed her out 
and it wasn’t healthy for her. She decided to be with 
this amazing guy with a successful career, and they got 
engaged. I asked her how she got the ring so fast from 
the successful engineer, and she said no sex until he 
met every requirement on her list. She made a list of 
everything he had to do for her to break her vow of celi-
bacy. I laughed at how the kitchen galley stewardess 
teased about the way her man begged and pleaded, but 
she held on to her word. He manned up, and proposed 
to her, which was one of the requirements on her list. 
We talked and discussed my issues, and she told me 
that there was nothing wrong with slipping from my 
vow, but she understood why I wasn’t making the vow 
a third time. Lord, in the book I purchased on my 
birthday, the actress shared her story about the many 
times she tried to be celibate. Her story made me take 
comfort in knowing that I wasn’t a bad person for 
being impatient. I was inspired by the kitchen galley 
stewardess, and when she asked me to help pick her 
wedding date from the options the venue gave her, I 
was honored.
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One of the former basketball players from my 
college days at the university in Memphis has come 
back into my life after asking for my number via 
Facebook. His presence is helping me get over my feel-
ings for Bossman, but I still don’t understand your 
timing God. In high school when I was drooling over 
the six-foot-ten leading basketball prospect, you didn’t 
give him to me. When I Skyped him while we attended 
the university together, you still didn’t give him to me. 
Now that he’s off in Switzerland playing basketball you 
want to give him to me. 

Before the giant came back into my life, I asked 
Bossman if he knew him since they both were alumni 
of the same high school basketball team, but Bossman 
said no. My friend is a true giant with a big heart. He 
talks about wanting to wife me and says I’m wasting 
time on guys from my past like Bossman, but some-
thing in me says to not trust right now. 

I’m not ready and I’m not rushing.
After all the things that have happened over the 

past year, I am no longer ignoring my intuition. If I 
listened to my gut every time that swirling nauseous 
feeling hit me, telling me that something isn’t right, 
I would’ve saved myself from a lot of heartache and 
trouble in life. 

I’ve read another book that tells women to correct 
themselves in order to attract their Boaz. Three times 
Lord I’ve read that book, and still, I haven’t worked 
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through those commitment issues and trusting some-
one else with my heart. Maybe men need to stop telling 
women to fix themselves and start learning to correct 
themselves with their intentions when approaching a 
woman. I want to trust, but the little trust I was gain-
ing has been sucked from me. Now I’m back at square 
one. I can’t get attached to the good guys, and that is 
mind-blowing. I’ve become addicted to toxic relation-
ships with emotionally unavailable men. One day I’m 
might push myself to want more with love, but for now, 
I’m going to take a break and focus on me. 

Lord, I am thankful that I’ve had my mother to 
help me get through this heartbreak. We are bonding 
on levels where we are sharing our feelings about life 
no matter if the topic is love, work, dreams, fears, life 
lessons, or struggles. Our conversations are maturing. 

I’m twenty-seven years old now. I have a career 
with a few goals to accomplish. I don’t entertain 
every man that comes my way, because if I did, there 
wouldn’t be enough hours in the day to respond to 
them all. I don’t want to settle any more on my great-
ness. If I’m supposed to get married, the husband will 
come; rest assured, Lord, I know this. I understand 
Lord that not everyone finds the mate and people do 
leave this earth unmarried and without children. I 
am a secret hopeless romantic, and I gave a lot of work 
away to Bossman that I was saving for my husband. 
I still haven’t shared myself with anybody since 
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Bossman, and for now, I want to keep it that way. If 
I do share myself with somebody, God, please make 
sure he’s of better quality than Bossman. It’s not about 
status and money. His personality has to be better. He 
can look better, maybe be taller, and I pray that he’ll 
be able to keep my attention. Amen.”

Coffee, a smooth van ride, and a driver who’s on time make 
for the perfect start to a work trip. The steward who picked up the 
trip wasn’t a bad fill-in for my bride-to-be stewardess, but I missed 
the wedding talk, so I hadn’t really said much this trip.

“Did you enjoy your layover?” the galley kitchen steward asked 
me as we waited for the rest of the crew to get their bags from the 
driver.  

“Yeah, I did,” I said. “I went over to Dick’s Last Resort across 
the way from the harbor on Pratt Street.” We talked while walking 
through the doors of the airport at our regular drop-off location, 
which made the walk to security less confusing. “You know I always 
heard about this restaurant where the waiting staff is purposely rude 
to you, but when the bartender tossed some straws in my face, I 
almost forgot about the theme there,” I said laughing. “For tourists 
who might randomly walk through the door and not know what 
type of restaurant it is and seeing the bras hanging from the ceiling, 
they could be in for a wild experience. The hot wings and the beer 
were amazing. Definitely a favorite,” I said. “Maybe with our new 
profit-sharing, I’ll be able to do more cool things on layovers. Last 
trip the other kitchen galley stewardess and I looked around a few of 
the stores downtown. The hotel suggested Miss Shirley’s for brunch, 
which was along the harbor, so we went there, and the Bellini with 
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eggs and bacon were delicious. Downtown Baltimore really has some 
nice spots, and the water makes spring here beautiful.”

I talked to the kitchen galley steward the entire time walking 
through security until we pre-boarded the airplane and placed our 
suitcases in the overhead bin.

“Well, the restaurant with rude staff sounds interesting,” the 
steward said, “but I don’t know if I would pay to have that type of 
experience. Profit-sharing however I am pumped about. I could defi-
nitely use the extra money for investing in myself,” he said.

The steward stood in the kitchen galley as we continued our 
conversation. I sat on the armrest of an aisle seat in the last row while 
he checked the in-flight service carts for catering. 

“I am so ready to get to the hotel, and we haven’t even started 
boarding yet,” he said. “It’s the holiday and who wants to be at work 
on Easter. It’s such a short layover with only twelve-hours by the 
airport. I’m not going to attempt to do anything there. The other 
girls said in the van ride over they would try to go to In-and-Out 
Burger, but I don’t know if it’s going to be open because I think they 
are closed on holidays. But if it’s open, I’ll do that with them.”

We both looked up the aisle as the lead stewardess made the 
announcement that passengers would be boarding in five minutes. 

“That sounds good,” I said, giving my attention back to the 
kitchen galley steward. “A Dallas-based stewardess friend of mines 
that I know from training is in LA visiting her family. She told me to 
let her know if I wanted to hang out, but I’m probably just going to be 
a slam-clicker with my door today, and just relax in my room. I feel 
like getting some rest before the long flight back to Miami tomor-
row,” I said. “After work I’m going to hop on a flight to Chicago.” 
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I had to admit that working on the holiday wasn’t ideal, but I 
found comfort in knowing that my smile made the holiday a little 
brighter for someone else besides myself. 

June 20, 2016 – PHX to ORD – FLT 2380 – Main Cabin and 
First-Class Aisle Stewardess

“Who gets a Chicago Bulls tattoo on their arm?” 
The lead senior mama stewardess and I saw the tattoo on 

the forearm of the brown-skin guy at the same time when he 
stepped onboard.

“Somebody that’s from the southside,” I said. 
The passenger with the tattoo shook his head in agreement 

overhearing me answer the senior mama’s question. 
“Hi. Welcome aboard,” I said as I greeted the next passenger 

with a smile, locking in on his honey-colored eyes that glowed the 
way I remembered seeing on his album cover. I saw his face, and my 
body stood still. 

He nodded his head acknowledging our presence. 
“He’s a rapper from Chicago,” I said to the lead stewardess. 
The excitement was too bottled up in me to keep to myself, 

even though I knew my middle-aged blonde-hair blue-eyed 
coworker who lived in an upper-middle-class neighborhood had 
no clue who he was or what that meant to me.

“Who’s a rapper? Which one?” She stuck her head out the first-
class kitchen galley looking down the aisle.
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“The one with about half million in diamonds around his neck 
and wrist,” I said to her.

While the airplane took off, I sat in my jumpseat taking up a 
moment with God to help prepare myself for the next several hours 
of flight; I couldn’t believe the timing.

“Lord, I knew something like this would happen to 
me on my worst looking day at the job. That’s what 
I get for being lazy when you woke me up on time 
this morning. 

I admit I should have gone to bed versus staying 
up to witness Cleveland win their first NBA champi-
onship against the Bay Area, but the excitement had 
me locked in. Watching LeBron James win the same 
way I watched him win back in 2013 before getting 
hired as an airline stewardess was a reminder for me 
that I have turned my dream into reality. 

God, I really knew that you wanted me to put 
myself together when you gave me the morning phone 
call about the four-hour flight delay from the senior 
mama stewardess. But what did I do? Roll back in 
bed and bask in my personal issues. So no, there is no 
reason as to why I should be at work without my hair 
curled or my edges slicked down. I shouldn’t look like 
I just smacked makeup on my face in the mirror in the 
way that I actually did. 
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Having this famous rapper on my flight just 
confirms what I was thinking. I have let myself go, 
and I can’t find the old me. 

I don’t know if it’s because I’m based back in 
Chicago where skirts with hems two inches above the 
knee is frowned upon by conservative stews, or if it’s 
the rut I’m still stuck in with getting over Bossman, 
but I’ve no longer felt the need to keep up my Miami 
hotness every day for work. Either way, there is no 
excuse for letting myself go. I haven’t been to the salon 
to get my hair done since my transfer back home in 
April. I don’t take care of my nails or maintain my 
eyebrows the way I did before my accident and 
after Bossman. 

In a way, I want to look unattractive, so I don’t 
have to deal with the gazing looks from men. I admit 
I could work out a little. Find new ways to get my 
life back on track. Maybe I can take more time in the 
morning on my makeup and try new beauty tricks 
to make myself feel sexy on the outside like I do on 
the inside. 

I want to find an excuse to talk to the rapper, but 
God what do I say? He seems pretty out of it falling 
asleep before takeoff. I checked his Instagram once 
the in-flight Wi-Fi kicked in, and I saw that he was 
partying with another famous rapper from Atlanta 
while out in Phoenix. That probably explains why 
he is stretched out on the row with his back resting 
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against the windows and wearing the same all-white 
outfit from the night out. It’s so bizarre that I’ve had 
dreams about this moment in my sleep. It was like we 
were being watched over in those dreams by you God, 
as we flew in the sky. 

I remember from my dream the windows that lit 
the airplane up with light from the clouds. I’ve had 
that dream twice. A year ago, and then just a couple 
weeks ago. I hear that you communicate with people 
in their dreams God, so I take it that you wanted me 
to have this moment to remind me of who I am, which 
is not this person I’ve become. In the dream, I was hot 
with the tight-fitted work skirt that I usually wear 
and not these pants that I have on now that are a 
couple sizes too big from my weight loss after stressing 
over Bossman. 

I need to get it together Lord. 
I can’t believe how empty the morning flight load 

is especially since being delayed. This must be the easi-
est flight I’ve ever worked out of Phoenix. Thankfully 
I’m the aisle stewardess for both cabins so I can bounce 
around and help out in both areas until the rapper 
wakes up.”

“Hey. Here’s a cheese and crackers tray for you. It’s no charge. It 
has a little fruit. Some grapes and strawberries. A wrapped piece of 
dark chocolate is in there too,” I said to the famous Chicago rapper. 

I moved up the aisle as fast and calm as I could when the rapper 
was waking up. The senior mama stewardess working in the main 
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cabin gave me the idea to offer him a platter of food as she called 
him “my rapper friend.” 

“Yeah. Thank you.” The rapper said removing his headphones 
from the left side of his ear.

“Can I get you anything else?” I raised my voice, attempting 
for him to hear me better. I could see the can of soda that was on his 
tray table, but the conversation needed to start somewhere. 

“Um. Nah. I’m good,” he said. “Thank you.” 
The rapper wasn’t rude or didn’t seem to be bothered. He just 

appeared to be a man of few words when it came to talking to some-
one who he wasn’t sure recognized him or was interested in the 
diamonds hanging from his neck. 

I wasn’t hitting on him. I wanted a conversation with him. The 
famous Chicago rapper was close to a guy who I knew in high school. 
When his friend and I would pass each other in the hallways, I would 
always speak and I kept my smile undercover as I would wave at him. 
My mother worked at my high school and made it a known fact that 
no guys were to lay a finger on me or socialize with me. When the 
captain of the football team who was a senior made it known my 
freshman year that he wanted to be my boyfriend, Momma made 
sure she put an end to that quickly, using him as an example to scare 
off every guy at my school. Going to a high school where my mother 
worked made for a different teenage experience. 

“I’m from Chicago. I knew your manager,” I said to the rapper. 
I kept the conversation short referring to the rapper’s late 

friend by his full name and not his nickname. So many awesome 
people came from the hallways of Dunbar Vocational High School 
like Mr. T, Jennifer Hudson, and even Lou Rawls. My junior year 
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I transferred going to another high school that focused more on 
academics and not trades. When I transferred high schools the 
people who I identified with had culturally become a part of my past, 
including the rapper’s best friend who he referred to as his brother. 

“Yeah, that’s my brother,” the rapper said as he closed his eyes 
and dropped his head. “That was my brother.”

I could see the sadness in the rapper’s eyes and the way his 
head hung when I shared my short memories about his brother. The 
change in the rapper’s facial expression became one of embracement 
through association.

We used to sit in the chemistry class together, he with his group 
of friends that would beat on textbooks at the desk rapping and I 
with my girl-friends who bragged about the top-ranking athletes 
we were hooking up with. 

“Yeah. He and I were in the same graduating class together at 
Dunbar,” I said to the famous rapper.

After high school, I remember seeing the random post on 
Facebook that the rapper’s brother would share with our friends 
from high school that showed the military lifestyle he was living. 
I noticed once his military career was over, he linked up with the 
rapper from Englewood and started working as the rapper’s manager, 
and it paid off well for them all. They stuck together like a family. I 
guess that’s why their crew went by the name “OTF,” which stood for 
“Only The Family.” There were a few young men in that chemistry 
class who became successful musicians, and the rapper mentioned 
their names as well, calling them all his brothers. 

During my personal Bible study, I came across the scripture 
about brotherhood and how we are to sympathize with one another. 
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We are told to love each other as brother and sister while keeping 
a humble attitude. That’s exactly what the rapper from Englewood 
had done. The way the celebrity rapper spoke about his late brother 
showed me that blood wouldn’t have made their bond any thicker. 
The group of them made it out the hood of Englewood together 
and I was sure that the rapper’s brother was watching over him 
from heaven.

At one point, I lived with both my parents in Englewood when 
they were trying to make it work, and we all lived in Daddie’s apart-
ment on 57th and Morgan Street. If it weren’t for the photos of my 
first Easter or birthday party, I would have never known that my 
parents and I shared any intimate family moments together with just 
the three of us. Momma and Daddie split before I had enough hair 
on my head to form a full afro puff. Momma told me it was always 
too casual of a thing for Daddie to hang out with chicks from work 
or bring them over to the home that was being created. So, Momma 
packed our bags, and we left Daddie’s apartment in Englewood on 
57th and Morgan. But being able to share my weekends, summer 
vacations, and winter breaks in Englewood always made me 
feel connected. 

As a young girl, I knew the street names in Englewood. I wasn’t 
allowed past 56th and Morgan. Every now and then I would sneak 
over to the next block to see a childhood crush or go play double-
dutch when Daddie’s sister would let me off the porch. I remember, 
before my male relative started touching me inappropriately, he 
saved my life at one point while I was visiting my family for summer 
vacation in Englewood. There was a drive-by shooting one summer 
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night while I stood on the porch on Morgan Street. Everyone ran, 
but I was stuck. I stood there, and I saw the car coming. 

One house away.
I heard my family yelling,
“Where’s Mona? Somebody grab Mona!” 
My male relative came back on the porch to snatch me out the 

way just in time. 
I knew about the crazy streets in Englewood, so I was proud 

of the Chicago rapper and his work, which is why I purchased and 
supported his music through my iTunes. 

“What’s your name?” the rapper asked me. 
I slowly extended my hand to meet his. I had to think if I 

should say my first name or give him my nickname. 
“Romonia,” I said with a smile. “Mona for short.” Never had I 

felt hands so soft from a man, and for a few seconds, I didn’t want to 
let go or break the hold from our eye contact. 

“It’s nice to meet you,” he said.
I felt like I knew everything about the rapper by the time he let 

my hand go. I didn’t want to disturb him anymore. The seats were 
so empty that I could have sat next to him and talked for the little 
time we did have together on the airplane, but I kept the conversa-
tion short.   

“Did you talk to your rapper friend?” the lead senior mama 
asked. She had already given out the warm chocolate chip cookies 
in first-class.

“I did.” I passed her the trashed napkins and glassware I 
collected from the first-class passengers on the way up the aisle. 
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Even though the workload was light, I still wanted to do my fair 
share of work. 

“Well, what did he say?” she asked.
We took a sit on the jumpseat to talk. I was sure the lead senior 

mama stewardess was relieved to hear something different besides 
my many lists of irritations with men, especially Bossman. 

“Nothing too much,” I said. “I told him about a friend that I 
knew of his in high school, and that was it. He’s very nice.” I looked 
out the window at the sun and remembered one person I forgot to 
mention to the rapper that I knew. “I forgot to tell him about his 
former assistant who is my go-to guy for the nightlife in Miami. 
I partied with his former assistant for my birthday in 2014.” As I 
reflected on my South Beach days, one of the guys from the rapper’s 
entourage got up from his seat and made his way towards me. 

“Can I use this restroom?” He asked and pointed towards the 
first-class lavatory behind me. I shook my head yes to him. “Thank 
you,” he said as he went into the restroom and locked the door. 

Turning back to my senior mama we finished our conversation. 
“What’s his name again?” the lead senior mama asked. “I’m 

going to see if I can Google him. My daughter, she’s young and is 
really into hip-hop. She just went to the concert of a huge rapper 
that was in town not that long ago. I’m going to ask her if she knows 
him,” the senior mama said.

Over the past couple days of the trip, the lead senior mama 
stewardess talked about how her daughter liked to date black guys 
and that her daughter was ready for a relationship now that she was 
in her twenties. The senior mama didn’t have a problem with her 
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daughter dating someone of a different race—as long as the guy 
treated her daughter well, the senior mama was happy. 

The senior mama shared her life struggles dealing with love 
and wanted me to understand that love was not always a fairytale. 
My lead stewardess senior mama even told me about her brief jersey 
chasing period that she lived back in her younger days with a profes-
sional football player that played for Chicago.

Searching through the Google results, the senior mama read 
aloud what she found on Wikipedia about our celebrity passenger. 

“Okay. Got it,” she said. I laughed to myself at the way she 
pronounced the lil in his name as little. “He’s young. Twenty-three 
years old. From Chicago.” 

“He’s from Englewood,” I said to her. “Which is a big deal. I 
grew up in that area, so for him to go from there to here is a big deal.” 
I assumed from the expression on her face that the senior mama 
didn’t know where Englewood was. 

“I know where that is,” she said. “I was raised in the Roseland 
area when I was a young girl. Right there off 111th Street, over by 
the high school there. It’s completely different now I know. I’m in 
my sixties, so that was some time ago that I lived there. But I’m 
familiar with the southside and the south suburbs. I did live close 
to the Calumet Park neighborhood. Those areas were all field with 
Portuguese Roman Catholics and Jewish people when I was a 
little girl.”

Now that was a response I didn’t see coming from my lead 
senior mama.
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Briefly, in the early 1990s, my mother and I lived with 
her boyfriend right off 111th Street. Roseland was no different 
than Englewood. 

“That southside area is completely different now. Englewood is 
even worse,” I said as I shifted in my seat preparing myself to repeat 
what I’m sure the lead senior mama heard daily on the Chicago 
News. “It’s full of gangs and violence. Corrupted police and unsolved 
murders.” 

My response made the senior mama turn her head towards 
me in slow motion, but it was the truth. We sat for a few minutes 
talking about the issues of black urban neighborhoods in Chicago.

“I’m going to go back there and talk to him,” she said “Say hi. 
But not now though. I’ll let him rest.” She got up from the jumpseat 
and went into the kitchen galley. “Are you hungry?” The lead senior 
mama pulled out the oven rack full of meals left over from the empty 
seats in first class. 

“No. No, Thank you,” I said.
The toilet flushed and the lavatory door opened shortly after. 

The guy a part of the rapper’s entourage stepped out.
“You’re with the rapper? Are you a rapper too?” The senior 

mama knocked him down with questions before he even closed the 
door behind him. 

Laughing to myself I just stood back listening to them talk. 
“Nah. I’m the DJ. His personal DJ,” he said.
“Are you from Chicago?” she asked him. The senior mama 

wanted all the facts about these men who all wore white from head 
to toe.

“Yep,” he said.
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“So where do you live?” the lead senior mama asked. She wasn’t 
holding back.

“I live in West Hollywood,” he replied.
The way her eyes shot open let me know she wanted to know 

more. Bringing me into the conversation, he asked where I was 
from. Surprisingly, our small circles led to him and I knowing some 
of the same people, which included Bossman. The DJ returned to 
his seat, and the lead senior mama turned to me impressed with 
his accomplishments. 

“West Hollywood. He must be doing well for himself,” the 
lead senior mama said. “I’m going to run back and say hi to your 
rapper friend.” 

Her humor was perfect for this trip. She ran back to the main 
cabin talking with the rapper, and when the lead senior mama told 
me how nice the rapper was to her, I knew it wasn’t just me being 
smitten with his humbleness. 

The lead stewardess senior mama persisted that I give the 
rapper my phone number, and it was making me feel like a coward 
that I wouldn’t. Although the rapper was very attractive, I couldn’t 
help but think about my older cousin, the one I took with me the 
first night I went to Bossman’s club. That night on the ride back 
home my older cousin shared with me the excitement about the 
random replies she would get from the Chicago rapper on Snapchat. 
I couldn’t see myself fit to do something like my little cousin on my 
father’s side had done to me, even if it was something as simple as 
social media messages.

“He’s too young,” I said. 
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The reply I gave the lead senior mama stewardess wasn’t a 
good excuse to her, and when she took our photo, she wanted him 
to get closer.

“All right smile like you like her,” the lead senior mama said to 
the rapper, and the flash from the camera phone went off. 

I was embarrassed but thankful for her being so motherly 
towards me and teaching me to not judge a person; especially with-
out knowing their story.
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The Rapper (Lil Durk) and The Airline Stewardess (Romonia)
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July 2016 – Leave of Absence

“You know what you do the next time you’re in that situation 
Romonia. You turn to the passenger who’s giving you issues and 
say to them ‘May I have your business card?’ If they ask you why, 
explain to them that you want the company to know about whatever 
situation that you may have with them to be reported. Especially if 
they are one of our card-holding members. Because they may fly on 
us all the time and they might treat someone else in your position 
the same way and that’s just unacceptable.”

“I told my supervisor about the situation. I told him I was 
ready to quit. He apologized for the passenger’s actions and sympa-
thized with me about the situation. If I would have said something 
right then and there, I’m sure something could have been done, but 
I froze. I wasn’t expecting that, you know; I’m at work. Honestly, I 
felt kind of helpless. Like what do I do? That’s how I felt,” I said to 
my airline union representative.

“You’re exactly right. This is 2016. I mean c’mon now. Do we 
have to get Reverend Jesse Jackson on the line? Seriously.” I knew she 
was giving humor to a serious situation, trying to make light of what 
happened. “The passenger would have had his mileage reduced, or 
something could have been done. But you know what Romonia, for 
the time that I’ve known you, I will say I do know you’re a strong 
young woman. You will pull through this just fine. Take your time 
off. Focus on your family and help nurse your aunts back to good 
health. I’ll be checking up on you. Please keep in touch with me while 
you’re on leave from work,” she said.
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“I will. Thank you,” I said and then hung up the phone feeling 
the need for prayer.

It was comfortable talking with my airline union represen-
tative about the situation. She was a black woman. I felt she could 
identify with the humiliation that I felt. She understood the emotions 
I was feeling about the offensive word murmured at me by a first-
class passenger. 

By not saying anything at that moment, I felt like I made it 
okay for 3E to whisper the one word non-black people use to make 
us feel ashamed of our blackness. But I didn’t say anything to him 
that showed 3E I had a backbone. God had given me a spirit of 
self-control and discipline over the months, but I wasn’t a coward. I 
was furious. That one word 3E used, he felt placed him on a pedestal 
that he thought was righteous while I continued to do my in-flight 
meal service. 

Outside of my airline union representative, there was no one 
else around that could relate to how unprotected that moment made 
me feel. No one in my family could understand what it felt like to 
serve non-black people and be of a dark skin tone and be called that 
word. My great-grandmother Mary would clean houses for wealthy 
non-black people when she moved to Jeffery Manor from Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana. But with her long gone, the only person I had 
to talk with was God. All my life I was made to feel ashamed of my 
skin tone thinking that my dark skin wasn’t beautiful. When I was a 
little bitty girl, my mother’s father who was Haitian passed away. His 
brother became one of my favorite uncles. My grandfather’s brother 
told me that I looked like my Haitian great-grandmother Mary. 
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I was raised by my mother’s maternal side of the family that 
were black but white-looking women from Memphis. I looked like 
most of my family members on my father’s side, but I was the darkest 
in the house on my mother’s side. Being raised by my great-great-
aunt Minola who often referred to me as “black ugly mutha fucka” 
when her impatience with me as a kid ran thin didn’t help with my 
feelings about my skin.

My great-great-aunt Minola was a seventy-nine-year-old 
woman that had no filters when it came to her mouth and would 
shoot her pistol like her mother. She’d tell me stories about her days 
in Memphis, Tennessee, and the family that we had there. As a little 
girl, I always wondered what Memphis looked like, and that was my 
reason for moving there for a short period of time. My great-great-
aunt Minola would often talk about the days of Elvis Presley and her 
party nights on Beale Street in the 1940s.

My great-great-aunt Minola was the sister of my great-grand-
mother Frances, and they were the daughters of a big-time moon-
shine bootlegger during the prohibition days in the south. Minola 
would tell me how her father, who I called Granddad, was driven 
out of Memphis because of his entrepreneurial spirit to sell the ille-
gal mix of moonshine. The family holiday dinner stories have said 
this was how my family became introduced to Chicago, and visit by 
visit we settled in the city, starting from the north side of Chicago, 
leaving Wells Street to the east side, crossing the streets of Stoney 
Island, and then to the south suburbs past the wild hundred blocks 
of the city limits. Momma’s family made it to Chicago from the south 
region, and conquered the city by opening a restaurant and purchas-
ing property back in those days.
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When Granddad passed away, I remember his funeral, because 
it was my first introduction to death. Granddad had created a new 
life in Chicago for his family. I was four years old when I looked at 
his body in the casket, and it registered in my mind that we don’t 
get to stay here with our loved ones forever. Granddad was mixed 
with everything you could think of and proud of it. His first set of 
kids with my mulatto great-great-grandmother Fairy Bell Johnson 
created the base of women in my family who held us together 
for generations. 

I would get teased at school by those who knew of my great-
great-aunt Minola,  

“Why do you live with that white woman?”
That was the question I often heard on the playground. 
Most wouldn’t believe that Minola was black even if the words 

came from her mouth.
Minola loved to brag to me about her light skin complexion 

and the benefits of her skin tone back in her day.  She would tell me 
about how she and my grey-eyed fair-skinned great-grandmother 
Frances would ride on the front of the bus when segregation was still 
a thing. Minola told me that Granddad didn’t want his daughters on 
the bus, so he bought his girls cars when they were old enough to 
drive. Since my great-grandmother Frances had passed on, Minola 
shared these stories with me about the women in my family. 

As a nurse at Jackson Park Hospital, Minola bought a three-
story building on 93rd Street, and later retired from the hospital 
around the time my mom and I moved into her home caring for me 
while Momma worked.
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In grade school, I would get bullied about my dark complex-
ion. As a young girl, I didn’t know why the kids of my neighbor-
hood loved to start their day trailing behind me calling out “night 
crawler” as if it was my name. Since I was called ugly almost every 
day, I began to feel ugly. Even in high school, the girls who claimed 
to be my friends thought my skin tone made me unattractive. But as 
a grown woman I looked at photos from my past and realized that I 
was more beautiful than most, including those that would tease me. 
My skin was clear, free from acne. I wore my real hair. My body was 
curvy as I developed, and I had a gorgeous smile. 

Unlike most of the teenagers at my high school, I didn’t wear 
the latest branded fashion. But I was still cute. Even when I got my 
first job shortly after my sixteenth birthday at White Castle, I still 
didn’t spend my money on designer fashion. I kept the label of my 
clothes budget-friendly. Then when I transferred high schools where 
most times I was the only black girl in my honors classes, I became 
introduced to a new life of fashion we’re all the students wore paja-
mas to class.

Later I got my second job as a cashier at K-Mart in my senior 
year of high school and I filled my closet with cool Disney theme 
apparel. Besides the bare minimum maintenance, I was able to snag 
the attention of attractive guys. 

The summer I graduated high school, I got my third job as 
a telephone interviewer. I began to make daily hair appointments 
and frequent stops to the nail salon every time I got paid. I felt like a 
grown-up: expensive makeup, wearing heels and sundresses every 
day. While living on FAMU’s campus I curled my hair, wore makeup 
with high heels, and dressed in tight-fitted dress clothes every day 
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of class. I felt like a doll. In those days, I set a new trend for myself 
that has lasted for years. 

On the airplane the day I had to service 3E, I didn’t come to 
work with my face all made up. I didn’t look like a woman who had 
messages from men amounting more than two hundred million 
dollars in my phone. I wasn’t ashamed that day about not coming 
to work without my high heels and wearing pants instead of a skirt. 
My high heels constantly taught me how to walk gracefully. Crossing 
my slender legs in a skirt while on the jumpseat usually made the 
male passengers stick their heads down the aisle, but not that day. 

That particular day I was just ready to get the three-day trip 
over with. There were a couple of passengers who gave me a head-
ache on that flight with 3E. I turned a blind eye to let the man in 
3A onboard since the gate agent in Orlando allowed him on after 
he appeared to be a little intoxicated. While in-flight 3A decided to 
raise his voice at me because I asked him to repeat his order for a 
glass of red wine so I could decide if I should cut him off from alco-
hol beverages. For whatever reason, the middle-aged white male 
passenger in 3A decided to try and make me feel less of a woman 
with his request. 3A said to me,

“When you’re finished serving the rest of the passengers come 
back to me and then you can take my order.”

I couldn’t believe 3A said that to me, trying to purposely offend 
me. 3B placed his arm over 3A to control the situation when 3A 
started using too many hand gestures. 

I collected the glassware before landing on the three-hour 
flight to Chicago. One glass was missing. I didn’t want to stress, so 
I prayed over myself. I watched the man slowly stand behind me 
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with his hand partially in his bag, wondering what he was about 
to do. With the military training that I received as an undergrad-
uate, I was prepared to take him down single-handedly if he tried 
anything crazy. When the boarding door opened, 3A rushed off, 
almost knocking the gate agent down. I’ll never forget the facial 
expression of the gate agent as she said,

“That was weird, right?!” 
I often thought that if I came to work looking made up like a 

Barbie the men would respect me more and possibly even flirt a little. 
I always noticed the difference in people’s attitude when I came to 
work dolled up, exceeding the standard image of an airline steward-
ess. That day my smile was just the same, but I carried myself with 
more authority. 

My prayers with God were beginning to frustrate me, and the 
setback with work and the other racist situations I went through 
made me say enough. When I got off the phone with my airline 
union representative, I went into prayer one more time. Grabbing 
my prayer journal, I wrote out all my frustrations. 

Dear Lord, 
Have I passed your test? You have been testing my 

patience, my faith, and my self-control repeatedly and 
every time I think I’ve won over the enemy I have to 
face yet another round of the fight. 

I’ve been working extra hours, pushing myself to 
get over the foolishness that I put myself through with 
men of my past. I’ve been channeling my energy. I 
channel my frustrations, my guilt, my lack of self-pride 
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into work. I’ve taken out the fake hair. I let go of the 
fake nails, and I wear my true beauty. My true self. 

That was how I figured to go and find self-accep-
tance. I stared at the reflection of my face for hours 
out of the day, Lord. Admiring myself, the way you’ve 
made me in your image, and I’ve asked you in prayer 
to blind me from my worldly beauty. To let me see 
the soul that lives within. I took hold of the reflection 
that you showed me and I loved myself, all of myself. 
I viewed myself as a black rose. 

Rare beauty.
I heard Minister Louis Farrakhan on the morning 

radio show “The Breakfast Club” and I identified with 
the words he spoke about on the beauty and adorn-
ments of women. My adornments are my breasts that I 
love, but are also what caught the attention of the men 
who made calls out to me from their cars the night of 
my accident. I learned that night that I have beauty 
and power that I possess within myself just because of 
the fact that I am a woman. I learned from the minis-
ter that those men with perverted thoughts lack disci-
pline and self-control of the mind to show decency and 
respect for women. 

The words from brother Malcolm X are famously 
heard on Beyoncé’s Lemonade album stating how 
black women are the most disrespected women 
in America and the most unprotected women in 
America. My last flight from Orlando to Chicago and 
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the night of my robbery incident at The Shrine night-
club proves Brother Malcolm X words to be true well 
over fifty years later. 

No louder than the whispers of my prayers, I heard 
the one derogatory word come from the mouth of 3E. 
I’ve been prepared, Lord, to handle situations like 
life-threatening attacks and medical emergencies on 
the airplane. I didn’t think I had to prepare myself to 
hear the word, which I rap along to in my favorite 
hip-hop songs or laugh at in the televised movies that 
I watch, to be directed offensively towards me on the 
airplane. I’m sure embarrassment from a black man 
calling me a bitch is equivalent to that of a white man 
calling me the n-word. 

To see the hair of what was left on the sides of 3E’s 
head stand up and his face instantly turn red with 
shame when he realized I heard him was infuriating. 
How dare he be embarrassed that I heard his slur. 
Giving 3E no reaction at all was the only thing my 
body allowed me to do. It was like I had some type 
of restraint on me, Lord. But how dare he be embar-
rassed. Continuing to serve him turned my anger into 
humiliation as I thought about how proudly his ances-
tors probably sat at a white linen cloth table being 
served by their property, which could have been my 
father’s grandmother’s mother. 

I was thankful for the black stewardess who was 
from around the way on the south side that worked 
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the trip with me. I had someone to vent my spiritual 
frustrations to when she came from the main cabin 
to check on me. 

The entire trip, Lord, had been one straight from 
hell. With only three airline stewardesses working on 
the Super 80 airplane, it should have been an easy 
month. Which it was until the middle-aged non-com-
pliant rehired-new-hire stewardess assigned to assist 
me in first-class began breaking every safety rule we 
had. Even though I was flying lead stew, it was hard 
to take charge of the situation without coming off as 
someone who was being rude or stern. Her job as 
aisle stewardess was to assist. With only three of us 
onboard, crews normally work together to get the job 
done correctly and safely. Every time I would read the 
safety demonstration, I had to stop to ask the aisle 
stewardess to not engage in personal conversations 
with passengers while doing the safety demo. She knew 
that was a major no-no because if something happens 
on the airplane and the passengers don’t remember my 
instructions it could be harmful to me and for the rest 
of the people onboard, not to mention if they have had 
a drink or two before boarding. 

Our safety is most important. 
As the aisle stewardess, she didn’t help hang jack-

ets or do anything else that the aisle stewardess is 
supposed to do with assisting in first class. She wanted 
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to debate with me when I told her that she was slacking 
and causing a lot more work for me to do. 

When I fly lead stewardess, God, you know I keep 
things professional from my announcements to the 
interactions I have with my coworkers and passen-
gers. Everyone else for the most part comes and goes 
during work trips, but the flight crew sticks together. 
I’ve never had a write-up or a disciplinary issue about 
my behavior at work. So, I know that I wasn’t the one 
with the issue. 

I figured the word slipped from the mouth of 3E 
since he did apologize on his way off the airplane 
with a mumble and a wave of his hand. His apology 
provided no comfort to me. I’ve gotten fed up, God, 
with people thinking that color makes them superior. 

Who is another human being to decide that just 
because I am born of a different skin tone that I am 
to be treated as property or with no respect? Am I 
expected as a black woman to fall to my knees and 
submit myself to a hierarchy of color that has been 
placed on the people of our nation? My ancestors are 
the foundation of this country. Almost everything but 
the grass came from the free labor of slaves that were 
birthed by black women.

I watch the television, and I see how the young 
black youth doesn’t read but is rather entertained by 
the fights on reality programs. Our ancestors died for 
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the right to sneak a book to the slave quarters or for 
writing words on the walls of their shacks. 

For generations, black people slaved in fields for no 
wages. Now with wages, we buy nice things to reward 
ourselves just for fools who think it’s more rewarding 
to rob than get a job, go search the streets looking for 
workers who have the things that they want. 

Can you tell me what you are doing up there, 
God? Are you watching? Letting us make the choice 
of heaven or nothing? Because I am starting to believe 
the hell we know about is right here with us on earth 
every day and the fight is for eternal life in love and 
freedom with you. 

Momma always had Dr. King’s speech at Lincoln 
Memorial in Washington hanging in the house and 
for years, as a young girl, I read it constantly know-
ing one day the words would make sense to me. His 
dream came true. We dine together. We as America’s 
Black, White, Asian, Hispanic, or whatever race and 
nationality sleep in the same hotels, we ride in the 
same cabins on airplanes, and we even sit on the same 
row of churches on television together. We hold the 
same jobs and labor together in the field of the world 
doing your will just by existing. The dream has come 
true, but the check that Dr. King speaks of has yet to 
be cashed or reimbursed.

Obsessed with the well-preserved moments that 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. left in hotel room 306, I 
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went to visit the Lorraine Motel almost every week 
that I lived in Memphis, Tennessee. I even hosted 
a family reunion for Daddie’s side of the family in 
Memphis so they could experience the history of 
our people and that was a proud moment for me. I 
wanted to get a connection to feel Dr. King’s presence 
when I stood on the stained concrete between the door 
and banister railing where his body once laid lifeless. 
Mahalia Jackson’s record was playing, and her voice 
singing “Precious Lord Take My Hand” made me cry 
the way I imagined the whole world cried the day his 
white male assassin took his life. I walked through the 
bedroom where Dr. King’s murderer stayed the night, 
probably watching them return from Mason Temple. 

Why is it Lord that when people try to fight for 
equality of black lives, they are viewed in this coun-
try as a threat? To me, the assassination of President 
Lincoln and President Kennedy showed hatred 
towards people who tried to make life a little bearable 
for the negro population in this country. Over the years 
I heard the talk of how President Lincoln only freed 
slaves because it was economically the smart thing to 
do. If that’s the case, God, I love you for the balance 
that money and property created back in the 1800s. 

I remember the way Daddie’s older sister stormed 
out of the Black Archives Museum on FAMU’s campus 
when she saw the authentic hand-made Ku Klux Klan 
robes hanging on the mannequins along with a noose 
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wrapped around a tree log. I didn’t understand my 
auntie’s frustration until one of her brothers told me 
about the things that happened in the backwoods of 
Louisville, Georgia. My great-grandfather had been 
shot and killed by a member of the KKK in the small 
country town with red clay dirt roads that once was 
the capital of Georgia. 

Louisville is the only city in the state of Georgia 
that still houses a slave market where our ancestors 
were sold off upon arriving from Africa. Two hundred 
years of history still sits in the middle of downtown 
Louisville, and I make it my mission to stop and 
feel the spirit of my people when I go to town, at the 
Market House. When it was time to buy property in 
the 1790s the people of the town that my family comes 
from gathered around the bell and sold off slaves. The 
fear that must have gone through women who stood 
naked in front of the crowded streets being auctioned 
off to the highest bidder is something I can’t imagine. 
I often wonder, God, if the blood that runs through 
my veins belongs to one of the strongest male slaves or 
the curviest of female slaves that arrived in Louisville, 
Georgia since my family never left town. 

A few dollar coins were reason enough for the 
Klansman to kill my great-grandfather. He had gone 
knocking on the white man’s door asking for the 
wages to feed his house full of starving children, and 
the white man showed his irritation by leaving my 
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great-grandfather’s lifeless body on the porch and toss-
ing the money to my great-grandmother in front of 
their children. 

Where was compassion then, God? If your word 
has always been here for people to read, then why isn’t 
the Klan publicly viewed as a national threat or terror-
ists since they burn crosses? Yet peaceful protestors are 
considered to be the trouble starters. 

For so many years one race has torn another down 
and used your name as a leash to control the minds 
of your people. Transforming parts of the Bible to fit a 
situation and making slaves, who could not read, yield 
to their new master on earth instead of heaven was 
a way of the past. Now we read for ourselves. We can 
create an understanding of your word and of your love 
for ourselves. Giving my slaved ancestors a picture of 
a man to worship that looks like his owner that stays 
in the big house isn’t the clouds and the earth that we 
once called God before coming to the United States. 

Your creation of the world was how we knew you 
existed Lord, before we knew a photo. 

Black men once trained our boys in rituals to build 
homes, like my grandfather who was able to build 
his home in Louisville, Georgia, with his bare hands, 
creating the two-bedroom shack where he raised his 
twelve children. Farming was the way my grandfather 
James worked the field making his money in Louisville, 
while Daddie went to school. The young black boy who 
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was chosen to be the tester child when the integra-
tion of schools hit the small town of Georgia was my 
father. Daddie told me how he was escorted to school 
by police, and that he rode the bus instead of walking 
two miles to the schoolhouse like the other black kids 
of the town that went to the segregated school for only 
black children. My Daddie didn’t use the outhouses 
during recess like his older sisters and brothers did 
while going to school in Louisville.

I do know hatred amongst people in your world, 
God, is bigger than that of just two races. It’s a money 
war. It’s a religion war. It’s a power war. Yet God, 
nobody ever wants to acknowledge that you cast Satan 
from heaven for secretly wanting all of your glory. So, 
why is it that people think you won’t allow them into 
heaven because of their mind frame? Yes, it’s good to 
give to the poor. Yes, it’s good to go to the church on 
Easter Sunday and for revival. But you don’t just hit 
the snooze button Monday to Saturday and ignore our 
actions every day of the week God. 

You see and know everything that we do. 
I keep to myself now, Lord. My social media posts 

spreading your word have gone down. I share what’s 
on my heart in hope to connect with those who might 
need to hear comforting words, but this experience 
makes me want to be selfish with my heart. Is there 
beauty still left to discover in the world? 
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I ask for your wisdom, God. I ask for your knowl-
edge. I ask for you to lead me on this journey. I can’t 
suffocate myself anymore in religion. I miss my times 
of escape when I traveled flirting and occasionally 
meeting a baller who I saw fit to share myself with. 
So, I’m going to piece myself back together again. I’m 
going to live my life in the best way that I can with the 
tools you have provided for me. 

Thank you for sitting with me God, for my one 
hour. Amen.
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The Airline Stewardess (Romonia) on Graduation Day in March of 2014 posing 
next to the portrait of one of America’s 1st black airline stewardesses who 

possibly was the first to get hired working for a major international airline. The 
history maker graduated from what was known as “Stewardess College” in 
the early 1960s paving the way for women of color in the airline industry..
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Inflight Reality Spotlight

I WORKED ON THE AIRPLANE ALMOST EVERY DAY 
in November, flying thirteen hours of overtime to have more 
dollars for my birthday check, and it became my celebrity 

month at thirty-eight thousand feet in the air helping me to get 
through the long flights. 

Three days after winning the World Series for the city of 
Chicago, one of the pitchers boarded my work flight. When I first 
welcomed the baseball player onboard, I felt my body shiver. I had no 
idea who he was until I heard the whispers of passengers. His broad 
shoulders gave him the perfect build. I never looked him in the eyes. 
I only heard his voice, and when the baseball player walked past; I 
could see the thick gold chains tucked in his shirt. His cologne hit 
my nose, and I wondered what his face looked like. 

The way his designer leather backpack fit so snug on his body 
made me automatically know he was an athlete. Most of the sports 
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players that got on my work flights all had the same profile: designer 
carry-on bag or a team branded logo bag, wearing athletic apparel. 
Some wore jewelry and mega-sized headphones. He had the profile 
and body of a baseball player with his ice-cold black hair that was 
slicked with gel. The way his muscles flexed in his tight-fitting shirt 
made my breathing heavy. I wanted to smile, to say hi, but later 
noticed the baseball player was with two small children and a young 
señorita, who wore a flower in her hair. 

When I went through the aisle with the beverage cart, the 
baseball player wanted to purchase a few snacks. He passed me his 
rich people’s credit card, and with making millions of dollars and 
the new world champion from the winning season, the baseball 
player was looking good to me. I only let my eyes settle on him for 
two seconds before looking away. The baseball player was from 
Venezuela and just completed his fourth year of pitching with the 
baseball team of red, white, and blue known to represent Chicago’s 
north side. His strong accent and mesmerizing smile instantly made 
him attractive to me.

After the beverage service, I grabbed a bag to collect empty 
cups in the main cabin, making an excuse to get another glimpse 
of him. The baseball player smiled in my direction as he helped me 
clear his tray table. He looked too good to be true.

Since watching Juan Pablo Galavis, the Venezuelan bachelor, 
and former professional soccer player who appeared on the television 
reality dating show The Bachelor, my mind would always wonder 
what it would be like to have a Latin lover. Every winter episode of 
season eighteen was aired during my time spent at Barbie boot camp, 
and I fantasized all season long at the Venezuelan bachelor on the 
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television screen after a twelve-hour day of safety drills. Day one of 
the television show the large group of women stepped out of limos 
and stood in ball gowns waiting to meet the bachelor, I was in my 
work uniform on the airplane, but I felt just as excited about meeting 
the baseball player, who made me swoon with his Venezuelan accent. 

I was shocked to find the baseball player standing behind me 
at the back of the airplane with no clue on how long he was standing 
there. I was so embarrassed when I almost rolled the baseball player 
over with the cart. He sucked in his stomach insinuating that he was 
too fat to be in the aisle. The handsome baseball player made me 
smile with a small chuckle. He was sweet towards me while I apol-
ogized for almost knocking him down. With small jokes the base-
ball pitcher let me know there was nothing to apologize for, and my 
eyes couldn’t let go. The way he towered over me had me blushing. 

As I batted my eyelashes while talking to the baseball player, I 
mentally beat myself up again that I hadn’t put any mascara on before 
work that day, and my natural hair that was wavy like his, I wore in 
a bun that I put together that morning. While standing beside the 
baseball player an episode of the reality television show WAGS that 
featured the young wives and girlfriends of athletes came across 
my mind. A couple of ladies mentioned the groups of women who 
would boldly pass their numbers off to their athlete boyfriends or 
husbands right in front of them. As much as I had the urge to, I didn’t 
entertain the pitcher. 

His smile made me feel faint, slowing down my heartbeat, and 
at the end of the flight, I let out a girlish sigh as we said goodbye.
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The Baseball Pitcher (Héctor Rondón) and The Airline Stewardess (Romonia)
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My next work trip a few days after meeting the Venezuelan 
baseball player was with the most hilarious bishop from the taboo 
reality television show centered around several preachers based out 
of Los Angeles. 

I thought about the episodes I watched on the Oxygen chan-
nel as the bishop denied his commitment issues with a woman who 
was his friend and business partner for years. I wanted to ask the 
bishop about her, to see if he decided to take the relationship, that she 
seemed interested in pursuing with him, to the next level. I wanted 
to get nosey, but my job wasn’t to be a journalist—it was to be his 
airline stewardess. It was my job to get the bishop from point A to 
point B safely while serving him a beverage and meal in between, 
which was precisely what I did. 

When the lead steward called for me to come up and assist 
him with the intense first-class in-flight service after he refused my 
help earlier, I was surprised. I came to the first-class cabin to find the 
lead steward in the corner of the kitchen galley hiding out because 
he tripped and fell in the aisle. I didn’t mean to laugh out loud the 
way I did when the steward told me about falling on his face, but 
he reminded me so much of my favorite television nerd Steve Urkel 
with his glasses and voice. When I finished helping the lead stew-
ard with the in-flight service, I went to talk briefly with the bishop. 

I let the man of God know how much I loved his gospel music. 
The gospel song Not About Us was added to my music inspiration 
library long before my days of being an airline stewardess. The song 
gave me motivation in the mornings at Barbie boot camp before 
the long days of airline stewardess training and well after my days 
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of work trips. It was an honor to exchange words with the bishop 
while at work.

After the airplane was clear of passengers in Los Angeles, 
California, we noticed the bishop left his laptop on the airplane and 
the lead steward made sure to pass the computer along to the gate 
agent. I prayed the laptop made it back to the hands of the bishop 
because there was no telling what greatness he probably was work-
ing on.
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The Airline Stewards (Romonia) and The Bishop (Noel Jones)
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That Los Angeles trip was a great welcome back to the work-
place. During the super long layover, I ate dinner downtown at Big 
Wangs close by the hotel with the lead steward from my work trip. 
The steward was my age and from a small country town in the south 
region. Talking about our careers, we enjoyed alcohol beverages and 
hot wings while listening to the R&B music that blasted through the 
speakers in sync with the music videos that played on the plasma 
televisions. Linking up with the other group of Chicago-based stews 
that were all close in age with me added more excitement to the 
three-day trip. While hanging out with that crew on the layover, 
I met one steward who shared a story about a particular middle-
aged-rehired-new-hire stewardess who he never wanted to work 
with again. When the issues sounded so similar, I mentioned her 
named, and the steward screamed,

“Oh my God, yes!” 
We teased about her, and his experience just confirmed that I 

wasn’t the trouble maker.  
On another work trip, the brief conversation with the NFL 

linebacker who played for Chicago ended November off on a good 
note for me. The football player stepped aboard the last depart-
ing flight to Austin the day after Thanksgiving. The football player 
became the Black Friday surprise that I wasn’t expecting. My makeup 
was light, but my MAC Ruby-Woo red lipstick that I mixed with my 
Sephora #1 lip stain was bright. The way my teeth flashed when I 
smiled in his direction made the football player do a double take as 
I walked through the main cabin to check seat belts. The linebacker 
was huge; brown skin, bulky chest, and a deep voice added to his 
attractiveness. He and I shared a few words before he stepped off the 
airplane as I smiled and waved goodbye. 
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While working on Christmas, I spotted another football player 
on the airplane who grabbed the attention of a few female passen-
gers that boldly yelled out, 

“Wow! How tall are you? What do you do for a living?” 
As I watched the LA football player place his bag in the over-

head bin, I froze because he looked so much like DE, which I found 
ironic because they both played on the Los Angeles team. I wanted 
to ask the football player if he knew DE just to make conversation 
but as soon as the plane took off, he was asleep, and slept the entire 
flight from Los Angeles to Chicago. 

Since the football team moved from the city of St. Louis to Los 
Angeles, I periodically checked on DE via social media. When I saw 
his father passed away, I sent my condolences, and he replied with 
a simple “Thank you.” 

My birthday rolled around, and before I knew it, I was ending 
off the year of 2016 while promising myself to look forward to all 
the new things that the year 2017 would have in store for me. As I 
got dressed on my birthday, I looked myself in the mirror quietly 
reevaluating my life.

All the bad was now behind me, and it was up to me to be 
thankful for the breaks that continued to force their way into 
my world.

December 31, 2016 – New Year’s Eve

I took time applying my makeup in the mirror alongside my mother 
in the hotel mirror on my twenty-eighth birthday.
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“Momma, I’m thankful that I’m able to bring in the New Year 
with you and Auntie Bell. I can’t believe how much our lives have 
shifted within the year,” I said.

When I was a child, I would sit in awe at the edge of Momma’s 
bed while she stood in front of the mirror applying light makeup 
and getting dressed for her bartending job in the 1990s. Those days 
I couldn’t wait until I got older because I wanted to be just as pretty 
as my mother.

“Yeah, it has,” Momma said. “My second school year working 
at a new school and taking care of Bell and then with Joyce passing 
away, 2016 has been a year.” Momma reflected over the last fourteen 
months of her life.

“That is why I wanted us to start the new year differently. You 
know I always say however you bring in the new year is how you’re 
going to spend the rest of the year,” I said. “I didn’t want Auntie Bell 
at the house where she saw Auntie Joyce’s lifeless body stretched out 
on the floor after the paramedics couldn’t resuscitate her. Plus the 
new year shooting, with Auntie Bell’s dementia, isn’t the best. I know 
how much Auntie Bell enjoyed herself at the casino way before she 
started getting sick, so maybe this will lift her spirits with all that 
she’s been through as well. I know the doctors told us Auntie Joyce 
had terminal cancer, but I wish we knew that we were only going to 
have two months left with her. 

“Passing away right before Thanksgiving was hard and then for 
her family not to even allow us to bury her was insane. I know that 
Auntie Bell and Auntie Joyce weren’t married, but they loved each 
other and built their lives together as life partners for over fifty years.” 
I shared my honest thoughts about my two great-aunts relationship 
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that Momma never explained to me as a kid. As I got older, I just 
understood the situation between my great-aunts. “I know it might 
have been hard for them, but that was in the late 1960s. I tried tell-
ing them before Auntie Joyce passed away that times were changing 
with homosexuality, but they wouldn’t hear what I had to say,” I said. 
I chuckled at the thought of how my two aunties would curse when 
I would bring up subjects they didn’t want to talk about. 

“I agree,” Momma said. “When my momma told us as kids, 
we didn’t know the difference, and that was back in the day. We 
just knew we had an extra auntie and we didn’t ask any questions. 
That’s what my momma said to us: ‘I’m taking y’all to meet your 
other auntie.’ And Joyce was nice to us. Her and Bell would give us 
Easter baskets and dress us up for the holidays. When my momma 
would be in the hospital, they would buy us all kinds of stuff. Even 
when Momma passed, they dressed us nicely for our graduations 
and everything. But they were always old school when it came to 
their lifestyle. They didn’t believe in getting married, and they slept 
in separate rooms,” Momma said.

The television in the hotel living room put Auntie Bell to sleep, 
but Momma’s voice was loud enough to wake her up before I was 
ready to go. 

“Um, I can hear you ladies in there talking about me,” Auntie 
Bell yelled out from the couch in the living room. 

Aunt Bell was seventy-seven years old and never shy of speak-
ing her mind. I grew to know the woman that took in her only sister’s 
children when my grandmother Ella Jean passed away. 

My mother was about fifteen years old when her mother Ella 
Jean died. Seven kids my grandmother Ella Jean birthed into this 
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world, leaving behind six at the young age of thirty-six after passing 
away from heart complications. 

Between Aunt Bell and Aunt Joyce, the women managed a way 
for the family to stay together versus being placed in foster care. But 
the story goes that my mother and her siblings were so bad that even-
tually, other family members like my great-great-aunt Minola and 
her husband had to step in. Since aunts Bell, Joyce, and Minola had 
no children, it was an adjustment waking up early, getting children 
dressed for school, remodeling their home, and feeding additional 
mouths at their tables three times a day. 

During my summer leave from flying, I enjoyed my days off 
listening to Auntie Bell tell me stories about the women from my 
mother’s side of the family. She wasn’t too favorable of my Haitian 
grandfather Peter who periodically beat on my grandmother Ella 
Jean once he returned home from the war as a soldier in the mili-
tary. I blamed it on the drugs that I was told he shoved in his arms 
while in the military, because before the war my Haitian grandfather 
Peter was said to be a great man. I always wondered why my Haitian 
grandfather Peter didn’t take in his children after my grandmother 
Ella Jean passed, but I never found the answers to those questions.

My great-grandmother Mary took in her four grandchildren 
that were by my Haitian grandfather Peter once they became too 
much for Auntie Bell and Auntie Joyce to handle. As kids, they 
bounced around from house to house until my mother decided to 
go join her oldest sister and stay with Minola. 

Since then, Minola’s building on 93rd Street was Momma’s go-to 
place even after we moved out of Daddie’s apartment in Englewood. 
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Auntie Minola became the closest thing to having a Big Mama that 
we all needed until she passed away in January of 2003. 

The memories Auntie Bell shared most with me were of my 
great-great-grandmother Fairy Bell Johnson who she was named 
after. During those summer visits with Auntie Bell, I came to learn 
that my temper and short patience with men was from Momma’s 
side of the family. When my great-aunt Bell told me about the way 
my great-great-grandmother Fairy Bell would shoot at her husband 
in the 1940s or the way she would check her men friends once she 
and Granddad split—I knew who I was. Those stories paired with 
the way I watched my great-great-aunt Minola, in her seventies, 
shoot at the local gang bangers that would sit on the front stoop of 
our family building on 93rd Street let me know I came from a mean 
line of women. Great-aunt Bell was not afraid to use her guns either, 
and they all cursed like the Memphis women they were raised to be. 

“C’mon. I thought we were going to the casino now? What y’all 
doin’? I’m ready to go,” Auntie Bell said impatiently with her walker 
in hand while sitting on the couch fully dressed in her coat. She was 
ready to go win herself some money.

“The casino shuttle driver is going to pick us up from here,” 
I said. “We gotta sit and wait for them to come to the hotel and get 
us.” My explanation was good enough to calm Auntie Bell down. 

“Here Mona, take my picture,” Momma said while passing me 
her phone. Proudly holding up the purse I gifted her for Christmas 
that matched her special occasions fur that stayed in the closet, 
Momma posed for the camera. “Cheese,” she said. 

I took a few photos then passed Momma back her phone.
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“I’ll be ready in about fifteen minutes,” I said to them. “I need 
to finish off my champagne before we head out for the night. I bought 
three bottles of Moet, and I plan on drinking all three before check-
out in the new year,” I said laughing as Auntie Bell shook her head 
disapproving and then asked for a glass so she could have a taste.

I put one of the unwrapped bottles to my lips, taking a sip 
straight from the bottle while recording my antics on Snapchat 
wondering if my Atlanta rookie point guard would look at my 
Snapchat story. I told the rookie I was working to be his girlfriend, 
and part of me knew the truth—that neither he nor I was honestly 
looking at just one person. A true Pisces, Five lived by the same—
actions speak louder than words—motto just like my old defensive 
end baller. Everything that came out of my mouth got me the same 
“Sounds good” reply from Five. 

I would wonder if Five came across my comments on photos 
of his teammate or maybe another NBA baller associate of his. My 
NFL cousin would see my comments on his teammate’s pictures and 
randomly called me out about it, so I knew it was possible. 

The Atlanta NBA rookie didn’t have children, and was 
extremely sexy in appearance with his authoritative attitude. After 
the first week of conversation with Five, I would let my thoughts 
run wild on what the experience with him could be like, and I got 
attached to those thoughts. At times I checked his verified Twitter 
account, and the way Five liked to tweet all the pretty girls irritated 
me. I didn’t tell Five how I felt about his social media posts, because 
I felt like I wasn’t his girlfriend so I held no right. After my eyes had 
seen enough, I told Five to lose my number. 

“What’s the problem?”
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That’s what the rookie asked me, but I wouldn’t talk.
Several weeks later when I began to get that itch for the profes-

sional baller in between my legs, I hit up the Atlanta rookie again, 
reminding myself to have better control of my emotions the second 
time around. The conversations with the rookie got better after I 
apologized for my impulsiveness of telling him to lose my number, 
but I never told Five the reason I got upset because my usual cover 
was that I didn’t care. I made sure to remember that nothing about 
us was exclusive, and from the looks of Five’s social media activity, 
he wanted to keep his options open. 

Five was new to the NBA, but not new to the professional 
world of basketball. Since he primarily played overseas for the last 
six or seven seasons, Five had no long rap sheet on the blogs created 
by women who slept with big-named athletes. But the rookie showed 
me up front that he could be an asshole and that he wasn’t changing. 

“I think your attitude is amusing. Doesn’t faze me. I like 
a challenge.”

How wrong I was when I said those words to Five after only 
a few days of us exchanging numbers. I figured I would be able to 
handle Five’s arrogance. Over the weeks of November, I realized his 
ego was too big for me to stroke, and I cancelled my planned visit 
to him in Atlanta.

The second week of December, Five and I went back to not 
talking again, yet the entire time I second-guessed if it was me being 
turned off by his social media behavior or if I feared the emotions I 
was experiencing because I somewhat liked him and his Kanye atti-
tude. Until I made up my mind, I was going to stay clear of the rookie. 
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So, on my birthday as I prepared to enjoy my night at the 
casino, I made the choice that I would reach out to Five and see 
what would happen between us in the new year. Relief from the 
stress in my world was what I wanted. While being back on payroll 
flying overtime, I was helping my mother take care of Auntie Bell. 
The balance between work and family was stable but my social life 
was nonexistent. I felt I needed to reward myself, and what better 
way to escape my world than hopping on a flight to rock the world 
of an NBA rookie. 

Five’s light brown skin covered in tattoos attracted me and 
made my insides moist. The waves in his hair I liked. His style of 
fashion matched mine. One minute Five was in a button-down 
collar shirt with dress pants and then he could switch to gym shoes, 
jeans, and a hat.

Before the wrong insensitive messages, Five was perfect. I 
would sit back at work wondering what it was going to be like to 
share myself with him for the first time, fantasizing about how much 
I would enjoy sleeping with him, kissing all his tattoos from head to 
toe. I felt I deserved good sex and the rookie was going to be the one 
to give me what I wanted in the new year. 

I smiled at the thought as I stood in the hotel lobby waiting 
for the casino shuttle.

“Mona, take our picture while we wait,” Momma said. 
I pulled out my phone and captured three generations of 

women in my family. 
When the van driver pulled up, I was thankful because Auntie 

Bell was raring to go. 
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“Thank you so much,” I said to the driver as I tipped him for 
his help with getting Aunt Bell out her wheelchair and up the stairs 
into the van. 

Auntie Bell’s health was declining rapidly since Auntie Joyce 
passed away. It was like depression took over Auntie Bell, which I 
understood. The woman with whom she had shared more than half 
her life was gone. Thankfully, Aunt Bell had Momma to help keep 
her company. 

The family arrangements for Aunt Bell were to put her in 
a nursing home, but Momma was not having it. My mother has 
been against putting the elders of our family in a nursing home, so 
Momma takes her time to care for them as she did with Minola. Aunt 
Bell and Aunt Joyce both stepped in to take care of my mother and 
her siblings when my grandmother Ella Jean passed away, so it was 
no problem for my momma to return the favor when our aunts took 
ill over the summer. 

Aunt Joyce convinced my mother to be their home-care aide, 
and Momma managed to become a certified caretaker after complet-
ing an intense two-week course earlier in the summer months. 
Before Aunt Joyce died, she made my mother promise to her that 
she would take care of Aunt Bell so that she wouldn’t have to go 
into a nursing home. Momma gave Aunt Joyce her word to care for 
Aunt Bell. 

I witnessed Aunt Bell’s depression as she mourned the death 
of Aunt Joyce, and I was told that Aunt Bell suffered the same deep 
depression when my grandmother Ella Jean died. 

Aunt Bell would tell me all during the summer when I sat on 
the porch with her that my grandmother Ella Jean was very sweet, 
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but she never forgave my grandmother for letting my grandfather 
beat on her the way he did. Aunt Bell said to me that my great-great-
grandmother Fairy Bell Johnson told them both as little girls to never 
let a man abuse them or take advantage of them. When I told Auntie 
Bell about my college relationship, she was glad that I did whatever 
was needed to get away. 

Auntie Bell shared stories with me of her marrying at sixteen 
years old to a young man whose family came from money. They 
lived a comfortable lifestyle and moved into their own home. The 
time he hit her she forgave him. Shortly after a miscarriage, Aunt 
Bell was widowed by her twenty-one-year-old husband when his 
mistress killed him. 

The three of us all experienced our fair share of troubles with 
men and love, but I was the youngest generation. Auntie Bell would 
tell me not to give up on love and to find one guy to have some babies 
with and to create a new generation teaching them to do better. I 
listened to Auntie Bell’s words and told her maybe one day I would, 
but she would have to check the man out for me. Aunt Bell just 
laughed and made a promise that she would.

“We can eat dinner at the casino. It’s the holiday, so I know 
they will have something good to eat,” Momma said loud enough 
for Auntie Bell to hear as she sat next to me looking out the window 
on the shuttle ride to the casino. “This is a nice moment. Thank you 
Mona.” Momma said with the biggest smile on her face and gave 
me a hug. 

I was happy with sacrificing my birthday to make sure they 
were happy. My birthday became a day that I celebrated at work but 
mainly by myself since being an airline stewardess. After I turned of 
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drinking age, no matter what I did, my mother would always make 
sure I had a New Year’s Eve birthday celebration, but this time it 
was my turn. 

Almost every birthday I would spend some part of the day with 
family. Most years until my eighteenth birthday Daddie made sure 
I had a birthday party either at his house or the local video arcade. 
Daddie would always buy me the biggest custom-layered Princess 
Mona birthday cake anybody had ever seen. 

Every single birthday as a kid, Daddie’s sister would make me 
go to church with them when it was time for the grown folks to go 
out. Some birthdays my dad’s family and I would play Prince’s infa-
mous 1999 mixed with a little Rappers Delight on the loudspeakers. 
We’d sip fake apple cider champagne and party until the clock 
rocked midnight. 

Having a birthday on New Year’s Eve has always been fun 
for everyone around me because it is the one day of the year when 
people celebrate more life by collectively counting down the last ten 
seconds on the clock welcoming the incoming new year. 

It was close to midnight when we pulled up to the casino as I 
noticed the crowds of people wearing party hats. The flashing lights 
from the marquee got the three of us excited.

“All right girls. Let’s get in here and win some money,” Aunt 
Bell said. “Where are my cigarettes?” she asked. Auntie Bell started 
rattling her green leather purse to find the pack of New Port 100s. 
“Um, Suga. Pull up over there so I can have a puff of my cigarette. 
Your momma doesn’t like my smoking so she can go on in there 
and we’ll catch up to her.” Aunt Bell commanded me where to go as 
I pushed her in the wheelchair. 
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“Auntie Bell, we are gon’ have to go inside because it’s freezing 
out here. My coat, sweater dress, and thigh-high boots are warm 
enough to get me from the van to the casino door in under sixty 
seconds. There’s a smoking section on the inside. I’ll take you there,” 
I said as the cold wind hit my backside.

“Okay. Well let’s get going then,” she said. 
Auntie Bell pointed towards the door ready to roll on.
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The Airline Stewardess (Romonia) January 2017
First Trip of The New Year
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January 12, 2017 – Chicago to Atlanta – Flight 4421 –  
Seat 3F

“Can I get you anything to drink?” the first-class stewardess 
asked me.

“Yes, please. A white wine,” I said.
The afternoon departure was delayed due to the inbound flight 

to Chicago landing behind schedule. I should have been in Atlanta 
hours earlier at the rookie’s townhouse ending round two and getting 
him up for round three. I made sure to use flexi rods in my hair, so 
my curls would still be tight and bouncy by the time it was my turn 
to get up top. 

I packed an extra black thong, toothbrush, mouthwash, 
lip gloss, makeup concealer brush, and a travel-size squeezable 
container of body wash, all in my crossbody chain purse. I planned 
the day to be a quick getaway for myself, catching up on late birth-
day sex that was nearly two weeks overdue. 

I made sure to look sexible with showing a little cleavage and 
wearing pants that lifted my booty. Despite my second mind to 
tell Five another day because of my next work trip, I didn’t want 
to go back on my word again so I boarded the flight and prayed he 
wouldn’t make me regret it. 

On the flight to Atlanta, Georgia, I sat thinking about how 
heavy my next work trip would be when I got back to Chicago. I 
was assigned to fly main cabin aisle on the Airbus from Chicago to 
Hartford, layover for the night, then fly Hartford to Los Angeles, 
layover again, and the next day after that day work back home to 
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base. That was over twenty hours of domestic flying on one trip, 
which meant for a lot of hard work. 

With just a couple weeks into the new year of flying, I expe-
rienced lovely layovers in Cancun, Mexico, and Miami, Florida. 
Starting the work year off at the five-star Cancun layover hotel that 
cost the company over seven hundred dollars a night with all the 
luxury amenities made for great relaxation. I prayed to God for my 
work life to stay that perfect the entire year. 

As I looked out the window on the flight to Atlanta, I thought 
about the second reality television dating opportunity for me to 
find love with a stranger. Wondering if I was doing the right thing, I 
sent an email to the casting director before catching the flight to the 
Atlanta rookie. I felt someone else deserved my slot on the televi-
sion show because I was already living out my fantasies. The choice 
to cancel my video interview for the reality television love series 
probably was the best move. 

While drinking my glass of wine in-flight, I thought about 
what the television show was asking of me. I shared the idea with a 
few of my coworkers who couldn’t believe I would sign up to marry 
someone I barely would know. I thought it was romantic and it 
gave me a smile. Having the opportunity to fly around the country 
for three months with a random stranger that the casting directors 
figured I would match well with was an interesting and tempting 
offer. I was flattered when the casting director told me I was the 
perfect candidate for the show after she reviewed my information 
that was still on file from the reality dating show back in 2014 that 
never kicked off. 
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The process to finding love on television sounded entertain-
ing, but the part about having to choose if I wanted to marry or leave 
my travel buddy at the end of the taxiway on the return flight home 
was a pretty stressful reality to face. How was I going to know if this 
person would be the one to spend the rest of my life with? I knew 
people took marriage for a game with reasons for financial advance-
ment, status, or fame. But for me, walking down the aisle to the altar 
and making those vows in front of God would be something I only 
wanted to happen once in my lifetime as a serious and conscious 
decision for love. 

The fine print said that I could either choose to marry the 
person if I fell in love at the end of the three months of trips or I could 
just walk away. I didn’t want to break a guy’s heart or risk getting my 
heart broken because being off from my job and traveling for free 
sounded cool. I felt there was some young woman who deserved to 
have that spot way more than I did, so I had no regrets making the 
choice of telling the truth to the director about the Atlanta rookie, 
and that I would have to pass on the opportunity. I wasn’t ready to 
take the chance of finding real love. Instead, I stuck with what I knew 
best—jersey chasing. 

“Will you be eating the in-flight meal today?” the first-class 
stewardess asked me.

“No thank you,” I said to her. 
I sat having breakfast and a mimosa at the restaurant in the 

airport terminal, so I wasn’t hungry for food—I was hungry for Five. 
I nibbled on the warm mixed nuts the first class stewardess served, 
and the pieces of fruit I ate gave a salty-sweet flavor to my mouth. 
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Still thinking about Five, I connected my phone to the airplane Wi-Fi 
so I could respond to his text of “Are you still coming?”

I placed my Beats rose gold headsets over my ears and posted 
videos on Snapchat of myself as I admired the way my breasts sat up 
with no bra in the long-sleeved V-neck olive green bodysuit I wore. 

The view at cruising altitude was mesmerizing in the late after-
noon, and the music from my headphones let me zone out. My 
first-class seat added luxury to the experience. Wrapping my mind 
around flying off to see another NBA player on my off day put me in 
a sexy mood. Flying first-class, sipping wine looking out the window 
at the horizon of clouds was bringing my jersey chaser stewardess 
goals to life. 

There were to be no misunderstandings when I would land 
in Atlanta. I made it clear to Five that I was coming to give him the 
best of whatever he wanted, and naturally, he still gave me the same 
“Sounds good” response. Five continued to show me that he was arro-
gant when it came to his attitude. Five attempted to try and set me 
straight saying he was not like most guys that I was used to dealing 
with, but like the ones before him, Five had no idea. 

I hated to admit that on paper Five was perfect because I wasn’t 
trying to fall in the fairytale; I just wanted a taste. The NBA rookie 
drove both of my dream cars and lived in a home that was in my 
dream city, so at times when we first started talking, I felt all he was 
missing was me. He posted photos of his white Panamera Porsche to 
Instagram, and it was the same model of car that I dreamt of driving 
when I would become a businesswoman from college. Five drove the 
same Mercedes-Benz G-Class that I used to envision dropping my 
future children off to school in. However, Five’s effortless attempt to 
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show that he appreciated my coming to see him by picking me up in 
one of those luxury cars didn’t add to the experience that I wanted. 
Apparently, the Atlanta traffic from his townhome in Buckhead was 
too dreadful for Five to endure, so the economy-sized Uber he was 
sending was meant to make me feel comfortable. 

My strict instructions from the Atlanta rookie were to let him 
know when I landed, and he would tell me where to go from there. 
I just hoped Five kept the same commanding attitude when it was 
time to give me what I came to Atlanta for on my day off. 

“Are you Romonia?” The Uber driver asked. 
He wore a suit, and the touch of jazz music in the car made me 

relax before I sat down. 
“Yes. That’s me. Sorry about that. I was standing at 2A. My 

friend told me to come to door 2B at the last minute,” I said. 
I put on my seat belt and started to primp myself before getting 

to Five’s house. Repeatedly I reminded myself in my compact mirror 
that this wasn’t a quest for love. I did a lot to keep the attention of 
the Atlanta rookie. 

Five wasn’t my usual physical type and when he grew his beard 
out, without taking a trip to the barber for a lining, he wasn’t as hot to 
me, but there were lots of other things about him that kept me turned 
on, like his voice. I liked hearing the rookie talk because the base 
in his voice was seductive along with his Baltimore accent showing 
his east coast roots. His button nose was adorable, and when Five 
wore his hair low, cut in waves with a goatee, my knees went weak. 
But his perfect complexion covered in tattoos from the neck down 
had me drawn to him the most. The fullest lips I ever saw on a man 
and I liked them more when Five smiled. 
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Five would compliment the fullness of my lips when I sent him 
morning videos of me onboard getting my day started for work. I 
knew it was a soft side to Five that he didn’t want to show, and I wasn’t 
going to force him. After Bossman, I learned that you cannot force a 
man or trick a man into loving you. The love and admiration should 
come naturally and from within. I wasn’t going to force any man to 
be thoughtful or considerate of my time when those traits should 
be embedded in him naturally. 

I didn’t let myself get to know Five emotionally, but I figured 
out his profile from his social media. The reason Five wasn’t the aver-
age NBA rookie is before coming to play in the big league, he earned 
the title of Most Valuable Player in Europe, which was impressive 
to me. As I scrolled through Five’s timeline on social media, I could 
see the difference in him from his posts before playing in the States 
and then after.

I had dealt with international basketball players over the years, 
so I knew the game. 

When the international ballplayer is gone out the country for 
eight to nine months, he says the most perfect things and becomes 
the most loyal man returning phone calls on time with not one 
delayed message or skipped phone video session. He is more senti-
mental. But when that same man returns home for breaks, he sees 
all the types of women that he doesn’t get to interact with on a daily 
and more than likely he loses self-discipline. I experienced it so many 
times. For the several months the international ballplayer is back 
in the States he turns into a straight clubhead, attention whore, sex 
junkie, and bigger commitment-phobe. 
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Five had been single for years, but his social media posts before 
getting to the NBA showed that he had the international ballplayer 
syndrome. While out the country, Five tweeted more about relation-
ships talking about his ideal dates and things he wanted in a part-
ner, but since playing for Atlanta all Five talked about was shopping 
and party time with the guys. Accepting the things I observed about 
Five, I knew exactly what I was getting myself into regardless of what 
good things he may have said to me. Either way, I was going to end 
all doubt and face the fear of letting a new man into my world.

“I’ll be there in a minute. I’m not too far away,” Five said to me 
over the phone. 

I called to get the gate passcode from the rookie, so the driver 
could enter the gated community of townhomes. I hung up as the 
driver pulled to the curb of Five’s townhome. Beating Five to some 
place that I thought he was at made me frustrated. I expected the 
rookie to be in the house waiting for me. 

“My friend is on his way,” I said to the driver.
After a few minutes of being uncomfortable in the car, I 

reached for my purse and got out to get some fresh air. 
I watched the driver make a U-turn up the block and back 

out the gate. 
Walking up the brick stairs of where Five called home I checked 

his Instagram and watched the video post of buttery popcorn falling 
out the doors of his Mercedes G-Class. His Atlanta veteran team-
mates made it the day to pull a prank on their rookie by emptying out 
bags of movie popcorn, practically filling Five’s truck to the sunroof. 
I thought the little bit of hazing he received as a rookie was funny 
and it gave me the laugh I needed before I saw him. 
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Ten minutes later the rookie entered the gate and pulled into 
his garage. I took a deep breath, then tugged on my olive green suede 
over-the-knee boots and walked down the brick stairs, entering 
the garage.

“Well, you look all put together,” he said. 
Five’s attempt to compliment my appearance wasn’t worthy 

of a thank you. 
His hands were filled with bags of food and a drink carrier. 

I watched him struggle to close the door to his Panamera before 
deciding to lean in and help him. 

“Thank you,” he said. I was shocked to see Five had manners 
and appreciated my helping hand. “How was the flight?” he asked.

“Good. Not happy about being late though,” I said as we walked 
through the doors of his townhome. 

I crossed my legs sitting in a chair across from Five while he 
turned on the television and flipped through the channels. I told 
myself that I wasn’t going to touch him until I knew he was ready 
to be touched. Until then, talking about sex was my way of setting 
the mood.

“But I’m celibate,” he said and kept a straight face. 
“Well,” I said as I sat up in the black leather chair uncrossing 

my legs, looking him up and down, “you know there’s a difference 
between being celibate and being abstinent?” I asked.

“Yeah. I know,” he said. 
The look on his face showed that the attitude was about to 

come out, so it was time to change the plan. 
“Where is the bathroom?” I asked as I stood to my feet while 

he pointed upstairs.
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“There’s one down here. Then there’s one in my room upstairs 
and another one in the hall,” he said.

“I’ll use the one in your room,” I said to him.
Five sat up on the sofa to search in the food bag while I went 

upstairs to sexy myself up. 
His place matched his personality. The custom-made pool 

table in the center of what I guess he called the foyer screamed 
party bachelor. 

Going back to the bathroom in the upstairs hallway I closed 
the door behind me. Looking at my reflection, I was able to see 
myself, and not all of the male products with clippers that were scat-
tered around the sink in Five’s bedroom bathroom. 

A few seconds later I heard a knock at the bathroom door. 
“You good?” He asked. 
Five came upstairs to check on me, curious to know what I 

was doing. I figured he must have heard too many footsteps going 
back and forth.

“Yeah, I’m okay,” I said answering his question. 
Five went back downstairs while I took my time changing out 

my clothes. 
My boots I sat by the bathroom door. I wiggled out of my high-

waisted jeans and slipped off my body suit. My thigh-highs that I 
was scared of ripping during the flight were still intact. 

I put on the satin leopard-print bra that I zipped up inside 
my purse. 

I adjusted the straps of the black lace garter belt that dangled 
with gold fixings to tightly fit the roundness of my derriere and then I 
clipped the straps of the garter belt to the lace top of my thigh-highs. 
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I placed gold pins on each side of my head in my hair, the same 
way I liked to do during the beverage service so my hair doesn’t get 
in the way. 

I changed my neck choker to match the gold clips in my hair 
and the gold fixings on my garter belt. 

I switched from sheer lip gloss to red lipstick and my curls fell 
perfectly to the middle of my back.

I was ready for the NBA rookie. 
I tiptoed down the stairs wanting to catch Five off guard. As he 

lifted his head and saw me, he didn’t blink. I seductively posed over 
the threshold of the living room. Extending my right arm on the wall 
and slightly bending my left leg at the knee, I posed for the Atlanta 
rookie as I put my other hand on my hip. Giving Five a few seconds 
to take me in, I stood there feeling sexy and confident. 

I gave Five a smile while he sat on the sofa staring at me in 
surprise. I walked over to him. Spreading my legs as I mounted 
myself on top of his lap facing him. The tattoos that I wanted to lick, 
I licked. The tattoo on his neck that I wanted to kiss, I kissed. The 
hat he wore I took off and tossed it to the side. No more television. 
No more food. I was the center of attention like I should have been 
as soon as we walked in the door, and when his hands pulled my 
breasts out from my bra, I knew Five was ready to take it up a notch. 
I slid from his lap easing to my knees. I held my breath, and when I 
felt his knees tighten seconds after my lips touched the shaft of his 
pelvis, I knew I was in charge.  

“I have to go to the bathroom to fix my mascara. You made my 
eyes water,” I said to him ten minutes later after his released milk in 
my mouth slid down my throat.
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I walked up the staircase and stepped into the hall-
way bathroom. 

I checked the clock on my phone. There wasn’t much time left 
before my flight leaving Atlanta going back to Chicago.  I was fresh-
ening myself up in the bathroom when I heard a knock on the door. 

“You okay?” Five asked. He found his way back up the stairs. 
“Yes,” I said. 
Rinsing my mouth with the mouthwash I packed, I brushed 

my tongue and applied my lip gloss. I used the wet paper towelettes 
I traveled with to wipe off the running mascara, and my concealer 
brush had me back to looking perfect.

I was ready to resume with Five. 
“Now what’s this about you being celibate?” I asked while 

sitting on his white bed sheets half naked. 
Five reached in the drawer of the nightstand. The bright lights 

from his bedroom bathroom allowed me to admire his body. Five 
looked good with his clothes off, showing every muscle and tattoo 
that I didn’t know was there. I even complimented the firmness of 
his butt that made me want him even more. The shuffle of condoms 
in the drawer made me wonder how many women might have laid 
on Five’s bed without their clothes or stood in front of the same bath-
room mirror as me fixing their hair to look pretty for him.

I released my thoughts as he entered inside of me and with 
under an hour left, we pushed, tore down, and rolled around in 
the bed. 

“If I keep going you gon’ miss your flight,” he said. 
Shortly after we stopped and I took a deep breath.
“Can you get me some towels?” I asked him.
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I ran into the bathroom and turned on the shower head. I 
jumped in squeezing the body wash I packed into my hands and 
rubbed it on my body. 

“Are you coming with the towel?” I asked yelling out to Five 
from the shower. 

Leaving out the bedroom Five walked past the open door of 
the bathroom in the hall that I was in and he went down the stairs. 
I washed over my body one more time before needing a dry towel. 
The water knocked the curls out of my hair, but the waves were just 
as pretty.  

I got out the shower, went down the stairs and didn’t see 
the rookie. 

Calling out his name I wondered where he had gone to while 
my body was freezing cold.

“Yeah,” he said and his voice came from the bottom level of 
the house. 

I walked down more sets of stairs and stopped at the last one 
watching him grab a towel from a red stacked dryer. 

“Thank you,” I said as I took the towel in my hand that Five 
was handing me. “Sorry if I messed up your stairs,” I apologized to 
him with water dripping from my breasts and my thighs. I wrapped 
myself in the warm towel while looking at Five, still checking out his 
naked body. “I’ll be ready to go in a second,” I said. 

I walked past the living room and went back up to the bath-
room grabbing my shoes, clothes, and purse.

“You got a few minutes until your Uber gets here,” he said 
watching me rush to get dressed.
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I zipped up my panties along with my bra back inside my purse 
and slipped on my bodysuit in front of him. Five teased me about 
not putting on my panties and said the wetness from my sex would 
soak my clothes. I buttoned up my pants and was thankful for the 
four-inch block heels on my boots that supported my aching leg 
muscles. Five’s words to me as I got dressed became faint. I was still 
regaining focus from what the twenty-seven-year-old rookie had 
just done to my body. 

Five became the new best. 
We shuffled around the white sheets, our bodies connect-

ing perfectly in every position. The deep eye contact we gave each 
other while in a lovemaking position left me a little shaken. I wasn’t 
expecting his six-foot-three body to be a beautiful work of art with 
the many ink marks and shaded-in images on his muscles. 

I couldn’t even look the rookie in the eye on the way out the 
front door when we hugged; I just heard him say goodbye as I walked 
down the brick stairs of his townhome. 

May 20, 2017 – ORD to LAX – FLT 1243 – Lead Stewardess

“Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome aboard. For those 
of you who have just stepped onboard, we’d like to welcome you on 
the flight to Los Angeles. We do ask that you place your carry-on 
items in the overhead bin or under the seat in front of you. When 
you have found a place for your belongings, we kindly ask that you 
step out of the cabin aisle so your fellow passenger can get to their 
seat assignment and we can get to Los Angeles as soon as possible.”
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I hung up the passenger announcement phone and took a deep 
breath before speaking to him. When I first spotted my favorite actor, 
I thought my mind was playing tricks on me. 

His eyes locked with mine as his foot crossed over from the jet 
bridge to the entry door of the Airbus 321 airplane. I couldn’t believe 
the actor was standing right in front of me with a smile on his face. I 
smiled brightly in return. I spoke to the actor addressing him by his 
last name, making his welcome aboard more personal. 

“I love your work,” I said to the actor. 
I rambled for a couple of seconds telling him how much I loved 

his starring role in one of the biggest urban television shows while 
he looked me up and down, quickly sizing me up. His green eyes 
turned me on. I didn’t move, and neither did he. While we stood 
there, I mentioned my favorite movie that made me fall in love with 
him before I was even a teenager. 

“It’s one of my favorite movies,” I said to flatter the actor.
His soft pink lips curled up in a smile and the flash of his 

teeth sent a fever through my body, and within three seconds I 
realized I was welcoming him aboard a four-hour flight. This was 
the man who made me fall in love with smooth talkers. I was ready 
to be his personal airline stewardess on the early morning flight to 
Los Angeles. 

“Am I riding in first class?” he asked. “I hope I got me a 
first-class seat,” he said jokingly to the customer representative as 
she escorted him to the window seat in the third row of the first-
class cabin. 
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I watched the actor take his time settling into his seat. Never 
had I felt so lucky to have picked a trip up from a coworker of mine 
for the extra money. 

As I went into the aisle to help close the overhead bins in first-
class the actor raised his finger to get my attention. 

“Excuse me, miss,” the actor said to me as I prepared the 
airplane cabin for departure. “May I have some orange juice?” 
he asked.

“Sure,” I said smiling at him. “Just give me a moment to close 
these overhead bins, and I’ll bring it to you.” 

The caterers were literally just finishing with loading the 
service carts on to the airplane, and I could see the flight service 
coordinator stepping onboard.

“Hey, Romonia. I’m just here to make sure you have all the 
supplies for your in-flight service. Are you missing anything?” the 
flight coordinator asked me while she stood at the front of first class. 
The flight coordinator was twisting her neck to catch a glimpse of 
the actor that she herself knew so well from his movies. 

“No. I should be good,” I said to the flight coordinator.
Between the passengers and random women asking me if that 

was the famous actor sitting in first class, I hadn’t really the time to 
check my food service supplies. 

“Okay,” the flight coordinator said. “How are you on bags 
and overhead bin space? Should we tell the gate agents to check the 
bags, so the flight won’t be delayed for not having enough space?” 
she asked.

“We are almost at the end of boarding. I think we should be 
okay. I was just in the aisle helping to close bins,” I said. Just then 
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the stewardess who was working in the aisle stood at the bulkhead 
giving me the thumbs up that the overhead bins could fit more bags. 
“Everything is good,” I said to the flight coordinator. “Thank you so 
much for helping with boarding.”

“No problem,” she said. “Call the agent at the gate if you need 
me. Safe travels.” The flight coordinator waved goodbye and walked 
up the jet bridge. 

I found the boxes of orange juice, and I made enough glasses 
of juice and water for every first-class passenger. In a matter of 
minutes, all seats were full, and the passenger boarding process was 
complete. I closed the forward boarding door to the airplane and it 
was showtime. The only demanding part about flying lead steward-
ess is getting the right passenger announcements out. I was nervous 
knowing that my television husband was sitting in his seat listening 
to my every word on the flight. 

“The boarding door has closed. Please put away your laptop 
computers. Now would be the perfect time to place your cellular 
devices in airplane mode if you haven’t already done so.” 

  I hung up the passenger announcement phone, I took another 
deep breath, and I prepared myself to walk down the aisle for my 
safety checks. I got to the third row of first-class to collect empty 
cups from the pre-departure beverages, and the actor held on to his 
juice taking, slow sips from the cup. 

“I’m sorry, but I’m going to have to take your orange juice,” 
I said to the actor. He shook his head no, holding on to the plastic 
cup like a child. “I promise I’ll get you another one as soon as we get 
up in the air,” I said to him. I waited for the actor to finish a couple 
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sips before he placed the cup in my hand. “Thank you,” I said with a 
smile and then walked away.

I cleaned up the kitchen galley and strapped myself into the 
seat belt harness attached to my jumpseat for takeoff. I counted down 
the time until I was back in the aisle with my television husband. I 
knew there were other passengers in first class, but it was just me 
and the actor for as long as I could have him. 

“Would you like a hot towel?” I asked the actor while hold-
ing the small pair of tongs in my hand, extending the hot towel 
towards him. 

“Yes, please. Thank you,” he said. 
The actor held his hand out and I gave him the hot towel. 

Before I could direct my attention to the man sitting left of him in 
3D, I noticed my celebrity passenger gesture with his fingers that he 
would like two towels. 

“May I have another one please?” he asked.
The actor’s voice sounded exactly like I heard it a million times 

behind the animated character he played in my favorite Disney prin-
cess movie “Princess and the Frog.” 

One towel per passenger is the rule and we didn’t have extra 
towels. The man in 1D had been asleep since takeoff, so I gave the 
actor the one towel I had to spare. 

“Thank you,” the actor said to me with a smile. 
Turning away from the actor, I walked up the aisle going back 

into the kitchen galley to get the seating chart for my passenger 
meals, counting a total of sixteen people to serve. 
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I took the meal preference of the man in 3D and he excused 
himself to go to the restroom, leaving me and the actor with some 
open space as I tried to take his meal preference. 

“Your lips,” the actor said as he placed his finger on his lips, 
but was staring at mine.

“I know,” I said. “Mesmerizing. Right?” 
The way he turned his head at me cutting him off, speaking 

his honest thoughts, left him speechless. 
“Are you eating breakfast this morning?” I asked. 
The actor turned down breakfast but kept his eyes on me. 
“Just coffee. Black,” he said.
I let out a soft chuckle as I always heard the lyrics to the rap 

song Black Coffee, in the back of my mind whenever my male passen-
gers made that request while looking me deep in the eyes. I was glad 
I chose to go with my MAC nude shimmer glam lip gloss for the 7:00 
AM departure. Bright red lipstick on early morning flights I learned 
can sometimes be too bold of a look.

“Thank you,” he said with his eyes still locked on me as I 
finished writing down his request. 

“If it’s not too much to ask, would you mind taking a picture 
with me before you leave?” I asked while holding the serving tray to 
my chest, feeling like the waitress in the New Orleans Disney prin-
cess movie he played in. 

“Only if you give me your number,” the actor said to me. 
His request made my smile turn into seduction as he placed 

his pen down on top of his note pad.
“I think I can manage that,” I said. 
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Honestly, I didn’t want to give the actor my number, but I 
was too nervous to tell a lie while in heaven, so I looked down at 
my paperwork instead of his green eyes. I wanted to tell the actor 
no, because I was on a man cleanse cycle, but it was my television 
husband that was making a deal for my number. 

“So,” the actor said as he crossed his hands over his notepad 
and shifted in his seat to face me more, “do you fly to LA often?” 
he asked. 

His raspy voice made a shiver run down my spine and goose-
bumps appear on my arms.

“Not too often,” I said to him. 
Looking around, I watched everyone smile in our direction. 

I wanted the conversation to last forever. I kept my replies simple 
still hoping to show some professionalism because I was at work. 

“Where are you from?” The actor’s curiosity about my life 
showed on his face as he asked the question.

“Chicago,” I said. “We’re Chicago-based.”
“Oh. Well, that’s perfect. That’s where we film the show,” the 

actor said.
“I worked at a nightclub, and we’d host watch parties for your 

show. A few cast members would stop by often.” I ran some names 
by the actor, and he shook his head yes. 

“I’ll be back to Chicago in October,” the actor said to me. 
I heard the lavatory door close and saw 3D coming back to his 

seat. I finished up my conversation with the actor and continued to 
the next row of passengers taking their breakfast meal preferences.
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“How is the actor up here? Is he nice?” One of the aisle stew-
ardesses asked as she assisted me with picking up the meal trays with 
leftover food and empty glasses after the main cabin service was over.

“He’s sweet,” I said. “A little high maintenance, requesting two 
hot towels to place under his eyes, but to each its own.” I laughed 
at my own humor while the aisle stewardess stood listening and 
hanging on to my every word. “He doesn’t want much,” I said. “Just 
refills on his coffee. He’s been scribbling on his yellow note pad not 
saying much.” I took a dramatic pause before giving her the details. 
“Oh. He also asked for my number,” I said, and her mouth fell open 
at the news. 

We heard footsteps walking up the aisle and the stewardess 
peaked her head out the first-class kitchen galley. 

“Well Mona, here he comes. I’m going to grab a bag for trash 
and do a walkthrough. I’ll be back to check on you,” the aisle steward-
ess teased, making an excuse to leave when she just finished picking 
up empty cups in the main cabin. 

“So, give me your number,” the actor said to me. 
His voice was arousing. His aura was soothing. I wanted to fall 

over into his arms. Instead, I moved out of the way to give us some 
space, but he kept moving in closer. I picked up my flight paperwork 
pretending to read and not pay him much attention. I reminded 
myself to breathe. 

The day I decided to not wear my usual high heels and the first 
time I tried wearing a waist trainer to work would be the day for 
the actor to be onboard. My face wasn’t filled with makeup or false 
lashes, but my hair was curled and the small amount of concealer 
I wore underneath my eyes made me feel good. I made a promise 
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to myself for the new year that I would tone down all the cosmetic 
uses, and I did.  Yet, seeing the actor made me want to second guess 
that choice. 

“You know I feel like I’ve seen you before,” he said, and I shook 
my head no. 

To break away from the actor I moved around in the kitchen 
galley; turning to open and close the carts, trying to look at glass-
ware pretending to make it seem as if I was busy. 

“Maybe not in person or maybe in another lifetime,” he said.
I wasn’t sure if my television husband was practicing on me for 

an audition he had coming up or if he was serious. Either way the 
words coming from his mouth were exactly what I needed to hear. 
I wanted to tell him the truth. I wanted to let the actor know that he 
had seen me before, but it was in a dream. 

My sleep dreams were always very vivid—and good or bad, 
with time my dreams came to pass. One dream I told Momma about 
because in the dream she lost her job—sure enough the dream came 
true. Times when I would get stressed, I would have dreams about 
my great-great-aunt Minola, and in the dream, we’d discuss what-
ever problems I was having. I even experienced a sleep dream about 
Auntie Bell, and the next day, when I went to go tell her about the 
dream, she cut me off and told me what happened in the rest of the 
dream. I figured standing in front of the actor made another sleep 
dream of mines come to pass. Until his words reminded me, I forgot 
all about the dream. I wasn’t ready to face the reality of the actor 
being correct about having a familiar feeling about me, but I didn’t 
want to leave him feeling eccentric. 
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I wanted to tell him about the dream. How it was non-sex-
ual. We made small conversation at a table with dim lighting in the 
dream. The actor also wore a straw fedora hat in the dream, and it 
was just ironic that he was wearing a hat on the morning flight to 
Los Angeles. 

“Maybe,” I said to the actor. 
“Your eyes,” he said leaning in closer, making me direct all my 

attention toward him. “I feel like I’ve looked in them before,” he said. 
“You are so beautiful. Your skin.” 

The actor made me blush. I often got compliments from 
passengers, but his way was different. It was my television husband 
saying these words to me and I was reminded of the dream even 
more, how he had his Louis McKay from Lady Sings the Blues effect 
on me. 

While we stood there in the first-class kitchen galley, I kept 
quiet, and let the actor do all the talking. I wanted to tell him to back 
up, but my words were stuck. I wanted to move, but I had no control 
over my feet. The scent from his cologne was turning me on, and I 
was at work. 

“So? Are you going to give me your number?” the actor 
asked again. 

When I finally was able to move, I walked over to the counter 
in the kitchen galley looking at more paperwork to distract myself 
from not wanting to look in his eyes. I couldn’t believe this was 
happening. The man whom I watched on television every time I 
wanted to feel love vibes was asking for my number. 

“What if you lose it?” I said. It was like the words just left my 
mouth, and my bedroom voice was in full effect. I wanted to tear him 
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down. Strap him in my jumpseat and take control. Telling myself to 
keep it professional in my mind was hard to do every time he spoke 
a word.

“I won’t lose it,” he said. The slowness in the way his lips spread, 
the slight deep breaths he took—I wanted him.

“I don’t know,” I nervously said.
I didn’t want to give the actor my number because I was done 

with men for the season. I was left with my love tank on empty, and 
it was only May.  Between Five and the hangout that never happened 
with two other NBA ballers named 8ball and Ace, I was over the idea 
of working to capture the attention of men. Famous, rich, or medi-
ocre—it didn’t matter. I was over it.

“Go ahead. Write it down,” the actor said to me. 
I took a deep breath. I was hesitant. 
I wrote my name on a piece of paper and told the actor to 

pronounce my name that he didn’t ask for. Wearing my name tag on 
my uniform was something I wasn’t a fan of doing for many reasons. 
With the spelling of my full name being so different, passengers have 
sometimes found my information on social media because of my 
name tag. If the actor couldn’t pronounce my name or care to ask me 
how to pronounce my name like most men, then he wasn’t that inter-
ested in me after all. The weird spelling has always thrown people 
off, but not my television husband. When the actor pronounced my 
name, he made it sound so lovely, that I gave him my number. 

I thought that once I gave the actor the piece of paper with 
my number on it that he would go back to his seat with his mission 
accomplished, but he didn’t; the actor made more conversation 
with me.
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“I’m pretty busy right now,” I said. “I just enrolled back into 
undergraduate school. If you are coming back in October, I should 
be able to manage my time. My days are long.” 

“What are you going to school for?” he asked.
I looked over at the actor, trying to see through him, wonder-

ing if he was really interested in what I had going on in my life or if 
he was just being charming with our conversation, like the character 
he plays in my favorite wedding movie.

“Communications,” I said, leaving out the media and theater 
part. “I’m studying at Northeastern.” 

He shook his head yes, and every word he spoke to me became 
a blur. It hit me that I was having a real-life conversation with the 
same man who I would fall in love with over and over again every 
time I watched some of his movies.

“Well, I can’t tell you how much I’ve enjoyed talking with you 
and seeing you. You made my day,” I said to him and gave a smile 
trying to end the conversation so I could get back to work. 

“Hopefully you’ll let me make your night one of these days,” he 
said stepping in so close to me that I could feel his breath on my nose. 
“Now give me a kiss,” the actor said as he looked me deep in the eyes. 

Two seconds of shock I experienced from the actor’s bold 
request, before giving him a reply.

“I’m at work,” I said to him. I turned my head away from the 
actor and my response made him laugh. He knew I wanted to kiss 
him, but I couldn’t. 

As the actor went to open the lavatory door, I noticed the 
Ziplock bag filled with travel-size baby wipes and wet wipes in his 
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hand. Laughing to myself I was glad to know I wasn’t the only person 
to use those when going to the toilet. 

Just when the actor went into the lavatory, the aisle stewardess 
made her way back up to the first-class cabin. 

“Mona, were you two up here kissing?” the aisle stewardess 
asked laughing. 

I shook my head no, but was embarrassed about my private 
thoughts of wanting to. 

The actor stayed in the lavatory for about ten minutes. Before 
he came out, the aisle stewardess went back in the main cabin to 
answer a passenger call light. 

“Come on, let’s take our picture,” the actor said reaching for 
my phone. “Here, let’s take a selfie. You stand here.” My television 
husband shifted me to his left. 

We looked at ourselves on the phone screen and I thought 
we looked nice together, my dark-toned complexion next to his 
fair skin. His sandy brown hair. His green eyes. He looked better 
in person. 

My television husband snapped away with the camera, and I 
was infatuated. 

I could hear footsteps coming up the aisle while he and I smiled 
at our photos. The aisle stewardess made her way back to first class. 

“Here, let’s have her take a picture. See if we like that one,” 
he said. 

The actor handed over my phone to the aisle stewardess as she 
stood in front of the jumpseat. He placed his hand low on my waist 
resting near my hips and hugged me tighter. I couldn’t even give a 
natural smile; I was blushing.
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“Thank you,” the actor said as he took my phone from the aisle 
stewardess. He looked over the photo the aisle stewardess took. “No. 
I like the one we took better,” he said to me. 

As the actor returned to his seat, I watched him talk to the 
female passenger in 1C who said she didn’t blame him for taking so 
many pictures with me, because I was so pretty.

“Isn’t she beautiful?” he said to the lady in 1C. 
The actor took his seat and I was still blushing. 
Every time the pilots flipped the seat belt sign off, my televi-

sion husband was up and out of his seat—and in my face. Again, the 
actor asked the man in 3D to let him out the row of seats and the 
actor found his way back to me.

“Do you mind if I stand here for a second? I have to get some-
thing out of my carry-on,” the actor asked.

“Sure. Be my guest,” I said. 
I watched the actor walk into the first-class kitchen galley 

bending down at the knee searching for something in his carry-on 
bag. I took a few seconds to entertain myself with private thoughts 
thinking about his character from my favorite movie and the more 
recent Christmas holiday version that I went to see in theaters. I 
replayed both movies on DVD. I would watch the actor sing Can 
You Stand the Rain by New Edition at least a million times in the 
Christmas holiday movie. Whenever the actor dropped to his knees 
while singing, I screamed just like every woman in the theater did 
when the movie premiered in 2013.

“How old are you?” he asked me, and I was in a daze.
While I sat on the jumpseat, the actor was kneeling in real life 

next to me. As my television husband dug around in his carry-on 
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bag waiting for me to respond, I thought about my favorite scene 
from “The Best Man.” At the wedding, the actor caught the garter 
from the groom and went to slide it up the woman’s leg who caught 
the bouquet. 

I rehearsed the actor’s line a thousand times while watching 
that movie, 

“Say you like it.”
Before meeting the actor, I would fantasize about how I wanted 

him to say those words to me.
“Twenty-eight,” I finally said replying to the actor’s question.
“Oh. You’re just a baby,” the actor said. I rolled my eyes at his 

comment because he wasn’t looking at me like I was just a baby. “I’m 
forty-eight,” he said as he pulled a small white box from his carry-on.

Age never really meant anything to me. I would date successful 
men that were older than me, but most men were never honest with 
me about their age anyway, so the actor’s age really didn’t matter. 
The men that I met always thought they were either too old or too 
young for me, and I barely got the truth. The actor had no grey hair. 
His skin was tight, and his body looked good from the previews of 
his current television show. Besides all of that, he was the man that 
I loved. Didn’t matter if it was his character that spoke to my heart; 
to me, it was him. 

“Okay. That doesn’t intimidate me,” I said to the actor. 
My response left him speechless but with a grin. 
The actor talked more with me, and his words were faint while 

I lived in my own fantasies. 
Before going back to his seat, I figured to at least ask the actor 

one question that I always wanted to know.
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“Do you really play the guitar like how you played in ‘The Best 
Man’?” I asked him, and his voice shifted to a more serious tone.

“Yes,” he said. The actor went into detail telling me about the 
many instruments that he played. 

While his soft pink lips moved, I drifted out into another 
fantasy. I looked at him from his shoes up, as he stood over my 
jumpseat, hips to my face.

“Maybe one of these days I’ll teach you,” he said. “But I’m going 
to charge you for lessons though,” he joked then turned around going 
towards his seat. 

“No worries. I’ll pay for it,” I said. 
The actor stopped in his tracks and looked over his shoulder 

catching my sarcasm, knowing I wasn’t talking about the lessons. 
Again, he then gave me the same sly grin that stole the hearts of many. 

“Is that him?” The senior mama stewardess working in the 
main cabin came to see who the famous actor was onboard. She 
peaked her head out into the aisle to get a glimpse of him. “He’s really 
nice looking,” she said.

“I know,” I said to her with a smile.
“I met another celebrity last month,” the senior mama said. I 

laughed at the photo she showed me on her phone with a Chicago 
rapper. “Yeah. He’s a super cool guy. He was just on the news for 
the donation he made to the Chicago schools,” she said. I shook my 
head letting her know I heard about the story while I stuffed my 
face with a breakfast croissant. “Now how’s Grandma?” the senior 
mama asked me.

It was hard explaining my situation to my coworkers about 
my Auntie Bell. I would get teary-eyed talking about her condition 
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with my two senior mamas who were flying with me the entire 
month. Auntie Bell’s dementia was getting worse, and she took a 
fall so bad that she fractured her leg and was wearing a cast. Earlier 
in the month, while out on a trip with the senior mamas, I left work 
early after getting a call that Auntie Bell’s nurse aide called 9-1-1. 
Aunt Bell was rushed off to the hospital because she appeared to be 
disoriented and wasn’t coherent.

“I don’t want to bring you down,” the senior mama said as 
she gave me a hug. “I just didn’t have any time to ask you about her 
since we started our trip this morning. Just remember to take lots 
of photos with her and spend as much time with her as you can. I 
know it gets stressful dealing with family, but you’re doing the right 
thing by helping out your mom. They both need you, and I know 
this job can take a lot out of you, but you have to be there for your 
family. Always remember that,” the senior mana stewardess said.

“You’re right,” I said to her. “I’ve talked with a union represen-
tative who knows what’s going on in my life and she said the same 
thing. I do good, but sometimes I do want a break,” I took a deep 
breath thinking about the stress of Aunt Bell’s condition, wondering 
how I was going to manage attending school, along with flying trips 
and be able to be there for my family.

When the senior mama went back to the main cabin, I thought 
about the reality of my world that I was able to escape from since 
seeing the actor on the morning flight. With not much time left until 
landing, I began to clean up the kitchen galley. I placed empty coffee 
mugs and dirty bread plates in the trash cart so the airplane would 
be decent for the cleaning crew. I took quick glances at the actor 
to make sure he was comfortable and didn’t need anything from 
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me. My television husband had his moments of falling asleep, and 
if he wasn’t out his seat talking to me, he was writing on his note-
pad. I reached into the coat closet and took my spare pair of work 
heels out of my suitcase. I was wishing for the flight to last forever, 
but since it couldn’t, I wanted to give my television husband a last-
ing impression. 

The pilot made the announcement to prepare for landing and 
the people started shuffling their things to get ready for the final 
moments of the flight.

“Ladies and gentlemen to prepare for landing, please make 
sure your seats are in the full upright position, and all tray tables 
are stowed. If you have any items outside of the overhead bin, now 
would be the time to place those bags back up in the bins or under-
neath the seat in front of you. We will be landing soon. Thank you.” 

I hung up the passenger announcement phone and put the 
strut on down the first-class aisle with a serving tray in hand. I 
returned to the kitchen galley and locked the service carts. I smiled 
at the actor before strapping myself into my jumpseat. The wheels 
touched the ground and I made my last passenger announcement. 

“Welcome to Los Angeles where the local time is 10:10 AM. 
We do ask that you remain seated with your seat belts fastened until 
the captain has parked at the gate and has switched off the fasten-
seat-belt sign. We would like to thank you for flying with us today, 
and we hope to see you again soon.”

The airplane slowly pulled into the gate, and the seat belt sign 
went off. 
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The only thing I could think about was seeing my television 
husband off board. The fear of not getting a goodbye ran through 
me because he was on the phone handling business. 

“Excuse me.” I heard a man’s voice say to me. 
I turned to find Mr. 1D standing behind me while I was bent 

over looking out the boarding door window for the gate agent. 
“Yes sir?” I gave Mr. 1D my full attention.
“I know I talked to you before we landed but here’s my number. 

I would really love to take you out,” he said. “I run a televised comedy 
show here in LA. You should come and have a good time when you’re 
in town. I’ll take care of all your accommodations, and we can get to 
know one another,” Mr. 1D said to me.

“Thank you. I’ll keep it in mind,” I said and took the piece of 
paper that Mr. 1D extended in his hand towards me.

“You should come and let me show you a great time. I know 
you’ll enjoy yourself,” 1D said. 

I looked over the piece of paper with his number and name at 
the top, and quickly stuffed the paper into my pocket not knowing 
if my television husband caught a glimpse of us. I didn’t want the 
actor to think it was something I did often, especially after having 
the experience with him.

“Okay. I’ll remember that,” I said to Mr. 1D.
The knock on the door from the gate agent was just in time. 

The boarding door opened and to my surprise, there were two gate 
agents that welcomed us to Los Angeles International Airport—
one was my old friend from Chicago that wanted to work for 
Bossman. We waved our hands at each other, but she and I said 
nothing. My high school friend was a gate agent in Chicago when 
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she and I reconnected, but her transferring to Los Angeles must have 
happened for her during our time of not talking to each other over 
social media drama.

“See you soon. Use that number,” Mr. 1D said as he walked 
off the airplane.

“Have a great day,” I said and waved goodbye to him. The 
gesture was nice, but naturally, there was only one passenger on my 
mind. I counted down the people I had to wish a well day until I got 
to the actor. “Thank you for flying. Enjoy the rest of your day,” I said 
to the next passenger. 

Before I could say goodbye to my television husband, he told 
the person on the phone to hold on. 

The actor took hold of my arm, pulling me forward and leaned 
in to kiss me goodbye on the cheek. It was the perfect way for a 
gentleman to say farewell. The flight went down in history as the 
best flight of my work career. 

The night before the flight to Los Angeles with the actor, I was 
in bed talking with God, asking why I was having such a lousy time 
with men and not getting what I wanted. I felt I wasn’t asking for 
much. Every man that was crazy about me I wasn’t interested in, and 
every baller was too busy playing the field. I wanted to know when 
my Prince Charming was going to come or if I was worthy of a Prince 
Charming. I was beginning to want babies and one partner to love 
enough so if marriage didn’t work at least co-parenting would. For 
my television husband to step aboard the flight the next morning, I 
figured it to be God’s way of saying, 

“Yes, Romonia. You will have your happily ever after.”
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For so long I was told by Daddie that my perfect man didn’t 
exist. When Momma got tired of hearing about the many men I 
let enter and exit my life, I began to keep my personal thoughts 
about the men I knew to myself. I mostly talked with God about the 
emotions the men of my past made me feel. To tell God everything 
became spiritual healing for me because I didn’t want to become one 
of those “all men are the same” type of women. I wanted to believe in 
a fairytale or something that let me know real love was in the world. I 
always felt in my heart that there was one man out there in the world 
who would be exactly what I wanted, and I would be exactly what 
he needed regardless of what I heard from my parents.

After deplaning every passenger in Los Angeles, I went to grab 
my purse, and I reached for my batphone. Naturally, I needed to do 
my research on the celebrity passenger. Googled showed my actor 
was from Chicago, with a net worth of somewhere between five to 
thirty million dollars, and was divorced a few times but possibly 
remarried to the last ex-wife. 

I shook my head and then laughed. I remember thinking, 
Well, so much for my fairytale.
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The Actor (Terrence Howard) and The Airline Stewardess (Romonia)
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July 15, 2017 – LAX to ATL – FLT 2513 – Lead Stewardess

The woman who was most famous for being a hip-hop sex symbol 
stepped on the airplane. I was so busy talking with the new-hire 
aisle stewardess about my plans for our Atlanta layover that I didn’t 
see the face of the feminist when she boarded the airplane; I only 
saw her hip, thighs, and her famous backside that was glorified by 
millions of people.

The feminist became famous for many reasons revolving 
around celebrity men and her leaked nude photos online. Once a 
stripper, turned mom and entrepreneur, the feminist made a house-
hold name for herself. I would watch her late-night television show 
on the VH1 channel with my Aunt Joyce who would be shocked at 
the feminist’s use of vulgar language when saying words like “dick” 
as she referred to the body parts of men on national cable television. 
Telling me to switch channels after she heard enough, my seventy-
year-old aunt would say,

“She’s one of those nasty-mouth women.” 
I told Auntie Joyce about things the feminist stood for like 

fighting for women’s rights and being an activist against slut sham-
ing. The feminist held an annual slut-themed parade that became 
a main event in Los Angeles, California that I would see online. I 
was in love with the feminist on social media; she often popped up 
on big name blog sites like The Shade Room and Baller Alert that I 
followed on Instagram. Like most, I admired her body.

The feminist was beautiful to look at, but seeing how the femi-
nist took pride in using the word “hoe” in reference to herself, I never 
really looked up to her as my role model like a lot of other young 
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women, especially those who wanted to live the fast life. I appreci-
ated the feminist for her boldness over the years. But with me being 
a woman that shared herself with a fair number of men, I never ever 
thought it was funny, or cute, to refer to myself as a slut or hoe, and 
never had a man called me one. I learned at a young age to carry 
myself with respect and like a lady. What was done in the bedroom 
with the men I loved, cared about, or chose to share myself with 
was never a reflection of my personality or the making of me. My 
demeanor spoke loud and clear, telling those who looked my way 
that I am more than what’s between my thighs.  

“Who is she? Is she famous?” The new hire aisle steward asked.
The new-hire assisting me in first class all month was new 

to America and eager to know who the celebrity woman was that 
sent every man onboard in a frenzy. Some passengers boarding the 
plane stopped to ask me about the feminist; wondering if she was 
the woman who was married to a famous west coast rapper. Since 
they were divorced, I replied to the passengers with a smile and 
welcomed them aboard. 

“What’s she famous for?” The new hire stewardess asked me 
again. I took a long pause wondering how to gather my words to 
explain to this young virgin stewardess from South Africa what 
the explicit celebrity feminist was famous for without jading 
her thoughts.

My first introduction to learning the name of the feminist 
was seeing her leaked nude photos on social media back during 
my undergraduate years after she dated a celebrity rapper from the 
south side of Chicago. Dating him was her introduction to fame, 
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but those leaked photos made her infamous with men and women. 
Her photos taught me how not to be insecure about my naked body. 

But that wasn’t how I wanted to introduce the feminist to my 
virgin new-hire stewardess that was experiencing her first celebrity 
passenger. So, I mentioned the worldwide celebrity rapper known 
for his rants that the feminist once dated before becoming a mother 
and divorcée of the west coast rapper. 

After the new-hire raised her eyebrows in excitement at the 
feminist, I asked her to check the overhead bins. I grabbed the cabin 
crew phone to call the stews in the back so they could know we had a 
special passenger onboard. Being the hip-hop lover that the kitchen 
galley stewardess was, I knew she would be pumped, and I was right. 

“Get out. Are you serious?” The kitchen galley stewardess said 
to me over the crew phone. I rolled my eyes as the kitchen galley 
stewardess mentioned the latest rapper from Atlanta that the femi-
nist was dating. She was the perfect airline stew to work with for 
this trip. “I bet she’s on her way to see him,” the kitchen galley stew-
ardess said.

“I can’t with you,” I said while laughing at how well informed 
the kitchen galley stewardess was about the feminist and her new 
Atlanta rapper boyfriend. “I guess that would make sense since we 
are headed to Atlanta.”

“Okay, I’m going to come up after boarding,” she said.
“All right,” I said and hung up the crew phone. 
The airplane sat at the gate for a few minutes, and after doing 

my safety checks I stood in the kitchen galley looking out the 
window. Every flight to Atlanta was always personal for me since 
my interaction with Five, and when the two little twin girls stepped 
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onboard, I stopped in my tracks. I had seen their faces on Five’s 
teammate’s Instagram that I would comment on before meeting 
the Atlanta rookie. Seeing the little twin passengers dressed in pink 
outfits reminded me of a sleep dream I had about Five bringing me 
home from the hospital in his Mercedes G-Class after giving birth 
to twin girls, wrapped in a pink blanket—that dream shook me up 
for a while. 

As I stood in the kitchen galley, I put the old dream of Five off 
to the back of mind and waited for the airplane to depart from the 
gate. The twin girls that were traveling as unaccompanied minors 
onboard, along with the celebrity passenger, made for a lot of extra 
responsibility on the five-hour flight to Atlanta. It was time for me 
to focus on my work and get out of my thoughts of a guy from my 
past. When I felt the airplane push back from the gate, it was time 
for me to get the safety demonstration done so the stews could sit 
in their jumpseats. 

A lot of stews get hurt when the airplane is moving on the 
taxiway. Doing seat belt checks after the safety demonstration as 
the airplane rolls on the ground has made for some serious work 
injuries. Most passengers don’t realize how dangerous it is to walk 
on the airplane when the wheels are rolling on the ground. Most 
people think it’s cool to do, even after I give strict instructions to be 
seated with seat belts fastened. The airline provides safety rules for 
passengers to follow, but people barely listen unless its bad turbu-
lence; then everyone is sitting with seat belts tight across their hips 
while praying. Luckily there was no bad turbulence for us as we took 
off on the last night flight going to Atlanta from Los Angeles.
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“I see she’s sitting in a different seat over by the window,” the 
kitchen galley stewardess said. She came up to the first-class cabin 
once the in-flight service was complete. The former-radio-host-
turned-airline-stewardess was a major fan of the celebrity feminist.

“Yeah, she did swap seats without asking,” I said. “It’s glad 
to know that nobody was sitting in that seat. Plus there’s nobody 
assigned to the seat next to where she was supposed to be sitting at 
anyway. You would think she would have been more comfortable in 
the row by herself versus sharing the space next to the man in 5B,” I 
said shrugging my shoulders and putting together the in-flight crew 
meals to pass up to the pilots in the cockpit. 

I didn’t really care where the feminist sat as long as she was 
comfortable. She didn’t ask for much, so I offered her bottled water. 
The feminist mainly slept and stayed on her phone. I would get 
nervous at times when I would speak to the feminist because of the 
infatuation I had with her in the early years of my twenties.

“I keep forgetting she’s not from here,” the kitchen galley stew-
ardess said talking about our South African new-hire stewardess. 

The new-hire was the first person I met that looked European 
and was from the continent of Africa. Before I asked the new-hire 
about her accent, I thought she was going to tell me that she was 
from Australia; South Africa is the last place I expected for her to say. 

The kitchen galley stewardess sat on the jumpseat telling me 
all the questions the new-hire stewardess kept asking her about our 
celebrity passenger. The kitchen galley stewardess being a super fan 
was able to share all the Google facts with the new-hire stewardess. 

“I was shocked that she didn’t know who she was. Like who 
doesn’t know who she is,” the galley kitchen stewardess said.
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“For a new-hire she’s young,” I said. “And so sweet. Kinda 
naïve but very smart. Mature in the manner that she carries herself. 
I can’t believe she’s only twenty years old. We’ve been talking. I gave 
her some tips about guys and not rushing into anything until she’s 
ready. Gave her the golden rule about drinking: if you walk away 
from your cup, then leave it. She’s excited to celebrate her twenty-first 
birthday in October. The girl is already trying to figure out her first 
drink to order. I told her to keep it classy and make it a Cosmo or 
Apple Martini,” I said as I joined the kitchen galley stewardess on 
the jumpseat.

“I don’t think she has a boyfriend. She didn’t mention one,” the 
kitchen galley stewardess said.

“No, she doesn’t have one,” I said. “Remember I asked her on 
our fourth of July trip when we went out to dinner on our layover 
in Phoenix.” 

“Oh yeah, that’s right,” the kitchen galley stewardess said while 
shaking her head in remembrance. “That was our first trip. She’s so 
innocent and nothing like the other twenty-something-year-old 
new hires we have. Like, I can’t even hold a conversation with them.” 
She laughed. 

“I know what you mean,” I said. “Do you know how hard it 
was trying to explain to her what our celebrity passenger is famous 
for when she asked? Last summer I watched episodes of her VH1 
television show with my aunt was like in her seventies. After the 
third time of hearing the word ‘dick’ my aunt was over it,” I said and 
we both laughed. 

“Did you ever read her book?” the kitchen galley stewardess 
asked me.
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I forgot the feminist even had a book. Everything our celebrity 
passenger did was on social media, and the title wasn’t my favorite. I 
had never been a fan of the trendy phrase “bad bitch” or women who 
referred to themselves as “bad bitches.” The word was never attractive 
to me no matter how a person dressed it up. Most viewed it as a 
compliment, while I saw it as being disrespectful. I just felt the word 
gave more leeway to men and even other women to be disrespectful. 

“No. I heard about it though,” I said to the kitchen 
galley stewardess.

“I did. I loved it. She’s so awesome. Her book helped me when I 
was feeling insecure about my body, because I’m tall and for a white 
girl my butt is pretty big. I was in high school at the time, and every-
one else around me was skinny, short, and thin,” the kitchen galley 
stewardess said. When I looked at my coworker, I didn’t see any of 
those flaws. I thought she was pretty with her height, curvy figure, 
blue eyes, and burgundy colored hair. “I want to go to her annual 
walk event this year,” she said.

“We should go. I hear it’s pretty empowering. Her interview 
with Wendy Williams back in 2011 after one of her breakups always 
stuck with me. Watching her over the years has made me learn to 
embrace my past and the assholes I’ve dated who were not so nice 
to me. Like the NBA ball player in Atlanta. Every flight to Atlanta I 
still think about him. Did you see the set of twin girls sitting in the 
last row? You know the cute little unaccompanied minors?” I asked 
pointing towards the main cabin. 

“Yeah, I saw them. They’re so cute,” she said.
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“I recognize them from his teammate’s Instagram. Small world. 
I know it sounds weird, but I’ve had a dream similar to this, almost 
like déjà vu,” I said to her.

“Really? Tell me,” the kitchen galley stewardess said.
I shook my head no trying to change the subject, but she would 

not let up until I told her. I didn’t give too many details, just enough 
to leave her in awe. While we chatted, a young man sitting in first 
class whose green dreadlocks I noticed during boarding got out his 
seat and walked towards me. His brown skin covered in skeleton 
tattoos and his thick goatee was attractive. I stepped out of his way 
so that he could go to the lavatory. 

A few minutes later the guy came back out of the lavatory, and 
he stood beside me while rubbing his hands together then returned 
to his seat at 5E. I let the guy with the green dreads get adjusted in his 
seat before I went to check on him. Seeing how he didn’t want to eat 
anything during the flight, I at least thought to keep him hydrated. 

“Can I get you anything? Something to drink maybe?” I 
asked him.

“Apple juice,” he said. 
It took me all of three seconds to pour the guy a glass of juice.
“If you need anything else just ring your call light,” I said to 

him as I sat the glass down on the tray table of the empty seat next 
to him. I went through the cabin checking on my other passengers 
and then I returned to the first-class kitchen galley.

“Did she want anything? She was just scrolling on her phone 
when I walked past. I don’t want to bother her,” the kitchen galley 
stewardess asked about our celebrity passenger. 
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“No. She didn’t eat either, and I gave her one of the big bottles 
of water. That’s all she asked for, not demanding,” I said. Turning the 
lights down in the kitchen galley, we made small talk to kill time. 
“Do you remember the on-call stewardess who joined us at Red 
Rock for dinner on our Salt Lake City layover?” I asked the kitchen 
galley stewardess.

“Yeah, I do. What about her?” she asked.
“Well that stewardess is from Atlanta and we’re going out,” I 

said. “You’re welcome to come if you like.”
“Yes. Thanks for inviting me. I packed a dress and heels, so 

I’m down,” she said.
“Great,” I said. “I’m going to close these carts and clean up 

because the captain should be preparing us for landing soon. I don’t 
want to be doing this stuff last minute. It would just be my luck we 
start having turbulence.” 

I went to check on the twin girls who were sitting in the last 
row of main cabin. Earlier in the flight, I loaded them down with ice 
cream and whatever treats they wanted. I saw their pictures so many 
times on Instagram, always leaving pink heart emojis as comments. 
The way their brown hazel undertone eyes glowed reminded me 
so much of my Aunt Bell’s eyes, and for the flight those girls were 
mine to care for. Seeing the twin girls excitement as they got off the 
airplane gave me a smile and when the twin girls said that they too 
wanted to work flying on airplanes, it touched my heart so much to 
think that I made the flight magical for them.
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The Feminist (Amber Rose) and The Airline Stewardess (Romonia)
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Chapter Eight

Summertime Layovers

DURING THE SUMMER OF 2017, MY LIFE TWISTED 
and turned in several different ways. I began to write more 
in my personal journal and less in my prayer journal. The 

ongoing challenge of balancing my career and family is what I felt 
I couldn’t conquer when I added school into the mix. Making little 
memos about my life experiences on social media and typing in the 
notepads of my phones gave me an outlet for stress. 

I loved every minute of my Non-Verbal Communication class 
that I took over the summer at Northeastern Illinois University. It 
felt so good to be back on familiar grounds. All the positive memo-
ries of being in class and when I would check out my favorite Maya 
Angelou books from the campus library shifted my focus back to 
achieving the educational goals that I set years before my airline 
stewardess career. Unfortunately, I didn’t do as well as I’d hoped in 
the accelerated summer semester course. I earned a “C” in class, and 
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I was grateful for that, but I was used to at least making honor roll 
during my regular college years. 

Taking a three-hour credit class and working full time wasn’t 
as easy as I thought it was going to be. I thought that maybe if I were 
working an office job, then it would’ve been a piece of cake. But then 
I remembered the work flight to Barcelona when I flew with a stew-
ardess who graduated from college while flying on the line, so I had 
no excuses. Not only did the stewardess complete her undergraduate 
studies but she finished graduate school and then got a part-time job 
as a professor and still flew seventy hours a month. I kept in mind 
that the stewardess was single with no children so while I had the 
same circumstances, I wanted to complete my education; my baby 
fever was high and kicking in strong. Meeting that ambitious stew-
ardess taught me there were positive ways to stay busy and produc-
tive with the extra time on my hands. 

In the summertime months, I worked with my share of senior 
mama and papa stews who in their late forties and fifties were miss-
ing out on some really amazing years in their life because the focus 
stayed on the lack of companionship or intimacy in their life. I could 
see the negative emotional effect love had on my coworkers, and I 
didn’t want to look up in ten years to find myself still holding on to 
the dream of a husband and kids. My life as a single airline stew-
ardess was too much fun. I told myself that I was going to work, I 
would travel, I would dress well, and that I would present myself to 
new opportunities. 

Flying was awesome but being ambitious made me want to 
earn more career titles besides being an airline stewardess. When I 
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started gaining company seniority, I knew it was time to chase those 
classroom dreams and make them my goals. 

With my one little class, I experienced many flight delays roll-
ing over into my off days, it was just unbelievable. Delays from a 
turn-around work trip became two-day trips. There were days I was 
zooming on the expressway after catching the first flight back to 
Chicago O’Hare Airport. Thankfully I didn’t have to work the flights 
back to base, but it was just the point. I would make it to campus on 
the north side of town ten minutes before the start of my morning 
class still dressed in my work uniform. It was unbearable not getting 
rest because I would be up with anxiety about not being sure if I 
would make it to campus in time for an exam. I took the accelerated 
summer class because I thought it would work out with my flying 
schedule, but the unexpected delays I didn’t really plan for. The same 
material and exams that were usually done in thirteen weeks, I took 
in six weeks. It was hard, but I made it happen. I could have studied 
harder, but being at work in the kitchen galley after my food service 
with my textbooks wasn’t the most professional look. 

Taking the one summer class let me see what my life would 
be like the year after next since I didn’t register for classes that were 
starting at the end of August because of the hold on my school grants. 
I could have paid out of pocket for fall semester—like I ended up 
having to do for the summer course—but that was going to require 
more flying, and more flying meant no days off for school.

The disappointment I felt crushed me on the inside.
The support that I received from my mother and Auntie Bell 

during my school studies was positive. They both tried their best to 
let me have my off days to study instead of writing out checks for 
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bills or taking them to Walmart and Sam’s Club every two minutes. 
Nevertheless, after a few guilt trips, I put my life on hold to help 
out. It was stressful balancing personal life, work, school, and then 
with Momma needing my assistance with everything doubled the 
load. After getting my car repaired from an unfortunate car acci-
dent in August, I was able to get errands done for everyone. Then 
when Momma asked me to help out more with Auntie Bell until she 
hired a second fill-in nurse aide to care for her, the strain on my life 
became exhausting. 

The depression of not being able to enroll in school had me 
locked in the house for a week. Attending school was going to be 
my distraction from men and sex. The same energy I was looking 
to give away to men, I was ready to now focus on putting into my 
school books, but that plan fell through. For a week I didn’t answer 
any of Momma’s calls. I didn’t care about showering. I didn’t comb 
my hair, and I ate as many boxes of Sneakers ice-cream bars my 
money could buy. I blamed my failure of not having the success in 
school that I wanted on myself.  

After the week of feeling sorry for myself, I got up and brushed 
my shoulders off again. I went to The Pink Shop in Roseland to get 
my hair done. Sena who was a big Instagram sensation when it came 
to selling weave and hairstyling on the south side hooked me up. I 
got back to the regular tinting of my eyebrows, and appointments for 
false eyelashes. I enjoyed the pedicures that I got with rhinestones 
on my toes as they made me feel sparkly. 

The start of my summer was busy on every end, and then it 
just began to fall apart. 
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No school and falling out with my international baller made 
the middle of my summer dull, because at least I had the sexual 
release with him to get me through the madness while I was on my 
layovers. After the international baller and I went our separate ways, 
I kept in touch with 8ball, the NBA Brooklyn hoopstar. When my 
uncle passed away, 8ball was there for me offering any assistance that 
I might have needed, but I was okay. 8ball’s consistent text messages 
and half-naked video calls on the hot summer nights gave me the 
comfort I needed.

When my rough patch of the summer ended, I spoiled myself 
with a little shopping and took Momma to the Taste of Chicago 
festival. Momma and I had such a fantastic time eating all the pizza 
from the different booths and fried chicken from Harold’s food 
truck. Robbin’s ribs and Eli’s cheesecake were my traditional stops 
for me at the festival. Momma and I didn’t go to the concert that’s 
held every year in Grant Park like we did the last time we attended 
the festival together where we saw Erykah Badu perform in concert, 
nor did we get our palms read by the gypsy woman who would tell 
our fortunes that sat outside of Grant Park. Instead, Momma and I 
sat by the Buckingham Fountain and watched a small parade filled 
with Native Americans wearing feather costumes and playing on 
their instruments as they chanted. 

Going to the Taste of Chicago festival was our tradition. Every 
year in the 1990s, Momma and I would catch the Jeffery CTA bus #14 
from 93rd Street to downtown for the Taste of Chicago. Those were 
some of our happiest moments. Watching the fireworks at Navy Pier 
with the way the night sky was made beautiful from the blue and red 
sparks made me look forward to the annual event. 
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Unfortunately, because of the crime in recent years, the new 
mayor changed the traditional dates to the Taste of Chicago festival. 
Two shootings that occurred back to back two years in a row shifted 
the tradition in Chicago. One young man lost his life, and since then 
the festival has never really been the same. It’s senseless, the killing 
that goes on in Chicago, and it hurts me to my core.

Crime and death floods the south side of Chicago. 
So many young men I went to high school with have been 

victims of police brutality. One lost his life, leaving behind a son 
for his high school sweetheart to raise on her own after he was shot 
and killed by a Chicago police officer. Another I knew was killed 
by two teenagers who wanted to carjack him, and then another 
person I knew from high school was killed when someone wanted 
his diamond earrings. 

I pray daily that things would wash away and become better 
because when the summertime hits in Chicago, just like the rise in 
temperatures, up goes the death tolls in shootings.

On July 14th while out on a three-day work trip, I was reas-
signed to layover in Phoenix, Arizona. Day two of the work trip I 
flew as a passenger from Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport to Los Angeles 
International Airport that later went viral on social media. A Los 
Angeles hip-hop rapper posted a photo of himself on social media 
sitting in first class being harassed by a white male passenger who sat 
a row behind him in main cabin. The main cabin passenger tapped 
the rapper’s shoulder and told the rapper to put on his headphones. 
When I read the articles online and on the social media blogs, I 
felt like the rapper was not in the wrong to deny the request of a 
middle-aged white male passenger who spoke to him so rudely. 
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To my surprise, I was shook when I later discovered that I too was 
onboard flight 447 with the rapper.

Because the rapper was a man of color wearing a black hoodie 
and a wave cap, more than likely he was labeled as a thug by some of 
the non-black passengers onboard. This is not my assumption but 
a fact after cases like Trayvon Martin and Mike Brown that have 
happened in recent American history. Those two young black males 
were dressed similar to the rapper, and just like him, Trayvon and 
Mike were labeled by white American men who believe the same 
stereotype that most black men dressed in urban gear are thugs. 

It’s not fair to negatively label the way black people use urban 
culture to express themselves through fashion. The urban clothes we 
wear creates a platform to radiate our style. Showing our personality 
and being an individual by the way we dress shouldn’t be viewed as 
a threat by those who don’t understand us and our urban culture. 

I am known for wearing sneakers with jeans and a fitted cap on 
my off days. Does that make me any less professional? Does it make 
me any less educated? Does it make me a thug when I’m an airline 
stewardess? Does it allow me to express my love for sports if I rock 
a Bulls hat on game day or does it mean I’m a threat because I pair it 
with silver jumbo hoop earrings and red lipstick? Sometimes I don’t 
know if expressing my versatility through fashion is something that 
an airline stewardess is allowed to do on her day off. 

I encountered passengers who called out commands at me the 
same way the man had done to the LA rapper, but does the rudeness 
and tone of those non-black people earn them the label of being 
the aggressor? 
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One middle-aged white female passenger placed her finger 
in my face once, telling me how I was to accommodate her because 
she was a card member sitting in the main cabin since the first class 
was full on a half-hour flight. The passenger did all of that over a cup 
of coffee that we didn’t have in the main cabin because the in-flight 
service was strictly juice and water. Now, if I would’ve given that 
female passenger a response using some authority in my voice or 
even if I simply dismissed her rudeness and evil stares by walk-
ing away, I believe that I still would have been labeled as the black 
woman with attitude because of the situation. I used the advice from 
my union representative, and I took the information of the female 
passenger that gave me issues. 

I could totally identify with the rapper being upset at the way 
the man spoke to him like he wasn’t of equal or owed respect. To 
show respect to another human being regardless of physical differ-
ences or status should be the law. If that would have been the case 
with the male passenger and the LA rapper, I’m sure the situation 
would have played out differently. Asking a person and command-
ing a person to do something are two completely different things. 
There was no respect shown between the two grown men because 
one felt superior to the other. 

Despite what the new political figures think of America, the 
country is already great. A lot of people said that when President 
Obama won the election twice in a row that racism was over with. 
But with the new oval office seat holder, people can see clear as day 
how racism, sexism, and bigotry is now socially acceptable. I won’t 
leave it up to a new president to make the country I live in great when 
I can start first with my home, with myself. It’s up to us as individual 
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people to make the world great again by taking care of our own 
homes, loving the people we live with, and respecting our neighbors 
no matter their race, gender, or sexual orientation. 

My heart went out to the victims and families of LGBTQ 
community that were affected by the deadly shooting at the Orlando 
gay nightclub Pulse. To see someone that I knew well as my supe-
rior from my ARMY ROTC days at Florida A&M University be a 
victim of the tragic hate crime, losing his life, made the horrific event 
personal for me. Human life seems to have no value for those who 
have their own moral or religious beliefs. We as people are not God 
in any form. It is not our right to judge or take life from those who 
God has placed on this green earth.

I cried when I watched the video of a group of teenagers from 
a high school football team in Iowa wearing white hoods hold-
ing a Confederate flag and gun in front of what appeared to be a 
burning cross. I thought to myself that if this is what our current 
commander in chief calls making America great again, then I don’t 
want a new America. Give me a renaissance period in America 
where we come together in love for music, art, literature and culture 
blending. Creating forms of love through poetry and fine arts that 
will educate our youth to love one another. Give me an America 
where we join hands not from the wrist but from the forearms creat-
ing tighter circles. 

For the rapid decrease in black pride with the black youth, I 
blame the lack of teaching our Afro-American history in schools and 
at home. Educating the black youth on the history of our ancestors 
is crucial. It’s important for the younger generations to know the 
houses and roads black people once paved with clay dirt and our bare 
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hands that created the foundation to this country. Royalty shows 
through the golden undertones in our skin that shimmers remind-
ing us that before gangs we came from tribes. The black youth has 
no idea who they are or where they come from. Young men aspire to 
be like the Los Angeles rapper, and young girls want to be Instagram 
models like the celebrity feminist.

I didn’t catch the situation between the LA rapper and main 
cabin passenger onboard, but I did see the first-class passenger 
during boarding not realizing it was the famous rapper. I did, 
however, meet a man on that flight leaving Phoenix that talked about 
the situation. The man stopped at my seat during boarding to ask 
my name. But before boarding the airplane, I noticed him and the 
group of handsome men that he was with while we all were in line at 
Wendy’s inside the airport terminal. Since I wasn’t working as crew 
on the flight to Los Angeles, I decided I would eat and relax during 
the flight—I needed my cheesy baked potato and spicy chicken 
nuggets to do that.  The male passenger gave me his number. He was 
security for a famous R&B singer and stage play actor from North 
Carolina that was also onboard. I was so busy in my own world that 
I paid no attention to the singer as I boarded the airplane with every-
one else. The security guard offered me a ticket to the concert of the 
R&B singer for later that evening in Los Angeles. Since I would be 
working the flight from Los Angeles going to Atlanta, there would 
be no layover or concert for me. 

Before working as lead steward on the flight to Atlanta, I sat in 
the gate area at Los Angeles International Airport fixing my lipstick 
when I spotted my senior papa steward instructor from my first 
London trip back in July of 2014. We chatted about him being based 
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in Los Angeles and his many layovers in Hawaii. I was so happy to 
have run into my steward instructor because I needed to hear his 
words of encouragement. I was sure that my service as an airline 
stewardess to my passengers and coworkers had been more than 
satisfactory, yet with all the issues in the media about passengers and 
flight crew, it felt like we had a target on our back every time there 
was a disagreement with passengers about safety concerns.

A lot of times, I don’t think people realize after so many tragic 
events like 9/11, that situations can get dangerous when it’s an emer-
gency on the airplane. I pray before I step onboard the airplane and 
when I land, I’m thankful to do it all over again another day. The goal 
for me at work is to try my best to make sure everyone onboard is 
comfortable and safe. With the recent events in the news, I became 
fed up with the ignorant comments on airline employees, police 
shootings of young black men, and disrespect for black women 
from every culture. 

When on the airplane servicing my passengers, sometimes I 
remind myself that some people onboard don’t interact with black 
women on a daily. I tell myself to walk straight, head up, smile, be 
kind, and stay polite because I am not only representing the people 
of my hue, I’m representing a form of black culture. Black women are 
expected to be angry. From movies and music, we are shown to the 
world as women who will do anything for money or that we have to 
curse to get our viewpoint across. So when I smile and speak softly, 
it sometimes surprises people.

On my New York layover, I flew a trip with a senior mama 
stewardess who inspired me. She was a sistah from the south side and 
she was gorgeous. The senior mama’s only child was getting ready to 
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be a freshman in college. The senior mama stewardess talked about 
the extra hours she flew for a couple of months to make sure her 
daughter would be the flyest chick at the high school prom.

Her daughter was a toddler when the senior mama first started 
her career as an airline stewardess. The senior mama was able to raise 
her daughter well and was looking forward to sending her baby girl 
off to college in Atlanta for the fall. Meeting that senior mama stew-
ardess gave me some insight on what life would be like if I decided 
to have a child of my own. 

In her forties the senior mama was a brave woman with 
matters of the heart, having married more than several times like a 
lot of airline stewardesses. She and I spent time having drinks on the 
rooftop bar of our layover hotel overlooking the National September 
11 Memorial. I asked the senior mama for life advice on how to 
balance work, love, and family. I listened when she spoke, helping 
me to understand that sometimes finding love can be a great thing 
if you don’t give up. 

The best work trip of the summertime was with the celebrity 
feminist, but seeing her in person made me conscious of my physical 
beauty. She was so pretty. Everyone stared at her body. The feminist 
even made my mouth water with the side boobs she was showing off 
in her cropped hoodie and fitted jeans. I wanted to ask her if it was 
Fashion Nova that she wore and always advertised on her Instagram 
account, but I didn’t want to annoy the feminist with my corny jokes. 

I came to work on that flight with the feminist looking flawless 
with my perfect nails and eyebrows. My twenty-four inches of hair 
was curled, and my red lipstick was bright. I told the airline steward-
ess who adored our celebrity passenger that I had fallen in love with 
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the bubble butt of the feminist before my airline stewardess days. 
Back in 2011, I saved several pictures of the perfectly round butt of 
the feminist to my laptop for the cosmetic surgeon in Georgia. 

For years I watched the surgeon’s Instagram and live surgery 
videos that his office would post. I even added myself to Dr. 
Jimerson’s email list in Atlanta. It was almost seven years before 
the current plastic surgery epidemic that I wanted to get a Brazilian 
Butt Lift, and after meeting the feminist, I felt it was time for me to 
get ready. When her bubble butt walked onboard, I knew her thighs 
because I studied her body for years. Her butt was all that everyone 
talked about when she deplaned from the gate agents to the wheel-
chair assistants. 

After we deplaned in Atlanta, I found out the young man that 
sat in first class with the green dreads was a music producer. The 
entire work month before the trip to Atlanta the kitchen galley stew-
ardess and I sang the song XO TOUR Llif3 by Lil Uzi Vert, and when 
we found out the guy with the green dreads was the music producer 
of the track, we were disappointed that we didn’t recognize him.. We 
heard guys yell out to the music producer down the jet bridge—with 
one young teen asking the producer if he could listen to his demo. 

Getting off the airplane for the Atlanta layover and making it 
to the hotel after midnight had us rushing to change clothes. The 
layover in Atlanta was everything I needed. My stewardess friend 
drove around downtown Atlanta blasting 4 AM by 2 Chainz and 
Cardi B’s Bodak Yellow, the same two tracks she played on repeat. 
My All-Star breakfast from The Waffle House downtown across the 
way from the hotel was long overdue. I scarfed down the waffle and 
raisin toast at almost two o’clock in the morning before our night 
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started. I wanted to go to a real night club like Medusa, but we opted 
out for the hookah bar that served no alcohol and stayed open until 
6:00 AM. There were celebrity appearances, but I couldn’t get over 
not having a drink with an ounce of tequila to go along with the 
peach-flavored smoke. We met a few guys that night. One drove a 
Maybach impressive enough for my coworker to forget about her 
boyfriend at home and take his number. We stood there with the 
guys creating small talk before calling it a night. 

The entire time in Atlanta I couldn’t help but think about Five. 
At the hookah spot, I saw a Mercedes G-Class that looked iden-
tical to the rookie’s but didn’t think it was possible that he would 
be there, and I was too nervous to text him. I hadn’t expected us 
to fall out the way we did with such harsh words. I wanted Five to 
know I was in Atlanta without texting his phone, so the next morn-
ing after the night out on the Atlanta layover, I commented on his 
Instagram page. He reviewed my Instagram story, and we shared a 
few messages, but nothing sexual like I wanted.

I battled with myself weeks after I left Five’s place wondering 
if I made the wrong choice going to him in Atlanta and not to Qatar 
where my international baller was. I wanted to lie to myself, saying 
it was easier to take the two-hour flight to the NBA rookie versus 
the thirteen hours it would have taken me to get halfway across the 
world to the international baller—but Five had always been what I 
wanted. My focus was to conquer Five, even after I was blindsided 
by the international baller when he asked for my number the same 
month that I started texting Five. 

Repeatedly I ignored the direct messages from the interna-
tional baller out of fear because he was physically perfect. I couldn’t 
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lie to myself acting like I wasn’t turned on by his body. The interna-
tional baller stood six-foot-nine with a six-pack and tattoos from 
head to toe just the way I liked them. My international baller had 
culture and was different with his biracial making from having a 
Hispanic mother and black father. The international baller was 
hot with his thick coarse sandy brown hair and hazel-colored eyes 
matching his perfectly square head. From day one my intuition had 
been loud and clear telling me that he was the one. But because he 
was an international ballplayer, I was skeptical.

Traveling state to state to see a man was entirely different from 
clearing customs every time I wanted to get laid. I knew if I went 
for Five first, my international baller would still be there waiting for 
me as he promised, and he was. I never told the international baller 
about the NBA rookie even when he asked if there was someone else 
I was interested in. My international baller was such a sweetheart, 
and like most ballers, he was obsessed with the all-time greatest 
basketball player that ever lived and wore the number “23” like him. 
The international baller was my “Jordan.”

When “Jordan” invited me to come to Doha for the week of 
Valentine’s Day, I was tempted, but I knew that he had the energy to 
make me fall in love: gorgeous from head to toe, no children, super 
smart, and athletic. He carried the perfect traits that I looked for 
in a partner much like Five, and I knew “Jordan” had the power to 
keep me. He offered to pay for my travel expenses and promised to 
make sure I would enjoy myself every day if I came to Qatar to see 
him. I declined his offer every time he asked, which made “Jordan” 
believe I had a boyfriend, but I was actually starting a man cleanse.  
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The first conversation with my international lover man he 
was able to read me like a book making me wonder if he studied me 
from my social media accounts the way I did with the men of my 
past. I decided to let “Jordan” in because being the Sagittarius man 
that he was, he always managed to say the right things I needed to 
hear. I promised “Jordan” I would come to Doha in March, but when 
Auntie Bell went into the hospital, I canceled and told him I had a 
family emergency. Then in April, I wanted to take my mother on a 
trip, so Momma and I took a flight to Memphis. We paid a relative 
to watch over Auntie Bell for a couple of days. I had days off to play 
with and even though I promised my time to “Jordan” the bond with 
my momma while she was on spring break vacation was needed. 
“Jordan” understood me canceling again and I promised to make it 
up to him. The trip to Memphis with Momma brought healing to our 
bond. Talking through our past hurts and focusing on our growth 
as mother and daughter made the trip more valuable than getting 
sexed down in a foreign country by a professional basketball player. 

I posted videos of Momma and I eating on Beale Street at 
BB King’s Blues Club to Snapchat and Facebook. We went to The 
National Civil Rights Museum and visited places that I hadn’t been to 
since my days of living in the south. The horse and carriage ride that 
I took along Main Street made me feel like Cinderella in downtown 
Memphis. Blu was the name of the all-white horse who did look 
bluish from the colored Christmas lights that were wrapped around 
the white carriage. Video after video I posted myself having my prin-
cess moment inside the pumpkin that turned into my buggy with 
pink leather seats. As I checked the viewers of my Snapchat videos, a 
chill went down my thigh when I read the name and messages from 
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my old defensive-end NFL hottie, giving me a flashback of our night 
in St. Louis. He and I discussed catching up if I ever came to Los 
Angeles while he was in town. But with the events of the summer, it 
was like destiny wanted me to get laid by “Jordan.” 

After almost seven months of text messages, phone calls, and 
FaceTime, I finally had “Jordan” in front of me. I randomly texted 
him when the plane landed in Ontario, California, because he came 
across my mind whenever I was working on the west coast knowing 
that he returned home for the summer. After I stood “Jordan” up for 
our Vegas plans at the start of summer, I assumed he was done trying 
with me. But the way he was willing to drive from Los Angeles to 
Ontario, let me know he wanted to do more than say hi, as he prom-
ised. I was in no condition to have sex, but once “Jordan” kissed me, I 
knew I was in trouble. We landed at 11:00 PM, and “Jordan” arrived 
at the hotel shortly after midnight. When I opened the door, I bit my 
bottom lip. His kiss was so soft that I couldn’t look him in the eyes 
when I got up top. I felt the blood rush to my head, and my throat 
got dry. I had one glass of white wine to calm my nerves before he 
arrived thinking it would take the urge of sex away, but it only made 
me want to make love to my international baller even more. 

I thought about the lonely sexless nights after Five that I got 
through because of the FaceTime sessions with “Jordan.” He spoke 
on the emotional scars he could see on me from men of my past like 
Five, Bossman and the others he asked about. “Jordan” told me that 
he could see I had been manipulated and taken advantage of by men. 
He said that I could have better, if I wanted better. It took nerve for 
me to be honest with “Jordan” about every man and not feel fear of 
judgment. I gave him answers so he could know the real me before 
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he came back home to the States. When I had “Jordan” to myself, 
I made love to him making him the first man I ever slept with on 
my work layovers, and I let him enter me without protection as he 
splashed his milk inside of my tummy every time we were together. 

Letting my body fall on his chest as the motion in my hips 
rocked us and the bed frame into nights of passion, I gave in to 
“Jordan.” Our bodies were hot and the sweat from his body soaked 
the sheets. His deep breaths and commands on how to please him 
turned me on into the early hours of the morning. I let the skin slap-
ping sounds of my body pouncing on top of his say that I was sorry 
for leaving him hanging in Vegas and every time before then. The 
sex was more than I could imagine. The neck grabbing, smacking 
of my backside, and being in my guts is what “Jordan” liked to brag 
about doing every time we were finished.

I wanted to make myself up for “Jordan,” so every visit I made 
sure my hair was pretty, my eyelashes were fixed, and my eyebrows 
were tinted. I was thankful for the choice to go with a bald waxed 
vajayjay, because I felt every sensation possible from the strokes 
that “Jordan” served me while yelling for me to call him “Daddy.” I 
wanted to call him Daddy and even loved the idea of having a baby 
by him. I wanted our child to look exactly like him with a perfectly 
shaped square head. 

We hit a big bump in the road after I didn’t agree to let “Jordan” 
use my flight passes to go to a basketball camp. I was done with help-
ing men after Twenty and Bossman regardless of whether I was into 
a guy or not. “Jordan” and I ended in a big feud. After the experi-
ences of doing favors for men, I wasn’t as nice anymore. I began to 
feel like if I didn’t ask guys for anything, then guys wouldn’t think 
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it would be okay to ask me for things. If sex was involved, I viewed 
the sex as a mutual exchange and not the right to be entitled to me 
or what I have. 

For me as a woman, my sex is for pleasure and not a key for 
advancement. My sex is not an exchange for goods and services. 
Despite what society says, every woman does not want a man’s 
money and I have never had thoughts or notions to get something 
out of a guy before having sex with him or after letting him have sex 
with me. My rules have always been for enjoyment because women 
have needs too. You see me and then I see you, and we go make it 
do what it does; that’s it. But after the summertime situation with 
“Jordan,” I learned that it doesn’t always go that way.

I shared the idea with a couple of airline stewardess friends of 
mine asking if I was being too harsh with telling “Jordan” no. Some 
agreed and some disagreed with my viewpoint. I tried to give in 
to the fact that “Jordan” and I were sleeping together so that gave 
some play to my decision, but I didn’t want to share my flight passes 
with him. 

I thought to not be so harsh, and ignoring that gut instinct of 
mine, I added him to my passes as a guest and not as my compan-
ion. “Jordan” would still have to pay the taxes for his flights to use 
my buddy passes. Guest passes aren’t like my companion pass where 
it no charge for domestic travel and that is what “Jordan” thought 
he should have. I gave him the option to take or leave what I was 
offering. “Jordan” felt it was okay to get disrespectful, referring to 
me as a bitch, because I wasn’t doing or giving him what he wanted. 
I needed to know that he wasn’t just talking to me because of what I 
could do for him. I felt like if any guy could have understood where 
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I was coming from, it would have been an athlete like “Jordan,” but 
unfortunately, he didn’t see it that way. It was disappointing that he 
and I didn’t speak for the rest of the summer because of that awkward 
situation he placed me in. I could have used the excellent cardio 
activity and more conception tries; but it was what it was. 

After “Jordan,” I wanted to learn how to detach myself from 
the feeling of being hurt or let down by men. I learned a lot from 
the lost loves of my past, such as Bossman, that no man was worth 
my sanity. I may have fallen in love with the sex with those men, 
but when I began to see that their presence in my life was tearing 
me down, I learned to back away. Admitting to myself that I still 
thought about Bossman, Five, DE, Twenty, and “Jordan” in a sexual 
way wasn’t hard to do, because regardless of what they thought, I 
sincerely cared about them, but things just didn’t work out. 

I knew I still cared for Bossman when I got scared for him after 
I read the summer newspaper articles about the super gang trial in 
which Bossman had to testify for in court. It was all over the tele-
vision and on Chicago newspaper websites. The story ran that the 
former NBA star was held at gunpoint in 2006 outside of a club on 
the north side and was robbed of a $200,000 white gold and diamond 
neckless. Now, Bossman’s accident happened years before I met him, 
but ironically, Bossman never mentioned one word about it to me. 
He knew about my accident, and I couldn’t believe that Bossman 
had been through something similar. When I looked at Bossman, 
I would wonder where the cut on his chin came from, but I never 
asked. It was the one mark on his face that I’m sure reminds him 
daily of the car chase up Lake Shore Drive where the newspaper arti-
cle said Bossman crashed his truck after the gang leader shot fires 
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at him—during the high-speed chase on the opposite side of traffic. 
If the trial hadn’t been reopened, I never would have known about 
his past. Bossman wasn’t my responsibility, but for some reason, I 
couldn’t help but to want to lavish love on him. 

I use to blame my weakness of forgiving men who hurt me 
from watching my momma forgive and love a broken man for so 
many years.

During the summer months, it took for another woman to 
show up to my mother’s doorstep for her to kick my stepfather out 
and finally move on with her life. I couldn’t believe my ears when 
Momma said that cheating on her while under the same roof was 
the ultimate deal breaker. I thought to myself,

Well damn, him almost taking your life away wasn’t major 
enough to be a deal breaker? 

I tried my damnedest not to judge my mother, but I couldn’t get 
over her understanding of love—much like the same way she judged 
me for sleeping with men I cared for without perks or paychecks. 

To escape from life’s problems, I told Momma to pack her 
bags for a trip. It was the second week of August during Momma’s 
summertime work vacation. We paid a relative to watch over Auntie 
Bell for a week. Just the two of us flew to New Orleans in first class 
on my flight passes. Our first night in town we ate dinner at Morton’s 
Steak House on Canal Street and purchased movie tickets to see 
“Girls Trip” at the AMC theater next door to the restaurant. 

The city of New Orleans was the perfect party place when 
needing to run away from the world. I only heard about the infa-
mous Bourbon Street that was known for its party life. Jazz filled the 
streets in the French Quarter and on Frenchman Street blessing the 
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people with soul. The blues being sung by entertainers on stages of 
restaurants and bars lifted the spirits of by-passers that stopped to 
listen through the open doors while sipping on hurricanes and fish 
bowls full of New Orleans liquor juice.

The parks and the boutique shops in Jackson Square added 
a southern flair and charm to the narrow sidewalks in the French 
Market. Like the princess in New Orleans from my favorite Disney 
movie, I too wanted to fall in love in the city of New Orleans. 

During the week-long visit, I made arrangements to do every-
thing I had seen in the first black Disney princess movie that was 
based in New Orleans. Momma and I ate the famous beignets at 
Café Du’ Monde like I saw Kim Kardashian do on the episode of 
KUWTK where she had pregnancy cravings. I figured if the beignets 
were good enough to make Kim Kardashian fly all the way to New 
Orleans then I needed to have a bite of one, and I had to admit, the 
beignets were just that good. 

I enjoyed the swamp tour where we saw a ten-foot gator. I 
pulled out my camera and posted to my Snapchat the gator that I 
nicknamed after the alligator of the New Orleans Bayou from The 
Princess and the Frog movie. I wore a white fitted V-neck bodysuit 
with ripped jeans on the Bayou water tour. I later found out that 
wearing white tops to the swamp with gators is a bad idea because 
the fisherman and boat captains feed the gators marshmallows, 
which is nicknamed “alligator crack.” I guess the ten-foot gator in 
the swamp thought I was a chocolate-covered marshmallow with 
the way he snuck up behind me without anyone seeing. 

After the Bayou tour with Cajun Critters, we walked across the 
way to a small shack that smelled of fried chicken and beer when you 
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hit the door. Mona Lisa Lounge—the name on the banner caught 
Momma’s eye. We met the owner and promised to do a positive 
review about the wings and the jukebox machine at the Mona Lisa 
Lounge on Yelp. I complimented the cook’s batter on the deep-fried 
wings, and he was so flattered by my compliment that he came from 
the back to have a conversation. The cook’s Cajun accent let me 
know he was probably from the Bayou, and he was just as huge as 
the cook from the New Orleans Disney princess movie. I was living 
a real-life fairytale, and I fell in love with the city of New Orleans—
as the princess said at the end of the movie, “Dreams do come true 
in New Orleans.”

The entire trip to New Orleans, Louisiana, I wondered why my 
mother’s family decided to move from Baton Rouge to Chicago. The 
family that still lived in Louisiana didn’t speak much to us because of 
the family lawsuit over farmland that my mother’s father left behind 
to his children. It had always been complicated for me to understand 
how the family in Louisiana was worth millions of dollars, while 
some of the others in Chicago were in debt. But I never meddled too 
much with those family affairs. I believed that when God was ready 
to deliver whatever it was that he had for us, it would be given to us to 
receive without a problem. I wasn’t dwelling on what we didn’t have. 

As Momma and I rode past the sugar factory on the Natchez 
Steamboat for the jazz cruise, I daydreamed more about the prin-
cess movie and how the princess rode on a steamboat and purchased 
a sugar mill, turning it into her restaurant after marrying Prince 
Charming. We rode on the Natchez, and when my momma gave 
me our family history on that same old sugar factory, I was in awe at 
learning the things I didn’t know about my Louisiana family. 
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The best part about the New Orleans trip was the man who 
made me fall in love at first sight while on our girls’ trip. I felt like the 
T-Pain song when I said that I was in love with a stripper. I’ll never 
forget his name—Rico. I had my own little dirty joke with calling 
him “Pony” because of his black cowboy hat and the thick belt he 
used to smack the stage floor before he started dancing to Ginuwine’s 
song “Pony” on the gold pole. 

His bulky shirtless chest caught my attention as I walked past 
him standing on Bourbon Street in front of the Hunk Oasis club 
filled with nothing but male dancers. Never had I seen a real male 
stripper, but after one glance, I was embarrassed to admit my lustful 
thoughts about Rico and his pony.

I ran over to him asking about the sign that read “Male 
Strippers.” Instantly aroused from the smack on my butt that Rico 
gave me, I stayed turned on for most of the night from his aggres-
sive touch. The club was filled with disco lighting that reflected of 
the walls covered in mirrors, one stage, and several dancer poles 
for our viewing pleasure. With my dollars in hand, my mouth hung 
open when Rico hit the stage. All the ladies screamed and pulled 
out their phones. 

When the DJ said the guys were giving private dances upstairs 
in the VIP room, I was tempted, but stayed clear since my mother 
was nearby. I added the video I recorded of Rico to my collection 
with his pants down to his ankles while he did a striptease for a 
woman on stage. All of the screams escalated when Rico removed 
the black cowboy hat from his head and used it to cover up his pony. 
I wanted for the hat to slip out his hand so I could see what he was 
working with. Rico pulled me on stage. I ran back to my seat after 
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breaking loose from his grip. I promised myself that next trip I would 
work up the nerve to get a private dance with Rico and his pony.
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Chapter Nine

Restaurant Stewardess

I ENJOYED MYSELF SO MUCH IN NEW ORLEANS THAT 
I forgot to put in my work schedule for the month of 
September. I would have to fly whatever leftover work trips 

I could find for the entire month.
Labor Day weekend I worked the most relaxing trip to end 

off my summer months. I was assigned to work a three-day trip 
on a Boeing 767 airplane until I was reassigned at the last minute: 
one flight to Miami and then a layover of forty-plus hours on South 
Beach. That wasn’t a bad last-minute change since I was still getting 
paid for the other flights that I was removed from. I linked up with 
the other stewardess around my age from the crew that I worked 
with earlier in the year on a New York layover. She and I spent our 
second day in Miami on South Beach drinking and eating on Ocean 
Drive. There was so much time to spare that I hit up my Miami night-
life friend from my birthday celebration back in 2014. The Miami 
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socialite invited me and the other stewardess out to a pool day party 
that was on the rooftop of a hotel and then to another event later 
that night at a club where he would be hosting the star player of the 
Washington D.C. basketball team. 

At the end of the Miami layover while on the van ride to the 
airport, I reflected on the two days I spent listening to music on 
10th Street beach. I also thought about the forewarning I got from a 
gypsy fortune teller that grabbed my arm while I was walking with 
my airline stewardess friend on South Beach.

“You are surrounded by jealousy. Be careful of the company you 
keep,” the Miami gypsy fortune teller said to me. 

My coworker thought it was weird for a stranger to stop me so 
abruptly, but to me it wasn’t. In the past, I had random encounters 
with gypsy fortune tellers. The first time was in 2005 on a family 
vacation in Hawaii when I was sixteen years old. A gypsy fortune 
teller was staying at our hotel, and she would do palm readings right 
outside of the hotel front door. 

“Your future is going to be very fortunate. Come let me tell you 
about it,” the Hawaii gypsy fortune teller said to me. Naturally, I 
was freaked out as she cornered me on the elevator wearing a black 
cloak. I ran back to the hotel room telling my father and stepmother 
what happened. 

The second time was in 2015 at the Taste of Chicago festival, 
and that time I didn’t run because my mother wanted to hear what 
the fortune teller had to say. 

“You’re going to have lots of children. Friends are no good for 
you. The father of your children will be your best friend. That will be 
all you need,” the Chicago gypsy fortune teller said to me.
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I was drawn to the mystics of the spiritual realm, and after 
the visit to New Orleans where Voodoo and tarot card readers were 
second nature, I began to feel intrigued by what others viewed as 
weird. While in New Orleans, I learned there were people like me 
in the world that had very vivid dreams and referred to themselves 
as intuitive psychics. I would get premonitions in my dreams and I 
met those who said I had the gift of prophecy, but the discussions 
with Auntie Bell before she took ill let me know that I wasn’t crazy. 

While in New Orleans I purchased some candles from the 
Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop on Bourbon Street, along with a few 
incenses to help me start meditating. I bought a Haitian Vodou 
information book that I saw in the shop and began to learn through 
my readings that apparently ancestors communicate with people 
through dreams. 

I wondered if that was the reason why I often was visited in 
my dreams by my loved ones who had passed on. I dreamt in color. 
I had full conversations with the people in my dreams. I danced in 
my dreams. I even cried in my sleep. I laughed in my sleep, and my 
wet dreams always satisfied my body enough to get me through 
those times I wasn’t getting pleasured. Everything about my dreams 
felt real while I would be asleep. My Haitian Vodou reads instructed 
me to write down my dreams in a journal, and while it felt weird at 
first, I still would do so as soon as my eyes opened in the morning. I 
finished the third chapter in the book when the month of September 
began to pick up for me. 

As an airline stewardess, I was making good money, but I 
didn’t always want to pick up extra trips or leave town when I wanted 
to earn more money. At twenty-eight years old, I got the idea to 
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submit my application to become a Hooters Girl. I thought if the tips 
were good, I would be closer to my goal of getting a body makeover. 

Since the flight with the feminist, I placed pressure on myself 
about the perkiness of my breasts and the size of my butt. My 
coworkers and passengers on the airplane often told me that I had 
a nice figure. I knew that too, but I felt there was room for improve-
ment—my thoughts were telling me that I could always look better. 
In the mirror, I loved what I saw, yet I just couldn’t help but wonder 
about the attention that would come my way from men if my breasts 
were lifted more and were a D-cup instead of a C-cup with a big 
bubble butt to match. I planned for the job at the restaurant to take 
up my time during my off days to have something fun to do while I 
began to save money for the surgery. I had no date in mind to get the 
surgery, but I was definitely thinking before my thirtieth birthday, 
which was about fifteen months away. 

After submitting my application at the restaurant, I flipped 
through the pages of Momma’s old photo book during her bartend-
ing days, and the smile she had on her face behind the bar led me 
to sign up for bartending school. I thought that if I got a second job 
becoming a bartender, then I would be able to get some fast dollars 
and reach my financial goal of getting a Brazilian Butt Lift. I thought 
about all the big tips Momma would bring home at night. 

She’d spread the bills on the table and teach me how to count 
money when I was a little girl. I also remembered her high-profile 
lifestyle of dating the men that came to her bar. Momma’s flashy 
bartending lifestyle provided her with high rolling men that would 
take up her time with shopping sprees and send long white stretched 
limousines to the house, saving her a ride on Chicago’s public 
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transportation in the 1990s. Momma also became a nail technician 
and would sometimes do nails at the night lounge in between her 
breaks, so I knew I had the same hustler spirit in me. 

I paid for the one-week accelerated course at ABC Bartending 
School that started on September 11. The bartending class schedule 
was four days long, and I held just the right amount of time off from 
flying that week. I hadn’t heard back from the restaurant, so to add 
some good luck to speeding the cash process along I reached for the 
candles that I purchased from the Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop. I 
didn’t have any instructions on how to use the candles. My research 
about Marie Laveau said the Voodoo Queen would combine both 
the religions of Christianity and Louisiana Voodoo—so that’s what I 
did. I lit the orange candle that was meant to bring success in career 
goals on the back porch of my house, and closed my eyes to talk with 
God. I wanted him to hear my prayers about a new stream of income. 
I promised God that if he brought me more career opportunities, 
then I would be grateful for the workload.

September continued to become a busy month for me with 
all the new opportunities coming my way. Several days after the 
candle burned out, I received an email from the hiring manager at 
the Hooters location that I applied for, and was scheduled for my 
first interview. I asked the managers at Hooters if I could start my 
orientation and training after I completed my bartending classes. I 
was hoping that since I would be a certified bartender, I would be 
able to mix drinks behind the bar versus working the floor with the 
other Hooters Girls.  

During my third interview, the hiring manager asked me why 
I wanted to work for Hooters. I told her about the great experiences 
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I would have eating at the one in downtown Phoenix on my work 
layovers. I thought the Hooters Girls were so pretty at the Phoenix 
location, and I wanted people to eat their food while having the same 
thoughts about me. The nerve of me getting ready to turn twen-
ty-nine years old in a few months and starting a job where I would 
work in uniform cheer shorts with a bunch of girls ten years younger 
than me competing for tips blew my mind.

Before I applied to the Hooters location, I went to scope the 
place out. Being an airline stewardess was nothing like being a wait-
ress. Airplane menus are not intense. There is no full-size kitchen in 
the galley. Becoming a waitress was a different territory that I was 
crossing over into. My Hooters waitress from the restaurant was 
so beautiful and sweet as pie: a head full of hair, super skinny, and 
a perfect smile. When I told her I was applying for a part-time job 
at the same location, she assured me I would love the tip money. I 
looked forward to possibly working with her one day. 

After my third interview I got the job at the restaurant, and the 
next morning I had to prepare for my first day of bartending school. 
I didn’t know what to expect for my first day of bartender training. 
I was nervous because I didn’t want to lose my money for the class 
that I paid for if I didn’t pass the exams. I downloaded some drink 
apps on my phone to become familiar with the usual margaritas 
and long islands.

Mixing drinks in first class on the airplane was simple, because 
I didn’t have to measure anything. When the passengers wanted a 
double, that meant two minis of whatever they were drinking. I knew 
that when a person said “on the rocks” they wanted ice in their glass 
and “neat” meant no ice in the glass. 
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Wines I was familiar with because of the two intense wine 
tasting classes I had during stewardess training at Barbie boot camp. 
Dessert wines, white wines, red wines, blush wines, and champagne 
I served on the airplane. Needless to say, I was feeling pretty quali-
fied on wines, but that was about it.

September 11, 2017 – ABC Bartending School – Day 1

The bartender instructor got up from her desk and walked over to 
the bar area, then sat on one of the bar stools before she continued 
with her welcome speech. 

“Okay. This class is mixed up with the one-week accelerated 
people and those who are taking the two-week course. Class starts 
at eight o’clock in the morning for both groups. Try your best to be 
on time. The first portion of the class takes about five hours. Those 
of you who are in the two-week course you can leave at that time 
when we take our afternoon break. The rest of you who are enrolled 
in the accelerated course will stay behind for the second portion of 
the day,” she said. “We normally finish around 5:00 PM giving you 
enough time to practice mixing your drinks at the bar stations. Any 
questions so far?” she asked the class. 

Everyone looked around at each other shaking their heads no, 
and the instructor continued.

“If you are going to miss a class, you need to let an instruc-
tor know ahead of time. We do have a one half-hour break. You are 
allowed to leave out the classroom to use the restroom and take 
phone calls. Please make sure your phones are on silent.” 
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All of the students in the class began to check their phones as 
she continued. 

“We have three instructors here. You will have another instruc-
tor on test day, and you will receive your certificates the same day 
you pass your three-part exam. In your ABC Bartending Schools 
Workbook, you will see the way the exam has been divided into 
three components.”

I reached for my book like everyone else, following the words 
the bartender instructor read out loud. She pointed to the young 
man with a shaggy-bowl hair cut who had his hand raised and every-
one directed their attention towards him. 

“On the exam can we just name off liquor brands or does it 
have to be the brands listed in the workbook?” he asked. 

“You will list the type of liquors. If it’s a Scotch or Whiskey, you 
will have to know the difference between a Scotch and a Whiskey. 
You will write what type of Scotch or Whiskey. Makes sense?” the 
bartending instructor asked.

The classroom was quiet. 
“Don’t panic; we will go over this later in the course,” she said. 

“It’s not that complicated. The answers are in your books, and we 
are going to go through everything,” she tried to reassure us before 
continuing. “The main rule you want to remember as a bartender is 
to always have fun. That is the number one rule. I’m bartending at a 
place now that’s not fun, so it’s time to find a new place to go. That is 
the nice about being a bartender; you pretty much can always find 
work someplace,” she said. 
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I highlighted the bartender code of ethics and other rules that 
seemed to be significant enough to be tested on as the instructor 
read them over. 

“The drinking age in Illinois we all know is what?” She waited 
for the class to respond.

“Twenty-one,” we said in unison.
“Right. Also, you want to know that whoever is serving that 

alcohol beverage is legally responsible for checking identification 
to verify the age of the consumer. As a bartender, you want to make 
sure you are alert. Greet the guest who steps to your bar within a 
timely manner. We’ve talked about the importance of keeping your 
bar area clean and free of fruit flies. You want to keep your hands 
clean so make sure you wash them a lot. Always work for the house 
and keep count of your register,” she said.

Our bartender instructor ran down the list of bartending rules 
while I was checking the clock on the wall. The hours were going 
by so slow, and I was ready to start mixing drinks. I was nervous at 
the start of class. I arrived at the building an hour early dressed like 
I was bartending at a night lounge. I saw how Momma wore nice 
suit dresses and silk low-cut shirts during her barmaid days show-
ing off her heavy cleavage in the 1990s, and I wanted to be just as 
jazzy. Momma told me that I wouldn’t have a problem passing the 
one-week course, and as I stood behind the bar in the classroom, I 
realized that I placed too much pressure on myself to pass the class 
instead of enjoying it. 

I walked into my first day of bartending school thinking of fail-
ure versus success. After a few hours of reading through my bartend-
ing workbook and mixing drinks behind the bar, I felt confident 
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about my choice to take the bartending class. I was ready to get 
the coming days over with and get my Illinois Basset Certification 
that would officially allow me to mix drinks behind a public bar as 
a bartender. The bartending class did make me think about all the 
possibilities of serving alcohol in different cities since the school 
had training locations all over the country. Because I became a 
member of the ABC Bartending Schools family, I would only have 
to attend the one-day basset certification class to hold a license in 
different states. 

I thought about the opportunities I could have if I mixed my 
airline stewardess job with my new career of being a barmaid. I 
saw myself becoming certified in so many states, flying all over the 
country mixing drinks on off days from my big girl job of being an 
airline stewardess.

September 15, 2017 – ORD to NOR – Lead Stewardess

“Sure thing Mona. We’re all set,” the captain said and it was time 
for departure. 

“The forward boarding door is now closed. Please put away 
your laptop computers and place your cellular devices in airplane 
mode.” 

I placed the passenger announcement phone on the hook and 
went into the first-class kitchen galley. The airplane sat at the gate 
waiting for the ground workers to finish loading bags. Instead of 
rushing into the safety demo, I gave the passengers a few moments to 
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get comfortable in their seats. I could hear the young new-hire stew-
ardess marching up the cabin aisle with her hard and heavy steps.

“How are the people up here?” she asked. 
“At this point in my career, I don’t worry too much about how 

the people are when we’re being delayed,” I said. “I just make sure 
my service to them is great, and that usually makes them happy 
regardless of how they felt once they stepped onboard. Normally 
if you welcome passengers on the airplane with a smile, it sets the 
tone for the entire flight.” I paused and stuck my head out the kitchen 
galley quickly taking a look down the aisle checking that everyone 
was seated. “Flights like this with travelers that are going to and from 
the north part of the country are not really needy,” I said. “Club soda 
with lime and they’re out your hair.” I attempted to make her laugh, 
and it worked.

“Oh, my goodness, that’s so true! I’ve never noticed that,” she 
said while setting the items to perform the safety demonstration on 
the counter. 

With no television monitors ever being installed on a Super 
80 airplane that meant performing a manual safety demonstration, 
which would be the only entertainment for passengers. That also 
meant that as the lead stewardess I would have to make every single 
passenger announcement from the demo to the seat belt sign. 

“After a while, you will get to know your crowds from coast to 
coast,” I said to the new hire. “If you fly aisle stewardess, often you 
will notice most people on the California flights never wear a jacket, 
year around no matter what state they’re traveling to. Most likely 
some passenger will ring the call light asking if you can change the 
temperature in the cabin because they’re cold, when the most basic 
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travel rule on an airplane is to always bring a sweater to cover up,” I 
said standing with my hands on my hips.

The airplane was still sitting at the gate, and I began to open the 
carts double-checking my catering. The new-hire aisle stewardess 
had only been on the job a few months. I thought about how nervous 
it was being new and how on my very first work trip the senior mama 
gave me tips on knowing my routes for passenger preferences, so I 
was sharing my tips with the new-hire. 

“When you’re leaving Florida, everyone is mentally still at their 
all-inclusive resort,” I said. “So, they order three drinks per person 
not understanding we have a limited supply of beverages for the 
other hundred or two hundred plus people. Then by the time the 
in-flight service has reached the back of the airplane, the popular 
request of ginger ale is out, and the cute kid who had their heart set 
on that soda is disappointed. Working kitchen galley, you’ll need 
extra Dr. Pepper and Coca-Cola for the passengers on Texas flights 
to mix with the Jack Daniel’s. After 3:00 PM, going or coming from 
Vegas is when you will have to pack all the beer and alcohol minis 
on the cart because you’re going to sell out with the party crowds. 
Every time.” 

The new hire stood shaking her head listening to everything 
I said as I stood talking like a professional. 

“Los Angeles and San Diego are great flights to get commis-
sion on with the food-for-sale items,” I said. “I literally run out of 
food every flight I work in the main cabin. Now, flying up front is a 
whole different story.” 

I felt the airplane push back from the gate, and we ended our 
personal conversation.
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I read through the five-minute safety demo from my booklet 
while the new hire and the senior mama stood in the aisle displaying 
the safety card and oxygen mask. 

When the captain told us to prepare for takeoff, I strapped 
myself into my jumpseat. Shortly after we leveled off at cruising alti-
tude, I knew it was time for me to start my in-flight duties that began 
with making in-flight passenger announcements, the old-school way. 

“Wi-Fi service is available on this flight. You are now allowed 
to use your laptops, but your electronic devices must remain in 
airplane mode. Please make sure your seat belts are fastened and 
visible to the crew, even when the seat belt sign is off, as turbulence 
can happen unexpectedly. Thank you for your attention and enjoy 
your flight.” 

I placed the passenger announcement phone on the hook, took 
a deep breath, and began my in-flight meal service.

September 18, 2017 – Restaurant Stewardess – Day 1 

“At the beginning of every shift, you will be inspected from head to 
toe,” the restaurant manager said to me as I shook my head yes to let 
her know I was paying attention. “That includes your nails and gym 
shoes. You have to wear water-resistant work sneakers and the sheer 
pantyhose under your shorts is mandatory,” she said. “Foundation 
should be natural. Mascara is required, and the fake eyelashes are 
definitely okay as most of our girls here do wear them.” The manager 
pointed her finger towards the Hooters Girls that were working on 
the floor serving customers, and then towards the other group of 
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Hooters Girls that stood around the to-go register talking; with a few 
glancing over at us sitting with our paperwork scattered on the table.

The restaurant manager talked about makeup and she went 
into detail about eye shadow colors. I knew how to apply a natural 
clean fresh look of makeup, so I just agreed with everything she said. 
I never wore six different shades of eye shadow, just a color or two 
blended with eyeliner to make my brown eyes stand out. Eyebrows 
and concealer played a significant role in making my eye shadow 
look neat. A lot of women don’t realize how important eyebrows 
are or pay attention to their brows—a simple arch and eyebrow tint 
changes your entire look. I made sure my eyebrows were perfect for 
my first day at the restaurant and the restaurant manager took notice 
as she went into detail about eyebrow maintenance. 

“Lastly your lip gloss or lipstick, whichever you choose to wear, 
should complement your entire look,” the restaurant manager said. 
“Any questions just yet?” she asked.

“No,” I said to her. “I was hired as a makeup artist back in my 
college years as a freelance artist, and I still love watching hair and 
makeup tutorials on YouTube, so this is awesome work conversa-
tion for me.”

My lipstick collection over the years had many colors, like 
shades of orange that looked good with brown liner on my dark skin. 
I kept lots of nude colors and soft pink lip glosses for when I was feel-
ing flirty. My lip stains shades I wore on dates because the lip color 
never fades while eating or talking. Then the occasional classic red 
lipstick I wore when I wanted to feel sexy or was getting dressed for 
work. Being a jersey chaser stewardess caused me to step my image 
game up over the years. The older I became, the longer my weave 
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and nails became. My makeup had different settings from club and 
work, to hook-ups and dates. 

“And then with you being a stewardess, I’m sure you have 
similar guidelines for appearance to follow,” the restaurant manager 
said to me.

“Yes definitely,” I said shaking my head up and down. “I like 
to get rhinestones on my nails, but since I work a lot with my hands, 
it’s not possible.”

“Your nails, when they are too long, can distract from the 
image we create and can make your job hard, so we try to keep it at 
a nice medium length,” the restaurant manager said. 

“How do mine look?” I asked as I put my hands up to my face, 
to show I knew the guidelines. I purposely got the orange no-chip 
color for my new gig at the restaurant.

“Perfect. The shape is nicely done. You’re perfect,” the restau-
rant manager said, and I smiled.

“Thank you,” I said. 
I often had my nail technician switch between coffin shape or 

blend the almond and stiletto shape to create my own unique look. 
I felt like the restaurant manager was being kind but honest. I knew 
if I didn’t have the look then I never would’ve gotten hired. In my 
interview, I told the manager that being a Hooters Girl was almost 
like a rite of passage. 

“When you wear your uniform, we want to make sure every-
thing looks crisp and fitted. Your shorts must be worn on the hip, 
not like high-rise shorts,” the restaurant manager said.

I took a look around at the young girls leaning on the cash 
registers. The bottom cheeks of their butts played peek-a-boo with 
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the male customers sitting at the bar. I wondered if the girls hiked 
up their shorts up on purpose for higher tips or if their round butts 
made their shorts just look that way. While I was in the restaurant 
restroom, I heard their talks about getting breast implants for larger 
tips on their nineteenth and twentieth birthdays.

During my first five-hour day, we discussed everything I would 
be tested on before starting my second day, which would be my first 
day on the floor. On top of the many tests that I would have to take 
there was computer work to be completed on serving food and alco-
hol as required by the State of Illinois. I couldn’t believe how much 
information I needed to know in order to be a restaurant waitress. 
I underestimated the job thinking that it was all about being pretty 
while serving beer and wings. 

Before clocking out on my first day, we covered several topics 
on beauty: the importance of shaving every day, showering, the use 
of wearing deodorant, the way to style our hair, and proper under-
garments to wear such as thongs and black bras. All those topics 
coincided with the rules of being an airline stewardess and were 
essential to the lifestyle of being born female. 

I was introduced to the other girls by the store manager as the 
“Hooters Stewardess,” and when I began to call myself the grandma 
of the group they all laughed. Most tried guessing my age, and I was 
flattered by the years they knocked off. Some girls were shocked to 
find out that I was about ten years older than them. Only a handful 
of young ladies stood back looking me up and down after finding 
out I had a few accomplishments. I thought about what my mother 
told me before coming to my first day of work at the restaurant,
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“You are not there to make friends. You are there to get 
a paycheck.”

Momma understood how women could be when it came to 
working for tips, which was something I was new to. Momma warned 
me from her experiences of working in the skybox at the south side 
MLB baseball stadium on 35th Street and at the night lounge. 

“Women can be envious when it comes to beauty and making 
tips,” Momma said.

Momma’s words stayed in the back of my mind as some of 
those young girls stood by looking me up and down.
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Casino Bartender Stewardess

M Y TIME AT HOOTERS WAS SHORT-LIVED. 
Attitudes from premature divas I worked with on 

the floor and the rudeness of women that I seated who 
came to the restaurant with their boyfriends were enough to last 
me a lifetime. It was ridiculous the cattiness I experienced from my 
fellow Hooters Girls because I was the newest member of the team—
and since I was older, I guess they thought I would be an easy target. 

No doubt they all wanted to be my friend thinking there was 
a secret code to becoming an airline stewardess. The more mature 
workers at the restaurant that were in their twenties, who worked as 
Hooters Girl for years, asked me what they could do to be an airline 
stewardess. I told them it was all about how you present yourself—
smile. Show your customer service skills and speak to everyone in 
the room like you would to your passengers that come onboard.
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The question of how to become an airline stewardess followed 
me everywhere. At bartending school. At the restaurant. At the 
mall. At my hotel layovers. At the retail shops. So many people were 
approaching me with their dreams of becoming an airline steward-
ess. The women working at the fragrance and skin-care counters 
thought they were too old if they were over the age of fifty. Others 
thought they were not thin enough or lacked work experience and 
education. I encouraged each person that I met who shared their 
desire to be an airline stewardess or showed interest in the profession 
to go after the dream. I let people know the career is a great chance 
to see the world, with meeting new people, and getting the oppor-
tunity to restart your life every single day. 

Literally, every time I went to work no matter the situation with 
men or family, I was able to reinvent myself when I stepped onboard. 
My airline stewardess career healed the wounds from disappoint-
ment with men, like around the 2017 spring season when I fell out 
with Ace, the seven-foot NBA center for the Bay Area. Instead of 
sitting at home thinking about what I could’ve been doing with him 
in Phoenix, I picked up a long layover trip to London and enjoyed 
the extra eighteen hours of pay that I made. The hair appointment 
that I made to look nice for Ace had me looking just as gorgeous 
as I sipped wine in the garden of an outdoor lounge with my flight 
crew in England. My hotel accommodations that Ace offered to pay 
for while staying in Phoenix got cancelled, but my company-paid 
layover hotel looking out towards Big Ben was just as lovely. 

Securing a side job at the restaurant kept me busy but it wasn’t 
fun like working on the airplane. I knew working at the restaurant 
was going to be short-lived when I decided not to pick up the extra 
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shift the restaurant manager called to offer me. Instead of going 
to make money that Thursday, I decided to fly to New Orleans for 
lunch. How thankful was I to miss out and not go into the restau-
rant on that day because the same Hooters Girl who told me how 
amazing it would be to work at that location got into a fight with a 
customer on the restaurant floor. Apparently, it was a big brawl that 
ended with the police. I went into work that Friday at Hooters and 
the poor girl was at work all bruised up. While I was living it up on 
my day trip to New Orleans, my fellow Hooters Girl was fighting, 
knocking bottles of hot sauce and cups of soda on to the floor. I 
couldn’t understand why she was at work the next day after sitting 
for hours in the emergency room. 

A few weeks later I went to turn in my uniform because no 
Hooters Girl or restaurant customer was worth my airline stewardess 
career. I would’ve been a fool if I let the young girls at the restaurant 
be the reason I went to jail and ruined what I had going for me in 
my life. I learned that sometimes you must be the bigger person and 
just walk away when your reputation is on the line. 

New Orleans was everything I needed and more that day I 
missed out on the restaurant shift. I wasn’t able to stop at the male 
stripper club and see any of the dancers because I left town before 
opening hours. But I did stop at the Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop. I 
purchased a coffee mug with the Voodoo Queen Madame Marie on 
the front along with incense and a special blessed candle to bring 
blessings in love. Just inhaling the New Orleans air fed my soul the 
positive energy I was missing. Walking on Bourbon Street, eating 
fried foods at Willies Chicken Shack while sipping one of their 
famous adult slushies and listening to all the music that played on 
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the street is what I enjoyed doing before catching the last flight to 
Charlotte and then connecting to Chicago. 

The pressure of working two jobs right after finishing bartend-
ing school had me full of tension. Sex wasn’t in the picture to help 
relieve me of the stress, and I had grown out of my woman toys. 
So, at the end of October, I used my one Los Angeles layover to let 
“Jordan” end my sex drought. I hit “Jordan” up congratulating him 
on his recent championship win of the summer Drew League basket-
ball games. “Jordan” suggested going out when I got to town so we 
could talk, and I agreed. Nothing about sex was mentioned, but I 
knew it would happen if I made the move.

When I arrived at the layover hotel in Los Angeles, I felt as if 
my visit to “Jordan” wasn’t going to be pleasurable because shortly 
after landing in Los Angeles, I started experiencing cramps and 
my menstrual cycle surprised me by coming early. Nevertheless, I 
glammed myself up for “Jordan.” My hair was fresh from the salon 
appointment I went to the day before the work trip to Los Angeles. I 
applied light makeup under my eyes and brushed my perfectly tinted 
eyebrows and long eyelash extensions. “Jordan” would always tell me 
how beautiful I was without all the extra things added, but I had to 
doll myself up regardless of the affirmations he gave me. I wanted to 
turn “Jordan” on with my look because sex while on my menstrual 
cycle was off limits—well at least I thought he would think so. 

When he snagged the button of my jeans and unzipped my 
pants, I didn’t stop him. He played with my breasts like he was 
juggling basketballs with one hand, and I liked it. His palm around 
my butt was always perfect, and when I told “Jordan” about the 
surgery I was planning to have, he just shook his head in disapproval, 
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telling me that I didn’t need to mess up my body. “Jordan” was bold 
laying the white towel down and telling me to take off my pants. My 
sex missed the way he entered in and out of me; I didn’t tell him no 
because in my mind I was dying for him to touch me.

The next morning when we woke up, he wanted to get more 
before I got dressed for work. I wanted “Jordan” to fill my tummy 
up with his genetics again, and he did. We discussed it before doing 
the deed. My feelings hadn’t changed much for him, and I was still 
having baby fever. I prayed to be pregnant with his child because I 
was ready for a baby. I was ready to take the love that was within me 
and lavish it on my seed. I was making enough money to take care 
of myself and be able to provide for my child’s care with or without 
any assistance. I was ready to slow down. I wanted a family of my 
own, even if that just included me and my child. 

My parents split while I was young, so I understood that a 
baby didn’t mean a husband, fiancé, or boyfriend. A baby of my 
own meant a child for me to love unconditionally and a respon-
sibility bigger than myself. I understood that things between men 
and women could change quickly—one day the two could be best 
friends, and then the next day be enemies. Somehow that was exactly 
the case after my Los Angeles layover with “Jordan” as he and I 
turned back to enemies over Instagram. I wasn’t going to argue with 
any chicks about a man I was sharing myself with. I got stressed feud-
ing over “Jordan” with other women that were randomly messaging 
me on social media. The drama was taking a toll on my health. Once 
the migraines went away, I focused on work and happily moved on 
from him. 
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Getting pregnant wasn’t in my favor with “Jordan,” and I was 
disappointed when I got my menstrual cycle in November. Despite 
our falling out I did want to be pregnant. Genetically on paper 
“Jordan” was ideal to mate with and a baby would have been a prize 
for me, but God said no. 

I knew having unprotected sex with “Jordan” was a risk. Later 
in the month of November, I started receiving random social media 
messages from a fake page someone created about “Jordan” having 
an uncurable sex disease. I hadn’t talked to “Jordan” since our blow-
out at the beginning of October, but I felt he should know what was 
going on and I needed to know if it was true. I decided to email 
him the screenshots of the fake Instagram page that had videos of 
him and other women having sex. I wasn’t responsible enough to 
ask “Jordan” if he had ever been tested nor did I have the idea of us 
getting tested together. I faced the reality of the situation and didn’t 
want to waste time not knowing if the rumors were true or false. I 
usually got tested once, maybe twice, in a year. I made an appoint-
ment to see my doctor so I could get tested for all sexually transmit-
ted diseases including HIV and AIDS.

I did question myself for two seconds wondering what I was 
doing having unprotected sex with him hoping to have a baby. I 
went to a high school where STDs and HIV were passed around 
like a game of hot potato, so I knew better. I socially knew men and 
women that were infected with uncurable diseases, some even dying, 
and all of them had gotten infected from someone that they loved 
and trusted as a longtime partner or spouse. I knew better. I took 
the blessing of all my test results coming back negative and made 
sure to learn from the situation. I told my doctor I would get tested 
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again in a few months because not all diseases like HIV and AIDS 
showed up on paper after a month.

I searched for things to keep myself distracted. Work was a 
good outlet. My mother and auntie were another outlet. It had been 
forever since I spent time with my brothers and Daddie, so I took a 
flight to Washington D.C. The oldest had a birthday the second week 
of November that I missed, and I wanted to make it up to him, so I 
came bearing gifts for both of my brothers and Daddie. 

My gifts weren’t as cool like the basketball I got signed from 
Bossman, but I did reach out to Five for the same favor. Five agreed 
to sign a basketball for my brother, and I was thrilled. The only part 
that I didn’t like was that Five said I should come to his house to have 
the basketball signed while on my Atlanta layover for the month. 
After the situation with “Jordan” I wasn’t looking for anything extra 
from any guy. I wanted the ball for my brother, but told Five to not 
go out his way to do me any favors. Five made me feel like he didn’t 
really want to sign the ball for me anyway. He found a way to call me 
crazy before telling me to never talk to him again and that was that. 

During the trip to visit my family, Daddie paid for my hotel 
stay and we sat watching television. As a wedding commercial came 
on, Daddie said to me, 

“You know I’d like to go to one of those one day. Being the father 
of the bride would be nice.”

To hear my father say those words made me teary-eyed. 
Daddie had no idea the issues I was going through with men, and 
when I could have talked with him, I chose to keep my secrets to 
myself. For the first time I felt like Daddie wanted more for me than 
I wanted for myself. Praying for me was what I asked my father to do 
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since he wanted to see me get married. If Daddie believed there was 
one man out there in the world for me and if he really wanted me 
to meet a good man, then I told him to send a good prayer to God 
about it. I wanted to discuss so much with Daddie on that trip while 
I had the time, but I didn’t because of fear of judgement. 

After Daddie’s side of the family saw me so distraught when I 
was held at gunpoint, his seventy-year-old sister decided to tell me 
about our relative who molested me when I was a child. She shared 
with me that the relative who inappropriately touched me was raped 
when he was a young boy. After my accident so much of my past 
resurfaced. I thought about the one time when he tried to insert his 
erection in me and I begged for him to stop, and he did. I also found 
out he was arrested for the rape of a woman in the town our family 
sent him off to live in once he got into more street trouble.

I held all of this in and never spoke a word about it to my father. 
As a kid I wasn’t the only one to suffer the trauma of my relative from 
Daddie’s side of the family. When another cousin of mine told me 
that the same relative touched her too, we found comfort in talking 
with one another about what we were going through. Because she 
and I were so small and because my father’s family was so closefisted, 
we had no choice but to forgive and live with the scars. 

When my father left me alone that night in the hotel I cried. 
I cried until I couldn’t cry anymore. It was lack of love I felt from 
my family that left me searching for it everywhere else. The hidden 
secrets took their toll on me, and I realized that accidents like my 
robbery and molestation were events that a person never truly gets 
over but more so, learns to live through. 
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Daddie’s sister explained to me when she was a young girl 
living in Louisville that she was raped by a neighbor and was blamed 
for her rapist’s actions because she naturally had a worldly woman 
walk as a young girl with her swinging hips, which was the same 
walk that I inherited. No one protected her, and those traits passed 
down to the next generation as well. No one protected the women 
in my family who were abused, and instead, we were taught to feel 
responsible. I learned that it is never a woman’s fault when she has 
been sexually or physically abused. 

So much rape, abuse, and molestation happened to women 
on both sides of my family for generations. When I shared the news 
with Auntie Joyce before she passed, she explained to me that unfor-
tunately those things happened in a lot of families. I prayed for all of 
us, because in small ways I could see the effects that those events had 
on our lives. Just because it was the past didn’t mean those scars were 
healed. I understood the challenge of having to learn to understand 
yourself after you’ve experienced sexual abuse, and physical abuse; 
learning to not let those events break you. 

So many in my family wanted to know with all the good guys 
in my life why I never chose one to settle with, and the answer was 
that I never felt protected with them or by them. While Daddie said 
he wanted to be “father of the bride” I told him marriage could never 
happen for me until I felt protected and secure with a man from the 
jump; my father said nothing. Daddie decided it was time for him 
to go. He walked out on me again, and I promised for sure that was 
the last time I would let him turn his back on me. Between the rela-
tionship with my father and other men, I was emotionally drained.
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Having separated parents always made me feel like I had to 
choose. Most times I felt my loyalty was with my mother, because 
at the end of the day she gave birth to me even though Daddie had 
given her money to visit an abortion clinic. To this day I still thank 
God that Momma spent that abortion money my father gave her on 
a baby celebration rather than have a doctor suck me away from her. 

It has never hurt me to know that I was created from my 
parents’ lust but lets me know God thought enough of me to have 
my mother change her mind regardless of the pressure she felt from 
my father. When I returned home from my visit with Daddie and 
my brothers, I had a new outlook on life. I understood that I had to 
love Daddie from a distance. I was not going to carry the burden of 
hurt in my heart anymore. 

I wanted to start using my bartending license and applied to 
jobs at nightclubs and lounges. Since I didn’t have a lot of experience 
behind a bar there were not many places trying to hire me. I wasn’t 
having any success with getting an interview. So on the first day of 
December, I returned to my old bag of tricks for some good luck. 
I burned one of my orange career candles from my Marie Laveau 
collection, and like magic, it worked again. I heard from a casino in 
East Chicago, Indiana. The scheduled interview was the answer to 
the prayer that I needed. 

On December 4, before my bartending interview, I stopped 
to get coffee that I was convinced would help me smile more. The 
half-hour commute on the interstate wasn’t bad, and it gave me 
a reason to put miles on my new vehicle that I purchased on my 
own in November. I didn’t care that it was December in Chicago; I 
rolled around like it was still fall season with my sunroof wide open, 
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breathing in the fresh air and embracing my life. I wanted the sun to 
shine on me as I blasted “Bad and Boujee” by Migos from the Bose 
car speakers. 

Round one of the interviews was a breeze. The human 
resources team invited me to come back the next week for round 
two of interviews. For the position of bartender, I needed to pass a 
written exam. I went home and studied my ABC Bartending School 
Workbook for the week leading up to the second round of inter-
views. After passing the liquor exam and making it through three 
additional interviews the same day, I was hired. 

I originally applied to bartend at the sports bar that was 
attached to the casino, but the casino beverage supervisor thought 
I would be better working on the actual casino boat, if I passed one 
last interview with the casino food and beverage department direc-
tor. When I first met the casino director, he was intimidating, throw-
ing questions at me, quizzing me on my liquor knowledge. Then 
when the casino director pulled his ringing cell phone from his shirt 
pocket, I noticed his New Orleans NFL team phone case. Finding 
out that the casino director was from one of my favorite cities made 
for good conversation over our mutual love of New Orleans food 
and jazz music. 

The casino director never actually congratulated me but when 
the hiring team gave me the orientation packet with the job title of 
casino boat bartender after leaving his office, I became ecstatic. My 
first day on the new job at the casino started on New Year’s Day. I 
didn’t see much drinking or partying happening for my twenty-ninth 
birthday. I planned to spend the evening at home reflecting on the 
2017 year and getting rest for my first day at the new workplace.
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The whole month of December, I took the time to fall in love 
with myself again. I spoiled myself with dates and lots of me time. 
I went shopping by myself. I went to the movies by myself. I even 
went to see Jay-Z at the United Center while he was on his 4:44 Tour 
by myself. The concert was one event I wasn’t going to miss, because 
I didn’t know how many more shows the hip-hop business mogul 
had left in him. The highlight at the concert was the surprise perfor-
mance from Chance the Rapper. To hear Jay-Z shout out the name 
of my television husband who was at the concert standing on the 
floor near the stage made me laugh. 

I sat in my seat, watching Jay-Z, and realized that I was witness-
ing a billionaire in his natural element—on stage performing all his 
classic records that I loved. I did experience a moment of nostalgia 
at the concert, seeing the glimpse from a dream that I had several 
times in the past year. Having that déjà vu moment where my dreams 
came to pass let me know that I was exactly where I was meant to 
be, and it made my birthday month complete. 

January 1, 2018 – New Year’s Day – Casino Bartender 
Stewardess – Day 1

“Romonia, where have you bartended before?” my casino bartender 
trainer asked. “I heard you went to bartending school,” she said.

News about me being the new bartender spread like a wildfire, 
and my bartender trainer wanted to know every detail. I was fore-
warned by one of the hiring team members that I would be working 
in the cattiest department at the casino. I was told it would be best to 
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keep to myself so I wouldn’t get into any drama. Seven interviewees 
for the bartender position and no one else was hired but me. The 
rest of the ladies took the job of floor beverage servers and were told 
they would have to work their way up to casino bartender. The pay 
I was getting was twice as much, and I was grateful for the money. 

“This is my first official professional bartending job. So, I’m 
learning the ropes,” I said to my bartender trainer. I knew to keep 
a polite conversation with the woman who was assigned to be my 
bartending trainer for the next couple of days. “I’m an airline stew-
ardess and when I preform first-class in-flight service, I do mix 
drinks to order. A lot of basic drinks. Jack and Coke, Cape Cods or 
Screw Drivers,” I said.

“Okay. That sounds good. The last girl we hired didn’t even 
know how to open wine with a corkscrew. I knew she wasn’t going 
to last long,” the bartender trainer said while looking me up and 
down, then took a sip from her coffee cup. “You do know how to 
open wine, right?” she asked. 

“I use one at work on the airplane. If I’m not familiar with the 
kind you have here, then I’m sure I will learn how to use it after one 
time,” I said. “I’m a fast learner so a wine opener won’t be a problem.” 
I flipped my hair and put on a pair of plastic gloves. I grabbed the 
knife to chop lemons and limes for the first shift. 

“Make sure you cut the edges of the limes first before you slice 
them in four parts,” my bartender trainer said to me. I shook my head 
at her commands and loud voice that carried just enough author-
ity for me to not take offense. “So how was bartending school?” she 
asked. “That’s probably why they hired you to bartend because most 
of us start out as servers,” she said.
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Her voice and jabs at me I tried not to take personally or 
as jealousy. 

“It was amazing. The first three days we learned the rules of 
the bar. Clean everything,” I said. “Keeping everything clean is the 
motto and to have fun. Definitely want to have fun at work. Working 
at a casino I feel like people are winning money, so, for the most part 
they are happy. Tips would be nice. I have some financial goals that 
I want to meet before summer.” 

Putting the cut limes in the container, I started wiping down 
things to keep busy and to keep our conversation short. I earned the 
job as a casino bartender, so it was no more competition. She and I 
wore the same uniform. 

“Well I would imagine working for the airline you make pretty 
good money,” she said.

“I’m paid very well for what I do,” I said. “But having some-
thing else to do on my days off that involves making money isn’t a 
bad thing to be ambitious about.”

“I started here about nine years ago and I was a server until 
I learned the drinks at the bar. Then two years later I became a 
bartender,” she said. 

I wasn’t sure if she was trying to make me feel humbled about 
my being hired as casino bartender by telling me her story or if she 
was just making conversation. 

“Well, when I passed the written exam during my second 
interview, I was offered to work on the boat. The hiring manager 
thought I would be a perfect addition to the food and beverage team 
here. The man who interviewed me is head of the department and 
he was nice, easy to impress,” I said.
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“Really?” She tilted her head looking curious. “He never does 
interviews. How was that?” she asked placing her coffee down and 
crossed her arms over her chest. 

“He hit me with every question about wines. Wanting me to 
name at least two white wines and two reds. I almost got stuck when 
he asked me to name six imported beers, but I made it. He’s from 
New Orleans, so when we talked about the Creole food and football 
I won his ‘Who Dat’ nation heart over.”

“It’s nice to start at casino bartender,” she said. “You make twice 
as much as the floor servers. Tips are good. It can be slow for some 
days. I normally work the welcome bar, which is this one here at the 
front entrance to the boat. When people come right in, this is the 
first bar they see so everybody stops here grabbing their beers or 
whatever. Every now and then someone will ask for a hot chocolate 
at the bar during winter months.” 

“Okay that’s something I want to know,” I said. “At the bar do 
you make a lot of specialty drinks or is it mainly draft beers and 
bottled beers?” I asked relieved that she finally found a topic that 
was along the bases of bartending. 

“Lots of beers.” She walked over to the refrigerator, opening the 
doors and pointed to the bottles of beer on the racks. “Since yester-
day was New Year’s Eve we sold a lot of drinks. More than usual. 
With this being the first shift the porters haven’t restocked for the day 
yet. Whatever you need if you’re low on products just tell your bar 
porters,” she said. “No one is allowed behind your bar. The servers 
will place their drink orders with you, but no one comes behind the 
bar.” The trainer took a serious tone, so I nodded my head letting her 
know that I understood as we walked around the bar area. “I know 
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it’s a lot of information to take in,” she said. “But I promise you will 
be fine. Just make sure your service is great and your money drop is 
accurate. I will go over counting down your drawer with you before 
we leave today.”

“Okay,” I said.
“Next week you will be on your own. Did you know you’re the 

only bartender working the poker tournament?” she asked. “It is 
always the job of the most junior casino bartender. The tips are not 
good and ringing up the food isn’t fun either, but you’ll get through 
it. We’re going to take a break in about ten minutes so I’m going to 
run to the bathroom and tie my hair because it’s irritating me. Hold 
it down here and I’ll be right back,” she said. 

My trainer walked off and I was glad to have a few minutes 
to myself. 

Shortly after a man stepped up to the bar and I put on my smile.
“Bud Light,” the customer said as he threw his folded-up 

five-dollar bill on the bar top. 
At first, I didn’t know how to respond so I just looked at him. 

I thought it was slightly disrespectful for the customer to just toss 
his money, but I had to put my bartending hat on remembering that 
most people who threw money on the bar did it to look cool.

“Would you like a bottle or the 20-ounce that comes in the 
aluminum can?” I asked preparing to make my first sale.

“Bottle. Keep the change. Thanks,” he said.
I kept a smile when handing the man his beer and placed the 

tip in the tip jar. When my bartender trainer returned, she laughed 
at the way I beamed about getting my first tip on my first sale. 
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“Well I don’t know if they told you this or not but while your 
training you’re not allowed to keep your tips,” she said. “But we can 
put it in the jar and at the end of the day let’s see what happens. I’m 
going to go upstairs now to the cafeteria. You’re more than welcome 
to join me.” She grabbed her work purse, letting me know it was time 
for our first break. 

“Thanks. I’m going to call my dad. He wants to know how my 
first day is going,” I said.

“Oh, that’s nice. You and your dad close?” she asked.
“My father and brothers live out of town. We try to phone 

when we can,” I said.
“Oh wow. Are you from Indiana?” she asked.
“No, Chicago. But my father is away on military orders in D.C.”
“Do you have children?” 
“No.” I kept my answer short. My bartender trainer asked 

questions that were beginning to weigh on me, but I felt she meant 
no harm. 

“I have to check on my kids during break. A lot of the girls 
here are mothers. With the kids being home from school because it’s 
winter break there have been plenty of call-offs. Especially Christmas 
being a week ago and yesterday being New Year’s Eve,” she said.

The walk to the break area was longer than I expected. With 
the pause in the conversation and her facial expressions asking about 
my holidays, it was my turn to speak. 

“On Christmas, I had to cut my night short because my casino 
new-hire orientation was here at eight o’clock in the morning the 
next day and then New Year’s Eve was my birthday,” I said. 
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“Really? Happy birthday. How old did you turn? You didn’t 
work at the airline, did you?” she asked.

“Thank you. I turned twenty-nine, and no. I knew I had to be 
here, so I just lounged around in bed the entire day. I didn’t want 
to go out drinking and be late or hungover on my first day,” I said.

“Yeah that’s smart.” We walked past other people and she intro-
duced me to everyone who waved at her. “You’re so busy it’s probably 
a good thing you don’t have kids,” she said. “But I don’t blame you for 
traveling for work and seeing the world. You don’t need to rush for 
kids. There is time. I’m in my late thirties and my kids are still small.” 

We turned down another long hallway as I shook my head in 
agreement to the everything she said. 

“I hear that bartenders for the high rollers lounge will be 
needed. Maybe I can work my way in there. I think that the tips 
will be a lot bigger and I’m working hard to save,” I said changing 
the subject.

“Oh, you can forget about that. You’re new; they wouldn’t let 
you work in that room. What are you trying to buy, if you don’t mind 
me asking?” 

Her rude way of telling me I wouldn’t able to land a job in the 
high rolling room made me frustrated. She wasn’t a manager, and 
just like it was against the odds for me to work on the casino as a 
bartender and not a server, it was possible that I could get a job in 
the high rollers room. The shock on her face when I mentioned 
plastic surgery kept her from asking me any more questions. When 
we finally made it to the employee break area, she and I spotted the 
casino director who interviewed me for the casino bartending job.
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“The stewardess,” he said smiling and stopped an arm’s length 
away from me. I put on my airplane smile—happy to see someone 
who wasn’t quick to shoot me down. 

“That would be me,” I said.
“How’s it going?” he asked. “I know your trainer is treating 

you well here.” 
“She’s really good. I heard that you did her interview.” My 

bartender trainer cut me off not giving me the chance to respond. 
“That’s correct. I did,” he said. “What is this, the first week for 

you?” he asked pointing at me. 
“Yes. I hope the other two days of training go just as well.” I 

said politely with my smile. 
“Three days? That’s it? I’m going to have to change that and 

make it longer than three days.” The casino director laughed and my 
bartender trainer looked at his face to detect any seriousness from 
him. Nervously laughing she waved goodbye. 

“I hope he wasn’t serious about that,” she said wiping her fore-
head and changed the subject. “I’m going to go in the smoke room 
and have a cigarette. You go ahead and enjoy your lunch. I will see 
you back up on the casino floor in a half hour.”

“Okay,” I said to her.
“Set your timer,” she said before walking away.
I took a deep breath and released the stressful headache, and 

anxiety from my first day on the job as casino bartender. 
I could smell the fried buffalo wings and grilled burgers from 

the employee food area. The coolest part of working for the casino 
quickly became the lunch with the deep fried winglets, reminding 
me of my days at Hooters when I would use my employee discount 
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to order large amounts of wings to take home. I searched for ways 
to pack on pounds because I wanted to get my butt fat transfer, but 
my body was not gaining the weight that was required. 

I sat in the employee cafeteria eating and drinking a milkshake, 
thankful for my lunch break away from my casino bartender trainer, 
and it was only the first day. I was glad for the thirty minutes of peace. 
As I enjoyed my first break, I prayed to God that he would get me 
through the training process with grace and patience 

January 31, 2018 – ORD to BDL – Main Cabin Kitchen 
Galley Stewardess

“Are you flying these trips for the next month?” the aisle stewardess 
asked me. “I see that you are on my next flight where we fly the same 
trip. I have vacation that week,” she said. 

The main cabin aisle stewardess was very pretty, and since 
boarding the airplane together at the start of our work flight, I would 
wonder how old she was. Her look was very conservative, and as 
I stood in the lavatory mirror with the door wide open, brushing 
my hair that hung down to my tailbone, while applying more red 
lipstick, she just watched.

“I don’t know. I didn’t make my schedule,” I said. “I have 
another job and I pay a trip planner to create my flight schedule that 
works well with my bartending job so I can have full hours of flying.”

The way she raised her eyebrows I could tell that my other job 
was too worldly for the conservative stewardess. She wore her hair 
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in a tight bun and the pearls around her wrist, let me know she was 
slightly traditional. 

“Is the trip planner service expensive?” she asked. “I’ve been 
thinking about using the trip planner for when I come back next 
month. I am in the military and I’m due for reserve training at the 
division,” she said.

“Over one hundred dollars I spent. My only request was no 
early departures. So, like this flight everything I work this month 
doesn’t leave the airport until 5:00 PM,” I said. 

“I don’t really have a preference on departure time, just days I 
want off,” she said. “I have one high-school-age child left so I like to 
be home for some days during the week.”

She was a mom and a military woman, so the conservative look 
was becoming understandable. I was curious to know more about 
the aisle stewardess because she looked so young and was close to 
me in company seniority. I knew from a young girl to never ques-
tion a woman’s age so I kept quiet, but something about her made 
me want to know. 

“That’s nice. Are you married?” I asked her.
“Yes. Over twenty years. My husband and I have three children 

and two grandchildren,” she said. 
“Wait a second. You’re a grandma? I didn’t think you were over 

thirty years old. It’s true what they say. Black really doesn’t crack,” 
I jokingly said as the aisle stewardess blushed at the compliment I 
gave her. 

“Well, that’s very sweet of you to say. But yes, I am a grand-
mother. My grand-babies call me GG.” 

“Awww! That is so cute!” I said to her. 
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The aisle stewardess stories of chasing behind her grand-
son and granddaughter at the mall before coming to work started 
making for a great conversation on the three-day trip. I loved every 
picture she showed me of her family. Then when she pulled out the 
1990s throwback picture of her and her husband on Facebook, I 
saw how hot she was back in the day. I wondered so much about her 
life—servicing in the military, getting married, having babies, being 
a grandmother, and becoming an airline stewardess. 

I started wondering what my life would have been like if I 
stayed in the military. My dad always told me that I would never have 
any trouble finding a man in the military because the male selection 
was so big. Even during my college ROTC days in undergraduate, I 
had my picks amongst the guys, but seeing them in uniform being 
powerful yet harsh wasn’t a turn on. 

“So, Mona, you’re a bartender. That’s different. Something fun 
to do when you’re off,” she said. 

“Not really fun,” I said. “I’ve just finished working a two-week 
long poker event that I made really great tips on because the men 
loved my smile and customer service, but that isn’t the average day 
at work. I wish it was though. Now that I work the bars by myself, I 
mainly get hot chocolate orders from seniors who never tip or people 
who ask for every free bottle of water and still leave no tip. I did have 
a manager approach me about bartending in the cardholders lounge 
so I’m thinking about it.” I got out my jumpseat and started pull-
ing the beverage cart in the aisle to begin our in-flight service. “My 
last month working for the casino hasn’t been as fun as I thought.” I 
hit the break on the beverage cart. “Excuse me while I step in front 
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of you to turn on these coffee pots,” I said as we shifted around the 
tight kitchen galley.

“I got it,” the aisle stewardess said and pressed the start button 
on the coffee makers. “I would think that people are winning money 
and so they give big tips because everyone is having a good time,” 
she said.

“Yeah that’s exactly what I thought when going into the job,” I 
said. “It can be an edgy place to work because everyone is so super-
stitious. If you place their drink down a certain way, they swear you 
have given them bad luck. I never realized that some people make a 
living off winning from gambling. One guy was so jacked up from 
losing, he kept ordering double shots of vodka. I served him twice 
and then the waitress served him twice. After that, I had to cut him 
off. Thankfully he understood because not a lot of people can handle 
when you tell them no more alcohol, like passengers on the airplane.”

“Really? I’ve never had to cut off a passenger from being served 
alcohol,” she said.

“Well, I do. Often. You and I are close in company seniority, 
so I’m sure you’ve had your crazy flights.”

“Of course,” she said. “For me, it’s always a situation with the 
seat belt sign. People want to get up when they want, standing in 
the aisle while we are trying to work with carts. Then if it’s turbu-
lence you got the people in the aisle flying all over the place because 
someone has to use the restroom. I inform passengers that the seat 
belt sign is on and that they should be careful. Passengers will stress 
you out if you let them.” 

“Amen to that,” I said. “I have learned to let a lot of the remarks 
and attitudes roll off my back lately. I am working too many hours to 
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get stressed because someone wants to hold up boarding, because 
they can’t switch their seat to sit next to their best friend.”

“How many hours have you been flying?” she asked.
“This month I tried to hit one hundred hours,” I said, “but I 

have ninety planned for the month of February. With this trip start-
ing on the last day in January, it will be on my February paycheck so 
I’m making out pretty well. I have some financial goals I am trying 
to reach before spring gets here,” I said.

“Well with two jobs you should be well on your way,” she said. 
“Here, let me help you with that.” The stewardess went into the aisle 
opening the front door on the beverage cart, while I placed the coffee 
and tea on top of the cart, alongside the water and orange juice. 

“My after-care for surgery is what’s so expensive. After I get 
my boobs and butt done, I’m going to need a good three months off 
before I can start back working,” I said. 

“Why in the world would you want to do that?” She asked. 
“You have a really nice shape that matches you now.” The aisle stew-
ardess tried to hide her facial expression, but I still saw the strange 
look she gave.

“I hear that often but it’s what I want. I’ve thought about it for 
years now, and I feel really happy about the choice,” I said to her.

“If you want it for you, I understand but you look great now. 
When I was your age, I was small in the waist and now, I still am, but 
after kids my butt is bigger,” she said. 

I laughed to myself, because she wasn’t lying. In my mind I was 
wishing to have a butt like hers. I could see her small waist that led to 
big thighs and a huge perfectly round backside in her uniform pants. 
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“You get married and have some babies, you’ll get a bigger 
butt,” she said laughing 

“I don’t want to get married. I tried a few times with one guy 
to get pregnant and it didn’t work for me. I went to see a physician 
that could tell me if I was having fertility issues and my test came 
back great. So, if it hasn’t happened before thirty years old I’m hang-
ing it up. I’ve already let it go but I’m giving it an official date for the 
universe to say no. I just don’t want to be that woman holding on 
to something that may not even be meant for me,” I said as I slowly 
eased my foot on the release break of the beverage cart indicating 
that I didn’t want to talk anymore about the subject. 

We began our in-flight service and the easy-going passen-
gers made it a pleasure to service them. After the pickup service 
was complete, she and I went back into the kitchen galley. When 
everything was under control, we took a break by sitting on our 
jumpseats, and the aisle stewardess picked up where we left off in 
our conversation.

“Well maybe you should try Christian mingle or something 
like that. A lot of my friends have met people off the Black People 
Meet dating service and it works for them,” she said.

Her tone in her voice showed she didn’t want to make me feel 
like Internet dating was desperate for someone my age. I considered 
the usual Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat to be the online dating 
platform for people my age and it was a way to find the type of guys 
I wanted. I met a few airline stews that got into serious relationship 
from Tinder or Bumble, but at the end of the day it was all about the 
person and what they were looking for.
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“I am all for dating services,” I said to her. “That’s why I use 
social media. I feel like you can tell a lot about a person from their 
social media activity. Even after signing up on dating websites 
like Tinder and Match, most people you interact with still ask for 
all your social media information. Social media isn’t the same as 
knowing a person, but it is their introduction. To me reading and 
looking through a person’s post is better than a five-minute conver-
sation. Truth doesn’t always come from their words in their private 
messages, especially if they are trying to make a good impression 
to date you, if that makes sense,” I said thinking about my recent 
Snapchat conversation with the NBA baller 8ball, making it my last 
social media chase.

8ball was becoming a father. It was a surprise hearing from 
him on Christmas. I wished 8ball well on his career and told him that 
he was going to make a great father, and we said our final goodbye. 
My jersey chaser days were coming to an end. I was getting older 
and it was becoming impossible to find an NBA baller who didn’t 
have children, kept a humble attitude, and would be someone I 
didn’t clash with. It was hard accepting that a lifestyle I enjoyed with 
professional athletes pretty much was over with, and every time 8ball 
was on the television while I worked behind the bar at the casino, I 
took it as a sign from God that it was time to retire my jersey chase. 

February 14, 2018 – Valentine’s Day – Day Off

“Well Daddie, I told you I was ready to quit my job at the casino and 
guess what happened today?”
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“What Romonia?”
“I was fired. Can you believe that? I’ve never ever in my life 

been fired from a job. Never.” I had to laugh at the way I exaggerated 
my getting the boot. “I’m not even tripping off the fact I was fired 
on my day off but the fact that it’s Valentine’s Day is just a slap in the 
face. I mean c’mon,” I said as I put my hand over my face listening 
to the quiet moments on the phone before Daddie spoke. 

During my times at the casino, Daddie and I would talk over 
the phone. I would talk about investing in my 401k more and he’d 
give me tips on how to save money to invest in the stock market. 
Our conversations lasted my entire work breaks at the casino and 
Daddie would tell me how proud he was about my career aspira-
tions. This phone call I was waiting to hear the disappointment in 
my father’s voice.

“Yeah,” Daddie said taking a deep breath. “I know that you told 
me you called off a few days ago from the casino when that area got 
hit with the bad snow storm. By you being new I guess that went 
against you,” Daddie said, and I was glad my father viewed it that 
way and not as me being irresponsible like I expected. 

“The one good thing from this situation is that I received a 
liquor license from another state,” I said. “But they’re crazy think-
ing I was going to slide off the road again to come to work or get 
snowed in at the casino for days. I can’t deal with winters in Chicago 
anymore. I think it might be time for me to change locations again. 
Maybe go back to Miami.”

“So what are you going to do now with all the extra time on 
your hands since you ain’t got no extra job mane?” Daddie said. His 
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sarcasm and terrible way of joking helped ease the insecurity about 
my fear of his judgment towards me. 

“Well gesh, Father, you don’t have to say it like that.” I said 
laughing at his corny joke about the new opportunity to do some-
thing else spontaneous in my life. 

When I told Daddie I quit the restaurant he wasn’t surprised 
either, telling me that I wasn’t cut out for the restaurant business 
before I even explained the situation. I always called Daddie and 
Momma when I came up with new ideas for myself. After college, 
Daddie just learned to go with the flow and let me do my own thing. 
My father told me once that he was proud of the career woman I 
became since being an airline stewardess, but I still wanted to be 
someone greater to make him proud. 

“Whatever you do, I hope shopping or spending money on 
expensive hairdos isn’t one of them,” Daddie said to me. “Honestly 
Romonia, I don’t see why you need to wear all that extra mess on 
your face and in your head anyway.” 

“Daddie, I’m an airline stewardess. There is an image that I 
have to uphold. It’s not extreme as my time being a Hooters Girl but 
I still have daily appointments that I need to make for my eyebrows 
and my eyelashes have to stay on fleek,” I said joking.

“Okay, Ms. On Fleek. You have nice full eyelashes. You have 
nice eyebrows that you have had since a kid. And your hair,” Daddie 
said as I rolled my eyes at the phone because I felt a lecture coming on. 

“Alright now Daddie, don’t go talking about my hair. You know 
women are sensitive about their hair. At least I am,” I said. “Especially 
my weave.”
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“You have nice hair is all I’m saying, Romonia. You have long 
hair, thick curly hair, yet you choose to waste five or six hundred 
dollars on a hairdo that only lasts you for a month. Then you go back 
to the salon every week to get it washed and curled. You take care of 
your hair weave more than you do your natural hair,” Daddie said.

I took a deep breath before telling him how I felt about his 
comments on my appearance.

“Dad the same things you are attacking me about are the same 
things that I love about me. I enjoy getting my hair done,” I said to 
him. “It makes me feel glamorous.”

“So are you saying you’re not glamorous without it?” he asked 
and I became irritated. 

I constantly had to validate myself when I talked with my 
father. The makeup I wore. The way I styled my hair. The clothes 
I bought. His complaints never changed over the years. I dared to 
think about how he would feel about me wanting to get surgery on 
my body. 

“Daddie this is me,” I said. “My fake eyelashes make me feel 
beautiful. Yes, I love myself. I have accepted the darkness of my 
complexion that I get from you. My natural hair I wear every blue 
moon without my inches of hair extensions that I purchase with 
money that I work for. So, I see no problem with the way I choose 
to make myself up,” I stood up for myself and my words were solid 
to my father. I wasn’t backing down or telling him that he was right. 

“I’m not saying anything is wrong with what you do; I am just 
giving my opinion as your father. You know I do have the right to 
do that every now and then even though you’re an adult,” he said. 
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I took a deep breath before ending the conversation 
with Daddie.

“I hear you father. I hear you.” I said my goodbyes and went 
back to feeling lousy on Valentine’s Day. 

February 17, 2018 – ORD to PHX – Main Cabin Aisle 
Stewardess

“Lord we need to have a talk, but how do I explain this to you? Some 
emotional moments have come this year with Auntie Bell’s doctor 
wanting to place her in hospice care. Momma cried something terrible 
and I ask that you stay with her and help guide her. 

Momma needed me around for help with Auntie Bell while she 
would be way at work. On my off days, I spent afternoons visiting 
with Auntie Bell while the nurse aide would be there. Momma wants 
me to put my life on hold and help full time with Auntie Bell and I’m 
sorry, but I can’t do it anymore. I have exhausted myself and because 
Momma made the choice to care for Auntie Bell she wants me to feel 
guilty for not being with them all the time. Forgive me if I am wrong 
to take the time to focus on myself. 

With me not working two jobs anymore I have learned to appre-
ciate the downtime that you have given me, and I use that time to read 
a book or watch my favorite television shows. My jazz music has been 
heavy in rotation while I try to get rest at night. Between that and 
my rain app, my dreams have been pleasant. I have purchased lots of 
jewelry with healing stones like Kunzite and Amethyst. I drink my hot 
water with lemon. Life isn’t too bad. 
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Daddie is continuously judging me and every time that I think 
me and him take one step towards building our relationship, he says 
something that knocks me two steps back. Despite what my father 
thinks, I love the hair underneath my hair extensions and the way my 
natural eyebrows are shaped. I don’t feel bad because I like to invest in 
myself. But I have chosen to not have my surgery. It will be hard accept-
ing that I am not able to do something that I really want. But if the one 
thing I can give to you is my word on loving myself the way you have 
made me then I’m making that promise. I feel having a little booty is 
a life struggle in a world where women with big butts, natural or not, 
are praised. It will be hard when I look in the mirror this summer and 
not see the six-thousand-dollar body fat transfer to my backside, but 
it’s what I feel compelled to do. 

Your signs I am choosing to except, not having the 
extra job, being single and not getting pregnant. 

I am no longer fighting your will for me. 
I don’t have kids right now, so even though I sit 

and listen to the conversation that my coworkers have 
about their children, I can’t always relate to the strug-
gle. I can, however, talk a lot about hair, makeup, 
clothes, life, and inspirational goals for hours. Those 
are all things that I am taking the time to critique, 
appreciate, explore and expand in my life while in my 
season of singleness. I have learned in my new age, 
God, that being happy in your current life situation 
with yourself is the only thing that can give you great 
mental health and will place a smile on your face that 
no one can remove. I have learned that I determine my 
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happiness. Doesn’t matter if single or married, kids or 
no kids, life is still a blessing.

I think about those stews I met who have told 
me to never quit this job because it gets easier with 
time. I can say that it has, and as my pay goes up 
my paychecks become better. I still am nowhere near 
the seniority of going to Rome and Paris four times a 
month, but working other amazing trips until I get 
there isn’t a bad life to have. 

I can’t tell the future, and although I want to give 
up on marriage and babies, I don’t know what you 
have planned for me. I can say that if my life doesn’t 
come with the marriage and the baby carriage that I 
won’t be disappointed, and I won’t feel my life isn’t as 
valuable to the world. Finding one guy who is age-ap-
propriate and has no kids, a good career making a 
steady income, dresses well, makes me laugh, and is 
completely single entertaining no women is damn near 
impossible to come by. 

I do miss the days, God, when I could daydream 
about a real Prince Charming. I would daydream 
about love all day long and about what my kids would 
look like. I’d wonder how wide their smile would be or 
how angelic their giggles would sound to me. I used to 
daydream about love all the time God, what life with 
a husband would be like. I daydreamed about the big 
wedding first and then raising our children together 
after. I daydreamed about how flawless I’d look on my 
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big day and how the guests would admire my fancy 
couture bridal gown. I would practice my smile and 
how to graciously say thank you. 

I felt like believing in princess movies, about 
getting married in castles to a prince, was immature 
of me until Prince Harry and Meghan Markel got 
engaged. God, you gave little black girls like me who 
grew up thinking we could never be princesses the 
opportunity to witness a true fairy tale in the making. 
Watching shows like ‘Basketball Wives’ where the 
wife of a retired NBA Baller renewed her marriage 
vows in a gigantic castle while in Portugal with her 
husband made me cry. In reality, grown women are 
living their own fairy tales and I am not excluding or 
depriving myself of a happily-ever-after. I may not 
have the prince or the castle, but I do have my horse 
and carriage. My cupid airplane taxis get me where I 
need to go, and my airline stewardess job takes me to 
places I have never been. 

Every time I walk onto an airplane, I ask for you 
to protect me and those onboard. I thank you for every 
doctor onboard that I have paged when a passenger 
needs medical attention. I thank you for getting me 
through the work trips when I’ve had to deal with 
dramatic flight crews, and I praise you for the ones 
who have awesome personalities that make working 
in the sky at cruising altitude a pleasure. 
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I thank you that I’ve never had to remove a 
passenger from the airplane. I thank you for the polite 
passengers that I take delight in servicing. I thank 
you for those passengers who say ‘please’ and ‘thank 
you’ when I pass them a beverage. I thank you for 
every small child that I have given cookies, ice-cream, 
peanuts, and free snacks to when they are traveling as 
unaccompanied minors while under my care. 

Most importantly, I thank you for the dark times 
which being an airline stewardess has gotten me 
through over the years. 

I serve a purpose for you, Lord. No one can tell me 
that you don’t love me because I am not a saint by the 
eyes of people. You see the best in me. You have placed 
me on this earth. God you created me, from the roots 
of my hair to the soft soles of my feet. In your word you 
have said that every hair on my head is numbered, 
and I acknowledge that you know my thoughts before 
I can even form my words. 

You created me in my mother’s womb. You knew 
me before I knew myself. You are God. The alpha and 
omega. I will continue to pray and talk with you. I will 
keep my fasting a secret time in my life that only you 
and I will share. 

I pray, Lord, that you hear me and forgive me 
every day from my daily sins, even the ones that I am 
not aware of. I am okay with my life choices, and when 
my day of judgment comes, you will deal with me how 
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you see fit. I thank you for your time Lord. I ask that 
you keep me safe on this flight and return me home 
after this three-day trip. 

I thank you for hearing every prayer of mine. In 
your name, I pray. Amen.”

“I’m going to up and brief my emergency exits and close the 
bins that are full. It looks like boarding is complete,” I said to the 
main cabin kitchen galley stewardess. 

I stepped into the lavatory and took a look in the mirror. 
Checking to make sure my curls were perfect. I shook my head at 
the way my lace frontal sew-in was looking only after two days from 
the hair salon. The hairdo that cost me six hundred dollars wasn’t 
worth the couple days of tips I earned at the casino, I was ready to 
switch back to my basic sew-ins that looked more natural. I fluffed 
my hair and then walked out of the lavatory and went up the aisle.

“Is it possible that I can get a cup of water?” the passenger 
trying to catch my attention before I passed his row of seats, tapped 
me on my side as I walked through the main cabin.

“I have to take care of some work before we close the boarding 
door so we can depart on time. I will try to bring you some water 
before we play the safety demo,” I said to him with a smile.

“Sure, take your time. Thank you,” the passenger said.
I turned and moved my hips up the aisle as quickly as possible. 

I stopped in front of my first row of people sitting in the emergency 
exit seats asking them to remove their headphones and pause from 
their phone activity or conversations with each other. I needed the 
passengers undivided attention in order to brief the exits seats.
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“You are sitting in the emergency exit seat row,” I said to them. 
“During the event of an emergency are you willing and able to oper-
ate this exit? I need a verbal yes if so.” 

Having all twelve people sitting in the emergency exit rows 
agree to help the crew if we have to use those doors when it’s an 
emergency makes me feel safer knowing that I have passengers that 
are willing to take the initiative if something were to happen. Like 
always the direct eye contact and finger pointing at each individual, 
encouraging them to speak gets the job done without commotion. 

“Thank you,” I said and turned away as I continued going up 
the aisle.

“Hey, Mona. The captain wanted to speak with the gate agent 
about something so we’re just waiting,” the lead stewardess said 
to me when I made it up to the first-class cabin completing my 
safety checks. 

“Okay. Sounds good,” I said.
“Do you have plans for the long Phoenix layover?” she asked. 

“I’m going to go visit my daughter who lives there. She’s picking 
me up from the airport when we land. I hear the captain is buying 
dinner for the crew. The stewardess in the back said a few of her 
college sorority sisters are coming to meet her at the hotel. Looks like 
everyone will be busy. I’ve been flying with these ladies all month, 
so I have their number but if you want to give me yours, just in case 
you need to contact someone is okay with me,” she said.

“I think I’ll be fine. I’m just going to go see the movie Black 
Panther at the AMC downtown and stop across the street to eat at 
the Hooters,” I said. 
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“I heard about that movie,” she said. “I hear it’s really good. It’s 
a Marvel film, right?” the lead stewardess asked.

“Yup. It’s been a big deal in the black community,” I said. “Plus, 
Michael B. Jordan is in it and he’s like the new Denzel Washington 
since his role in Creed.”

“I’m not familiar with him,” the lead stewardess said. “But I 
have heard great things about the movie from the radio and previews 
that air on television. Makes it seem really cool.”

“Maybe you’ll check it out one day,” I said. “I’ve got a guy in 
the back that needs some water. If you don’t mind can you pour a 
glass for me?” I asked her.

“Sure,” she said while grabbing a plastic cup from the kitchen 
galley. “The wings at Hooters are good. I haven’t had them in a 
while. Is that a place you like to go often? Hooters?” the lead stew-
ardess asked as she reached into the beverage cart to retrieve a bottle 
of water. 

“The location has a nice outside seating area and it inspired 
me to work for Hooters. So, whenever I’m in town I like to eat there 
since it’s right outside the hotel,” I said.

“How about that,” she said and then poured the water into the 
cup. “Well, you’re young and pretty. How old are you? About twen-
ty-five?” she asked.

“Thank you for the compliment but no I’m twenty-nine. I’ll 
be thirty later this year on New Year’s Eve,” I said.

“You just had a birthday. Don’t rush time.” The lead stewardess 
placed the cup of water in my hand. “Do you still work for Hooters?” 
she asked.
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“No. I’m a bartender,” I said. “I just recently worked at a casino 
so now I’m looking for a new part-time gig,” 

“Well, maybe you should apply at the Hooters in Phoenix. 
Transfer there,” she said.

“That could be an option,” I said. “Thanks for the water. I’m 
heading to the back.”

I made sure to put on my switch in my three-inch work heels 
and smiled at the passengers that smiled at me. I hadn’t really thought 
about transferring to the Phoenix base, but it was an idea. 

“Here’s your water, sir,” I said handing the glass to the passenger.
“Perfect. Thank you,” he said giving me a smile. 
“No problem,” I said and then went into the kitchen galley until 

it was time for takeoff.
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Location 

March 5, 2018 – PHX to ORD – Main Cabin Kitchen  
Galley Stewardess

“I COULD HEAR YOU COUGHING AND SNEEZING 
all night through the walls. I was about to knock on the 
joining door to our rooms and offer you this Benadryl 

that’s in my suitcase,” I said to the aisle stewardess as I took a seat 
next to her on the airport shuttle. 

The driver closed the door to crew van behind me and we 
pulled off.

Three months into the new year and the only thing I was 
hooked on was seeing Black Panther at the AMC on every Phoenix 
layover and on my days off in Chicago. Phoenix was beginning to 
feel like my second home with the many layovers for the past five 
weeks. Every time I was in Phoenix, I posted to social media about 
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the new city that I had come to love. With every layover being long 
enough to have dinner two nights in a row, I took advantage of 
downtown Phoenix. My usual Hooters spot I walked to from the 
various downtown Phoenix layover hotels let me experience some 
beauty of the city. 

Having the aisle stewardess to drag along with me on this work 
flight made for great company. It’s amazing the way social media can 
bring strangers together. She and I had been friends on Facebook 
for years. One year senior to me in flying, I remembered coming 
across the aisle stewardess’s Instagram account and thinking how 
pretty she was with her deep dark skin tone that had a glow similar 
to mines. By way of Atlanta, Georgia, and New York she traced her 
roots back to West Africa. Our first night of the layover lasted for 
hours as we talked about our ancestry while eating Mexican food and 
having margaritas at Crescent Ballroom. The rooftop night lounge 
that blasted music like SZA’s “The Weekend” in downtown Phoenix, 
Arizona, was perfect for dinner after work.  

On the second night of the work layover, we decided to go 
check out the movie Black Panther together. We had different reasons 
for the movie becoming one of our new favorites—from the men to 
the technology. Like the rest of the world, we were captivated. 

It was so cool to meet another airline stewardess around my 
age with life ambitions to be successful beyond the airplane like 
me. From the moment she stepped onboard at the start of our trip, 
I knew she would be great company.

“Girl! You could hear my suffering?” she asked, and I shook 
my head yes. “I am so sorry. This cold is a mess and it came out of 
nowhere. But I’m feeling better. Thank you,” she said as we rode 
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down the dark streets headed to Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport, 
mentally preparing ourselves to work the last flight back to Chicago.

“So, I need your help with something,” I said to her. “I’m look-
ing for a new change in location, and Atlanta is on my list. I have 
researched neighborhoods like Brookhaven that seems to be afford-
able and not too far from Buckhead. If you don’t mind, I would really 
appreciate your help in going through some neighborhoods. But I’m 
not sure when I’m going to move just yet. I’m looking for a bartend-
ing gig now in Atlanta, so if it works out, I’m packing my things and 
coming,” I said laughing.

“Yes, honey. Got to get the coin,” she said. The aisle stewardess 
had personality. She was professional but still so very funny. “That is 
no problem at all. There are some great places close to Atlanta that 
are really affordable. I’m actually getting into the housing and real 
estate market, so I can most definitely help you when finding what 
you’re looking for.” Her response made me love her more. I knew 
she was someone I needed to know.

After eating at the Hooters in Phoenix on the layover, I thought 
maybe to give my serving days another try, but at a different location. 
If not Hooters, I thought maybe try the Tilted Kilt or Twin Peaks, 
which were places that my male bartending school instructor said 
would be great for me to work at if I was going to wear tiny uniform 
pieces and get good tips. I sent emails to a few lounges in cities like 
New York, Atlanta, Miami, Dallas, and Phoenix. With airline bases 
in each of those cities, I had no problem with packing up and trans-
ferring if the opportunity presented itself. 

I made sure to tell Momma that I would wait until we knew 
the status of Auntie Bell’s condition, but from by looks of it, we knew 
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she wasn’t getting better. The doctors, the Hope Care nurses and 
pastors were telling us to prepare ourselves for Aunt Bell’s demise. 
It was hard to hear, and I cried some days. Auntie Bell was always 
saying how she wouldn’t be here for the new summer holidays or 
the Christmas season, and that we should prepare ourselves to live 
our lives after she would be gone. 

“Okay flight crew. This is your stop. Security is up the escalator 
to your right. I’ll grab your bags out the back,” the shuttle driver said.

With one swift sweep, he sat our roller bags on the curb and 
thanked every one of us as we placed our dollar tips in his hand 
wishing him a well day.

“I will meet you on the airplane,” I said to the aisle stewardess. 
“I’m going to find some coffee. I need an energy boost before I get 
to pulling on carts, setting up beverage inserts, and swiping credit 
cards for cheese plates with crackers,” I said with a laugh. 

“Yeah I’m going to get me a tea,” the aisle stewardess said.
I could smell my breakfast sandwich cooking behind the 

counter at the Starbucks so late in the midnight hour. I looked 
around to see the group of people who had come in behind us wait-
ing to get food since everything else in the airport was closed. From 
the side of my eyes, I watched how everyone looked at me and my 
airline stewardess friend from head to toe as we grabbed our bever-
ages and food, making our way towards the airplane. The terminal 
was full as usual because of the redeye flights that were departing 
and those coming in from late arrivals.

I shoved my suitcase into the crew overhead bin space and 
prepared myself for the one flight back to base. The music in my 
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ears and the large sized coffee with extra vanilla syrup and creamer 
allowed for a work flight full of good vibes.

March 18, 2018 – ORD to AUS – Main Cabin Kitchen  
Galley Stewardess

My alarm that was set for three o’clock in the morning woke me up 
from a deep sleep. 

The entire time I prepared myself for work in my bedroom 
mirror, I thought about what city I would request for my base trans-
fer. I went back and forth in my mind so many times about where I 
wanted to restart my life. 

The Miami layover that I experienced just a few weeks earlier 
gave me thoughts about transferring back to South Beach. I missed 
all the international destinations I would fly for work. Going to the 
Caribbean twice a week made my life a lot more interesting. I was 
missing paradise. I missed the cool ocean breeze on the blue waters 
with perfect white sand beaches. Two or three short layovers while 
being based back in Chicago for the past two years didn’t amount to 
visiting Trinidad five times in one month with super long layovers. 

Thinking about the possibilities of transferring to cities like 
Los Angeles or New York put me in a good mood while driving in 
traffic on the ride to work the day after St. Patrick’s Day. I was paying 
the hotel receptionist for my parking when I felt my hotline vibrate 
in my hand. I glanced at the number that had no previous conver-
sation history in my phone. I opened the text message.

5:44 AM Text from Unknown: Where u? 
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Reading the message a few times, I was curious to know who 
was asking my whereabouts so early in the day. Before giving my 
location, I sent a reply asking the name of the person.

Text to Unknown: Who is this? Sent 5:45 AM
I sat there on the airport shuttle bus waiting for a response 

from the unsaved number in my phone, wondering who it might 
be. Was it someone who I wasn’t hoping to hear from? Maybe a guy 
from my past whose number I forgot to block or someone who had 
the wrong number. 

A few minutes later I read the reply from the stranger. 
No words could leave my mouth.
I hadn’t heard from Ace since April 2017, which was almost 

a year ago, and I deleted his number along with our previous text 
messages. From the one Instagram picture he posted with the mother 
of his child, I thought Ace moved on from thoughts of me. Why was 
he texting me out of the blue is what I wanted to know. 

I slid my wireless Beats X headphones in my ear from behind 
my hair and looked out the window, up to the sky, watching the 
airplane’s takeoff for the rest of the ride to the airport security drop 
off. I thought about replying to Ace, wondering what I would say. 
Should I be rude, curse him out? Or did I want to act like I was happy 
to hear from him after a year? Was I really up for another chase with 
the same NBA player who disappeared on me with an attitude a 
year ago? There were so many questions in my mind. I knew that if I 
didn’t respond, then later my thoughts would possibly consume me. 

My morning started great. I admired my reflection. I even 
applied full makeup to my face before work. The look my beautician 
AshleyRochelle gave me the night before on St. Patrick’s Day at the 
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beauty salon made me feel flawless. Her quality twenty-six inches 
of Brazilian Mink Hair was something new that I was trying. I woke 
up with a new attitude batting my set of mink eyelash extensions. 

I sat on the airport shuttle bus thinking how cool it would be 
to retire my jersey chasing years with Ace. I thought what better way 
to say goodbye to the game than with the seven-footer who just won 
the 2017 NBA championship and well on his way to getting a second 
ring in the 2018 season with the Bay Area.

I smiled at the idea. 
I made a decision. 
I exhaled deeply before getting out my seat on the airport shut-

tle. Every step down the stair, I swayed my hair from left to right, 
feeling myself on a new level with the idea of retiring my jersey chase. 

I cleared security and as I walked through O’Hare International 
Airport preparing myself for work, Ace sent another message asking 
my location.

6:12 AM Text Message from Unknown: Where u 
I wanted to ask Ace why hit me up again after a year, but I 

wasn’t sure if it mattered. Why did he even have my number still 
in his phone was a good question I wanted to ask. His post from 
Instagram made it seem like he was happy in his current situation, so 
why was he looking for me is what I wanted to know. The questions 
kept running through my mind as I composed a response telling 
Ace my whereabouts. 

Text to Unknown: At the airport getting ready to work. Sent 
6:13 AM 

“Good morning. I’m working this flight,” I said to the 
gate agent.
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“Boarding will be on time,” she said. 
“Thanks,” I replied. 
The sea of green St. Patrick’s Day shirts worn by the travel-

ers that talked about the Chicago Patty’s Day Parade and the yearly 
green dyed Chicago River filled the gate waiting area. I prayed for 
no medical emergency or disorderly conduct to happen from any 
hangovers as I walked down the jet bridge and boarded the airplane.

“Hi. I’m Mona,” I introduced myself to the senior mama who 
was working as the main cabin aisle stewardess. 

She waved at me saying her name through sips of coffee while 
she adjusted her work bags. After placing my luggage up and grab-
bing a bottle of water, I took a seat next to the senior mama, open-
ing up the container of pancakes and bacon that I got in the airport 
while she nibbled on her breakfast burrito. 

“Mona, are you from Chicago?” the senior mama asked. 
“Yes. Currently in the south suburbs. Looking to relocate. To 

where I’m not sure yet. I’m trying to decide which way to go. That’s 
my dilemma,” I said to the senior mama stewardess.

Day one at the start of a new work trip meant the first day of 
getting to know my flight crew and letting them in on my life. The 
social time when working a turnaround trip and a three-day trip is 
completely different. On turnarounds, the basic questions are about 
finding out what side of town each stew lives on, if they are married 
or single, and if someone is married the competition on the spouse’s 
income or career success begins. Since I’m not married, I get asked 
why such a pretty girl is single, followed with questions about my 
dating history. With all the names of athletes I mention, many said 
that I should write a book, which was something that I heard often 
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but never took seriously. The mention of Ace’s name left people in 
shock because he was such a well-known athlete, and when I showed 
my coworkers the picture of the different ballers I once shared myself 
with, everyone thought each guy was the definition of hot. 

I thought about the situation with Ace as I picked up my phone 
to send him a text about us trying to see one another.

Text to Unknown: So I came across your mind ... ready to try it 
again? Sent 6:52 AM

“Well the new bases are opening later in the year, so you will be 
able to have more base options to choose from. There’s Philadelphia, 
Phoenix, Charlotte, and a few others I can’t think of right now that 
will be accepting transfers before the year ends,” the senior mama 
stewardess said to me.

“I’ve been based in Miami,” I said. “But there are so many 
options. I literally change my mind every week. My family needs 
me around right now, but I’m thinking later this year or next year 
they will do well without me, then I can go someplace fun.” I kept 
my head down feeling guilty about wanting to leave my family and 
enjoy life somewhere else. 

“Family,” the senior mama said. “I totally understand. 
Sometimes you have to do what you have to do and not always 
what you want to do. Is someone in your family not feeling well?” 
she asked. 

“It’s the elder in my family. My mother has been doing really 
well with her. My mother doesn’t want me to leave, but Chicago is 
not a place where I am so happy anymore and I need a change before 
I lose myself.” I got up from the seat and closed the tray table head-
ing into the kitchen galley. 
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“You’re so young, but life does get to you like that,” she said. 
“But I would say stick with your mother. I know it’s a lot on you but 
do it and one day you’ll be able to move, but I think right now your 
family in Chicago needs you.” The senior mama was right, and I 
shook my head agreeing to everything she said. “You can always go 
to one base for a little while and see how you like it there and then 
transfer to another and another. That’s the lovely thing about this 
job; you have so many endless options,” she said. 

The thought did cross my mind. It sounded like a cool expe-
rience to live in those states for a year or two at a time. Transferring 
to every single base, living in a new climate with changing faces—I 
smiled at the thought. 

It was almost time for passengers to board the airplane when 
I looked over at my hotline and read Ace’s text message about my 
location not being the same as his. For some reason, Ace thought I 
was in Phoenix, Arizona. 

6:53 AM Text from Ace: U at work tho… I was in phx 

March 23, 2018 – ONT to ORD – Main Cabin  
Galley Stewardess

Back in June of 2017, I couldn’t wait to be out of Ontario when all 
was said and done between me and “Jordan” the first time around 
on my summertime layovers. Staying at the same hotel almost a year 
later, on a three-day trip gave me memories of “Jordan” as I walked 
to my room. 
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From the experience with the international baller and other 
professional hoopstars like Five, I learned that weak men think hurt-
ful words and disrespect can be a way to insult women. That was how 
“Jordan” tried to break me. The situation with “Jordan” taught me 
no matter how fine a guy is, unprotected sex is a no unless certain 
with proof that his body is clean. The social media rumors “Jordan” 
told me were false, but I still learned a valuable lesson. I took a risk 
with sharing myself unprotected with him. Even though the goal of 
my reason for unprotected sex with “Jordan” was to get pregnant, I 
should have been more responsible. My test results show my health 
is in perfect condition and now keeping a photo in my phone of my 
updated test results is the way I chose to have my proof with me. 

I reflected on everything I went through with “Jordan” and as 
I finished setting up the beverage cart in the kitchen galley. I gave 
God a “Hallelujah” for his protection. 

Working main cabin kitchen galley stew proved to be my new 
favorite position. It was quiet working in the back, preparing the 
beverage and food carts for the in-flight service. 

As I locked the carts into position, the lead stewardess spoke 
to me over the cabin speaker asking if everything was good with my 
in-flight catering supplies. 

I gave her a thumbs up.
“The captain wants to talk with us so in about five minutes just 

come up front,” the lead stewardess said. 
“Okay,” I yelled up the cabin giving her another thumbs up.
I wanted to post a Snapchat picture of myself to social media 

so I could keep the transformation I went through in my memories 
from the last time that I was in Ontario, California. Celebrating my 
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fourth year of being an airline stewardess and turning thirty years 
old in less than a year meant a new decade in my life was going to 
begin. My twenties had been a journey that I never wanted to do 
over again, because every moment was precious. From the self-love 
that I battled with; to the drive and ambition that entered my heart. 

I learned to embrace all parts of my body along with the few 
stretch marks that made me a woman. My body I learned to own. I 
made it through my twenties conquering battles that helped prepare 
me for womanhood in my thirties. 

My love and the way my love could make me feel was discov-
ered. The pressure I put on myself to find a mate in my twenties was 
because of society’s timeline. In my early twenties I didn’t even know 
myself, so how could I be ready to marry a mate who wouldn’t know 
the real me or even possibly know himself. 

During this important decade in my life, especially with 
matters of the heart, I discovered what I like and don’t want to deal 
with in a mate, and I understood how I wanted to be treated and that 
I wanted to be respected. 

In my twenties, I became thankful for the days that I lived. 
I learned to smile without having a reason. 
I learned to take pride in my appearance when coming to 

work, and I learned to stay ready to slay every day. 
I took the photo and was memorized by my own beauty. I 

added the Snapchat ONT airport filter showing my location as I 
walked up the aisle reflecting on the Ontario layover. 

The entire time in Ontario I stayed wrapped in the hotel 
bedsheets, catching up on all the old episodes of Ace’s television 
show from the OWN channel that was now on YouTube. I wanted 
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to get myself wrapped up in those green eyes of his. It was like I 
could read Ace, and I saw no wrong in him, but I knew it was far 
from the truth. 

Ace possessed one of those smiles that was camera-ready. I 
even watched his after-game chronicles show on YouTube that he 
shared with his teammates and fans in the parking lot of the basket-
ball team stadium in Oakland, California. On television, Ace had 
a way of making me laugh from the jokes he cracked, and when we 
video chatted I had a way of making Ace laugh the same way. The 
way he smiled reminded me of the prince in my favorite Disney New 
Orleans princess movie. 

The temptation we both fought to decline on my Austin, Texas, 
layover made us champions for the workplace. Ace was willing to pay 
the five-hundred-dollar car service ride for me to get back and forth 
from Austin to San Antonio that I told him was entirely too much 
work. The timeline was tight with me on a short layover having to 
be back before my 6:00 AM work flight to Tampa. 

It was always all about location and timing behind Ace and I.  
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The Airline Stewardess (Romonia) March 2018
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Chapter Twelve 

Jersey Chaser Stewardess

Dear Diary,
It’s been a pleasure seeing the comedians, famous 

actresses, politicians, and well- known authors the 
past few months on my flights. The spring months 
have been filled with celebrities. My work trips have 
been extremely easy lately. The stews that I work 
with and my supervisor continue to make my career 
tailor-made. 

I interviewed at a golf club in the suburbs for the 
position of bartender. I was excited when I heard back 
from the golf club interview manager and then days 
later, I heard the disturbing news story about the police 
being called on Five black women who were asked to 
leave a golf course in Pennsylvania because they were 
in the way of a group of white males who felt superior 
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to them. The story went viral just days after I accepted 
the job offer at the golf course near Chicago. The disre-
spect for black women in America is very real, from 
all races, and I know I’m not going to show my face 
the first day of work behind the bar at the golf club 
because of that incident. 

Daddie and I are still working on being better with 
building our father-daughter relationship. Rebuilding 
with your loved ones that you care for, I am learning, 
is a never-ending job. I can remember the days as a 
small girl clinging to his side. “My daddie” is all the 
family ever heard me say so it’s strange for me to see 
the distance in the connection between us now. There 
are some moments where I roll my eyes at the phone 
while he talks to me from his military home in Texas, 
but I am glad to have him back home in the country. 
Daddie’s time spent in Kuwait for months was enough 
for me to worry about him returning home. He has a 
few more out-of-country tours to take but I’m sure he 
will be safe. Daddie invites me to come visit with him 
in Texas. I make promises that one day I will come but 
I know in my heart, I’m not ready to see him just yet.

Daddie and Momma were excited that I landed 
another bartending gig. I hate to let them down with 
the news of me choosing not to start the job.

Momma is taking care of business with caring 
for Auntie Bell. Giving her baths daily, changing her 
Depends, and making sure she has prepared meals 
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for the nurses to give her, even though Auntie Bell 
has practically stopped eating. The home-care class 
Momma took helped a lot with her being able to 
understand Aunt Bell’s phases of dementia. I, on the 
other hand, am not able to handle the pressure. I still 
can’t believe what is happening, and seeing the woman 
I once knew as a ball of fire turn into a woman who 
can barely form a sentence or comprehend the things 
I say to her has scared me. I hope Momma can forgive 
me for taking the time out for myself over the next 
week. At times I feel bad because I know I could be a 
better daughter, but I’m still human. Momma does 
guilt trip me into doing things most times. I send her 
Ubers and Lyfts to get back and forth from work, but 
over the next week I will be taking time out for myself. 
All the doctor appointments, ripping and running, 
taking Momma every place she needs to go is a lot 
to balance.

I’ve spent the past week to myself. For days I medi-
tated about how I want to be a mom. If that day were 
to come, I’ve made the promise to myself that I’m not 
going to make my children feel responsible for the 
choices I’ve made. Momma telling me her choice to 
get married because she didn’t want me growing up 
seeing her with a lot of different men is something that 
I never ever want to say to my daughter. If I am dating 
when I become a parent, I will sit my child down and 
explain to them my situation versus bringing a man in 
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the house trying to create the perfect family picture. I 
truly believe no man I date will be allowed around my 
children that isn’t their father. I know from my expe-
rience the hurt children can endure, how their child-
hood can be robbed from them, and I’m not going to 
risk traumatizing my kids. 

Because of things I’ve been through in life, my 
guidelines are mine, and I believe every female should 
create her own guidelines for life with men and sex. 

I meditated on thoughts of how life would be if 
I had a daughter, how I would teach her to love her 
mind, and to trust her visions. I thought about how I 
will coach her to know that familiar gut instinct and 
how to follow it, because I’ve learned that gut feeling is 
the power of God telling you what to do. Learning how 
to read people well without judging them isn’t easy to 
do but I would hope to teach my child how to accept 
people for their differences.

I thought about how I would teach my future 
daughter to feel the energy of people she allows in her 
space. I sat thinking of how I would one day show her 
how to curl and straighten her hair, but also teach-
ing her to love the pattern and color of her natural 
hair texture. 

I meditated on my thoughts of how I would be this 
perfect mom. Being the one person my future daugh-
ter comes to just to talk about whatever, whenever, 
like the relationship I wanted to have with my mother 
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during my teen years. I thought about what my prayers 
might be like for the days she’s in high school. She will 
be of my flesh, so my daughter will understand her 
hormones because I will explain them to her, versus 
shutting down her questions. If someone harms her, 
I won’t question her twice. Then if she ever tells me 
“Momma, I think I’m ready to have sex,” I will hand 
her my fifteen years of journal entries and diaries that 
I have held on to since the first day I gave my virginity 
rose away. She will read my life and understand sex 
doesn’t stop in high school and neither does life. She 
will understand safe sex, and why it is important for 
her health.

As she grows into her womanhood, I hope she will 
understand that sex and love may sometimes make 
you bend your rules or do things that you swore you 
would never do. 

I will teach her to understand that for no reason at 
all is it acceptable for any man to put his hands on her. 

She will learn to control her temper in professional 
relationships as well as intimate relationships.

At any time she feels anger mixed with that insane 
feeling of love, I will teach her to walk away because 
that love is the wrong type of love or association 
to have. 

Toxic love isn’t true love. Love I learned from 
the Bible is a lot of things with being patient, kind, 
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understanding, and unselfish, but not once in life is 
love from a companion supposed to hurt you. 

Love doesn’t hurt you; the way people choose to 
love or show their love hurts you.

Mentally, physically, and emotionally I will be 
open with my daughter about the many ways that I 
came to know love in my life. 

Sex and love are powerful. Sex and love open the 
doorway to emotional ties. Like me, my daughter 
may get hurt, so I’ll have to tell her about the ways I 
fought depression from being hurt by men who said 
they loved me. 

When she goes to college, I pray she takes my story 
along with her on the campus experience she chooses 
to have and molds herself into a grown woman by the 
time of her college graduation. When she becomes of 
working age and decides the dreams that she’s going 
to chase after, I will be there right behind her cheering 
her on. I will give my advice when she wants to talk 
about boys, and I will give her my unconditional love 
from the day she exits my womb.

I meditated on the idea of being a mother to a boy. 
Lord knows that if I have a son, I pray that he has an 
active father to teach him the ways to go. But if not, 
I will train him up to be a man, a warrior like those 
in the Bible and superheroes like the “Black Panther” 
that my son will have to look up to. 
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I will get him involved in sports to teach him 
athleticism and sportsmanship. 

I will get him involved in debate teams to teach 
him how to speak with a backbone and to articulate 
his words. 

I will push him into boxing so he can learn a posi-
tive way to release his negative energy. 

When he starts dating, I too will share my journal 
with him so he can learn how women are emotional 
and that he shouldn’t make them cry. 

I will teach him that women are not property and 
that we are to be respected. 

I would raise my future son not to be a momma’s 
boy so he can learn to make decisions as a man and 
not always have to consort with his mother. 

I thought about doing my best to lead, if the day 
of becoming a parent ever happens for me. But for 
now, I have decided to get back involved with volun-
teering in the community. Creating change. I went 
to visit my old grammar school to sign up for cheer-
leading coach or assistant coach. My years of creat-
ing the squad routines were long ago, but when I saw 
the trophies that we won sitting in the school office, I 
figured I might still have it in me. Being in the hall-
ways of Joseph Warren Elementary School gave me 
flashbacks of my grammar school years. Oh, how far 
I have come. 
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Tomorrow is the day that I get ready to hang up 
my jersey chaser years. Although I have spent more 
time out on dates this year, seeing Ace is the most 
anxious that I have been to have sex in a very long 
time. Yesterday I went to get glammed by my beau-
tician AshleyRochelle and I look cute without the 
middle parting in my hair. I went with a different 
style, giving myself the 1990s vibes like the old school 
“Jet Beauty of the Week” ladies that I used to look up 
to as a young girl. I feel partially relaxed from the hair 
appointment yesterday and the pedicure from my nail 
salon visit. I even switched up my nail shape to try 
something different. 

 – Romonia Jean, Jersey Chaser Stewardess,  
May 2, 2018

May 3, 2018 – Chicago to New Orleans –  
Flight 1310 – Jumpseat

“I’m sorry but every seat on the flight is full. The jumpseat is avail-
able; would you like to take it?” the gate agent asked.

I didn’t care what seat she gave me as long as I got on the over-
sold flight. Getting to New Orleans on time for check-in at the hotel 
in the French Quarter was the first goal to accomplish.

“That’s perfect. Thank you,” I said and grabbed my suitcase.
“Step around the rope and I’ll scan your boarding pass,” 

she said.
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The special perk about being an airline stewardess when trav-
eling, is being able to sit on the airplane jumpseat if every seat is 
full on a flight. Sitting on the jumpseat isn’t always fun because the 
work space can be tight with an extra person, but it’s a seat none-
theless when you’re trying to get to your destination. It can be an 
inconvenience to the working crew having a person who isn’t on 
duty occupying the jumpseat. When I have stews on my jumpseat 
and I’m working I do my best to make them feel at home because 
it’s their seat too, and for the flight to New Orleans, I was thankful 
for the jumpseat.

“Hi. I’m Mona.” I politely smiled to the working senior papa 
stewards in the back. “I’m sorry for being in the way,” I said feeling 
it was necessary to apologize for making them adjust their space to 
accommodate me.

I sat the entire flight on Instagram posting my boarding pass 
just to show people that I was on the go. I talked about coming to 
New Orleans on my Facebook, needing the getaway from life. The 
city of New Orleans was the perfect getaway to venture off to when I 
needed nice weather, good music, beignets, liquor, and a few supplies 
from the Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop. The added bonus this visit 
on the New Orleans trip was hooking up with an NBA baller who 
was there on the journey to winning his second championship ring.

I counted down the minutes until landing as the flight crew 
prepared the cabin for landing.

“Are you from New Orleans?” the senior papa aisle steward 
asked me as he sat on the jumpseat.

“No. I’m just coming to visit,” I said.
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The airplane landed; I felt the magic about to begin. I was in 
New Orleans and that was all that mattered. I made it.

“I love it here and the Po’Boy sandwiches are delicious,” the 
senior papa aisle steward said while I counted down the people 
deplaning until it was my turn. The aisle steward stepped to the side 
letting me walk out of the main cabin kitchen galley. “Enjoy yourself 
dear,” he said as he took my roller board out the overhead bin for me.

“Thank you for your hospitality. Have a safe trip.” I said waving 
goodbye to both senior papa stewards that talked my ear off while 
I was thinking about how I would let Ace know I was in town. 
Deciding if I needed to send a picture of myself or if I should just 
text Ace my location was the debate in my thoughts during the flight.

I exited the airport making my way to the taxi pick-up station.
The driver took my bag and I jumped in the back seat.
“Where to?” the taxi driver asked.
“Hilton French Quarter,” I said, and the driver put his foot to 

the pedal.
In no time I could see the Superdome where the New Orleans 

NFL football team played from out the window, along with the other 
familiar places that I hadn’t seen since my last visit to town.

I walked through the doors of the hotel and checked in at 
the desk.

“Okay Miss Johnson, you are all set,” the hotel receptionist 
said. “Just take this elevator to the top floor and your room is going 
to be through the double doors to your right. Is there anything else 
I can do for you today?” she asked.
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I thought about my usual late checkout request, but then 
decided it wasn’t worth it this time because I would be catching the 
afternoon flight out the next day, getting back home to Chicago.

“I’m all set. Thank you,” I said to the hotel receptionist.
My visit to New Orleans was in full effect.
I got to my hotel room and unpacked my things. I placed my 

curling irons on the bathroom counter along with my makeup bag. 
I wore a bare face on the flight over and I didn’t plan on wearing 
makeup until I saw Ace. Not sure if I was going to his hotel or if he 
was coming to mine, I tried to keep everything neat. When apply-
ing a full face of makeup, the bathroom always tends to get a little 
messy. Brushes everywhere from trying to blend my highlight and 
contour perfectly so that I have no bold lines of separation in colors 
is hard work.

I didn’t really have anything planned for the trip because I 
always like to see where my feet take me when I’m in the French 
Quarter. The usual first stop is Bourbon Street and that’s exactly 
where my sense of smell took me to when the familiar scent of 
Willies Chicken Shack hit my nose.

“May I also have one of the daiquiris in the Willies Cock souve-
nir cup?” I asked the cashier.

“Which one you want?” she asked.
I looked at the array of colors swirling around in the machine 

with the creative names. There were many flavors to choose from 
and it was hard to make my mind up. I leaned in taking a closer look 
at the slushy machines.

“Vodka, Tequila, or Rum. How about you just surprise me,” I 
said staring at the colors not wanting just one flavor out of the eight 
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plus machines that kept the daiquiris rotating. “Is it possible I can 
have two? Like can you mix the flavors for me pretty please?” I asked 
the cashier.

The chicken beak that sits out at the top of the glass over the 
words ‘WILLIES COCK’ amused me enough to pull out my phone 
and take a picture to post to Snapchat. The mix of green and orange 
colors from the daiquiris in the yellow souvenir cup with the filter 
showing my location made for a nice picture message to send Ace.

SMS Text to Ace 5:42 PM Sent
Text to Ace: Hey 5:42 PM Sent
The neon sign to the male stripper club was lit in the evening 

hours but the doors were locked, and it looked as if construction 
was going on. Naturally at 5:55 PM nobody was at work. I posted a 
picture of the neon sign that said ‘Hunk Oasis’ and I continued my 
adventure down Bourbon Street; that had everything I needed to 
make my adult entertainment life perfect.

The bands were in full swing.
The group of young boys that often crowded the streets beat-

ing on the side of buckets with drumsticks making music caught my 
attention. I stopped to listen to the drummer boys and dropped a few 
dollars in their buckets while their mothers sat watching their chil-
dren from afar before the streets became filled with too much adult 
fun. I never thought Bourbon Street was a place for small children. 
Didn’t matter if they were hustling for money or not. The touristy 
street where random nudity at any time of day could happen from 
the women who wanted beads around their necks from the guys 
hanging off the balcony just wasn’t kid-friendly in my opinion. 
No matter the time of day, within the few blocks of the Bourbon 
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Street area there was food, liquor, shopping, and sexual entertain-
ment available.

After watching the children beat on the buckets, I went into 
my usual Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop to see the altar that was placed 
to honor the New Orleans Voodoo Queen. The way the people of 
New Orleans still talked about the seventy-nine-year-old woman 
137 years after her death left me curious to know more about her.

I got to know from the locals that Marie Laveau was a free 
woman of color back in the days of slavery. Marie Laveau was Creole 
Catholic, and she performed positive mojo practices for the success 
of famous entertainers, political figures, and many more. Marie 
Laveau was also known in town for her beauty parlor that she owned. 
Marie serviced many wealthy women and important female social-
ites in the city of New Orleans as a hairdresser.

Marie Laveau married a black man who many believed was 
Haitian. Marie bore her husband, Jacques Paris, two daughters. 
Rumors spread that her husband became abusive, and one day 
he just disappeared. Shortly after her husband disappeared, their 
two daughters died. However, Marie Laveau wasn’t a widow for 
long. She met a rich man named Christophe Glapion, and in years 
to come they had enough children to fill up a small school bus. 
Most in modern day New Orleans called the white Frenchman 
her husband, but I noticed she didn’t take on Glapion’s last name 
and carried her maiden name. To me that made sense because in 
the early 1800s it was illegal for black and white races to marry in 
the United States, let alone live together and raise children—rich 
free woman of color or not. Every visit to New Orleans, I noticed 
the many interracial couples on the streets—most couples being 
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a white male and black female. I was always nervous about dating 
outside my race because of my family drama and fear of not being 
accepted. Plus, my experiences with interracial dating—before my 
airline stewardess career—were not easy. I would discuss these issues 
with my stewardess coworkers all the time because a lot of guys that 
were not black asked me out on dates or asked questions about my 
relationship status. But the story of Marie Laveau showed bravery 
that it took to do something so taboo in her day—and it made me 
rethink my choices.

While looking around in the shop I kept to myself adhering to 
the rules of no photos or recordings in the shop because of ghosts 
and spirits. Most places in New Orleans claimed to have ghosts. The 
tragic story of Addie and Zack that happened after they didn’t evac-
uate from Hurricane Katrina is one of the many stories I Googled. 
I went on a city tour in New Orleans seeing where the locals said 
the ghost of Zack haunts the roof of the building that he jumped off 
before chopping Addie’s body into small pieces. Zack left the body 
parts of his girlfriend boiling in a pot, with a note saying he had 
to kill her because he loved her so much when the argument was 
over with. I watched a few television shows of Snapped that talked 
about fatal attractions with deadly endings. I thought about how my 
mother was stabbed and left to die by my step-father who said he 
loved my mother so much—never wanting to share her with anyone 
but himself, not even me.

I continued to admire the simple things about the Marie 
Laveau Voodoo Shop taking a look at the African ritual masks while 
reading titles of books on the shelves, and reviewing different sets of 
tarot cards for sale. An hour later I walked out of the shop and I still 
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had no text from Ace. The late evening hours were approaching. I 
wasn’t ready to go in just yet, so I decided to let my feet trail off the 
party strip with no knowledge of where I wanted to go.

“Do you need any help with anything?” the store assistant 
asked. The short round lady walked to the register when I entered 
Voodoo Authentica—a store located a few blocks away from 
Bourbon Street.

“I’m just looking. I saw the sign from the corner. This is my first 
time visiting this shop,” I said as I walked through the store following 
every scent that my nose guided me to. I inhaled deeply taking in 
the sweet smell of herbs mixed with old wood and lavender incense 
that filled the air.

Voodoo Authentica wasn’t packed with tourists like at the 
Marie Laveau Voodoo Shop, where people looked through the good 
luck mojo bags tagged with labels of love, success, money, and fertil-
ity. I walked into another room in Voodoo Authentica seeing the 
many altars with gigantic statues dedicated to the many Gods of the 
spiritual Voodoo religion that I read about. Out of all the hundreds 
of shops that included the name “Voodoo” in New Orleans estab-
lishments, this was the first place that I had seen with individual 
sections of large shelves dedicated to the African and Haitian spirits 
that were served for years beyond dates.

The history of the religious practices went beyond the 
American label of being viewed as evil and dark. The practice of the 
Haitian Vodou and African Vodun religions were well-known on a 
lot of slave plantations like those in Louisiana, while other planta-
tions banned the practice of the religion. Many slaves would burn 
fires at night, singing in native tongues, dancing in white, praising 
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ancestor of the religion. Slave women who practiced home reme-
dies with herbs taught to them by their ancestors became healers on 
American plantations and would heal many slaves when American 
medicine practitioners couldn’t or wouldn’t heal ill slaves.

The Haitian Vodou practices have been honored as most pure 
among religion practices and it only made sense to me about why I 
was so curious after my first visit to New Orleans. I came across some 
sale items in the store and I read the label on the sealed bottle of oil. 
With a name like Draw Your Mate, I wondered if the oil smelled of 
sweet perfume or a strong cologne.

“All of our oils are house made and they smell really great,” the 
store assistant said.

I took the small glass bottle from the shelf mounted on the 
wall. Studying the instructions on how to use the oil, I contemplated 
making the purchase. My phone still had no text from Ace and I 
began to wonder if I would see him or if he was just too busy to reply.

“Draw your mate,” I repeated the name aloud while looking 
at my phone home screen.

I took the oil and another with a different label to get a special 
discount for two. I walked around the store purchasing a few 
more wrapped items that I was curious to know about what might 
be inside.

A couple of hours later I returned to my hotel room to relax 
for the night.

I woke up from the loud ringing of the fire alarm in the hotel 
hallways. Flashing lights and my naked body under the sheets, I 
looked around trying to figure out what was going on. Throwing 
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on a black camisole and workout shorts, I slipped in my gym shoes. 
Picking up my phone, I double checked the time Ace texted me.

10:33 PM Text from Ace: Hey
I kept my frustrations to myself, walking out of my hotel room 

door, I let Ace know that I was asleep at the time he texted me. I 
wanted to know if he was in town.

Text to Ace: I was knocked out sleep 1:26 AM Sent
Text to Ace: You in New Orleans? 1:27 AM Sent
I led the way down the emergency fire stairwell as a couple 

people followed behind me. Since being an airline stewardess, I have 
learned the importance of knowing where to locate the staircase and 
emergency exit door at every hotel. The worst thing in a tragedy is 
not knowing where to find safety or how to get to it. My room was 
on the top floor and the walk down the eighteen-plus flights of stairs 
made for plenty of exercise.

When I got outside, I sent Ace another text message expressing 
my disappointment about reading his message so late in the night.

Text to Ace: My whole reason for coming here was to see you ... 
I can’t believe I’m just seeing your message 1:34 AM Sent

“The elevators are shut down. If you folks just wait here we’re 
going to get everything up and working so you can get back in your 
rooms.” The firemen tried reassuring everyone that things were 
under control.

I didn’t see any fire or smoke coming from the building.
The streets weren’t too crowded with people, just workers and 

a handful of guests standing on the sidewalk.
I couldn’t believe the fire alarm went off while I was knocked 

out sleeping. Before lying down I played my jazz music while I 
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rubbed the Voodoo Authentica oil on my body. I hadn’t heard from 
Ace and before I went to sleep, I checked-in for my afternoon flight 
back to Chicago. I made myself comfortable in the bed, inhaling 
the heavenly scent before dozing off. If the fire alarm siren never 
would have rung, I probably would have slept through the night 
and it would have been morning by the time I read Ace’s messages. 
I assumed Ace was sleep or busy because I wasn’t getting any replies 
to my text. I gave the suggestion of us trying again before I canceled 
my flight.

Text to Ace: Try again later? 5:19 AM Sent
“Hi,” I said to the hotel receptionist. I called to the front desk 

hoping they would be able to accommodate my late check-out 
request. “I was outside the hotel at two o’clock in the morning with 
the rest of the people that evacuated the building when the fire alarm 
went off. I haven’t been able to go back to sleep. Would you mind if I 
request the late check out time?” I asked. “I don’t know if the cleaners 
need to get in the room for the next reservation,” I said.

“Actually, we don’t have anybody booked for that room so I 
can put you down here for the late checkout. Is there anything else 
we can do for you Miss Johnson?” the hotel receptionist asked and 
I smiled at the phone from the easy way that was handled.

“No that’s it. Thank you so much. I really appreciate your help. 
Thank you.”

I hung up the phone and set my alarm for noon.
Seven hours later I woke up to a text message from Ace asking 

my whereabouts in New Orleans.
12:20 PM Text from Ace: Where you staying?
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I opened my airline employee travel app and used my discount 
to book another hotel. I wasn’t planning to stay an extra night at the 
same hotel and risk the alarm going off again.

“Welcome to the Troubadour Hotel. Are you checking in?” the 
front desk receptionist asked.

The half-mile taxi ride over from the French Quarter got me 
to the hotel quickly.

“Yes. I am. Last name Johnson. First name Romonia,” I said.
“May I see your ID please?” she asked.
Already in my hand, I passed my identification over to 

the receptionist.
Looking at my face and then the computer, she checked to 

make sure the names matched.
“Okay. Here you go. Room 508. The elevators are around the 

corner here to your left. Straight ahead. Use your key card to go up.” 
The hotel receptionist said. “At night there is security in the lobby 
and in order to get past him you will need to show your key card.” 
The hotel receptionist passed over my driver’s license and room key. 
“We are hosting a mixer here at the hotel later tonight,” she said. 
“There will be a live DJ who plays a lot of hip-hop and R&B so feel 
free to join.”

I was trying to get away from the party, but the party was now 
chasing me.

I got on the elevator and stepped off on the fifth floor. I walked 
down towards the end of the hall and stopped at my room. Then 
when I entered, the first thing to catch my eye was the mirror the 
covered the side wall and right next to it was a shelf bar with all half 
pints of liquor. Underneath the liquor self was a minifridge full of 
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everything from sodas to half-sized wine bottles and beer. Before I 
started to pre-game, I decided to take a short nap.

Later in the afternoon I woke up. I showered and broke open a 
vodka. I didn’t want to curl my hair, so I just threw on my sunglasses 
and went outside the hotel, flagging down one of the bicycle taxis. 
I let the wind blow on my bare face in the middle of New Orleans 
traffic while we turned down Canal Street. I had spent enough time 
on Bourbon Street and decided I would spend my unexpected extra 
day in town in the French Quarters.

As the sun went down, I walked through the Jackson Square 
park area talking with the artists about their paintings that hung on 
display. I watched the tarot card readers shuffle cards and the palm 
readers tell the future of others. I sat at Café Du Monde having my 
beignets and taking an extra order to eat the next day while I would 
be at work. I went to outdoor lounges listening to jazz music from the 
instruments of bands on stage. I ventured down the French Quarter 
looking at the art from the galleries after dinner and purchased small 
pictures that caught my eye.

When it was well in the nightfall, I began to get sleepy and 
caught a NOLA bike buggy ride back to the hotel breathing in the 
fresh air of love, magic and lavender flowers. With Ace playing at 
the Smoothie King Center against the New Orleans NBA basket-
ball team, I wanted to know how late he would be, so I reached out 
to him.

Text to Ace: Hey 11:24 PM Sent
Five minutes went by and no reply came from him. When I 

took my shower, I put a small drop of the draw your mate oil in my 
hair before adding curls, and I smelled like heaven. I didn’t wear 
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makeup the entire time in New Orleans, so I dabbed a little bit of 
my MAC Studio Fix concealer in shade NW40 underneath my eyes, 
smoothing it out with a blending brush, and then applied MAC Moth 
to a Flame gloss on my lips.

I sat on the bed with my phone in hand and opened my camera.
The roundness of my natural breasts looked beautiful. My 

thighs were thick from some weight I gained for my surgery that I 
hadn’t started to work off, but I felt the extra pounds made me look 
good in all the right places. I knew how much Ace would admire my 
natural curves as I modeled them in a video call of ours.

I captured my look, took a deep breath, then sent the photo.
SMS Text to Ace 11:35 PM Sent
An hour went by and my text to Ace went unanswered. I 

assumed that he wasn’t in the mood to talk after losing the game 
against the New Orleans basketball team.

Text to Ace: Hey so you probably don’t feel like hanging after the 
lost game tonight ... I’m just gonna leave in the morning since I haven’t 
caught up with you ... take care 12:23 AM Sent

I began to prepare myself for the morning flight back to 
Chicago and my afternoon work trip. I went to the restroom to 
remove the makeup concealer and lip gloss from my face. Reaching 
for my Neutrogena face wipes; I cleaned one half of my face when I 
heard my phone text alerts. Looking in the mirror I cleared the other 
half of my face before going to check my phone.

Ace wanted me to have a key waiting for him to enter my 
hotel room.

12:25 AM Text from Ace: Hotel got key entry in the elevator?
Text to Ace: Yeah 12:38 AM Sent
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12:39 AM Text from Ace: Leave a key under my name at 
front desk

I wasn’t turned on by his tardiness. Like most ballers, Ace was 
proving that the world revolved around him—making me remem-
ber why I was ready to let go of my jersey chaser days.

I wasn’t the twenty-five-year-old girl anymore that was willing 
to chase after an athlete. I was bending all my standards on how I 
wanted to be treated by a man for the sake of satisfaction, regard-
less of his status. I often heard the complaints of other women that 
dealt with men who either had a little bit of money or power, and 
the struggles were all the same. If it wasn’t for me wanting to go out 
with a bang from my jersey chasing days, I would’ve texted Ace tell-
ing him goodnight. But instead, I ignored my gut feeling because 
I needed something juicy to tell my airline stewardess friends who 
egged me on with the idea of the baller.

As I slipped on my shoes and went downstairs, I put all my 
worries to rest.

“Hi. I want to leave a key for a friend that’s coming,” I said to 
the same receptionist who checked me in.

I wrote Ace’s first name and last on the white envelope.
I made it back to my room and opened the shot size bottle of 

1800 Tequila and mixed it with sprite. I went to look over myself in 
the wall mirror and then went into the bathroom to freshen up and 
apply my makeup.

An hour later, I let Ace know I was ready for him.
Text to Ace: Try not to have me here waiting forever 1:49 

AM Sent
1:50 AM Text from Ace: When you leave?
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Ace was in New Orleans for the NBA finals and I could not 
be in town for the next day or two because of my work trip. Ace 
needed motivation.

My bronzed highlight shimmered complimenting the MAC 
All That Glitters eye shadow in the creases of my eyes. I took time 
putting on eye shadow which was something I didn’t do on a regular.

I took a selfie with the phone in my right hand, while my 
left hand covered my left breast, letting a peak of my nipple show 
through my pinky and ring finger. I captured a candid shot that left 
me with a glow.

SMS Text to Ace 1:54 AM Sent
Text to Ace: In the morning ... you just make your way here. 

1:54 AM Sent
“What’s up,” Ace said walking through the door of my 

hotel room.
I was in the bathroom touching up my hair adding more curls 

when the door flew open and I saw him walking in smiling, breez-
ing past the bathroom door like he was entering the doorway to his 
home. Knocking before entering would have been courteous and 
less frightening to me. I let out a small chuckle at the way I rushed to 
close my robe until I realized it was Ace that had come into my room.

I took a deep breath before I walked out of the bathroom.
Joining Ace in the bedroom, I reminded myself to inhale 

and exhale.
Ace stood head almost touching the ceiling. He took off his hat 

and placed it on the table. Once I got over the shock of him slamming 
the door after he walked, I stood staring at him, admiring everything 
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from the top of his coarse hair to the fairness of his light-skin tone. 
I was fixated.

The smile. His green eyes. Ace was fine.
The voice that had a way of making me want to listen to him 

talk forever sounded better talking to me in person and not through 
the video of our phones. For more than a year I wondered what it 
would be like for his hands to rub on my body and I was about to 
find out.

“You scared me,” I spoke softly to Ace with a smile on my face, 
not wanting him to think I had an attitude about him taking so long 
to come to me. “Where were you?” I asked.

“Harrah’s,” he said.
“The casino?” I said to him scrunching my face in dissatis-

faction and in a high pitched voice. I laughed at my reaction that 
showed I didn’t approve of the one flaw I discovered about Ace 
within the first two minutes of us being together.

I thought about those who I served alcohol to at the casino 
that would drink their sorrows of bad luck away and offered Ace a 
drink. I never would have pictured him for a gambler, so I just kept 
the option open that maybe his team was staying at the hotel inside 
of the casino.

I was happy that the seven-footer was finally close within 
my embrace. With my flight scheduled to leave at 8:00 AM, there 
was no time to waste with small chitter chatter asking how his day 
was or how he felt after losing one of the playoff games to the New 
Orleans team.
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I dropped my open robe to the floor, going over to the night-
stand. I grabbed my phone and opened my Apple Music app hitting 
repeat on the Twenty88 album.

The moment was happening, and Ace raced to the bed.
I stood there over him at his side while he laid on his back, 

ready for me to come touch him. Motioning my index finger for 
Ace to get up off the bed, I made him stand behind me. To the edge 
of the bed, I went leaving enough room for him to adjust himself 
between my legs. Hands on the bed I placed my palms downward on 
the white linen sheets. I bent forward at the hips bringing my knees 
to my wrist. Chest and face against the mattress; my body was ready 
for Ace to come into me.

The album was in its second rotation when I heard track 
number three play through the Bluetooth speaker. I mumbled the 
lyrics of Big Sean and JhenéAiko’s song “On The Way” thinking 
about the moment me and Ace, my1988 lover were sharing. Ace 
and I both were Capricorns. I was loving the experience of sex with 
someone dominant, born the same year, and under the same zodiac 
sign as me. I wondered if the stars would align in New Orleans on 
the night that Ace and I were sharing ourselves with one another. 
When we finished, the album was in its fourth rotation and Ace had 
the pleasure of releasing twice. His confidence was restored. He was 
renewed and I wasn’t surprised. Over the years I had learned that 
my sex could heal a man on his worst day.

The urge that called out to me saying that I needed to have 
Ace in between my legs to fill that empty void was filled every time 
I moaned out words of pleasure while he was inside of me. The 
memory would last forever for me but after the next woman Ace 
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shared himself with, or the next woman after that, I would most 
likely get lost in the file of key cards he probably kept in a box or 
folder, the same way I did with my male passenger business cards. 
My legs were open to taking the small portion of Ace that I could 
have. Ace and I were both two unmarried people and consenting 
adults that knew what was going to happen between us long before 
he walked through the door of my hotel room. No matter how late 
Ace arrived, or how many failed attempts we had, I finally had him 
to myself.

When he got dressed, Ace sat on the bed while I stood over him 
completely naked. He just sat there looking at me and I wondered 
what was on his mind.

“So why you like New Orleans so much?” he asked.

July 7, 2018 – Bereavement Day 

I sat listening to Reverend Dorch preach the eulogy after I finished 
reading off Auntie Bell’s obituary that talked about her Memphis 
roots, being a black belt in karate, and the thirty plus years she spent 
working in the medical field caring for some of Chicago’s elite like 
Mayor Harold Washington and a few other well-known patients. 

I looked at Auntie Bell’s body lying in the coffin, wearing the 
pink scarf that matched Momma’s jumpsuit and my dress. We didn’t 
want her in black nor did we want to wear black to the funeral. 
Auntie Bell in short ways prepared us for this day and we were not 
going to mourn her death in black. We had the mortician dye Auntie 
Bell’s hair a reddish-brown color the way she wore it back in the 
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1970s. Her nails were polished pink with sparkles of glitter. She wore 
jewelry and we placed a bracelet on her wrist because she always 
loved bracelets. 

We picked out a cherry wood coffin and purple flowers that 
laid on top with banners that read “I love you” alongside a couple of 
collages filled with pictures that Auntie Bell would show me from 
the years of her life.

I was glad to have been off from work since mid-May and in 
Chicago with Momma, being by Aunt Bell’s bedside singing songs 
of her favorite musician Anita Baker. 

The last week before her death Auntie Bell wasn’t able to speak. 
The last words Auntie Bell said to me was “Yeah. Right.” When I 
promised her I would be back to visit once I went home to get some 
rest. It took me a couple of days to make it back to her because I 
was at home grieving, trying to prepare myself to be strong for my 
mother who was never to functional in moments like these. 

When I returned to Auntie Bell on June 23, she couldn’t open 
her eyes or speak. I played jazz music for her and when Anita Baker’s 
song Giving You the Best That I Got played on Pandora, Aunt Bell 
squeezed my hand so tightly as I sang the words to her. 

My singing voice is how she knew it was me and that I kept my 
promise of coming back.

I cried that day for many reasons as Auntie Bell lay there in 
her bed. Thinking of all she told me about life and love. Thinking 
about how she would never get a chance to keep her promise to me 
about meeting the man I would have chosen. I also thought about 
the things we all had been through and for the last time, I wiped my 
eyes and feelings of wanting to have the happily ever after away as I 
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sang the song Young Hearts Run Free by Candi Staton at Auntie Bell’s 
bedside. At that moment my run with the hopes and dreams of love 
had come to end and it was time for me to live my best life without 
ever thinking that I would be lacking or missing out. 

I took the time for my family and now that my family was done 
needing me, it was time for me to go off into the world, exploring 
my life and living it to the fullest in every way possible.

After capturing that moment on video of me singing that 
Candi Staton song and holding my Auntie Bell’s hand I talked with 
her knowing that she couldn’t respond but at least praying she could 
forgive me for giving up on the things she wanted me to fight for. 
That day I never went back home, and I spent my days sleeping on 
the sofa next to Auntie Bell’s bed.  

It was 4:00 AM on June 29th and the lights started flicking. 
I was up working on my laptop, being a night owl, playing 

jazz music to provide Auntie Bell with some comfort. I heard the 
deep breaths she started taking, and I thought she was snoring. As 
the sun came up and the hours carried on that day, the Hope Care 
nurse pronounced Auntie Bell as dead. The Hope Care pastor came 
by the house praying for us as Momma and I gathered around Auntie 
Bell’s lifeless body. 

I kept it together while my mother cried in my arms as Gatlin’s 
Funeral Home workers came shortly after to take Auntie Bell away. 
I called my mother’s siblings while Auntie Bell’s body was still in the 
house. Everyone knew how sick she was but yet no one came to see 
her those last couple of weeks. While my family and I sat around the 
table with the pastor, Momma’s sisters wanted to feud with her. I was 
so sick and tired of my family constantly ganging up on my mother. 
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I was not going to let them stress my mother or make her feel like a 
bad person when she had done her best to take care of Auntie Bell 
without any of their assistance. I raised my voice and put the fear of 
God in them when my voice became full of base that I had no idea 
was in me.

I told Momma’s sisters to go away and be peaceful. 
The next morning after Aunt Bell’s passing, I woke up play-

ing Aretha Franklin’s I Say a Little Prayer for You and I felt a spirit 
come over me telling me to walk up the stairs and open the closet of 
a bedroom that was full of junk and empty appliance boxes. I went 
to open the closet and the first thing my hands were guided to was 
this wooden box. 

I took the box without opening it and went to sit in the 
living room. 

When I opened the box, I cried as I found my grandmother 
Ella Jean’s diary that was dated June 15, 1974, seven months before 
she passed away. I smiled and laughed about the men my grand-
mother wrote about in her diary, pairing them to their zodiac signs 
and the horoscopes that she read and had rewritten from a magazine 
article while in the hospital. She and I had so much in common that 
it just made me smile. Grandmother Ella Jean ripped out the page 
of the magazine with the horoscopes and left it folded in the diary 
with two white rose petals.

By this time in her life, she had separated from my grandfa-
ther but still wrote his name down next to her interpretation of the 
Scorpio horoscope. There were so many parts of my grandmother’s 
diary that touched my soul, sharing stories of Great-auntie Bell and 
her first church visit with my mother when she was a little girl, along 
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with the date that my momma was baptized. Grandmother Ella Jean 
even wrote her personal reasons for loving Christ, recalling the day 
that she got saved and the ways that Jesus was proving to be very real 
in her life. But the diary entry that I felt my Grandmother Eleanora 
Jean Johnson had written just for me to see, was the one where she 
wrote about the lovers over the years of her life, and ended her entry 
by writing this:

“I have [written] this as a testimony to anyone who reads 
this, to let them know that no matter what your sins are, God will 
save you and keep you from all your bad habits and give you peace 

because God loves you.”
I ran to share with Momma what I had found, and she just 

smiled, happy to know that she could get one last word of motherly 
advice from her mother.

After finding my grandmother’s diary and talking with 
Momma, I found peace. I was able to plan Auntie Bell’s funeral along 
with the work of talking to lawyers, closing membership accounts 
and calling in insurance policies to make sure everything was taken 
care of so that she would be laid to rest in style. 

As I walked out of the funeral home saying goodbye to the 
physical part of her, Auntie Bell’s words from one of our talks during 
the summer days on the porch stayed with me; Auntie Bell said,

“Shoot, if I was an airline stewardess back in my day. You 
wouldn’t be able to tell me nothing. Have fun child.”
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